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This thesis is an intertextual study consisting largely of close readings of selected poems. 
or extracts from long poems, by Palamas, Sikelianos and Elytis against Biblical and 
liturgical source texts to which they allude. It seeks to demonstrate that the relationship of 
each of these poets to the sacred texts of Orthodoxy is essentially appropriative. and thus 
far less harmonious than has usually been supposed. 
A General Introduction defines the terms of reference, discusses 'Christian poetry as 
something distinct from the projects of these three poets, and relate` appropriation to 
Harold Bloom's concept of 'transumption'. 
One long chapter is devoted to each poet. That on Palamas discloses a tendency to focus on 
the Virgin to the near-exclusion of Christ, theological contentiousness, eroticization and 
aesthetic ization of sacred personae, occasional syncretism (but not where it has been most 
looked for, in the D2 oyepa), and indications of the displacement of Christ by the poetic 
ego. 
Sikelianos' concept of the `Fifth Gospel' is seen as indicative of the ambition to rewrite the 
'Myth' of Christianity, paganizing, Hellenizing and eroticizing it in the process. While 
syncretism is Sikelianos' most pervasive appropriative strategy (evident particularly in the 
fusion of Christ and Dionysus), the displacement of Christ by the poet is seen to be more 
developed than in Palamas. 
In Elytis' Tö "Aýtov 'Eo'r - remarkable for the extensive appropriations not only of 
Christian language but also of liturgical structures and metrics, in a poem which scarcely 
deals directly with Christianity at all- the displacement of God or Christ by the narrator is 
found to be the principal result of the appropriations. 
A General Conclusion emphasizes the progression from Palamas through Sikeliano to 
Elytis. particularly in the increasing attribution to the poet of God-like qualities and 
functions through appropriations of Biblical and liturgical language. 
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BIBLICAL AND LITURGICAL TEXTS: 
A NOTE ON EDITIONS AND TRANSLATIONS 
Biblical quotations in English are mainly from the Revised Standard Version (RSV. 
Occasionally the Authorized Version (AV) is used, either where the RSV is more remote 
from the Greek, or where phrases from the AV are so well known that the alternatives in 
the RSV sound odd. Use of the AV is always explicitly noted, as are my own translations. 
Translations of all other texts (liturgical, poetic, critical) are my own unless otherwise 
stated. 
Biblical quotations in Greek are from an edition of the Greek Bible sanctioned by the Greek 
Orthodox hierarchy: 71 `Ayia I'paOrj tj IlaAatä JtaOrjKr7 icard rot); 
`EßboµrIKOVia" q Katvi) Aiaorjicrj, 13th edition, published by 'A8EA4ötrl- 
OEoXö'ywv 71 «Z. wij» (Athens, 1994). The text is not always based on the best manuscript 
traditions and differs in many places from modern critical editions of the Septuagint and the 
New Testament. However, it presents the Biblical texts in the form in which they are most 
likely to have been familiar to Greek poets of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Where 
the chapter and verse numbers of the Septuagint differ from those of the RSV, I have given 
both, with the RSV numbers in brackets. 
There are so many editions of Greek liturgical texts that it seemed unhelpful to give page 
references. Instead I have described as precisely as possible the position of each extract 
quoted in the service to which it belongs. Unless some other volume is indicated. I have 
used the text of the Meyag `Iepös EvvEic&pog rov 'OpOoöö, "ov Xpioriavoü. 
published by Iki (Athens, no date). 
I have followed the partially modernized orthography of these editions of the Greek Bible 
and the Synekdemos, except for restoring breathings over initial rho. 
In all other quotations in Greek I have, unless otherwise stated, followed the orthography 
of the original publication, except for correcting obvious typographical errors. 
The titles and numbering of the kontakia of Romanos are those of the edition of Paul Maas 
and C. A. Trypanis (1963). Sancti Rornani Melodi Cantica: Cantica Genuina, and the text of 
that edition is used for all quotations from Romanos. 
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Preface 
`Greek the language they gave me [... ]. My only care my language on 
Homer's shores. ' Thus Elytis, writing in the 1950s, expresses his sense of 
belonging to a poetic tradition stretching back to Homer. But Homer is not 
the only stage, or strand, of that tradition which he acknowledges: 'Niv 
only care my language with the very first Glory Be to Thee (... ] with the 
first words of the Hymn. " With the 'Glory Be' Elytis conjures up the 
world of Byzantine Christianity and its rich store of liturgical poetry; and 
with the `first words of the Hymn' alludes to the first great poet of modern 
Greece, Dionysios Solomos. 2 
Not only in terms of poetry, but also on a broader cultural front, we 
may speak, following Toynbee, of the ancient polytheistic culture and the 
Christian culture of Byzantium as two distinct heritages. While the 
continuity between Byzantium and the Orthodox church of today is 
manifest, the thread that links Elytis to Homer is stretched rather thin 
across the fifteen centuries of Byzantine and Ottoman rule; and awareness 
of the classical tradition would not be such an important factor in modern 
Greek culture had it not been deliberately fostered in the decades following 
the establishment of the Greek state. 3 
In the study of modern Greek literature a disproportionate amount 
of attention has been devoted to its relation to the classical tradition, often 
at the expense of the Byzantine or Christian elements. This is in part, no 
doubt, precisely because the link with ancient Greece has been consciously 
I Elytis 1980: 28. as translated in Keeley & Savidis 1980: 3?. 
2 See p. 301 below. 
3 Compare Toynbee 1981: 155- 
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cultivated, while Orthodoxy is a more natural and less self-conscious aspect 
of modern Greek culture. The Christian elements have not, of course, been 
entirely ignored, but they have, generally, been treated as unproblematic. 
and there is, in consequence, a dearth of critical analysis of this aspect of 
the literature. There have been studies of the religious views of poets, using 
the poetry for the purpose of illustration, but without much attention to 
textual context; 4 and there have been source studies linking passages in the 
poetry with passages from Biblical and liturgical texts. 5 Whether 
intentionally or not, such source studies tend to suggest the Orthodox 
Christian allegiance of the poets: they perhaps assume, and certainly imply, 
a harmonious relation between the poetry and its Christian sources. 
The uncritical approach to the Christian elements in modern Greek 
literature is, surely, related to the widespread assumption that to be Greek 
is to be Orthodox and, thus, to be a Greek poet is to be an Orthodox poet. 6 
Orthodoxy has long been, and remains, a potent ingredient in Greek 
nationalism. The somewhat arbitrary retrospective determination that the 
Revolution began on the Feast of the Annunciation (25 March) 1821 is 
indicative of the way in which nationalism has appropriated religion. From 
Solomos' Hymn to Liberty (1823) and the inception of the Greek state, 
poetry has been an important locus of the fusion of Christianity and 
nationalism. The substitution of `EXXdS for Mapt a in Valaoritis' 
rewriting of the Annunciation in «Ev a-f-yEXtß td S- `EXXtrvi 6» 
4 E. g. Balanos 1943 and Moschos 1993 on Palamas: Xydis 1973: 207-29 on Sikelianos: 
Papachristou-Panou 1980 and Proimou-Erinaki 1997 on Elytis. 
5 E. g. Xydis 1950 on the whole range of Palamas' poetry: Kasinis 1980: 243-322 and 
Galani 1989, each devoted to a single major work, by Palamas and Elytis respectivel` . 
There have been no systematic studies of Sikelianos' Christian source', (but see p. 145 
below). Phylaktou's major source study of Sikelianos' poetry (1990) is concerned almost 
exclusively with ancient Greek sources. 
6 Tertsetis and Papatsonis (both Roman Catholics) and Yoseph Eliya (Jewish) are rare 
exceptions. 
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(1864) is one of the grosser examples.? 
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The pervasive atmosphere of religious nationalism has hardly been 
conducive to a level-headed appraisal of the Christian elements in 
literature, and particularly in the works of those regarded as national poets. 
pre-eminently Solomos, but also Kalvos, Valaoritis. Palamas and 
Sikelianos, and more recently Elytis. National poets are assumed to reflect 
the national ideology, including Orthodox Christianity, and there is a 
widespread tendency among critics to overlook or play down- sometimes 
an evident refusal to see- those elements in their work which are 
incompatible with, or challenge, Christian beliefs. Kleon Paraschos' 
insistence that there is no real Christianity in modern Greek poetry8 `goes 
against the grain of both popular and critical response to Greece's national 
poets. 
In the cases of the three poets with which this thesis is concerned- 
Palamas, Sikelianos and Elytis- there is no question about their national 
preoccupations, but their attitudes to Christianity are, to put it mildly, 
highly unorthodox. This unorthodoxy, not to mention actual opposition to 
at least certain aspects of Christianity, is often ignored. Indeed there have 
been a number of attempts to enlist their work, and that of other poets 
whose Christian allegiance is questionable, in support of Christianity. 
Poulis' characterization of Cavafy's erotic poetry as dramatizing 'the 
internal struggle against sin', indicates the absurd limits to which such 
attempts may be pressed. 9 Inevitably, it is mainly critics with strong 
religious interests and convictions who write about the religious views of 
poets; and unless they write to condemn a poet's irreligion (a most unlikely 
strategy with those recognized as national poets) they emphasize whatever 
7 The angel says. ph ýoßoü, xaipE. IIap9EvE, Xodp¬ ! VO Küptoz µov Etvcit pe 
ßE. `EXA, ö , 
övciata, XaipE I (Valaoritis 1981: 75). Compare Luke 1.28-30. 
8 See p. 24. 
9 Poulis 1989: 31. 
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positive religious attitudes they find in the poetry. '0 It is only a poet like 
Embeirikos who can escape co-option to the Christian cause. His use of 
Christian language in erotic, even pornographic. contexts. especially in the 
novel `O MV yag 'AvctroAt KÖS, l' leaves his impiety in no doubt. While 
Embeirikos' underlying purpose is serious, it is palpably antagonistic to 
Christianity. 
The equation of nationalism and Christianity has influenced not only 
critics but also poets themselves, making them at times somewhat 
circumspect in expressing their attitudes to Christianity. Elytis' remark that 
he is `not a Christian in the accepted sense' is guardedly ambiguous, leaving 
open the possibility that he is a Christian in some other sense. 12 Palamas. 
Sikelianos and Elytis, in their different ways, all make use of Christian 
ideas or Christian language in their own alternative religious perspectives; 
and, whatever their personal misgivings, they all accept Christianity, if in 
no other way, as an integral part of Greek life. It is their perhaps 
deliberate ambivalence that leaves their work open to Christian misreading. 
I approach the religious views of these three poets only indirectly, 
through the use they make of Christian language; and I find this use to he 
predominantly appropriative. By that I mean that they take elements of 
Biblical and liturgical texts and transpose them into poetic contexts which 
are, in various ways, at odds with Christian belief and morality. ' 3 
Palamas, Sikelianos and Elytis form a natural triumvirate. They are 
all in the front rank of modern Greek poets; and among poets of the front 
rank these are the three in whose work the poetic ego is most consistently 
foregrounded. This last feature proves in each case to be associated with. 
and articulated through, appropriations of Christian language. All three 
10 This is true of all but the last of the works cited on p. 9 n. 4. 
>> Embeirikos 1990-92. 
12 Kechagioglou 1995: 36. 
13 On appropriation see further pp. 16-17,33-4. 
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poets produced important long poems that engage with Christian lanouaLle 
(Elytis' magnum opus, Tö "Aýtov 'Earl'. is the only work of his which I 
discuss); and, arguably, their work offers the most extensive and 
enterprising examples of the appropriation of Biblical and liturgical 
language in modern Greek poetry. 
Through my detailed examination of the ways in which these three 
major Greek poets use Christian language in a selection of poems or parts 
of longer poems, I aim to go beyond the typically cursory treatment of the 
Christian material in poetry which is content to note superficial 
correspondences. In so doing, I hope to show that the poetry of Palamas. 
Sikelianos and Elytis cannot properly be reconciled with Christian belief, 
and, further, that it does not support the simplistic equation of Greekiiess 
and Orthodoxy, but engages with Christianity as a highly ambivalent part 




1.1 Terms of reference 
This thesis is an investigation of a particular kind of relationship between 
one set of Greek texts and another: it examines the appropriation of the 
language of the Greek Bible and the liturgy of the Greek Orthodox Church 
in selected poems of Palamas, Sikelianos and Elytis. 
I begin by defining terms, considering first certain aspects of 
intertextuality, such as `allusion', `source' and `influence', in order to 
arrive at a definition of `appropriation'. I use the term `intertextuality' to 
indicate the totality of possible relations between written texts., The use of 
the term in a wider context still, where almost anything may be described 
as a `text', is not entirely helpful, since it blurs the distinction between the 
textual and non-textual, a distinction which remains, I believe, significant, 
especially when dealing with ancient religious texts which have been 
accorded a highly privileged status within the culture that embraces them 
and whose actual words are regarded as sacrosanct, as `AyI a FpaOrj . 
I In line with the following authoritative (but, in the first case, vacuous) definitions: 
'Intertextuality refers to those conditions of textuality which affect and describe the 
and Poetics: 620 ): relations between texts' (New Princeton Encyclopedia of Newt 
'intertextuality. [... ] the need for one text to be read in the light of it' allu"ion" to and 
differences from the content or structure of other texts; the allusive relationship between 
esp. literary texts' (O. iford English Dictionary: Additions Series. 3: 132). 
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Allusion, as it is usually understood, also bridges the gap between the 
textual and non-textual, but `allusion', unlike 'intertextualitvis not an 
exclusively technical term, and its range of meaning reflects ordinary usage 
where we often allude to facts without having in mind an`, specific text (or 
any texts at all) in which such facts are recorded. 
The New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics defines 
allusion in poetry as `a poet's deliberate incorporation of identifiable 
elements from other sources, preceding or contemporaneous, textual or 
extratextual'. This appears to confuse means with end, focusing on 
incorporation (the means by which allusion is effected) rather than on 
allusion (an authorial act) itself. We usually speak of alluding to a text, fact 
or event. Allusion is, then, an act of reference. 
Leaving aside non-textual allusions, we may say that an allusion is a 
type of indirect reference by one text to another which is effected through 
the incorporation in the one text of elements of the other. The indirectness 
of an illusion distinguishes it from citation. A text which explicitly declares 
its relation to another named text is not alluding. Conversely, where 
allusion does occur, there will be no explicit reference and the presence of 
an allusion may be a matter for the reader's judgement. In this thesis I shall 
apply `allusion' (and its cognate verb) to passages in poetry where I judge 
the author to be directing (in most cases consciously and deliberately) the 
reader's attention to some fact, image or idea embodied in another text or 
texts. Observable similarity between one text and another is not proof of 
allusion, except where it is very close and very extensive. Similarities may 
be fortuitous, or may arise from the later author's unwitting use of. or 
approximation to, the language of an earlier text which has been retained in 
the memory, but whose otherness the author is not conscious of at the time 
of writing. We might call such instances unconscious allusion, and they can 
certainly produce significant intertextual relationships. 
It will be useful to distinguish some of the ways in which elements of 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION -I _ 
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one text may be incorporated into another. The simplest form of 
incorporation is quotation, the incorporation of verbal elements without 
alteration. In formal verse, owing to the exigencies of metre and rhynme, 
quotation is usually restricted to short phrases. Free verse offers greater 
opportunities, but extended verbatim quotations are rare in any kind of 
poetry, 2 except as epigraphs, which, though a part of the poetic text, are 
not integrated into the poetry. Minor modifications of the words of the 
source, such as changes in word order, or changes in the case of nouns and 
adjectives or in the person, tense, mood and voice of verbs, may be all that 
is required to adapt to metrical requirements or a new syntactical context, 
but these are moves away from quotation in the direction of paraphrase. 
Even such minor changes may result in significant shifts in meaning. In the 
case of elements from Biblical and liturgical texts incorporated into 
modern Greek poems, changes may be dictated by the desire to modernize 
the language. In other cases, where entirely distinct languages are involved, 
the language of the source may be translated into the language of the poem. 
Paraphrase may involve more extensive changes, such as substitution 
of synonyms, radical rephrasing, condensation or amplification, shading 
off into an area where one cannot be sure that correspondences between the 
two texts are anything more than coincidental. There are, on the other 
hand, instances, where, while verbal connections are too remote to speak of 
paraphrase, the subject matter indicates with near certainty the poet's 
awareness of a specific earlier text. 
It is not only the words (verbatim or modified) of a text which may 
be incorporated in another, but also the ways in which words are 
organized: a later text may use structural devices, including metre and 
rhyme scheme, peculiar to an earlier text, in conjunction with, or entirely 
independently of, verbal similarities. 
2 See p. 167 for one example. 
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The fact that a text incorporates elements of an earlier text tells us. 
by itself, very little about the relation between the two texts. other than that 
the earlier serves as a source for the later. 'Source' describes one way in 
which an earlier text may be related to a later. There are others. of which 
the most obvious is `influence'. C. S. Lewis neatly encapsulates the 
difference between the two in saying that `a Source gives us things to write 
about; an Influence prompts us to write in a certain way'. Lewis goes on to 
discuss influence mainly in terms of style (with illustrations drawn from 
English literature). 3 But influence is not only a matter of style: the 
assertion of influence may imply that the stance of the later text reflects the 
stance of the earlier, that there is a harmony of ideas between the two texts. 
Clearly, though, this is not the case with all allusions. A text may be 
reacting against the earlier text to which it alludes and transposing elements 
of that text into a new context which is not in harmony with, and may be 
antagonistic to, the source. It is in such cases that one can speak of 
appropriation. In the terms of the source text an appropriation is a misuse 
of the incorporated elements, by which the later text may question the truth 
or challenge the authority of the source. 
One would hardly think of appropriation in considering the relation 
of the Christmas carol `While shepherds watch'd' to the Nativity narratives 
in Luke. The carol is a close paraphrase of the AV of Luke 2.8-14, with 
verbatim quotation of short phrases and very little amplification. Most 
importantly, the carol is entirely in sympathy with its source: both recount 
a miraculous event with the directness of unquestioning belief. But 
Sikelianos' allusion to Luke's 'shepherds' and 'heavenly host' and his 
incorporation of Romanos' phrase, natbiov viov. ö itpo uithvc, wvv OF ;. 
slightly modified, into a poem in which the newborn infant is hailed as 'my 
Dionysus and my Christ' constitutes appropriation, since the elements of 
Lewis 1962: 35-41,35. 
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Luke and Romanos are transposed into a context whose syncretism is at 
variance with the Christian orthodoxy of the sources. 4 
The fusion of Christianity and paganism is one of the principal 
contexts of appropriation of Biblical and liturgical language in Sikelianos. 
Others are the appropriation to the speaker in a poem of words or image` 
which in their original context refer to Christ, and (often related toi the 
syncretism) the reshaping of Scriptural incidents or ideas through highly 
selective use or deliberate distortion of source material. All three strategies 
are found- though, with the exception of the last, in less developed 
form- in Palamas; while in Elytis' TO 'Aýiov 'Ear it is appropriation to 
the speaker (or other modern and secular personae) of divine words and 
attributes which predominates, to the near-exclusion of the other two 
strategies. 
The choice of Palamas, Sikelianos and Elytis has already been 
explained in the Preface in terms of their pre-eminence, their persistent 
foregrounding of the poetic ego, and their extensive appropriation of 
Biblical and liturgical language. A comprehensive survey of the relation 
between the poetry of any one of these poets and Biblical and liturgical 
texts would stretch the space limits of a doctoral thesis. In attempting to 
deal with the work of all three, I have had to be selective not only among 
works which do make use of Biblical and liturgical language, but also, in 
the case of longer works, within those works. 
It remains to define, and briefly survey, the range of Biblical and 
liturgical texts in which I have sought the sources of the Christian language 
appropriated by the three selected poets. 
The Bible is of central importance to Christians of all denominations. 
but the form in which they know it is language-specific, and in some case. " 
specific to a particular denomination within a linguistic community. The 
See p. 244-5 n. 271. 
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vast majority of Greeks are at least nominally Orthodox and know the 
Bible in the form in which it is used in the Greek Orthodox Church. The 
twentieth century has seen a move away from archaic or even heightened 
language in Bible translation and public worship, but the Orthodox Church 
of Greece is an exception to this general trend. While Greek Orthodox 
communities outside Greece are making increasing use of national 
vernaculars (chiefly English) in their worship, there is little demand in 
Greece for the modernization of ecclesiastical language. Most Greek- 
speaking Orthodox Christians continue to hear the New Testament 
(hereafter `NT') read in their churches in the original Koine Greek, and 
the Old Testament (hereafter `OT') in a Greek translation, the Septuagint. 
which antedates Christianity. 5 In considering the relation of modern Greek 
literature to Christian language it is, perhaps more than with many other 
national literatures, essential to consider the Bible and liturgical texts 
together. Among the Orthodox (as among Catholics), Bible reading has 
never become the widespread activity it has been among Protestants ever 
since vernacular translations became widely available in the sixteenth 
century. Generally speaking, Greeks tend to know the Bible through the 
liturgy, and may have no clear sense of the boundary between the Biblical 
elements incorporated into the liturgical texts and post-Biblical liturgical 
material. 6 
The Greek Orthodox Church has an incomparably rich store of 
liturgical texts. Its service books have been little changed since the mid- 
5 In the main the work of Jewish scholars in Alexandria in the third-second centuries BC. 
with additions in the first century BC or even later. 
6 There is a difference in register. since the Greek of the Byzantine liturgical text, is 
generally more Atticizing than that of the NT or the Septuagint; and there are differences 
between the theology of the NT and the developed post-Biblical theology of the 
Ecumenical Councils reflected in liturgical texts. particularly as regards the Trinity, the 
Person of Christ and the role of the Virgin Mary. It is probably only a minority of 
worshippers, however, who are sensitive to these difference,,. 
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Byzantine period. Their present state represents a fusion of the ceremonies 
developed in the imperial `Great Church' of `Ayt a 106 CE in 
Constantinople with monastic rites. The most important service is the 
Liturgy (the equivalent of the western Mass, Eucharist, Holy Communion 
etc. ) which is celebrated every Sunday and on major feast days in most 
churches, daily in cathedrals and monasteries.? There are services for the 
various `Hours' of the day. Of these the most important are Esperinos 
(Vespers) and Orthros (Matins) which are sung in most churches on 
Saturday evening and immediately before the Liturgy on Sunday morning 
repectively, and daily in monasteries along with the services of the First. 
Third, Sixth and Ninth Hours. There is also a late evening service called 
'Amö&&ucvov, the equivalent of western Compline. The greater part of the 
text of each of these services is fixed, but some elements vary according to 
the seasons and festivals of the ecclesiastical calendar. A number of service 
books are devoted to these variants and additions to the regular services. 
The Triodion contains the variants and special services for various days in 
Lent and Holy Week; the Pentekostarion, variants for the period from 
Easter to the Sunday after Pentecost; and the many volumes of the 
Menologion contain the variants for saints' days and other fixed festivals 
throughout the year and include Synaxarial readings (extracts from the 
`Lives' of saints). There are also, of course, forms of service for Baptism, 
Marriage and the other sacraments. 
Few Greeks will be familiar with more than a relatively small 
portion of the totality of the language of Orthodox worship. Most familiar 
will be the services which are celebrated regularly in churches (Vespers, 
Orthros and the Liturgy), the ceremonies of Baptism and Marriage and the 
7 In this thesis 'Liturgy' (with capital L) always refers to this service. 'liturgv-' (without 
initial capital) is used to denote the ceremonies of the Church in general, and the adjective 
'liturgical' invariably has this wider reference. 
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services for those days when large numbers of people attend church 
(notably Christmas, Good Friday and Easter). Of particular importance 
and popularity is the Service of the Akathistos Hymn, sung on Friday 
evenings in Lent. 
To the Greek Bible and the current service books of the Greek 
Orthodox Church I must add two other categories of texts. The first 
consists of the apocryphal books associated with the NT. (All the books 
known collectively in the West as the OT Apocrypha are integral parts of 
the Septuagint. ) Among the NT Apocrypha the Protevangelium Iacobi, or 
Book of James, has a special place in the Orthodox Church, being the 
principal source of the legends of the early life of the Virgin- a common 
theme for cycles of mosaics and wall paintings in Byzantine and post- 
Byzantine churches- and, indeed, a principal source for a major poem by 
Sikelianos (see §3.5). 
The second additional category consists of works of liturgical poetry 
which are not part of current Orthodox services, and in particular the 
kontakia of the sixth-century hymnographer, Romanos. x According to 
Trypanis the kontakion is `the one and only great original achievement of 
Byzantine literature', 9 and the kontakia of Romanos have had a particular 
appeal for modern Greek poets, and especially for Elytis. ' ° Once a 
prominent feature of Orthros (at least in `Ayia lo4ia and other large 
8 The kontakion blends narration, prayer and preaching. It is a stanzaic form in which the 
stanzas are often quite long. Usually called oikoi (or strophae), the stanzas are divided into 
cola which correspond to the smallest sense units (typically short phrases). Cola are 
grouped into larger sense units, lines and periods. Each colon has a metrical identit` 
determined by the number of syllables and the positions of principal stress accents. The 
sequence and grouping of cola in the first oikos determines an intricate metrical structure 
which is repeated in all succeeding oikoi. The first oikos is preceded by a prooimion (or 
koukoulion) with a different metrical pattern. 
9 Maas & Trypanis 1963: xiv. 
10 See p. 270 n. 6. 
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churches) the kontakion was displaced, in the course of the seventh and 
eighth centuries, by the Canon, a form developed within the monastic 
tradition. ' I The Akathistos Hymn is the only kontakion which has remained 
in liturgical use in its entirety. Otherwise, only the prooirnion (called 
kontakion in liturgical rubrics) and the first oikos of certain kontakia 
survive in liturgical use as species of antiphon sung between the -sixth and 
seventh odes of the canon in Orthros. However, the kontakia of Romanos 
have always been valued and preserved by the Orthodox Church, and they 
have become more widely known since the late nineteenth century through 
many scholarly and popular publications, ranging from single kontakia to 
two near-complete editions' 2 and one complete one. 13 
It Canons generally lack the narrative and didactic elements found in kontakia. A canon 
i` 
divided into nine odes related to the Nine Biblical Odes. Each ode of a canon is constructed 
on the same metrical principles as a kontakion, but the repeated syllabic and accentual 
pattern is usually much shorter, closer in length to a verse of Scripture than to the oiko. s of 
a typical kontakion. 
12 Tomadakis 1952-61; Grosdidier de Matons 1964-81. 
13 Maas & Trypanis 1963 and 1970. 
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1.2 Christian poetry 
Palamas, Sikelianos and Elytis are, in a very broad sense, all religious 
poets. That is to say, their poetry is informed by a high seriousness (which 
sometimes becomes sententious) and frequently deals with what most 
people think of as religious issues: immortality, transcendence and divinity. 
Concepts of `spirit' or `soul' as the essence of the human being. and of the 
`sacred' as an aspect of experience, are prominent in their work. Of none 
of them, however, could one say that their poetic ideas are firmly rooted in 
Orthodox, or indeed orthodox, Christianity. Their religion, if that is an 
appropriate word, is of their own making, though, for Sikelianos at least, it 
embraces Christian elements. They are religious poets but they do not write 
Christian poetry, in any narrowly defined sense. 
For Donald Davie, prefacing his New Oxford Book of Christian 
Verse, `Christian poetry' is 
poetry that appeals [... ] to some one or more of the distinctive 
doctrines of the Christian church: to Incarnation pre-eminently, to 
Redemption, Judgement, the Holy Trinity, the Fall. 
Note that Davie speaks of poetry that 'appeals'- and not simply 'refers'- 
to Christian doctrine. The notion of appeal already seems to require the 
Christian affiliation of the poet. Although Davie concedes that the appeal to 
doctrine may be rebellious or sardonic in spirit, he is thinking only of 
rebellion which remains within the Christian tradition, '- as the elaboration 
of his definition makes clear. Reminding us that Christian faith rests not 
14 Helen Gardner, on the other hand, beginning with a definition of 'religious poetry' as 
'poetry that treats of revelation and man's response to revelation', extends it. by a rather 
specious argument, to include any poetry which refers to revelation irrespective of its 
commitment or perspective: 'Since "No" is a response as well as "Yes", we can include as 
religious poems some poems in which the response is rejection of the Christian revelation 
and doubt of its truth' (1983: 135). 
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only `on a body of doctrine' but also on a narrative'. he extends his 
definition of Christian poetry to include its relation to the Bible. and 
concludes that 
it is not enough to say that a poem, to be a Christian poem. must have at 
its core something either doctrinal or scriptural; it must treat of scripture 
to show scripture embodies doctrine, and of doctrine to show how it has 
scriptural authority. 15 
Christian poetry in Davie's sense is limited both as to its subject 
matter and as to the attitudes it may express. It is the kind of poetry Eliot 
had in mind when he said that 
for the great majority of people who love poetry 'religious poetry' is a 
variety of minor poetry: the religious poet is not a poet who is treating 
the whole subject matter of poetry in a religious spirit, but a poet who is 
dealing with a confined part of this subject matter: who is leaving out 
what men consider their major passions. 16 
When Eliot wrote this in 1935, in the essay `Religion and Literature', he 
probably considered himself to be a religious poet in the broader sense of 
`a poet who is treating the whole subject matter of poetry in a religious 
spirit'. In this sense Palamas, Sikelianos and Elytis could be said to he 
religious poets, though not Christian poets- and certainly none of their 
work would pass Davie's rigorous tests. 
Issues very similar to those raised by Davie and Eliot occupied 
Andreas Keramidas in 1939, in the `Introductory and Critical Note' to his 
NEoEUiyi 1cr) Opi aicEvrz xis dv9oAoyia. Keramidas asks what position 
modern Greek poets have taken in relation to religion, and whether deep 
Christian religiousness is to be found in their works. ' 7 He quotes, from 
1-5 Davie 1981: xx-xxi. 
16 Eliot 1951: 390 (emphases in the original). 
17 Keramidas 1939: 0'. 
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articles published a few years rA fier, two diametrically opposed answers. 
According to Kouimoutsopoulos, 'the noblest and most illustrious 
representatives of modem Greek poetry experienced fully in their sensitive 
souls the deepest emotions of religion and were drawn to and inspired by 
the purity and other-worldliness of the noblest Christian ideals', ' while 
Kleon Paraschos insists that `Christianity inspired modern Greek poets 
from Solomos to Karyotakis only to a very small extent'. 'In very few of 
them', he adds, `perhaps in none, will you find true Christian inspiration. "9 
What we have here is not so much a disagreement about the nature 
or content of Greek poetry, as a disagreement about the nature of Christian 
religion. Koufmoutsopoulos' effusive language and particularly the phrase, 
`the purity and otherworldliness of the noblest Christian ideals', betrays a 
rather intellectualized and unfocused conception of Christianity, a 
Christianity divorced from its historical roots and from doctrine. For 
Paraschos, by contrast, Christianity means 'the tremendous event which is 
the birth of Christ, and, more broadly, his whole life, his whole teaching 
together with the shape which the Apostles and the Doctors of Christendon 
have given to it'. 20 
Had Paraschos made an anthology of Christian poetry in Modern 
Greek, he would clearly have employed criteria similar to those of Davie, 
but the result would have been a very slim volume. He offers two 
explanations for the fact, as he sees it, that `from Solomos to the present 
[1934] Christianity has failed to penetrate deeply into modern Greek 
poetry'. The first is that `our race does not accept [Christianity]', and the 
second that `modern Greek poetry has flourished in the period of the death- 
struggle of Christianity'. '' With the former, and highly provocative. 
18 Kouimoutsopoulos 1935. quoted in Keramidas 1939: 0'. 
19 Paraschos 1934: 74. 
20 Paraschos 1934: 74. 
21 Paraschos 1934: 77. 
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explanation Paraschos probably alludes, inter alia, to the survival of pagan 
elements in the Greek folk tradition. With the latter he refers to the 
intellectual challenge faced by Christianity world-wide from the late 
nineteenth century onwards, and sees the baleful influence of 'modern, 
foreign' ideas on Greek poetry as first manifested in the work of Palamas 
and Cavafy. 22 
"" Paraschos 1934: 75. 
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1.3 Christianity and Literature 
`Christian poetry', as defined by Paraschos or Davie. exemplifies only one 
of many possible relationships between literature and Christianity. Eliot 
suggests some others when he distinguishes three stages in the 
secularization of the English novel: 
In the first, the novel took the Faith, in its contemporary version. for 
granted, and omitted it from its picture of life. [... ] In the second, it 
doubted, worried about, or contested the Faith. [... ] the third phase 
[... ] is the phase of those who have never heard the Christian Faith 
spoken of as anything but an anachronism. 23 
With certain modifications this rough schema can be applied to the 
changing relationship of Greek poetry to Christianity in the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. While it could hardly be said that Solomon and Kalvos 
omit Christianity from their picture of life, they (and poets of the nmid- 
nineteenth century, such as Valaoritis, Vasiliadis and Markoras) do take it 
for granted, in the sense that issues of faith are rarely foregrounded in 
their poetry. 24 For them the Christian faith is an integral part of the life of 
Greeks, but has not yet become, despite the unorthodox views some of 
them held, an issue which needs to be confronted. 
The phase of doubt, anxiety and contention is represented in Greek 
poetry above all by Palamas, though the nature of his doubt (doubt must 
start from belief) has been misunderstood. Sikelianos seems untouched by 
doubt but contests the Christian faith by denying its supremacy, in his 
attempt to integrate Christian `myth' (itself a contentious term in this 
context) into a syncretistic mythology whose chief ingredients are the 
pagan myths of ancient Greece. In Varnalis' Tö 0o3S noü KcaIFt (1912), 
23 Eliot 1951: 392. 
24 Solomos' «`O Aczµnpog» is an important exception (see p. 320 n. 110). 
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the satirical dialogue involving both Jesus and Prometheus is an altogether 
more superficial version of the contest with Christian faith., ` Its very liýýht- 
heartedness suggests that in Varnalis we are already approaching the third 
stage in which the Christian Faith no longer needs to be taken seriously 
(though the rest of the poem engages more sympathetically with Christian 
material). 
One could hardly speak, even today, in a Greek context of 'those 
who have never heard the Christian Faith spoken of as anything but arg 
anachronism'. Orthodoxy is still closely tied to notions of national identity 
and very few Greeks divorce themselves entirely from it. The Greek 
Orthodox Church is a conservative institution (its linguistic conservatism 
has already been noted), 26 and could be described as a living anachronism, 
supported and fostered in part precisely because of its archaic nature and 
its remoteness from daily life. 
Before the Asia Minor Disaster of 1922, political and ecclesiastical 
ambitions had, for more than half a century, been united in the ME ydXrl 
'I &a. Greeks within and outside the boundaries of the nation-state were 
habitually referred to as 'redeemed' and 'unredeemed' respectively. After 
1922 the dream of extending the boundaries of the nation-state to include 
all the `unredeemed' Greeks, as well as the Byzantine imperial and 
ecclesiastical capital of Constantinople, had to be abandoned, and with it 
many long-established attitudes to church and state. A rising generation of 
writers turned their back on the past and looked outside Greece for new 
artistic and political ideas with which to reinvigorate their own culture. It 
is with this self-styled Generation of the Thirties that the third stage in the 
relation of poetry to Christianity begins. In the 1930s Palamas and 
Sikelianos continued to make use of Christian language in their poetry (and 
's Va. rnalis 1956: 13-53. 
26 Secs p. 18. 
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Sikelianos' use of it intensified in the 1940s). but Christian language i' 
largely absent from the poetry of Seferis. Ritsos and Elytis. at least until 
well after the Second World War. Ritsos' 'Ein rä0z o, (1936) is the most 
notable, but only a partial, exception: it certainly contains echoes of 
liturgical language, but these are present because of the association of 
liturgical language with the tradition of Greek folk laments. which are the 
essential background to the poem. Christian themes are a significant new 
element in Seferis' late poetry, representing a belated recognition of 
Christianity as an enduring part of Greek culture. Seferis' interest in 
Christian languge, however, is similar in some respects to that of Ritsos in 
'E7rtrdOtoS, for both poets see Christianity as an aspect of `EXXt1vtKOTr1T(r, 
rather than a system of belief which they are concerned to embrace or 
reject. 
As a major work making extensive use of Biblical and liturgical 
language, Elytis' Tö 'Aýtov 'Eon (1959), then, is an anomaly, both in 
Elytis' career and in its time. It is, in some sense, a throwback to the 
earlier stage of contestation of Christian faith. It differs radically, 
however, from the work of Palamas and Sikelianos in one major respect: 
Christianity is hardly present as such in Elytis' poem, and his struggle with 
it is more indirect than that of his predecessors. He does not write about 
Christ or the Virgin, as do both Palamas and Sikelianos (by, for example. 
rewriting scenes from the Gospel). There are ambiguous passages 
addressed to God and the explicit rejection of the symbol of the Cross, but 
that is all. 27 For the rest, Elytis' method is to transpose Biblical and 
liturgical language into new contexts: the personal growth of the narrator 
confronted by the events of the 1940s. 
One could say that for Elytis Christianity is so much of an 
anachronism that it no longer commands his respect: and in itself it appears 
27 See pp. 316-29.334-7. 
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to him as no longer a vital element in Greek culture or national identity 
(though he admires earlier Christian writers such as Papadiamanti" º. =' 
Recognizing, however, that the language of Christianity is heavily laden 
with cultural value- and that, besides, much of it is powerfully poetic- 
he appropriates it for his own ends. Clearly one of his aims is, to promote 
`the Poet' in such a way as to contest the central position occupied. in 
nationalist discourse and Greek culture generally, by Christ and the Virgin : 
another and not unrelated aim, is to challenge and outdo his predecessors. 
28 See p. 333. 
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1.4 Ruining the sacred truths 
There are clear indications that Tö "Aýtov 'Eavi was written with the 
large-scale works of Palamas (`O Ao'&icdAoyoS mb r6orov and 'H 
OA, oyE'pa Gov Baai)tä) and of Sikelianos (IlpoAoyoý 6Tý Zwrj and 
Tläaxa idvv `EAA4vwv) in its sights. Elytis was evidently vying with these 
works, attempting to succeed, where he perhaps judged Palamas and 
Sikelianos to have failed, in creating a fully integrated long poem which 
would give the Poet and poetry a pivotal role in its vision of national 
salvation (and Elytis certainly goes beyond Palamas and Sikelianos in his 
appropriations to the poetic ego of the words and functions of Christ). This 
type of retrospective contest between poets has been extensively explored 
by Harold Bloom in developing his theory of poetic influence, first 
elaborated in The Anxiety of Influence, where he speaks of the necessity 
for `strong poets [... ] to wrestle with their strong precursors'. 29 
In a later book, Ruin the Sacred Truths, Bloom extends his theory to 
more remote and more impersonal precursors such as Homer and, 
centrally, the Bible; and what he has to say there is pertinent to the relation 
of our three Greek poets to the sacred texts of Orthodoxy (as his general 
theory is pertinent to their relation to each other). Bloom takes his title 
from Marvell's poem `On Paradise Lost'. 30 Marvell had feared that Milton 
`would ruin [. . .]/ 
The sacred truths to fable and old song', but in reading 
Paradise Lost he was reassured- wrongly according to Bloom, for 
all strong poets, whether Dante or Milton or Blake, must ruin the sacred 
truths to fable and old song, precisely because the essential condition for 
poetic strength is that the new song, one's own, always must be a song 
of one's self. whether it be called the Divine Comedy. or Paradise Lost. 
or Milton: A Poem in Two Books. Every sacred truth not one's own 
29 Bloom 1973: 5. 
30 Included in the second edition of Paradise Lost (1674). See Milton 1966: 210. 
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becomes a fable, an old song that requires corrective vision. 3' 
For Dante, Milton and Blake, we could substitute Palamas. Sikelianos and 
Elytis, and say that each of them must ruin the sacred truths so that his new 
song may be a song of his own self, whether it be called `H bAoyFpa roü 
BaaiAth, Hd axa zävv `EW7'vwv, or Tö "A ýl ov 'Earl. 
This present thesis might, then, be characterized as an inquiry into 
the ways in which our three Greek poets `ruin the sacred truths' in these 
and other poems. It does not, however, make any pretence to be a study in 
the spirit of Bloom. Bloom surveys the landscape of literature from an 
Olympian height. The work of the `strong poets' (and strength is not the 
same as greatness)32 lies before him as a series of mountain ranges receding 
one behind the other into the distant past. My method is at the other 
extreme. It involves taking up poetic texts one by one and looking at them 
under a microscope, teasing out the significant elements which have some 
relation to Biblical or liturgical texts. My aim, however, is not restricted to 
what Bloom dismisses as `the wearisome industry of source-hunting, of 
allusion-counting'. 33 Most source studies, as I shall have occasion to remark 
of particular examples, stop short of literary criticism: they are content to 
demonstrate that a relation between two texts exists, without pausing to 
examine the nature of that relation. As I have already suggested in §1.1. to 
know that a given text alludes to an earlier text is of limited interest until 
we understand something of the way in which the allusion functions in its 
poetic context, and whether, and if so how, the earlier text is distorted or 
misrepresented by its partial incorporation into the later. 34 Such a 
31 Bloom 1989: 125. 
32A poet's 'strength' is measured by the effectiveness of his self-creation as a poet in 
defiance of precursors and his own mortality. See Bloom 1975: 9. 
33 Bloom 1973: 31. 
34 Bloom makes distortion or 'misprision', though on a larger scale, a 'central principle' of 
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transformation may have implications for the interpretation, not only of 
the later text which contains the allusion, but also of the source text. That is 
to say, the author of the later text may not simply be adding something to 
his own text through allusion, but also trying to influence the reader's 
perception of the source text. 
Bloom's most general term for the process whereby a poet masters 
his precursors is `transumption'. Bloom spoils this word by overuse in too 
great a diversity of contexts, so that its meaning becomes at times rather 
hazy. When he uses it to describe Milton's agonistic relation to the 
Pentateuch his intention is relatively clear: 
Milton revises Homer by transuming him correctively, but he reworks 
Moses even more cunningly, by a transumption gorgeously expanding 
the Bible, or displacing it through extraordinary condensation and 
perspectivizing. 35 
Clearly, transumption involves no reverence towards the sacred texts, but 
is, rather, a violent act by which the sacred text, the embodiment of sacred 
truths, is reshaped to express the new and (we are expected to believe) 
superior truths of the poet's vision. Milton's ambition, according to Bloom, 
was to supplant the Scriptures, to be the `maker of an older and newer 
testament than the testaments already available to him', and `to assert his 
own identity as poet-prophet, far surpassing Moses and Isaiah and the 
authors of the New Testament'. 36 One could compare this to Sikelianos' 
assumption of the role of Fifth Evangelist in 17äßxa r6v `EAArjvwt', of 
Elytis' reworkings of the language of Genesis in his «`H FEwßt » and of 
his theory of influence: `Poetic Influence- when it involves two strong, authentic poetý- 
always proceeds by a misreading of the prior poet, an act of creative correction that is 
actually and necessarily a misinterpretation' (1973: 30). 
35 Bloom 1989: 93. 
36 Bloom 1989: 92.113. 
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the Passion narratives in «T(x' 11d9r1» , or perhaps of the iconoclastic 
utterances of some of Palamas' more authoritative voices (the Gypsy in `O 
4w& icd, , oyos roü I'lOrov. the Flute and the Apparition in `H XAoyFpa 
roh BaaiAt1 ); and of all three poets in those many instances when they 
assume the role of prophet. 
Bloom himself does not see allusion and other types of verbal 
affinity of a later to an earlier text as a significant means by which 
transumption is effected. He sees 'the transmission of ideas and images 
from earlier to later poets' as material for 'source-hunters and 
biographers' which has little to do with his concern. 37 If, however, we 
focus on the transmission of language and images, and go beyond mere 
identification of sources, we can see that the ideas (meanings) of the earlier 
text are not necessarily transmitted along with the language by which, in 
the earlier text, they are conveyed. Transposition of expressions, even 
verbatim transposition, from one context to another may radically change 
their meaning. 38 Such transmission is not necessarily, therefore, just 
'something that happens', as Bloom asserts, which may or may not cause 
'anxiety in the later poet' according to `temperament and circumstance'. On 
the contrary, it may well be that in the subtle manipulation of appropriated 
language a poet is engaged in the struggle for ascendancy over a 
predecessor- the struggle which Bloom perceives only at a more general 
and more psychological level in terms of the later poet's self-creation- 
and particularly when that predecessor is the author of a sacrosanct text. or 
the God whose `word' that text is held to be. Appropriation, we may say. 
then, is the equivalent at the textual level of the 'transumption'. 
`misprision', 'agon', etc. which in Bloom's theory define, at the 
37 Bloom 1973: 71. See also Allen 1994: 18-21. 
38 Bryan Shelley (1994: viii) puts it more strongly: The fact that allusions are lifted from 
one context and placed in another indicates that they cannot simply duplicate meaning'. 
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psychological level, the relation of a poet to his precursors. Appropriation 
is not merely robbery, but, in many cases, robbery with violence, an 
assault on the validity and integrity of the source. 39 Palamas, Sikelianos and 
Elytis in their appropriations of the language of Biblical and liturgical texts 
are, in many instances, seeking to influence the reader's perception and 
evaluation of the earlier texts, and thus `ruin the sacred truths' embodied in 
them. 
39 Though the immediate context is a passionate argument against the institution of 
marriage, P. B. Shelley's striking metaphor in his Notes to Queen Mah (1813) also 
suggests such acts of poetic violence: The genius of human happiness must tear away 
every leaf from the book of God, ere man can read the inscription in his own heart' 
(Shelley 1990: 152). 
IZ, 
1.5 Methodology 
When Bloom speaks of Milton's transumption of Moses, he is thinking of 
Moses as author, the nominal author of the Pentateuch, the five 'Books of 
Moses' 
. Another poet, though, might set his sights on Moses as a character 
in the narratives of those books, and appropriate to some figure in his own 
poetry Biblical language which is descriptive of, or is uttered by. Moses. or 
he might transpose Moses, as a character, into a narrative of his own, or, as 
a metaphor, into a poem whether narrative or not. Among the -sacred 
personae of the Bible, it is, not surprisingly, the figure of Christ which has 
above all attracted the attention of poets; closely followed, or even 
surpassed in the works of some Catholic and Orthodox poets. by the figure 
of the Virgin Mary. Though the Virgin is only a minor figure in the NT, 
she is present everywhere in Orthodox liturgical texts. It seemed to me that 
I could get most directly to the heart of the relation between modern Greek 
poetry and the language of Orthodoxy by concentrating on the 
appropriation of language which in some sense belongs to one or other of 
the two central figures of Christ and the Virgin; and this is the approach I 
have adopted, though not to the total exclusion of other appropriations. 
It might be thought that my investigation spans the divide between 
literary and religious studies. However, its starting point is literary texts; it 
examines religious texts only to determine the nature and extent of their 
appropriation in literary texts; and its object is the reinterpretation of some 
central literary texts in the light of this appropriation. This strategy has not 
been widely adopted hitherto. One recent work which does take this 
approach is Bryan Shelley's Shelley and the Bible. The author states that his 
'general method is to provide readings of Shelley's poems in the light of 
their biblical content', and that his goal is 'to assess the biblical elements in 
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terms of the poet's own religious outlook'. 40 Another, less recent. example 
is Osman Durrani's Faust and the Bible, subtitled 'A study of Goethe's Use 
of Scriptural Allusions and Christian Religious Motifs in Faust I and IF. 
Durrani explains that it takes the form of 'an analysis of biblical and 
religious material in which the immediate context of the quotations and 
references is used to illuminate their significance' . 
41 In a review of the 
secondary literature on Goethe, Durrani indicates the unusual nature of his 
undertaking: 
In contrast to the interest which Goethe's religion has generated among 
scholars, there have been relatively few attempts to analyse the function 
of the biblical phraseology of single works or of small groups- of works 
by Goethe. There have been elaborate tabulations of the biblical verses 
that occur in his poetic oeuvre, selective quotations intended to 
substantiate the most diverse contentions concerning his personal 
beliefs, and innumerable commendations of his "Bibelfestigkeit". Only 
in a few cases have the quotations been examined not for the attitude 
they reflect but for their function in their context. 
This last sentence draws too stark a contrast. Durrani himself discusses 
Goethe's religious ideas as well as the poetic function of the Biblical 
allusions. (And the quotations from Bryan Shelley above indicate the same 
dual approach to Shelley's use of the Bible. ) It would indeed be difficult to 
discuss the function of an allusion without discussing the ideas implicit in 
the text. What is important is that the discussion of ideas should be 
informed by the examination of the function of the allusion. Studies which 
stop short at the identification of sources are apt to suggest that the ideas 
associated with the source text are carried over into the text which contains 
the allusion. The analysis of the function of the allusion, including a careful 
comparison of the two texts to show if and how the later text distorts its 
40 B. Shelley 1994: x. 
41 Durrani 1977: 12. 
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source, can provide a corrective and open up new avenues for 
interpretation. 
In the field of modern Greek literary studies there is nothing 
comparable to Shelley and Scripture or Faust and the Bible. The closest is 
Evangelia Galani's thesis (1986, published 1988) on the 'living tradition of 
Byzantine liturgical poetry' in Elytis' Tö "Aýtov 'Earl, but this work has 
serious limitations. Galani's use of the phrase `lebendige Tradition' suggests 
religious interests, and she tends to look for confirmations of the liturgical 
material in Elytis. Frequently her exposition dwells more on the liturgical 
sources than on the corresponding extracts from Eytis. In places she does 
not go much beyond source identification, and she is insufficiently aware of 
the hostility to certain aspects of Christianity which underlies Elytis' use of 
liturgical material. A more radical objection to her methodology is that she 
deals with short, discrete extracts from Tö "Aýtov Earl, often without 
reference to their place and function in the poem. Furthermore, in 
concentrating almost exclusively on liturgical, and chiefly hymnographic. 
sources, she underestimates the presence of the Bible, sometimes making 
extremely tenuous connections with liturgical texts while ignoring a more 
obvious Biblical source. Though my approach to poetic texts is inevitably 
selective, I have tried to avoid such pitfalls. 
My readings of poems by Palamas, Sikelianos and Elytis in this thesis 
are necessarily incomplete, not only in the general sense in which all 
readings must be incomplete, but also because they deliberately foreground 
a single aspect of the poems: their relationship, where it becomes a 
relationship of a tense or antagonistic kind, to Biblical and liturgical texts. 
.ý 
2 
`Help thou mine unbelief' 
The reluctant ýmlGTic of Palamas 
2.1 Introduction 
Of the major poets of modern Greece Kostis Palamas (18 9-1943) might he 
said to he, in a broad sense, and paradoxically (given his avowed atheism), 
the most religious. Some might argue that the title of most religious major 
poet belongs instead to Solomos, or to Sikelianos. But, as Peter \lackrid`, e 
says, Solomos 'did not write Greek poems on purely religious subjects'. and 
although 'there is a strong spiritual element in most of his work', thl, i 
usually 'presented as part of the experience of some individual human 
character'. ' And Sikelianos, especially in his attempts to revive the idea" and 
rituals of ancient religion, exhibits an essentially modern, pot-('11 ri' tiara 
sensibility . He speaks to 
his gods (among whom he includes Christ) . 1s an 
equal, evidently aware that they are manifestations of the Self, but he rarer' 
speaks of 'God in the singular. While he does not accept Christianity on it, 
own term`. Sikelianos feels no need to wrestle with it, and he a c(mnlodate" 
with little apparent , train elements of Orth()do\\ to hi own 
perspective. Palamas semis to lack the confidence of S1keli ano . and 
lie ha\ 
nog single, consistent point of view. Soiiiet1111es. like Sikeliancý1, he 
blend' 
ý1. ºý I: riýiýýý" 1 ý)ýý): 24. 
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Christianity with paganism; sometimes he sees the two as diametrically 
opposed; and sometimes he rejects all existing religions in favour of a new 
Comtean religion without God, based on science and love. But he never lets 
go of the idea of religion; he is always seeking for what is worthy of 
worship. The characteristic angle of his gaze is upward, and 'Hymn'. 
`Psalm', `Prayer' occur again and again in the titles of his poems. And yet 
Palamas lacks, as Sherrard puts it, 'that quality, perhaps best indicated by the 
term "faith"'. 2 
Here, Sherrard is, I think, using `faith' to denote an inner state of 
conviction and commitment (a 'quality'), whereas, in an Orthodox context, 
man tends to mean an outwardly expressed allegiance to the Church. One 
would not, I think, say that either Sikelianos or Elytis lacked faith (in 
Sherrard's sense), though neither poet is any more an Orthodox believer than 
Palamas. Their faith is in their own vision: their poetry maintains a confident 
and affirmative stance. Unlike Palamas, they are not seriously troubled by 
the question of belief (by which I mean the correspondence of their own 
visions with some ultimate reality). They seem to experience their poetic 
visions as self-validating. Not so Palamas, who never seems able to sustain 
for long his faith in his own vision, for that faith seems to be inextricably 
bound up with the belief in a transcendent deity which he lacks. 
The thirteenth, the «XtEpv6; AoyoS» of `O dw&EKäAoyo, rov 
I tOrov (1907) offers a striking example of Palamas' recurrent failure of 
nerve in relation to his vision. 3 In the preceding twelve `Words' or Cantos. 
Palamas' alter ego, the Gypsy. in the process of becoming a kind of 
Nietzschean Superman, has confronted and rejected all the idols and ideals 
of the past, and then resurrected them, as his own creatures, to take their 
2 Sherrard 1956: 80. 
3 For other examples see Dimaras 1989: 714. 
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place in a glowing vision of a future world. From this 'great v-ision'. 4 from 
behind the larger-than-life figure of the Gypsy, the poet himself emerges. to 
write in the `Last Word', an uncomfortable and curiously unfocused apology 
addressed `to a woman' (evidently his wife). He speaks of himself as small. 
weak and benighted; and he speaks of the moments when inspiration deserts 
him: 
To u yoga you T' ävo'y¬t Toü Tpayou8tof) i nvor 
nö i' vw aiav äff, ' OEta, itPö 'vw aia w" PS 71 P 71 STil P Il. s 
KI övTaS µ0f) ? ii I1] 71 OEia Toü TpaYov&toü nvorj, 
Tf g GIWTC ý 1l xpva Ta4öTMTpa µE KW. 
Kt O' VVXS SEtaä ßtÖv KOGAO Kt ävljµitopoS ßpF06 
To?, µw µ' EaEva, 'AnäTi " PEµa, µ' EaE µnopw !6 
Palamas seems to give with one hand and take away with the other. 
What he gives are the `great visions' in which he would like to believe, and 
which he may have felt it his role, as a public and patriotic poet, to provide. 
In the construction of Palamas as a representative voice of the Greek people, 
a `national poet' second only to Solomos- a construction in which Palamas 
himself played a part- the negative, defeated, despairing aspects of his 
writing were overlooked. Nevertheless, a number of critics have written at 
length about the contradictions in Palamas. Doxas' book on Palamas 
documents quite thoroughly this aspect of his work, though few will accept 
its psychoanalytic interpretations.? Dimaras' approach is more constructive. 
4 The 4wbetccA, oyoS is one of three poems which Palamas refers to collectively as 
Mry cXa `OpäµaTa (Palamas 1962-69: III, 293-4). 
5 An allusion to the beginning of the Canon in the Service of the Akathi`tos Hymn: 
'Avot4w tö a rÖ to you Kai nXripo 8rjaFtat Ilv, cü tato;. Elytis' appropriation of 
this source (1980: 68: and see p. 296 below) seems to be aware of these line' of Palamas. 
1' Palarnas 1962-69: III, 449. 
7 Doxas 1959: 196-211 and passim. 
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While he fully acknowledges the EntaAnKxö StXaa to; of the man, he sees 
it as, in some sense, resolved in the work, and the creative impulse as 
averting `complete breakdown'. More than that, he perceives a development 
whereby the self-division `no longer appears as an element of weakness for 
the poet, or as a stage which he must overcome, but as the precondition of 
his creation [... ] a stage essential to the realization of the inspiration'. ` 
Moschos' recent book (1993) on the `metaphysical agony in Palarnas'. on 
the other hand, presents an unbalanced account of the religious conflict in 
Palamas, being heavily weighted on the side of faith. 
Moschos fails to appreciate how religious feelings (emotive and 
aesthetic responses to religious ideas and images, the impulse to worship), 
which Palamas had in abundance, may exist without religious conviction or 
belief, which, however much he may at times have longed for it, Palamas did 
not possess, and had, perhaps, never experienced. Moschos' other mistake is 
to see the problem of faith in Palamas as the problem of Christian faith. 
There is, however, little to suggest that Palamas ever seriously entertained 
the possibility that the doctrines specific to Christianity, such as Incarnation 
and Redemption through Christ's suffering and Resurrection, might be true. 
What is at issue for Palamas is the existence of anything to which the name 
`God' might be applied, the existence of any transcendent spiritual realm 
which would allow the assumption of some correspondence between the 
religious impulse and the nature of the world. The failure of Christianity, at 
an intellectual level, is taken for granted in Palamas; and it is Palamas' 
enduring fascination with Christian religious language that lays him open to 
the kind of misunderstanding typified by Moschos. 
What unites Moschos with Doxas, and differentiates both from 
Dimaras, is the essentially non-literary nature of their enterprises: neither is 
centrally concerned with interpretation or evaluation of Palamas' poetry as 
8 Dimaras 1989: 45-87.74-5,77. 
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poetry. From a perspective no less Christian than that of Moschos. and 
writing fifty years earlier, in an article on Palamas' 'religious views'. 
Balanos offers a more balanced, and also more literary, approach to the 
complexities of Palamas' relationship with Christianity. 9 Balanos' article 
provides a useful and informative compendium of quotations from Palamas' 
prose and verse, interspersed with judicious comment, which illustrate the 
range and diversity of the poet's religious views. It stands as a signpost to 
the thorough critical examination of religion in Palamas which still remains 
to be written. 10 
Palamas' religious views are, however, the background and not the 
focus of this chapter, which is concerned with his use of Biblical and 
liturgical language. Nevertheless, as I shall try to show, a caret'ul 
examination of Palamas' handling of some of his Christian sources throws 
new light on his religious attitudes. 
For present purposes, the main problem in approaching Palamas is the 
wealth of relevant material his work offers. Probably no other modern Greek 
poet makes such extensive use of Biblical and liturgical texts. >I Others may 
9 Balanos 1943. 
10 Moschos 1993 does not qualify because of its partisan approach and its lack of any real 
critical analysis of the texts it produces in evidence. Compare Ricks's comment on 
Karavias 1960 (Ricks 1990: 287, n. 11). Ricks refers to the uncollected material on which 
Balanos drew, namely the numerous articles on religious subjects which Palamas 
contributed to the daily press. Some were included in the "Airavra (Palamas 1962-69) 
and the rest of Palamas' journalism is currently being republished (Palarnas 1990-). The 
completion of this series of volumes will facilitate the study of Palamas' religious 
attitudes. 
IIA certain amount of useful work in source identification has already been done. Xydi" 
(1950: 5-14) provides a list of citations from 'ecclesiastical texts' matched with lines 
from the whole range of Palamas' poetic works. However, comparison with Ka. ini"' 
more thorough investigation (1980: 243-322) of allusions to 'ecclesiastical. apocryphal 
and synaxarial texts' within a single work (the O) oyrpa) suggests that Xydis' list. 
extensive though it is (about 150 citations). is no more than a sampling of the more 
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perhaps equal him in frequency of allusion to such texts. but few poets' work 
is as extensive as that of Palamas. Though the work of Ritsos exceeds it in 
volume, it is nowhere near as rich in Christian allusions; and the intensive 
use of Christian material in Tö "Actov 'Earl is not typical of Elytis' work 
as a whole. With Palamas I have had to be highly selective. `H 'PAoyFpa 
Toü BaaiAtä (1910) is clearly of central importance. It is Palamas' longest 
work, ' 2 and the one he himself was most attached to; ' 3 its main theme is the 
intersection of Christianity and paganism at a particular moment in history; 
and it contains a great deal of material borrowed from liturgical and other 
Christian texts. A discussion centred on a relatively small number of extracts 
from the OXoyepa takes up a large part of this chapter (§§2.4-2.5). Of 
equal, if not greater, importance in Palamas' oeuvre is CO Ato&? cc Aoyoý 
Gov P60, rov (1907), but its borrowings from Christian texts are 
comparatively few and it is discussed more briefly in §2.3. The basic 
structure of the chapter is chronological. The discussion of the two large- 
scale works is framed between analyses of shorter poems. §2.2 deals with a 
group of poems on the myrophores and the Resurrection, which antedate the 
dw&KäAoyos, while the late poem «OwµäS» (1925), which figures 
prominently in the first chapter of Tsatsos' influential book on Palamas, '4 IS 
discussed in §2.6. Together, these shorter poems and the selected passages 
from the two major works provide representative examples of Palamas' 
shifting attitudes to Christianity, and of the different ways in which he 
appropriates- often doing it violence- the language of his Biblical and 
liturgical sources. 
obvious allusions. 
The doercäAoyoq occupies more pages in the "Airavta but its lines are generally 
much shorter. 
13 Pa. lamas 1962-69: XIV, 117,425. 
14 Tsatsos 1936: 27-8. 
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2.2 Early poems on the myrophores and the Resurrection 
In the 1880s and 1890s Palamas published many short poems on Christian 
themes. Some of these poems were never collected and can only be found 
now in the yellowing pages of newspapers, periodicals and almanac:. ". 1 
Others, together with poems dated to this period but unpublished at the time. 
were incorporated, often decades later, into his published collections. In the 
last section of the volume AELAoi x'ai 6KA, TJpoi o rI o1 (1928). for 
example, Palamas gathered together, under the heading «Ftopz, -», a group 
of eight poems related to (mainly Christian) festivals'6 which range in date 
from 1889 to 1927 (or 1928). ' 7 The publication, in 1928, of a group of 
poems united by the idea of festivals may have been a response to the First 
Delphic Festival organized by Sikelianos in 1927.18 
In the earliest of these poems, «6vy(xT pEC TýC lt(hv)>' (dated 1889 
but not published before its inclusion in «rlopteS» ), 20 Palamas treats both 
15 Two of the uncollected poems are discussed in this section, and a third is mentioned in 
§2.6 (p. 125 n. 196). For the full texts see the Appendix (pp. 369-73). The republication of 
the uncollected poems would be a useful supplement to the "Airavra. 
16 Palamas 1962-69: IX, 229-47. They include «Ow täS» (discussed at length in §2.6)- 
hardly a celebratory poem, but in the Orthodox calendar the first Sunday after Easter i" 
the Sunday of Thomas (see p. 117 n. 179). 
17 The latest of these poems, itself called « Ftop thg». is dedicated to Angeles Simiriotis 
and alludes to his volume of poetry 'Ein Td)v irorapdiv BaßvAd)vo;..., published in 
1927. 
"]'here is a mildly nationalist element in a number of these poems, including 
«XptaTOÜyFvva» (1910). « `O Xopöc toü npaoToxpoviCxý--» (1925) and -Ftopt> ;» (see 
the preceding note), the last two alluding to the refugees from Asia Minor. In addition to 
the two poems on Easter themes discussed below, there is also the more overtly 
nationalist « A(xp7tpTj» (1925). which contains an example of syncretism. pairing the 
Virgin Mary with Athena. 
ty Palamas 1962-69: IX. 231-2. 
-'() A considerable number, but still a small minority. of Palamas' poems are printed %% ith 
a date after the text, representing. presumably, the date at which the composition of the 
poem was completed. Information about the composition date,, of most of the other 
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the detail and the spirit of the Gospels with considerable licence. His 
`daughters of Zion' are those female followers of Jesus who, at the 
Crucifixion, according to the epigraph from Mark, were 'watching fron 
afar'. 21 The entire poem is addressed to the 'daughters of Zion' . The poet 
speaks to them in terms of praise and devotion, but the poem embodies a 
narrative element, since he refers to their role in, successively, the 
Anointing, Crucifixion and Resurrection. Christ, however, remains in the 
background and the focus of the poem is firmly on the women and their 
feelings towards him. 
The phrase `daughter of Zion' (in the singular) is very common in the 
prophetic books of the OT, where it denotes the city of Jerusalem itself. Of 
the very few occurrences in the plural, referring to the female inhabitants of 
the city, two are in contexts where their wantonness and corruption is being 
condemned, and a third is in the Song of SonjY s. 22 More common in the 
plural is `daughters of Jerusalem', particularly in the Song of Songs, where it 
occurs (in the Septuagint version) seven times, 23 and where it is almost 
always in the vocative, as is the phrase 'daughters of Zion' in stanzas 6 and 9 
of the poem. 
It is clearly the erotic atmosphere of the Song of Songs that Pollamas 
wishes to evoke (stanzas 1-2): 
Tf g `Ieptxwc µoßxößoXa TptavT(X'oi)U(x, 
poems IS unavailable: in many cases the only available information is the date of 
publication of the volume in which the poem was first collected. The principal source' of 
information about the publication dates of both individual poems and collections are the 
bibliographies compiled by Katsimbalis. and most conveniently Katsimbalis 1043. which 
covers all the poems published during Palamas' lifetime (except for some very early- 
poems in periodicals local to Missolonghi, which Katsimbalis was unable to trace). 
21 Mark 15.40-41. 
22 Isaiah 3.16 and 4.4: Song of Songs 3.11. 
2.1 Song of Songs 1.4.2.7.3.5.3.10.5.8.5.16.8.4. 
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ßTä BaryeAta T' apahµaTa axopttät¬. 
flkrric Tod; xat ä-yälti1: /. oyta 1 VI K11ra 
'Ef äntßtiic xap&äS µov Tf µti. ätE. 
'Anö Tä xhöpa Toi) tgßdvov i thvE aTE . 
Spoaic zE än' Tö pEµa toi 'IopSävrl. 
6Tob 'hiaoi XptaTOU TÖv EpwTa TCl vtÖ to rni 
OEpvETE ßµüpva, täA, a. ta, A, tßävt. 24 
While the most obvious referent for 'myrrh. gold and frankincense' k 
the gifts of the Magi, all three are recurrent elements in the imagery of the 
Song of Songs. 25 Through the erotic associations of perfumes (so prominent 
in the Song of Songs)- perfumes which the women, as roses, scatter 'in the 
Gospels'- Palamas prepares his eroticizing of the relationship between his 
'daughters of Zion' and Jesus. In this use of 'perfumes' he is only extending, 
though in a perverse way in relation to the Gospels, the role of some of these 
women as myrophores, for the three who are named in the epigraph (Mary 
Magdalene, Mary the mother of James, and Salome) are the same three of 
whom Mark later says that they 'bou`ght spices that they might go and anoint 
him'. 226 When these women speak 'words of Faith and love' to the poet', 
'faithless heart', 'love' is äyält1, but the love which the same women have 
for Christ is Ep(gtaS. 27 Here, however, 'Faith and love' are not necessarily 
two of Paul's three theological virtues, 2 and the reference to the poet's 
'faithless' or 'unbelieving heart' should alert the reader to the probability of 
24 Compare in particular Song of Songs 4.12-15. 
'ý See for example Song of Songs 3.6.5.5.5.10-16. 
26 Marl: 16.1. 
27 In a later poem. «KaßßtavTj» (1915). a free translation of Caoosia'" hymn on the 
woman who was a `inner' (see pp. 90,227-9). which is sung in Orthros for Wednesday in 
Holy Week. Palamas has the woman address Christ as "Epwtd tov (Palamas 1962-69: 
V11,105). 
28 1 Corinthians 13.13. 
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an unorthodox treatment of the subject. It becomes clear that whatever 
Palamas means by `Faith' it is not belief in the divinity of Christ: and the 
only love which the poet expresses is for the human qualities of the 
myrophores. As an unbeliever he is drawn to them rather than to Christ. 
Stanzas 3-5 refer to Gospel episodes involving the wohnen and Jesus. 
drawing out their potential erotic content. In stanza 3 Palamas conflates two 
quite separate incidents from Luke, as well as bringing together 
characteristics which are sharply contrasted in the Gospel: 
Tä Oda V äxovtrE UXTU cä tou prjµaTa, 
Kai 6 itöooS aaS Kai ij gyvota Kai ii ßx?, aßtcz ß"I- 
KaTaotA, wvta T' äxpavTa no&äpta Tov. 
Tä µvpchvETE tEßa ßTä µaXXtä ßixý. 
The longing 'to hear his divine and mystic words' belongs to Mary of 
Bethany, who, sitting at Jesus' feet in her own house, 1jxoUE töv Xöyov 
ocv, rov; and the 'worry and drudgery' to her sister Martha, who 'was 
distracted with much serving (St axovt av)' , and to whom Jesus said. 
JEpt tV& Kai Tvppä4, q lrEpt 7toXXä. 29 However, the next two lines are 
derived from the anointing by the 'woman who was a sinner', who, coming 
to Jesus in the house of Simon the Pharisee with a 'flask of ointment [ ... 1 
began to wet his feet with her tears', 
xai TaiS Opt i TTjc KFcaXf S avtAc ýýEµaaac, KM xat* 4It 
toüý nöbaS W Toü KM r'jXt4 Tci) µvpw. 30 
22`9 Luke 10.39-41. The contrasted characteristics of the two sister,, are fused in a different 
way in «Owpd; ». where the poet declares he is both Mary and Martha (see p. 125). 
3tß Luke 7.38. The conflation is partly justified, since in John (12.1-8 ) Mary of Bethan\ 
performs a similar anointing, although the kissing of the feet is found only in Luke. While 
Palamas does not specify who his 'Daughters of Zion' arc, they must be assumed to 
include. even if they are not limited to, the mvrophores named in the epigraph. The 
association of the anointing with the nmvrophores could be justified through the Western 
tradition which identifies Mary Magdalene with the 'woman who was a sinner'. (This 
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Palamas' reworking produces a more erotic effect. The phrase. thaa ßtä 
µakkux', suggests that in the act of kissing, the hair falls around the feet. 
enclosing them. Palamas makes no mention of the prosaic use of the hair to 
dry the feet, and since the ointment (t pov) has disappeared into the verb 
tupcwE'rE, which is closer here perhaps to its ordinary meaning of 
`perfume' than to the ecclesiastical 'anoint', it seems that the hair is itself the 
source of the perfume. 
According to stanza 4, what the women mourn at the Crucifixion is 
Christ's beauty: 
'Anävou 6TÖ Etaupö KaOtS äpyößuvE. 
Týv ltaväyta OprIvi aTe öµopotä Tou. 
Here we are closest to the context of the epigraph, but neither Mark nor any 
of the Evangelists speaks of the women as lamenting or weeping at the 
Crucifixion. On the way to Golgotha, however, Luke says that women in the 
crowd 'bewailed and lamented (F6prjvovv) him'. This prompts a rebuke 
from Jesus' which contains, significantly for the composition of this poem, 
the only NT occurrence of the phrase 'daughters of Jerusalem': OuyaTcpc; 
`lEpovaaý, Tjµ, µ1 KXaIETF in' iµß. 1 The attribution of '0 (X gopot ' to Jesus 
has no basis in the NT, though there are liturgical precedents. -;, The lament 
identification is exploited by Sikelianos in his « Muyb(xXIJN, vrj »: see pp. 227-s. ) 
Alternatively, one could say that Palarnas is justified in including under his title any or all 
of the women of the Gospels. 
31 Luke 23.27-8. 
" The best known examples of liturgical references to the 'beauty ' of Christ are prohahly 
those in the Good Friday Encomia: the dead Christ is called 6 chpaio; Köe/J t iwpü 
itävTac (3potoi S (First Stasis No. 9), and the Virgin asks. 'S2 yXuK toy ýcxp. 
yXuxvtatov pol) TEKvov, itov Ui) ßov to K(x'XXo;; (Third Stasis No. 17). Palama" 
1962-69: VII. 100) uses phrases from the latter to characterize Good Friday services in 
CýMF vta» (1915): and Xvdis (1950: 14) cites the former in connection with Palama"' 
explicit identification (1962-69: I. 368) of 6 'Eatavpw voc with 6Xöµop0oý ": \&ovt; 
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of the women of Jerusalem for Christ on the way to his death may have 
brought to Palamas' mind the lament of Aphrodite and the "Epü tEz for 
Adonis, and thus, inevitably, the beauty of Adonis. 33 The adjective. 
itavä-jux, which Palamas associates with Christ's öpopotä. as well a" 
äxpavta in the previous stanza and nav'robüvaµo in stanza 8. are 
characteristic of liturgical language. They belong to a class of honorific 
adjectives used more as marks of piety than for their semantic value. Their 
presence in the poem adds a liturgical flavour to Palamas' subversive 
distortion of Gospel incidents. 34 
When Palamas turns to the Resurrection his account is unorthodox in 
both interpretation and narrative detail (stanza 5): 
T1Iv 1L£Tpa ötav toi tO ou Toi) 6UVTpt1ovta 
ýava4 thn £6 KÜptOS T1ý XTl6TI, 
EiaaaT' 'EaiiS Tä ntö äxptßä Tou xTiaµata 
noü YT(X KE vä npwTOXcnpET1jßl. l. 
In lines 3 and 4 Palamas makes the meeting of the women with the risen 
Christ, if not erotic, then at least more emotional and personal, by suggesting 
that they were the first to receive his greeting (the Xai pETE) because they 
were for him `the dearest of created beings'. The image of Christ 'shattering 
the stone of the tomb' is contrary to the Gospel accounts. Here Palamas is 
in No. 37 of the "Iapßoi Kai dvähraloTol (1897). The insistence on Christ's beauty i" 
of central importance in « OwµäS» (see §2.6). For Sikelianos' identification of Christ and 
Adonis see p. 142. 
33 As in Bion's 'Ent räotoS. Margaret Alexiou notes (1974: 57) that in the early Christian 
period `there was a tendency for Adonis' seasonal return to earth to be regarded as a 
mystic death and resurrection'. She also suggests (ibid. 68.80-82) that mann idea" 
associated with the `ancient ritual lament for the dying god' survived in popular culture 
and influenced the Good Friday Encomia. 
34 "AXpavta ito8öepta in the context of the anointing has a -specific 
liturgical source in 
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borrowing from the apocryphal story of the Harrowing of Hell, which is a1"(1 
found in liturgical texts. The second sticheron for the Vespers of Easter 
Saturday, for example, says of Christ, in XaS XUXKäZ 61)VF tpui¬. Once 
again Palamas has conflated two incidents. 
In the remaining six stanzas of the poem Palamas is concerned more 
with interpretation than incident, elaborating a view of the OFdvopwnoý: 
(the word occurs in stanza 7) which focuses on the humanity and 
marginalizes the divinity. But first he considers the nature of the 'daughters 
of Zion' themselves (stanza 6): 
Ovyat pF-S tfjS Eta)v, µoipES ißäy-yEXES, 
Try Sö a toi Kvptov atEOavwpEvEc, 
Ed; ä, yan6, ytati ößo mit äv äytäßaTE, 
WVF, TE nävza ävOpwmva nkaßµhvES. 35 
This stanza cannot but be in deliberate contention with the passage from 
Luke which contains the only scriptural use of the unusual adjective 
iaäyyEX, o;. Some Sadducees had put a question to Jesus: a woman had been 
married in succession to seven brothers, each of whom had died leaving no 
children; then the woman died; `in the resurrection, therefore, whose wife 
will the woman be''' Jesus replies: 
The sons of this age marry and are given in marriage; but those who 
are accounted worthy to attain to that age and to the resurrection from 
the dead neither marry nor are given in marriage, for the`, cannot die 
3 In calling them . toipvý-, ('Fates', who like the myrophores of Mark were three in 
number) Palamas is playing on the aural association with the words aµvpvcr.. µvpcr.. 
µvpwvatF, 1upo4op¬S and totpokoyt, present or latent in the poem. The last is linked 
to the others by its variant spelling tupoXoyt (from pupopat) used prominently hý 
- Papadiamant. is (1981-88: IV. 297-300) in his short store <, T6 . upokoyt tf c ouikta C. I 
(1908). The implied assimilation of the mvrophores to classical mythology is not 
developed in this poem, but is central to «XatpEtta o'; avaatdatpo; ºº discussed 
below. 
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any more, because they are equal to angels (ißä-yy . ot ) and are on, 
of God. being sons of the resurrection. 36 
This is all in terms of 'sons', whereas Palamas speaks of 'daughters - 
daughters we might say 'of the resurrection'. for it is essentially the 
myrophores he has in mind at this point. His phrase 'crowned with the glorN 
of the Lord' suggests the resurrected state which Jesus discusses. but at the 
same time it seems to repudiate the exclusion of marriage from that state. 
since ßrEOavcoµevEc also signifies brides. 37 Palamas' opposition to the 
Biblical text now becomes clearer. He loves the myrophores 'because 
however much [they] are sanctified'- i. e. made immortal and like angels- C, 
they 'remain forever shaped in human fashion'. One senses behind this 
stanza a revulsion against the afterlife described by Jesus, in which human 
relationships no longer count. 
The following stanzas insist again and again that it is the human 
qualities and the physical presence of Jesus which matter to the myrophores. 
In the God-man, they 'do not so much see the power of the God as feel the 
grace of the man' (stanza 7). From the 'all-powerful Logos' , 
it is 'only the 
sound of his voice' which reaches them, and 'in his company the desert is 
brighter than the heavenly throne of His Father' (stanza 8). They are 
depicted, in other words, as women in love with a man, rather than as the 
followers of a religious leader or devotees of a divine being. In stanza 9 the 
theme of marriage appears again: 
OvYatEpES tf c Etthv, xai tö XaxTäptßµa 
nov aäc tpgtoaal¬v¬t t' äyvä ati Orl. 
yiä toi Vt xupoU £ivat -rö vvµoio tö µäprupa 
7no itoX i 67T' töv Kupto nou ävaatrjoi. 
36 Lukc 20.34-6. 
37 Relevant here perhaps is the one passage in the Song of Songs (3.11 ) where the actual 
phrase OuyatEpEýZ Etthv occurs. It refers to Solomon's wedding in terms of crowning. 
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Here we seem to be back in the erotic atmosphere of the Song of Song.. `` 
The word vvµoio; ('bridegroom'), which, unlike vü t4tr, does not belong to 
the Biblical text, is nevertheless very much a part of the exegetical tradition 
which treats the Song of Songs as an allegory of the relationship between 
Christ and the Church, understood as bridegroom and bride. "' Mary 
Magdalene, who is singled out in the next stanza, has been interpreted as a 
'type' of the Church, and some apocryphal texts refer to her as the spouse of 
Christ. There is, therefore, a theological background for Palamas' 'martyr. 
bridegroom of the Cross', which perhaps saves it from causing too much 
offence to devout readers. 40 It is, nevertheless, with its sado-masochistic 
implications, potentially the most disruptive erotic image in the poem. The 
pious, liturgical adjective äyvä is something of a prophylactic against those 
trembling breasts. 4' There can, however, be no theological defence of the 
whole statement of this stanza, that the myrophores' desire is more for the 
crucified, human Jesus than the resurrected, divine Lord. In stanza 10 the 
38 "I-he 'longing which makes [their] pure breasts tremble' might be compared with the 
excitement and confusion of the bride when the bridegroom comes to her door (Song of 
Songs 5.2-6). 
39 Those manuscripts of the Septuagint which annotate the text to indicate change" of 
speaker and/or addressee use vupotoc throughout to denote the male beloved Match cti 
Redpath 1897: 11,951). The arrival of the vu .t 
Ioc in the Parable of the Wise and Foolish 
Virgins (Matthew 25.1-13) is usually understood as a reference to the Second Coming of 
Christ. 
40 In a similar vein, in «MEAivta» (1915). Palamas twice refers to the NuµOio': ttv 
Fnttczoiwv 9pý'vwv (1962-69: VII, 101.103). even though the word vvµoioz doe riot 
occur in the Epitaphios Threnos (Good Friday Encomia). 
41 Perhaps Palamas himself felt that the eroticism of this poem was likely to be more 
offensive to devout, or even not so devout, readers than the 'poems of unbelief' (Ricks 
1990: 282) which he published at all periods of his life. The very public role he assumed 
(and from which he began to retreat after the Asia Minor Disaster of 1922 º may have 
influenced his decision to withold this poem from publication for almost forty ý Cars. 
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adversative conjunction ö to, indicates that the mvrophores are being, 
censured for their role in causing the man to be enthroned a god of gods 
here below'. This amounts to an implicit denial of the divinity of Christ. 
In the remaining six lines the poem seems to lose its fo us. Mary 
Magdalene is singled out as `the most beautiful of all his miracles'. 4' and the 
myrophores are told that their 'glory is shown more clearly in a single silent 
tear than in all the proclamations of the Apostles'. Despite the 
sentimentality, this is extremely contentious, a clear disparagement of 
Scripture which looks forward to the more antagonistic approach to the NT 
which is evident in «XatpEn öµ ävu tT rnµoS». 
In «XatpEtUY tög ävaß rdatµoS» (1898), 43 Palamas engages 
antagonistically with the Gospel accounts of the Resurrection, and 
principally with that of Matthew. Originally published as «"Y'µvo; 
ävaaiärn tog» , 44 the poem 
is a rather strange 'Easter Hymn'. since it is 
addressed to the myrophores and not to Christ (who figures very little in it), 
and seems to deny the Resurrection. Perhaps Palamas was trying to conceal 
the subversive nature of the poem under a conventionally pious title. 
Only two myrophores are named in Matthew: Mary Magdalene and 
`the other Mary'. To these Palamas adds Salome (from Mark), 45 since a third 
myrophore was required to suit their characterization as Graces, traditionally 
three in number (stanza 1): 
Xai pE'r' xig, May8aXi vlj. Mapi a, EaXwµ rI I 
12 µupoOöpEc Xäp1TES Toi) XpußoKö 1r . 
Toi vEou OEoi noü nptTa itpwta 7TpoßKUV1jOT 
thaa a' EadS, ßcoµoi, vaoi. yuvaix¬ta ati Oi 
42 Perhaps distantly echoing tj KOLM Fv yvvUi t\' (Song of Sonýg,, 1.8.5.9) and 6.1 º. 
43 Palamas 1962-69: IX. 239-40. 
44 In an Easter number of the newspaper '.. A y6roAl; (5 April 1898). 
45 Matthew 281; Mark 16.1. 
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Their role in the Christian narrative is denoted by the word µvpooop' ;. but 
this Is purely adjectival, modifying XäptTE;, and thus suggesting that their 
Christian role is subordinate to their classical and pagan role as Graces: and 
the 'young god' whom they worship is referred to in this stanza only as o 
XpvßoKö 1r S, an epithet which belongs primarily to Apollo (although it 
was also used of Dionysus). Furthermore, the worship which they offer to 
the `young god' is within themselves. Here, although he retains one of 
Matthew's verbs, Palamas implicitly rejects Matthew's statement that when 
Jesus greeted the women `they came up and took hold of his feet and 
worshipped (mpoßExvvilßav) him'. Jesus' greeting. XaipEtF, has been 
divorced from its narrative context and appropriated by the poet, who 
himself addresses the three myrophores or Graces. (The first line, containing 
the XaipezE, is repeated as the last line of stanzas 2 and 5. ) The nearest the 
poet comes to naming Christ is in the syntactically isolated exclamation 
which forms the first line of the second stanza, where he uses the Jewish 
honorific, Rabbi: 
"12 tf c ä-yänrjý, - 0 Pa 3 3l icai Tfi,; Eip1 vflg I 
In John the variant form, paßßovvi, is used by Mary Magdalene when She 
finally recognizes the risen Christ, 46 and this line should probably he 
understood as expressing the worship which the women offer within 
themselves, rather than as an aside in which the poet apostrophizes Christ. 
The tension between Pappe and XpvßoKö ti ; duplicates that between 
iupooOpES and XäptTES. Their role as Graces (who were noted for their 
bounty) is further exploited in stanza 6, where the poet calls on them to 'give 
of [their] own unimaginable happiness' to the earth. each person and each 
land. 
46 John 20.16. 
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In the intervening stanzas, all ideas of worship are displaced from the 
'young god' onto the Graces themselves, and the reality of the Gospel 
accounts of the Resurrection is explicitly denied. Why is the women'. 
attention focused on the tomb? the poet asks in stanza 3. when it is they 
themselves, he implies, who are at the centre of the event: the angel's wings 
are iXtoßtäXax'ra bta tävTta and an unprecedented outpouring of light 
around you'; and in stanza 4 the dying world shows them tptttX' XatpF1a. 
The suggestion here that the angel's wings are something other than 
wings, and that the angel is therefore not an angel, becomes explicit in 
stanzas 4 and 5: `there is no tomb ... nor Angel'- no tomb, because it i- 
the world that `gapes all empty and tumbled down'. The participle 
xaTpocx'At6µEVOS has obvious affinities with the verbs used in the 
Synoptic Gospels to denote the rolling away of the stone that sealed the 
tonib), 47 and in the denial of the angel Palamas subverts other details from 
the Gospels. While the tomb is translated into a metaphor of the old world 
dying, the angel becomes a metaphor for the 'new creation'. Clearly the 
basic idea is of the annual renewal of the earth in spring (stanza 5): 
AyyFkoS U tE" T1 vEa irX aii npwtoA, öcµn&t" 
Tapäcovzai (w ! Tf ä6Tpanii'; tä öXöaßnpa 96p. iri !) 
ßä V1KI1 Wi pOtPa Kai of OTEpoßxhnaarrot 4tot. 
Matthew says of the angel, ijv be ib&a ahTov (i)) &aTpaltij Kai 
tö Evbvµa aütov ? uKöv th IX thv. 48 What Palamas does, in effect. is 
to reverse the tenor and vehicle of Matthew's simile. The lightning, used as a 
simile for the angel's appearance, becomes the reality for which the angel. 
Palamas implies, is only a metaphor. The 'wing-covered shoulder,, ' are 
insubstantial: they 'flutter like victory banners'. The latter image suggests 
47 'AnoxuXiw (Matthut 28.2; Luke 24.2) and ävaKuXko (Mark 16.3-4). 
48 Matthew 28.3 
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both the labarum of Constantine the Great and banners carried in 
processions, most pertinently perhaps processions marking the 'E6vt h1 
FtopTrj. Celebrated on 25 March, this, like Easter, is a Spring festival, and 
in any Greek poem about the Resurrection written since 1821 the equation of 
'AvÖ -ta6tg and 'Eitavd -raat; will not be far below the surface. 
Furthermore, there is evident and related political content in the final stanza 
of «XatpEn t6' äva6idßi. µoS». This final stanza can be usefully 
approached through two uncollected poems published a decade earlier, in 
which the demythologizing of the circumstances of Resurrection is 
foreshadowed. 
In «'Avä 'ra6LS» (1888) the first two of its four stanzas refer to the 
renewal of the natural world and the second two to renewal within the poet. 
Christ is nowhere mentioned, and, although the angel's function in relation 
to the tomb is referred to, it is displaced by his function as light-bringer to 
the world (stanza 2): 
K' 'yf EüµopOaivE! Kai Xaµ7toKO1C . 
CO ä-yyEXog nov rjp6E Vä KU lall 
Trlv ntTp' änö To µvfjia 8t0aKop7C 
"OXII Try A, nin Tou, OappEIS, 'c T1ýV KTL6t. 
(is as) 
In « Et; toy "AyyEkov 'Ti; Avauvia oc3 9 this idea is repeated, but in 
the course of a more extended paraphrase of Matthew, which unlike 
«Xatpctta o' ; ävaß rärn tog», does not take issue with its source: 
"AyyEA. ', 'Eaü. nov änö zö Xiovt 
"ExEtc ? uKcötEpT atoXi. 
Ki' äno' tijv ähTpalrr 8aµnwvit 
To' µtrwno aov ntö noXü, 
49 For the full text and publication details of this poem and <'Ava'awat; >º . Cc Appendix 
(pp. 369.373). 
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'Em") no' TjpOES vä "kiarIz 
TTTv u"rpaa Toi XptnToll Kpu©Ö; 
K' EKa4Fln K' £XocµyIEV Tj Knot.; 
F, ö v änö µvptc)v f Xtcov ©6c. 
The slightly odd reference to Christ, where one would have expected a 
reference to the tomb, enables Palamas to refer now to the 'other dead'. The 
light which the angel brings to 'creation' is the 'dawn of Paradise'. but the 
poet does not assume that its benefits extend to them (stanza 3): 
'E toi napa&I ov T'ýv anti . 
;Q A1'Y£4, µßl $6Y11;. ßräaou 
Kai xapnpovv Tä Oaüµutä aou 
Kt' äA) of VExpoi Lbw 'ý Try '1 150 
These `other dead', who occupy the remaining four stanzas of the poem, 
include `Faith and Love', `Freedom', and `peoples' suffering under 
"Slavery'. There are repeated calls to the angel to `stay and roll the stone'. as 
for example in stanza 6: 
ETäaov, Kai KIAOC TO' XtOäpt 
Hov x? i Tong tä ouS zwv ßapEtä, 
N' ävüia 1ö Köcµo; Kai % va zräpi 
Niöni. ý0)111, traps yoptä 
In this poem Palamas in some sense accepts the angel of the Resurrection. 
even if only as a rhetorical device, and the wish expressed here (where twv 
refers to `Faith and Love') is a real wish with some expectation of 
fulfilment. This is not the case in the seventh and last stanza of 
Xatpcttap ; äva6TäßtµoS» (to which I now return), which otherwise 
50 The implication, in the idea that the other dead await [the angel's] rniraclc,, '. that the 
Resurrection of Christ was a miracle performed by the angel is highly contentious 
theologically, since it calls in question Christ's divine autonomy. 
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has much in common with the lines just quoted: 
Tijg au4opäS äµnoTE t' äaEiato ?. t9dpl 
vä To KuA. ä EvK xtovätou wriFXou rý xaprr, 
Kai Tä Tpavä VEKpä xai tä v£xpä tä ci)paia 
v% Savanaipvouv µtä cwi1 ytä näN.. ru %" CL 
«Xatpcnagog äva6TäatµoS» was published in the year following the 
defeat of the Greek army by the Turks in Thessaly in 1897, and this must be 
the `disaster' to which this last stanza primarily refers. These lines contain 
no expectation that the wish they express will be fulfilled, for we have 
already been told that there is no angel. The poet knows that the dead \ti, ill 
not `take up again a life forever new'. The stone (XIOoc) of Matthew which 
the angel rolled away (änEKl Xt(Yv) has become `the immovable stone' 
(a6El(YTo kt 6äpt) of the disastrous events which cannot be undone. In this 
last stanza Palamas' mode of engagement with Matthew's text changes. 
Having denied the veracity of, or demythologized, the details of the 
Resurrection story, he now uses some of those details to deny the 
resurrection of the dead in general and in particular the 'renowned and 
beautiful dead' of the recent military disaster. 5' The xtoväzo; äyy' Xoz 
derives from Matthew's description of the angel's garment as cis t 
xthv, and the adjective ä6F-tßToq both evokes and denies the 'earthquake' 
(ßEt(YIöS) associated with the angel in Matthew: 
Kai iöov 6Ft6,1o; FyývEto µýYaS äyy oý Yap Kvpiov 
Katcx äS ovpavoü npomko(l)v ä1KVXtaE Tov XiOov. » ` 
51 This poem suggests. but does not explore, the consequence,, of the denial of the 
Resurrection for the equation of national renewal with the Resurrection which was. and 
remains, a significant element in the language of Greek patriotism. It also implies all 
awareness of I Corinthians 15.12-19. where Paul sees the resurrection of the dead as 
contingent on the Resurrection of Christ. 
S' Matthew 8.2. 
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But Palamas appropriates Matthew's language to describe an angel he 
wishes for but does not believe in. 53 
A number of distinct tendencies are evident in Palamas' handling of 
Christian language and imagery in these relatively early poems- tendencies 
which can be observed again in his later work, and notably in `H PAoyepa 
Gov BaaiA, iä. There is, first, the marginalization of Jesus. The focus of 
attention in the Gospels is always the figure of Jesus: his words and deeds, 
his birth, death and Resurrection. But in adapting Gospel incidents, Palamas 
tends to shift the focus to secondary figures (the female followers of Jesus, 
the angel at the tomb), and Jesus is present only, as it were, behind these 
figures, as the object of their experience; and the myrophores are explicitly 
rebuked for having made too much of Christ. 
There are some early poems, such as « IlXd 'rii poi) Xpt t» and 
«flpo6ED T> (written in 1878 and 1879 respectively), in which Palamas 
focuses on Christ. 54 They are full of conventional pious phrases, and it is by 
no means clear that they express Palamas' `original impulsive faith I ... 
before the hot wind of rationalism came and withered it', as Moschus 
suggests. 55 «Ilk äßtil . tov Xpt6n-'» refers to the poet's distance from his 
own soul (kunijaov µE tthpa 1toü ý6) µaxp(x' Ti l; ), which he prays may 
bring its faith and love to Christ like the gifts of the Magi. <41po(EUXTj- is 
addressed to rA, UKE tov 'E(Tzaupc)µhvE, represented in an icon above the 
poet's bed, but it seems likely that the occasion of the poem, which ends 
53 The bitter regret for that which does not exist extends perhaps to the Gracc' through 
the use of the word Xdpll: 'would that the grace of a snow-white angel might roll a a` 
the stone': this is the only stanza which lacks the recital of their three name`. Magdalene. 
Salome and Mary. 
54 Palamas 1962-69: X. 450-51: I. 120. 
5i Moschos 1993: 317-18. See also Ricks's rejection (1990: 287. n. 12) of Palama"' 
'conversion to unbelief. 
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with a plea for protection from ý NEpät&a tj xaxtj with tä So pä ttr; 
K XXII, was guilt over some sexual impurity. Apart from these earl' poems 
and some passages in the sequence entitled « MEßaia; » (1892), Christ is 
rarely the focus of Palamas' attention in his poetry. There are of course 
many passing references, particularly to the Infant Christ. the B pF oo ý:. 
Palamas returns again and again to the imagery of the Nativity- the manger 
and the animals, shepherds and angels, the star and gifts of the Magi- but 
usually there is some indication that for him the Nativity is primaril`- a 
metaphor. This is true of «Xpu to yEVVOC>>56 and of «"Evas OEö » (1890, 
included in «ME66iaS»), which speaks of the birth of `a god within me'. 57 
In the clIoyEpa , 
despite the central role of the Virgin, even Christ as Infant 
is largely excluded (§2.4). And I shall argue that the risen Christ of 
«Ow iäS» is primarily a metaphor, divorced from Christian doctrine (§). 6). 
A second tendency, a corollary but not a necessary corollary of the 
marginalization of Christ, is the concentration on the female figures 
associated with Christ (the myrophores in the poems already discussed, the 
Virgin Mary in the CPAoyepa). Orthodox popular religion often is, or at least 
appears to be, the religion of Mary rather than of Christ. Allied to this is the 
tendency of European male poets, and particularly from the late eighteenth 
to the early twentieth century (Romanticism and its aftermath), to idealize 
and worship "Woman', and yuvatKoXaTpEta is a constant feature of the 
poetry of Palamas. 
A third tendency is Palamas' theological contentiousness, shown in 
«XatpETt6µöS ävaßTäßtµoS», which treats the story of the Resurrection 
as a metaphor rather than a reality and seems to take issue with the 
Gospels. 58 Palamas was well aware of recent developments in Biblical 
56 See p. 44 n. 18. 
57 Palamas 1962-69: 1,305. 
58 Moschos quotes extensively from both «OuyaTipc; ific Etty» and -XatpcUcrA6z 
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criticism which had demonstrated the human and historically determined 
elements in the composition and editing of many of the books of the Bible. 
No person open to rational discourse could any longer take the Bible to be in 
any simple (fundamentalist) sense the words (as opposed to the Word) of 
God. Christian writers and artists had always elaborated Biblical narratives. 
imagination supplying details that were lacking, but they had rarely 
(consciously at least) contradicted the Bible. One offshoot of the new critical 
approach to the Bible by theologians and scholars was the publication bti- 
sceptics and believers alike of numerous 'Lives of Jesus'. Palamas had 
certainly read and admired Renan's Vie de Jesus (1863); and he had read 
Nietzsche, 59 who, though he had little but contempt for Renan, 6° shared his 
conviction that one could set aside the distortions of the NT to apprehend the 
essential nature of its central figure (though Nietzsche is concerned with the 
psychological reality rather than the historicity of Jesus). 6' Palanias, of 
course, approaches the Bible as a poet, not as a historian or philosopher. The 
manner in which he conflates and adapts Gospel incidents suggests that he 
has little respect for, or interest in, the Gospels as records of the life of Jesus. 
Whereas for Renan and Nietzsche the Gospel must be rewritten to reveal its 
supposedly objective truth, Palamas rewrites to express his personal and 
subjective poetic truth. 
ävaßTäßtpog», as prime examples of Opr16KEvttK ' notrjµata, but he reads these 
poems through the rose-tinted spectacles of religion, apparently unaware of any tension 
between the poems and the Gospels or Christian doctrine (1993: 187-91). 
5& Palamas used a quotation from Renan's Vie as an epigraph to his poem «'An6KpI)oov 
Evay'yAtov». first published in 1890 (1962-69: I. 306). There are many reference' to 
both Renan and Nietzsche in Palamas' prose works. and in his poetry he sometimes 
makes use of Nietzsche's concept of the 'Superman' (Nietzsche 1969: 41-5.103-4 and 
passim). notably in the dwbeicdAoyo5 (see p. 66 below). On the limited extent of 
Palamas' acquaintance with the work of Nietzsche see Eklund 1972: 28-30. 
160 Nietzsche 1990: 78-9,153. 
61 Nietzsche 1990: 152-60. 
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Related to both this theological contentiousness and to the 
concentration on the feminine is a fourth tendency in Palamas, the tendency 
to eroticize Gospel incidents. This is evident in the emphasis on the Fpwta; 
of the `daughters of Zion' for Jesus, the insistence on his beauty, and in the 
expression `bridegroom of the Cross'. In this very obvious eroticiration, 
Christ becomes the object of longing for the women of the Gospels, while it 
is they, the myrophores, who are the objects of the erotic interest of the poet. 
The poet's erotic interest in the myrophores could have been expressed 
through an identification with Christ; but Christ is scarcely present in these 
poems and the poet seems, rather, to vie with Christ for the women's 
attention. He criticizes them for making too much of Christ and appropriates 
Christ's greeting, the XaipETF-. This type of appropriation, which does not 
imply the poet's identification with Christ so much as the displacement of 
Christ by the poet, is not of course really developed in these early poems, or, 
indeed, in Palamas' work generally, though it is a significant element in the 
stance of Palamas' alter ego, the Gypsy, in the dwbexdAoyoS. In Sikelianos 
the displacement of God or Christ by the poet is an important function of the 
appropriations of Christian language, and in Elytis' Tö "Aýtov 'Ear it 
becomes the central function. 
A fifth tendency to be noted in Palamas' early poems is syncretism, a 
ready accommodation of Christianity to paganism, the almost casual 
identification of Christ with Apollo, the myrophores with the Graces. It is a 
tendency which could be widely illustrated throughout modern Greek poetry, 
and which is associated particularly with Sikelianos. Such syncretism is. 
however, challenged in the cbAoyepa, whose principal theme involves. 
rather, a confrontation between the classical and the Bvrantine-Christian 
traditions. Before proceeding to discuss the OAoyFpa a brief account will be 
01 given of Palamas' earlier large-scale work, `0 Ao eicäAoyo toi hvorov. 
%` 
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co 4wSeiccaoyos roh f'$Orov62 does not confront Christian material in 
the direct manner of the early poems on the mvrophores and the 
Resurrection, or engage in any extended way with Biblical or liturgical texts. 
Nevertheless, it is centrally concerned with religious issues: and for this 
reason, and because of its widely acknowledged central importance in 
Palamas' oeuvre, 63 and above all for the examples it offers of those kinds of 
appropriation in which the poet seems to aspire to play the role of God, some 
account of it must be given. 
The Aw6eicdA, oyoS was begun in 1899 and published in its entirety in 
1907. Thus its gestation falls within the much longer period during which 
Palamas was working on the 'PAoyEpa (1886-1910). There are nlally 
thematic connections between the two works as well as an obvious formal 
resemblance: each is cast in twelve Aoyot (usually referred to in English as 
Cantos). The Gypsy, the persona who speaks the poem, is Palamas' most 
successful projection of the poetic ego, his most developed and 
uncompromising assertion of the autonomy and authority of the poet. 
Palamas' identification with the Gypsy is not in doubt: in the Preface to the 
AwöeicdA, oyoS he says, `I felt within me that I too was a gypsy, eve though 
I was ashamed to admit it, a gypsy with his vices and misfortune' . ', -, 
Dimaras goes further (and perhaps too far), implying that Palamas' own 
experience is the subject matter of the poem, when he says that In the 
-RokicdAoyoc the poet's own soul speaks. 
it relates its sufferings and 
describes its redemption'. 65 If so, the Gypsy is a self-image with which 
O22 Palamas 1962-69: 111.303-450. 
03 See for example Ricks 1990: 276: Try panis 1981: 656. and Savidi" in Palamas 19622- 
69: I1I4459. 
64 Palamas 1962-69: III, ? 90. 
65 Dimara" 1989: 116. 
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Palamas felt uncomfortable, at least in public. as his reference to being, 
ashamed indicates (as does the «ETcpvöS Aöyo; )>). 66 
The Gypsy is rather loosely located in the last century of Bvvrantiumn. 
Palamas refers to the first appearance of the Gypsies in Thrace 'ahout a 
hundred years before the capture of the City' , 
67 but in Canto V the Gypsy- is 
a witness to its fall. The Gypsy is not really rooted in historical time. He i" a 
wanderer in time as well as space, knowing the future as well as the past: 
and though his knowledge of the future (from a late Byzantine perspectivve ) 
has the benefit of the author's hindsight, his vision extends beyond the 
author's present, embodying Palamas' utopian dreams. The narrative unity 
of the poem does not derive, though, from any sense of historical 
development that informs it, but from being the story of the Gypsy's soul. It 
tells of his developing understanding of the world, and of his successive 
attempts to find his proper relation to it and his true means of creative 
expression. 
In the first three Cantos the Gypsy introduces himself and the gypsy 
culture to which he belongs, and describes the various metiers through which 
he tried to express his creative impulses. None satisfied him, and, in Canto 
III, even the love of the fEpbticö trj9fl Tßtyyäva failed of its promise 
and in the end cramped his soul. 
The next three Cantos express an uncompromising rejection of all 
religions. In Canto IV, «`O Odvuto; tthv OE öv», the Gypsy denies the 
existence of gods whom he calls tßxtot Oavmag(tCov [... ý týS 76. dvrt 
ytyavzEµata (337: 12-13), 68 and proclaims himself / toü TO TOTE 
navEXEl YEpO 0 KpäXtrJ; (338: 3-4). Canto V. «`O 9äýýatuý twýý 
66 See pp. 39-40. 
67 Palamas 1962-69: III, 294. 
68 References to the text of the dcc&KdAoyoS are given in the form of the page number 
in volume III of the "A ravra followed by the line number(s) within the page. separated 
hv a colon (this edition is not line-numbered). 
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äpxaiov», is directed not so much at the ancient Greek gods as at the whole 
of ancient Greek culture, represented by the manuscripts which the scholars 
of Constantinople are taking to the West. In Canto VI. the Gypsy observes a 
group of Christians burning the works of the fifteenth-century NeoPlatonist. 
Plethon; a group of `polytheists', disciples of Plethon, are standing by. The 
Gypsy rejects both Christianity and paganism, telling both groups that they 
are wrong. 69 
In Canto VII the Gypsy urges the gypsies assembled en masse at a fair 
to reject the emperor's offer of a homeland. This provides a subtle contrast 
with Canto VIII, «f poOTrnKÖc», in which a Prophet (who is clearly not the 
Gypsy) foresees not only the fall of Constantinople but also, in veiled terns, 
the hope for its restoration to the Greeks (400: 23-5; compare 399: 15-22). 
Canto IX is entitled «To' ßtoXI», and the violin which the Gyps`- 
finds is, as Dimaras says, `a symbol of art', 70 and more precisely, surely, a 
symbol of poetry. In this violin the Gypsy at last discovers his true means of 
expression; and its music is, in a sense, the text of the Aw&icaAoyoc. In 
Canto X, « 'Ava6iä6LµoS», it is the violin's music which opens the tombs 
). and brings back to life 'Apyäitrl, IlaTpiba and the gods (413: 25--414: 11 
The resurrection of the gods does not, pace Dimaras, 7' signal the Gypsy's 
acceptance of the religions he had previously denied and scorned. The 
resurrected gods speak of themselves as projections or reflections of the 
human psyche (417: 3-6; 418: 25-6), and as the embodiments of human ideals 
(417: 23-6). The gods are resurrected only in art; and the resurrection of 
IlatpISa refers to the Gypsy's ultimate destination, probably to be 
identified with the i& om / Koporj, ünEpovßta n0, vraa which is the 
69 In this the Gypsy's perspective differs from that of the Flute in the (PAoyepa ("cc 
pp. 100-1 16). 
70 Dimara" 1989: 119. 
71 Dimaras 1989: 119. 
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creation of his art (T71S tOUrnKtjS µov Köp71) (416: 6-8). The Gypsy does 
not elaborate on the resurrection of 'Ayäitrl as such. It is transmuted into the 
resurrection of the IlEp&K6 t16rl gypsy woman of Canto III, and the 
renewal of the idea of their progeny, äwEyäbtaßta natbtä, the last of 
whom will be the Superman (419-420). 72 
Canto X completes the dramatic shape of the Jw6FKdAoyo. and 
Cantos XI and XII are merely codas in which the Gypsy has little part and 
his voice is scarcely heard. The mpaµü8t of Tearless and Lau`ghterless 
encapsulates, in a more obviously dramatic form, the dramatic shape of the 
first ten cantos. The Gypsy even suggests he may have lived this story 'once 
upon a time' (421: 7-10), and it ends with Tearless, like the Gypsy at the end 
of Canto X, foreseeing the greatness of his descendants. In Canto XII the 
Gypsy is in Thrace, where the trees relate to him their vision of the past and 
future of the world. They foresee a 'third Olympus' (the first being that of 
classical paganism, the second, presumably, that of Christianity) where 
Science will be enthroned (440: 15-17; 441: 22-4). This is associated with a 
utopian vision of a world which, the closing lines of the poem suggest, can 
only be experienced (now, at least) through art (443: 26-9): 
M' i pd; np&roq Tý p£Wpurl 
µoipa uic pTaTfl ßTEpvrI, 
c l6E Tl'ly ältävov 
GTÖ itpo4T1TtKÖ ßtoXI. 
It is clear from this brief summary that the issue of religion, both 
pagan and Christian, is central to the dcerb&k' AoyoS. While the poem only 
occasionally engages closely with Biblical or liturgical texts, David Rick. 
has identified a more diffuse engagement with Christian language, at least in 
Canto IV («`O OO vaTo; tc v OE(oV»), in terms of the large number of NT 
72 Compare Nietzsche 1969: 103. 
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words present in the poetry. Referring to `the language of Christianity turned 
against itself', he singles out a stanza in which an oblique allusion to the 
Crucifixion is combined with the use of walking on water as a figure for the 
impossible (338: 17-20): 
Töao vä xapOth m npög F-aF- 
bvvaµat to aTOxaß tö, 
öao n vaµat TI'l 6dA, aaaa 
nEcobpogo; vä 61(Xß6. 
Though addressed to `any god' (öltotE BEE, 338: 12) this stanza, as Ricks 
says, `clearly has Jesus in its sights'. Ricks speaks of it as 'harshly 
blasphemous' and as `callously veiling the verb ltpoßr Xöco and the nailing 
of Christ to the Cross'. 73 The same callousness is evident in Canto II, where, 
among the things the Gypsy speaks of making as a blacksmith, are tcz 
Kapotä To-6 at pwµov (318: 11). This evokes, and indeed antagonizes 
(by identifying with the villain), the Greek folk tradition of the Virgin's 
curse, which in some versions includes the cursing of the ätßiyxavo; who 
made the nails for the Cross. 74 Furthermore, tiµta ýüAa (relics of the 
Cross) are among the religious objects the Gypsy speaks of stealing from 
churches and strewing at the gypsy woman's feet for her to trample (337: 7-, 
420: 11). 75 
These gestures of gross disrespect towards Christ and the central 
symbol of Christian religion go far beyond the marginalization of Christ 
noted in the earlier poems, and are at variance with the respectful, however 
ambivalent, attitude to Christ evident in some of Palamas' poems. They do, 
7; Ricks 1990: 284. 
74 As in the version from Kastellorizo published by Achilleus Diamantara" ( 1,81)5: 7227). 
Sec also Alexiou 1974: 65. 
75 The trampling of sacred objects is analogous to the impulse to 'ruin the sacred truths' 
of which Bloom writes (see pp. 30-32). 
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however, have their counterparts in a number of the Flute's anti-Christian 
utterances in the cI A. OyEpa. 76 It appears that, in general, Palamas does not 
express outright hostility to Christianity except through voices of distinct 
personae, such as the Gypsy or the Flute, which are, at least formally, 
distanced from himself. Such personae are, nevertheless, projections of the 
poetic ego: projections which enabled the poet to bypass the habitual 
humility and reverence towards culturally accepted manifestation` of the 
divine which seem to have characterized Palamas the man. The poetic ergo in 
its bid for pre-eminence, or even omnipotence, inevitably comes into conflict 
with the gods, prophets and saints who embody the supreme values of its 
culture, and this conflict can be illustrated in some of the Gypsy's 
appropriations of Christian language and symbols. 
In the passage containing the stanza which alludes disparagingly to 
the Crucifixion and Christ's walking on the water, the Gypsy is speaking 
primarily of his own role. Eventually he applies to himself the word 
npoo 'Til; (340: 21), but first he speaks of the effect of his passage through 
the world in terms reminiscent of Isaiah (339: 13-17): 
RE TO TE(X"µä go-L) IXäßTTßE 
To, 13oTävt noü XutpwvEl, 
Kai µC 'raj c DTJ POI) ök(X'v916E. 
Kai CT71V Ep1µo ovtpc,, )vEl, 
To ßotävt t; ävä Ytc« Tiý 
Isaiah's reference to the flowering of the desert is well known: 
Ev4pavOrjtt, EEpi . to; 
btyrd aa. ä-yaXXtäaOw Epruµoc xal 
ävOijtw 6; xpIvov, xai ., 
a`'9T1aEt xai üAoXap1i t xai 
c yu? XiäaFtat tä Fpiµa 'jop8äv, ov. 77 
76 See pp. 100.106,113. 
77 Isaiah 35.1-2. The transition from imperative to future is reflected in the transition 
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While Palamas does not name his ßotävi ttjc ävdßtc n. Isaiah speaks 
of the desert blossoming (0 Kpivov, and the two expressions are related 
through the traditional association of lilies and Easter. Palamas' ßotävl tov 
kvtpo)µov and the idea of walking through the desert reflect the verses 
which follow this extract from Isaiah, where it is said that an a&-- ä1l /. will 
appear in the transformed desert and 1topfüßovta1 EV avttj 
k, UTpwµEVot. 78 
In Isaiah the flowering of the desert is associated with the presence of 
God: 
ä'yaXXtähETan Tä Fprµa [... ] Kai ö Xaöý g01-) ÖYET(XI T' 
Sö av Kupiov [... ] iboü ö Ocöý ýµwv [... ] avt0S rjZ& KM 
aciýEt rý uä . 
79 
Thus the Gypsy's appropriation of the language of Isaiah takes him beyond 
assuming the role of the Hebrew prophet to an appropriation of divine 
functions, for it is the passage of the Gypsy which brings about the flowering 
of the desert and the emergence of the symbols of salvation and resurrection. 
This is only one of many appropriations of divine attributes or roles in the 
Aw &KäXoyog. Obviously all such appropriations must involve Christian 
concepts, and some involve identifiable elements of Biblical or liturgical 
language. 
Towards the end of Canto V, for example, the Gypsy announces to the 
'ancients' (354: 33-355.2). 
Eiµ' äX19F1a, 
from aorist to present in Palamas. Another common feature is the multiplication of v-crhs 
denoting the growth of plants. 
78 Isaiah 35.8-9. 
7' Isaiah 35.2-4. 
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E19' C760 T& 81)0' T' (XX(I)PI(YT(X* 
aäpxa xai yrvxrj I 
The first assertion is identical to one of Christ's, 80 while the second is 
suggestive of the indivisible union of the two natures in Christ as formulated 
in Patristic Christology, or of the way in which the Manhood of Christ is 
traditionally defined. 8' 
Having found in the violin the means to be creative, the Gypsy 
proclaims in extravagant terms (405: 9-12,17-19), 
XTVna, S&ý(X'p 
. 401), Kai xticE, 
o xoßµoS ynvETat ano µtva 
µßßa ßTä xEpta µou Ta &uö. 
'S2 YEVVa, w yevva 
K' Evas ö 7t?. d tic, Kai Ei t' i-yw, 
Kt ö A, öyo; noü Oauµatoup-tEi 
KI 0 koyoq eivat i µou6lKTj 
fl?, Tr and KAI tic (Palamas uses the cognate verb xti c(w) are both 
common liturgical words for Christ as Creator. The Gypsy asserts that he 
himself is the only creator. He is speaking of the world of art, not of the 
world of actuality, but his claim demonstrates that there is no place for God 
in this world of art. The Xöyo; that works miracles evokes both creation 
through divine utterance in the opening of Genesis and the Logos of John. 
which 'was in the beginning with God' and through which 'all things were 
made'. 82 In the world of art the Gypsy and the violin, as joint creators, have 
all the functions of God and the Logos in John. 
8t John 14.6. 
S1 As in the Athanasian Creed: TE toq OE6; xai tOXtoS ävOpu0itoc. K ýrvXtjý 
Xoytkijý Kai äv6pwniv% ßapKO; vnoßtäS. 
82 John 1.2-3. 
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In his initial self-portrait in Canto I the Gypsy claims, in equally Go d- 
like manner, that he alone `divines [his] own being' (310: 9-10). This is 
immediately followed by a bold image which makes the forces of nature his 
servants (310: 11-15): 
vä % tuA I yn 4öpýµa Tö Vivat µov, 
0öpEµa nov TO % Eixav nXjý£t 
änO T, i SpoßoaT(Xkt ýS 
Toi p0800-o , kov Tä XE, -pia 
pd; A&yfjS 
To this he later adds (312: 23-5): 
f 
o vo iS go-L) 
ytä Kopwva Tou oopchvtaS 
TIjv xopwva Aqs tf g nXäßiic. 
Though the parallels are not very close linguistically, these lines are clearly 
related to Biblical imagery such as ävaP(xkkotEvoc Ow thS jiänov, 
E1crEivwv tiöv ovpavöv 6)6Ei Seppty (referring to God) and 
1tEpI jE13A, rjµhv1 toy ij? dOV [.. .] Kai 
E7ti Tuj; KEOaXu; M)' Ti ; 
OT 4 avo; äßiepcOv &c &Ka (referring to the 'great portent [... ] in 
heaven', the woman pregnant with the child `who is to rule all the 
nations' ). 83 
Consistent with the Gypsy's appropriation of cosmic imagery and the 
language of divine creation is his role as forefather of the 
'Apxoviävepwno; [... ], on-pvonaibt, 0 XuTpemr , and the generation 
through his music of the vnEpovata Ilo? auia. As a theological term, 
83 Psalm 103(104). 2; Revelation 12.1-2,5. For a more extensive exploitation of the latter 
passage by Palamas in the OAoyepa see pp. 95-7. Also relevant. since it provides a link 
with Palamas' 'Dawn', is Romans 13.12: t vüý npOEKOWEV. tj &i thpa rllttKEV. 
äJtoO4tEOa ovv Tä Fp"ya Toi (YKötouS Kai FvöuatµE9a tä ö ,a zoü O otö;. 
1 
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common in liturgical texts, Avrpe rdenotes Christ: and in combination 
with it here atEpvoltai St suggests Paul's description of Christ as ü 
F-ßxaioc 'A8äµ. 84 The ünEpo .) IloXttEia may be likened in it" 
general conception and in certain particulars to the nöý, ty ttjv öcyi cr. \v 
`IEpovßaA 1 xatvTjv of the Apocalypse. Both are personified as Yount, 
women: the Gypsy's `Celestial City'85 as `daughter' of his music. the new 
Jerusalem as `a bride adorned for her husband'. 86 The relation of the 
`Celestial City' to other nations is described in the following lines (416: 5-8. 
18-20): 
Ki ä7tävou än' öXS Tic narrpISES 
604a ß'iYva, 16Eaiý 
Kop4rj, v poüßta IloA, tTEia 
tip µoußtKf c µou Köpft ý(YIJ' 
Ka . Eivat ypaµµevo Va 'yEvij 
K' iaü ßucä6Tpa öXwv Tciv &'WOV 
ý&ii naTpIBwv KäOE 'yf g. 
A similar benign supremacy characterizes the relation of the 'new 
Jerusalem' to the nations of the earth (note the references to 'glory' in both 
texts): 
neptnatIj Yovßt Tä EBvT 81ä Tov 4o roc avTf q, Kai of 
ßaaiX IS tfS 'yijS 4Epovat Tijv 860Eav [... ] aüu, hv Eic avtiivv. 87 
The verb -netlta'ri (ou may be reflected in the noun 7tFpltätT tcx in 
Palamas' next stanza. The former is associated with light, which in the 
context has a specifically Christological meaning. 8 and the latter with 
84 I Corinthians 15.45. 
85 Katsimbalis and Stephanides' pointed translation (1974: 152). 
86 Revelation 21.2. 
87 Revelation 21.24. 
88 The glory of God is [the city's] light, and its lamp is the lamb' (Revelation 21.2? ). 
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`Truth' which in John and many liturgical texts denotes Christ f 416: 21-4 ): 
"Oµota 9pgt thvr än' ttjz ptvrl IT 
oüpaVtKf ; 'WO CC, T Ota 
TIvac tai oAll aapxa, ö?. r1 aiµa, 
µ' 'E-'va it pltätT to YEpö µtä 'A/. i O to t 
It is also significant here that through the image of the nurturing breasts of 
the tcöpfl who is also the City, the City is called the ethereal heavenly Idea'. 
Apart from the Platonic implications, this provides a further link with the 
'new Jerusalem'. described as Katapaivovßav EK toü oüpavov alto 
'[of) OF-of). 89 
There can be little doubt that Palarnas has knowingly incorporated 
elements of the 'holy city' of the Apocalypse into the 'Celestial City' of the 
Gypsy's utopian vision. 90 But whereas the 'holy city' comes from God', the 
'Celestial City' of the AW FKdAoyoS is the offspring of the Gypsy's music. 
Thus, in the appropriation of the new Jerusalem' Palamas assigns toi his 
alter ego another creative role which in Biblical terns belongs to God. 
In view of the formal parallels between the Gypsy and Tearless, and 
the Gypsy's clearly implied identification with Tearless, reference should be 
made to some of the appropriations of Christian language in Tearless' final 
speech at the end of Canto XI. Tearless applies to himself the language of 
God's promise to Jacob of abundant descendants. 91 and calls himself 'the 
Patriarch of the Race' (436: 13). But he goes further, appropriating some of 
Christ's statements about himself. Having killed the king who had earlier 
plotted to have him killed. Tearless is offered the crown, which he spurns, 
saving (435: 20-22). 
Revelation 21.2. 
9() Eklund (1972: 52-3) sees a thematically consistent parallel between the description, of 
Constantinople in Canto I and Babylon in the Apocalypse. 
"I Compare 435: 24-5 with Genesis 28.12-14. 
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AEv zi 9viuo. v tjpOa vä -(IV (j) 
ßý paytä&S payta ßaanXtäc. 
`O kotog µov Ei v, 
In the context of refusing a kingship, the last line here is a close parallel to 
Jesus' declaration to Pilate, i ßa(ytX Ia tj Eµt) oüh ýGTty F Toü 
K0(3, tov tovTOV [ ... ] 0 
'K E6zty EvtE5OEv (this last phrase being, 
synomymous with Div' ' XXov). 92 Tearless' statement of negative intent 
(Aev ijpOa vä ytv(w ... ) echoes Jesus statement of positive intent which 
follows in his dialogue with Pilate (in each the essential construction is 
Epxoµal vä /`iV(x): 
E-ycb Etc TovTO -y¬-yevvrlµat Kai EiS Toüto EXj? uOa Eid töv 
xöaµov, iiva µaptvprjßc) Ti äý119FtQc. 93 
Furthermore, the line, 6e paytä&S payta; ßaßtXtä;, parodies the 
Biblical title 'King of Kings' which is applied to Christ. first in the 
Apocalypse, and extensively in liturgical texts. 94 
Tearless is an unlikely Christ figure: he describes himself and his 
bride, Laughterless, as zatptaßµtvot tov 6X Opov of OEot (435: 15), his 
whole story is one of utterly ruthless pursuit of self-interest; and he likens 
')2 John 18.36. 
93 John 18.37. There are many negative statements of this type in the Gospels. such a. ov 
Yap flX9ov tva Kpivw töv Koupov (John 12.47). See also Matthew -5.17.10.34 and 
Mark 2.17. In Canto IV the Gypsy makes a positive statement of this type whose content 
is `o anti-religious that it constitutes a direct challenge to all statements of Jesus about the 
purpose of his coming which take this form: tjpOa FWb vä ötatiaXi cu / Paßt}. te ow 
tö TinoTE / atöv aithva FµnpöS xai niaco (340: 22-4). Contrast in particular Matthc%% 
5.17: pTj vo . 
ti rIcF 0'(71 rjX6ov KataX )aat ray vöµov rj toüc ltpoorjtaý. Sec also 
John 10.10 and 12.46-7. 
94 Revelation 17.14.19.16. See also II Maccabees 13.4. III Maccabees 5.35 and I 
Timothy 6.15. where this title is used of God. 
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himself to Cain, cursed, in his case, for selling his parents (4-3,6: 9- 10). Unlike 
Cain, however, he is not dismayed by the curse but challenges God or Fate 
to punish him. The image of this punishment links Tearless once more to 
Christ, through a reverse transubstantiation whereby his blood becomes wine 
(436: 11-12): 
nartyrä&ES, natätE µE (Ai irrrta 
ya vä yivil T' äyvö Tö xpaßi 195 
It is precisely because both Tearless and the Gypsy are so un-Christ- 
like that their appropriations of language and imagery pertaining to Christ 
are poetically effective and potentially shocking. What is involved here is 
not the aspiration to be, or even the presumption of being, like Christ, but the 
desire to go beyond Christ, the denial of the values Christ embodies; and, 
from an authorial point of view, the attempt to set up rival figures, hybrids, 
perhaps, of Milton's Satan and Nietzsche's Obermensch: ö T'iOzo, -, 0 
'A&±KputoS, 0 'Apxovt(x'vOpc)no;. 
Such figures also appear in the lAoyEpa, as we shall see, but they are 
less prominent and their relation to Christ is. in most cases, less clear: the 
Apparition of the emperor's dream; even the emperor himself in his reply to 
the Apparition; the Rock of the Acropolis; and the Flute. But the Flute has 
no personality or destiny. It is the Gypsy's violin without the Gypsy, a pure 
projection of the poetic voice. It does, however, have views, and while, like 
the Gypsy, it denies all gods, it shows a marked preference for the pagan 
Greek culture and despises the Christian and Byzantine. 
95 This also reverses the imagery of the 'great wine press of the wrath of God': Kai 
Eitab Ott i Xtrvü,:: [... ] xai F5rjXO v aiµa (Revelation 1.18-20). Fr Sikeliano. ' more Pp. 
extensive exploitation of the eucharistic equation of wine and blood "eeX5U-52.257-64. 
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2.4 Christ and the Panagia in the I;, oyepa 
`The whole of `H ýAoytpa rov BaßtAtä, Palamas writes in 193 3 
(twenty-three years after its publication) 'unfolded from a song of only a few 
lines, of which I retain in my memory no line but the last: 
IlpoaKi VT YE Tr v Ilavaytä µißä c töv fapOcvchvvcx, 
the germ-cell of the whole work. '96 Employing a similar metaphor. in a 
lecture delivered in 1948, Karantonis speaks of the emperor's prayer before 
the Panagia in the Parthenon as one of 'the two principal elements ... 
in the 
magic seed from which the whole work sprouted' . 97 The other element is 
Pachymeres' account of the discovery, by soldiers of Michael VIII 
Palaeologus in the mid-thirteenth century, of the corpse of Basil 11 set 
upright against a wall with a shepherd's reed-pipe in its mouth. Karantonis is 
of course right to point to the double origin of the poem; and indeed, 
Palamas himself sets the relevant lines from Pachymeres, together with a 
passage from Cedrenus referring, briefly, to Basil's worship of the 
Theotokos in Athens, as twin epigraphs to the twelve cantos of the 
'PAoyEpa. 95 But it would, I think, be fair to say, in defence of Palamas' 
reference to a single 'germ-cell', that it was the potent image of a Byzantine 
emperor prostrating himself before an icon of the Virgin Mary in the 
Parthenon- formerly the temple of the virgin goddess Athena- which 
served as the seed of the whole of the content of the poem, while the inlat-le 
of the shepherd's reed-pipe in the mouth of the same emperor's corpse 
served as the seed of its , 
form. 
I use the word 'form' in relation to the work's narrative structure. 
rather than to its genre or verse-type. The Ehir ia, -century narrative of the 
916 Pajamas 1962-69: X. 539. 
97 Karantonis 1979: 193-4. 
98 Palamas 1962-69: V. 25. 
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finding of the emperor's corpse occupies only the first two thirds of Canto I 
and the whole of the extremely short Canto XII. a total of seven pages in the 
A, ravra. The unnamed narrator of this primary narrative is the Poet, and he 
is addressing the reader. (This is not made explicit: I am invoking the 
default-situation of poetry as discourse. ) Within the primary narrative 
Palamas brings to life the reed-pipe (henceforth 'the Flute' )99 and its 'song' 
becomes the means by which the emperor's story is related. The 114 pages 
between the two blocks of this primary narrative constitute, ostensibly, the 
Flute's song, although there are ambiguities in Cantos II and III, which make 
the distinction between the Poet's voice and that of the Flute uncertain, 
ambiguities probably rooted in the poem's protracted period of gestation 
(1886-1910). 1O0 The Flute's song is in one sense a part of the primary 
narrative, since the Flute is, as it were, a character in that narrative. In the 
terms of the primary narrative, the Flute's song is uttered in the year 1261, 
when the army of Michael VIII is poised to retake Constantinople from the 
Franks, and addressed to Michael VIII's soldiers and to the corpse of Basil 
11, in whose mouth the Flute finds itself. The Flute is also of course a literary 
99 Beaton has pointed out (1994: 86, n. 55) that 'flute', though an established translation 
of O oyEpa in this context, is inaccurate and misleading. I have retained it here only 
because 'the Reed-Pipe' or `the Shepherd's Pipe' seemed too strange and cumbersome 
for the name of the poem's principal 'voice'. to which I must refer repeatedly. 
1OO The Flute's first speech at the end of Canto I is bounded typographically by dashes at 
32: 1 and 35: 2 (see the following note). Since there is no opening dash at the beginning of 
Canto II, the logical conclusion is that the poet's voice has resumed the narration. 
However, there are no typographical or other indications of a change of speaker in the last 
paragraph of Canto II. which clearly belongs to the Flute's voice (46: 33). A similar 
ambiguity exists in Canto III. where the injunction two thirds of the way through the 
Canto. Maw GTa XiXla &KOXT(o (54: 12), only makes sense if understood as the Poet 
addressing the Flute which has at that point been silent again since the end of Canto 11. 
The Flute clearly announces its presence a few lines later (54: 20). These ambiguities are 
probably the result of careless editing, when Palamas was blending together passages first 
drafted at different stages in the development of the overall structure 
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device- the means by which Palamas conveys to the reader the eleventh- 
century narrative of Basil II's pilgrimage to Athens- but not a mere, 
literary device like the x'tüäpa (here the ancient cithara) which the Poet 
invokes in the separate, prefatory narrative, `The Widow's Son'. The cithara 
is purely a rhetorical conceit (it has no identity on any level of narrative), a 
conceit which allows the Poet to address himself, and to manage. somewhat 
heavy-handedly, the transitions at the beginning and end of a long flashback 
(18: 23 and 21: 1-2). 101 
The Flute's song constitutes a secondary narrative, the story of Basil's 
journey to Athens and worship of the Panagia in the Parthenon, set in the 
year 1018. But within the Flute's narrative there are many other v-oic es, such 
as those of Parnassus, of the Rock of the Acropolis, of Proclus and the storks 
and Athena, and of Basil himself. Some of these voices, the voices of 
characters within the Flute's narrative, deliver their own tertiary narratives; 
and within some of these there are yet other voices some of which have their 
own fourth-level narratives. The voice of the Flute itself is, therefore, heard 
only intermittently in the course of its song, and it is heard for the last time 
one third of the way through Canto IX, where it introduces the emperor's 
address to the Virgin in the Parthenon. That address takes up the last two 
thirds of Canto IX and the whole of Cantos X and XI, and when Basil fall,, 
silent, so does the Flute. There is no closing narrative comment. In terms opt 
the secondary narrative the emperor is left forever standing in front of' he 
image of the Virgin, for, at the opening of Canto XII, the Poet's voice 
inminediately resumes the primary narrative. 
It is a common failing of critical discussions of the OAoyFpa that 
passages cited are not related to the hierarchy of voices. Many critics do not 
seem to regard it as important to consider to which voice the passages they 
101 Page and line reference,, in this case to Vol. V of the "Airavra) as for the 
Jw»KdAoyoý (: ee p. M n. 68). 
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choose to comment on belong. It seems to me, however, that awareness of 
the voice is often vital to the understanding of a passage, and of its function 
in the economy of the poem as a whole. It is particularly important not to 
treat the voice of the Flute as though it was the voice of the Poet. 'The Poet'. 
as narrator of the primary, thirteenth-century narrative, may legitimately he 
thought of as a mask or persona distinguishable from the poet as author, i. e. 
Kostis Palamas. The Flute, as a character within the Poet's narrative, is yet 
further removed from Palamas. Palamas himself, in his synopsis of Canto 1. 
speaks of the Poet's identification not with the Flute, but with the emperor, 
and of `the inspiration of the poet and the soul of the emperor hound 
indissolubly in an atmosphere of visionary dream, composed of both actual 
and metaphysical elements' .1 
°2 Nevertheless, the Flute, in its repeated 
characterization of its own words as rp(xyoübt, is manifestly the principal 
embodiment within the OXoyEpa (as the Gypsy is in the ý(o6FKcdAoyoý) of 
the poetic voice, the principal projection of the poetic ego. Palamas' failure 
to acknowledge this suggests that the Flute, like the Gypsy, was one of the 
creations with which Palamas, as public figure and national poet, t'elt less 
than comfortable. Both Flute and Gypsy represent the unrestrained 
imagination which knows no authority greater than its own voice. 
If the overall purpose of the poem is to celebrate a synthesis of all the 
stages of Greek culture (pagan-classical, Christian-Byzantine and modern )- 
and this is how it has generally been received103- then the Flute must be 
102 Palamas 1962-69: V. 520. The synopses of the twelve cantos were added in the 
second edition of 1920. 
103 Papanoutsos (1971: 18) calls it 'the epic par excellence of Greek continuit\ '. 
Tomadakis (1959: 61) speaks of elements in the poem as expressions of 'national unite' 
or of 'the unite of Greek life'. Beaton (1994: 89-90) speaks more guardedly in terms of 
an 'attempted synthesis of the ancient monuments and the living present. of paean belief 
and Christianity. of Athens and Constantinople (the "twin centres" of Hellenism for the 
nineteenth century). of the classical and Byzantine heritages'. 
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seen as a dissenting voice, which persists in viewing the displacement of 
classical culture by Byzantine Christianity as a radical discontinuity which 
can only be healed by the re-emergence of classical values. If this was. a' 
seems to have been the case, an element of Palamas' own then the 
synthesis at which the poem aims cannot but be flawed. The 4)A. oyepa is a 
more problematic work than is generally recognized, embodying 
contradictory and irreconcilable points of view. Critical attention needs to be 
diverted away from its supposed synthesis and towards the active dialectic of 
its voices. 104 
I shall make no attempt to discuss all the allusions to Biblical, 
liturgical and apocryphal texts in the O2, oyEpa. The considerable extent of 
Palamas' use of such texts may be gauged from the chapter devoted to 
EKKX116Laßi1Kä, ä1töKpOa xai Gvaýapiaxä KEIJEVa in Kasinis' 
investigation of the Greek sources of the OXoyEpa. 105 Kasinis' work is 
thorough, if not exhaustive, but the interpretative significance of Palamas' 
handling of the sources is outside its scope, and it rarely goes beyond 
identifying sources and demonstrating their relevance through the 
juxtaposition of excerpts from the sources with excerpts from Palamas. The 
sources to which I shall be referring may be assumed to have been identified 
by Kasinis unless otherwise stated; and I shall not cite Kasinis except where 
I want to comment on his treatment of the evidence. 
In this section I shall concentrate on a small number of passages, most 
of which are dependent in both form and content on Byiantine 
hymnography, and which provide further evidence of the first three of the 
five tendencies already observed in Palamas' handling of Christian texts and 
subjects in the early poems: the marginalization of Jesus. the focus on 
female figures, and theological contentiousness. The fourth tendency. the 
1 04 See also Hirst 1998: 108. 
105 Kasinis 1980: 243-322. 
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eroticization of Biblical figures, is not present in the OAoyFpa. The fifth, the 
assimilation of Christian themes and figures to classical mytholop . 
i's 
occasionally evident, but more typical of the (PAoyFpa is the assertion of an 
antagonistic relationship between classical and Christian or Byzantine values 
(the radical discontinuity referred to above). 
Considering the essentially Christian setting, and the length of the 
poem, it is remarkable how few references to Christ there are in the 
PÄoyEpa. And most of these are passing references of little significance: 
periphrastic descriptions of Christianity as the 'faith of Christ', conventional 
religious phrases such as 'mercy of the Lord': references to the child in the 
arms of the Panagia. Only once is the name of Christ linked with that of all`' 
other voice or figure of the poem (apart from the Panagia), when the Flute 
tells Basil that, though a ruler, he is 'a slave of Christ' (34: 28). 
The emperor is, however, presented throughout as a devotee of the 
Panagia rather than of Christ, taµhvo; [... J 6TTýc Ilava'ytäc Týfl xäprl 
(51: 2x). In the description of the emperor's ascetic practices, Christ is 
referred to only obliquely: the emperor wears an amulet which contains 
some of the Tiµto -E-EüXo (the wood of the Cross) (51: 26-7). When he wishes 
to give thanks for his victories, the only question is under which of her- 
names and in which of her sanctuaries he will worship the Panagia (52: 3 3- 
53: 35). He chooses the 0F6notva tthv oüpavty 'who has built her castle 
on the rock of Athens' (54: 1-2). The mosaic image in the Christianized 
Parthenon is not a Virgin and Child: the Virgin is OkOpO1j (... ] µtrtE Hutbi 
ßT1v äyKaktä. Movrl (114: 22). The Child is present only as an image 
within an image: on the Virgin's breast there is a talisman nov ccwypamICrt 
TO Xptßtö, T' öX, öyAUKO natbi t71;. This pendant is presented as a 
weapon, comparable to, and effective against, the Gorgon's head in the 
hands of the statue of Athena which the Virgin's image has replaced (54: 3- 
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Only once in his long speech before this image. in the very last line. 
does the emperor invoke Christ (or God the Father, since Kvpto- may 
denote either) (145: 13): 
"HµapTov, KtiptE ! "AS yEvi Kath to 9Ekrlµä ßou. 
Kasinis refers to Christ's prayer in Gethsemane (yEvrtOT tw tö O Xrlµä 
(Yob) as the source of the second part of the line, ' 07 but a more obvious 
source is, surely, the Lord's Prayer, where this same phrase occurs., "" 
However, the syntax of Palamas' line also owes something to the Virgin',, 
reply to Gabriel at the Annunciation: 
iöov ij SovXi Kuptov" yEvotTÖ got Kara tö ptjµä ßou. 109 
Here we have, as in Palamas, the construction with Kath. Furthermore, the 
preceding clause here ends with Kuptov, and in Palamas' text with Küptv. 
Thus, when for a moment Palamas has the emperor address God rather than 
the Virgin, he has him do so in a line modelled on Mary's response at the 
Annunciation, in words associated as closely and definitively with the Virgin 
as the XaIpc itself. 
What one might call a specific technique for the marginalitation ot' 
Christ and the transfer of focus to the Virgin is evident in Palamas' 
systematic distortion of the meaning of the liturgical excerpts which he 
106 According to the Storks of the Acropolis. Athena has been displaced by tic 
S&anoty' (W. 11 [... 1 t ' 'Eva etatbi ßT71 V ayKaXta ( 101: 27 -103: 4): a contradictory 
statement only if it is taken as referring to the image in the Parthenon rather than to a 
mythologized Virgin actively engaged in expelling Athena from her temple. 
107 Kasinis 1980: 264-5: Matthew 26.42. 
t" Matthew 6.10. 
M9 Luke 1.3S. 
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adapts for incorporation into the emperor's speech. 
Tsatsos refers to this speech as a 'confession' (FýopoÄ. öyTiWTl ), l 10 
while Palamas speaks of it, in his synopses of Cantos IX and XI. as a 
`prayer' (&11 rl). > >> Most of its lines are not immediately recogni/able as 
prayer; nor is it a confession- not at any rate in the ecclesiastical sense- 
since, except in the first and last paragraphs of Canto XI, the penitential 
aspect is lacking. It consists for the most part, at least in Cantos IX and X. of 
the emperor's account of his own life: epic. self-aggrandizing, sometimes 
arrogant; while in Canto XI (between the opening and closing penitential 
paragraphs) the emperor relates what was spoken to him by an Apparition 
which came to him at an earlier time in a dream, and what he replied, within 
the dream, to the Apparition. 
The speech is basically a first- and third-person narrative with 
occasional second-person apostrophes to abstractions or to characters within 
that narrative. But the narrative is punctuated by brief passages of direct 
address to the Virgin in the second person. These are of three kinds: (I ) 
elements of personal praise or supplication which arise from the narrative 
and are integrated into narrative paragraphs; (2) relatively extended prayers 
presented as separate paragraphs (the two penitential prayers already noted 
and the hymn of praise, listing many of the Virgin's liturgical titles, which 
concludes Canto X); (3) brief interjections of praise presented as separate 
paragraphs of one, two or three lines, couched in liturgical language and 
without close thematic connection to the adjacent narrative. Karantonis calls 
these paragraphs 'fervid devotional exclamations to the Theotokos'. 112 I 
shall call them 'acclamations'. There are ten such acclamations, nine in 
Canto IX and one in Canto X. They are based, and most of them very closely 
I Iý Tsatsos 1936: 195. 
III Palamas 196'-69: V. 522-3. 
i I-' Karantonis 1979: 205-6. 
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based, on excerpts from Byzantine hymnography. drawn mainly from the 
Canon in the 'AKoa, ouOia Toü 'AKaOiaTou 'i tvou or from the 
Akathistos Hymn itself. The tenth and last acclamation, though forming a 
separate paragraph (126: 31-2), is more akin in content to the personal 
supplications in the first category, and I shall not discuss it. The first and 
eighth acclamations are discussed later in a different context. I 13 Here I shall 
discuss the remaining seven acclamations from Canto IX, in order. 114 
The first acclamation addresses the Virgin as 'conqueror of 
Athena', ' 15 and her military role is further emphasized in the second 
(117: 17-18): 
Etöv no4go o yýtpa 'Eav, t&ßitpa ati v Fipijvrl, 
'TTcEpµaxrj Etpattjytßßa. 6' 'EaE T()'( V KfltTjpta ! 
There is an indisputable source for the second line in the kontakion which 
precedes the Akathistos Hymn: ' 16 
Try `TnEpµäxw E, rpaTiyc tä vtKTITYjpta, (0S Xutpco6Eißa zwv 
8Eiv6 v EüxaptaTrjpta, avaypäx o aot 1 Iloki; aou, OEoTÖKE. 
113 See pp. 108-10. 
114 Most of the sources for the acclamations which I cite below have already been 
identified not only by Kasinis but also by Xydis (1978: 191-4). Neither author t)e,, 
beyond demonstrating a relation between poetic text and liturgical source through 
juxtaposition of extracts. It is necessary to set out the extracts yet again here in order to 
analyse the relation between the acclamations and their sources. and to demonstrate that 
this relation is not as simple or harmonious as one might suppose from reading Kasini" or 
xyiiis. 
11-5 See p. 108. 
11 t' As a current liturgical term 'kontakion' refers to something distinct from, though not 
unrelated to, the earlier liturgical genre of the kontakion. of which the Akathi\tos h ynln 
is itself an example. When used as a liturgical term it is always italicized in this thesi'. As 
a the name of a literary genre it has wider currency in English because of the interest in 
the kontakia of Romanos. and when it is used in this sense it is not italicized. Sec als 
PP. 0- 21. 
I 
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This was written to celebrate the liberation of Constantinople, besieged bý 
Persians and Avars, through the supposed miraculous powers of an icon of 
the Virgin, in 626. Yrov no4go öbrIytjtpa, in the first line of P: alamas 
acclamation, is thematically, though not linguistically, connected with this 
kontakion; but, more significantly, it involves a misuse of the title 
`O8T1yrj'tpta. This is not primarily a liturgical title of the Virgin but the 
name of an icon type. Even though the name derives from the Movtl 
`O671y6iv in Constantinople where the original icon of this type was housed, 
the type is usually interpreted as showing the Virgin as 'Guide' to Christ, 
since it depicts her holding the infant in her left arm and pointing to him 
with her right hand. By using öi yrjTpa in a military sense Palamas diverts 
attention from the Virgin's relation to Christ. '» 
Palamas balances `leader in war' with `mediatrix in peace'. Kasinis 
suggests that the source of Palamas' use of the word 1Eßitpa is to be found 
in the third exaposteilarion at the end of the Service of the Greater 
Supplicatory Canon: 
Kai ßE ww6iTptav co npöc rov n? dvOpwnov OEöv. 
There are, however, other possible sources. The kontakion in the same 
Service addresses the Virgin as µEßvn-ta 7tpöS toy flotTyd v äµEtdOETE. 
while the fourth megalvnarion in the Service of the Lesser Supplicatory 
Canon uses both the noun .E ITpta (which bears the same relation to 
Palamas' tEßitpa as `O8ry1 Tpta does to his ö&ýytjtpa) and the cognate 
verb: 
AFanotva Kai M1jTr1p Toü AvtpwTov, &ýat Itapaxi. TjßEL; 
cVaýioV awv tKEt(ÖV, iva MEßtTEva1S npöc toy EK aov 
117 The icon has only a circumstantial connection with the Byzantine idea. taken up by 
Palamas, of the Virgin as 'leader in war': in some accounts of the events of 626 the 
miraculous icon is identified as the `OSrjyi tpta. 
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Furthermore, the sixth megalvnarion concerns the icon of the `Ob'qytjtpta: 
"AXaA, a tä xcIÄ ii [... ] Twv µrß npo6KUVO1 Viwv t1 v Ei hovvcr 
0o1 [ ... ] TrJv `O871yijTptav. 
The proximity of the words µußitpta and `Obflyrjtpta strongly suggests 
that these megalynaria provided Palamas with the idea for the first line of 
the second acclamation. But Palamas has removed both words from their 
theological context in associating them with 'peace' and 'war' respectively-. 
and thus removed the connection between the Virgin and Christ which they 
entail: as `ObTyr ipta the Virgin holds and points to Christ, and as 
`mediatrix' in the texts cited she mediates 'with the man-loving God', 'with 
the Creator', or 'with him that was born of [her]'. 'Leader in war' is given 
meaning by the reference to the `TmEp taxoc ITpatrlyö; in the next line, 
but 'mediatrix in peace' remains an isolated phrase. devoid of specific 
significance; and contrasted with 'leader in war', it seems to refer only to the 
Virgin's intervention in human affairs. 
The Virgin's role as mediatrix with Christ is dependent on her primary 
role as Theotokos. The greater part of the imagery found in Orthodox hymns 
and prayers to the Virgin is incarnational imagery. It speaks of, or addresses, 
the Virgin in terms which convey her primary role in the econo mim of 
salvation: the means by which God became man. In making use of this 
imagery Palamas shows a consistent tendency to obscure or remove the 
incarnational references. Where he allows references or allusions to Christ to 
remain they are references to Christ as Child, and not to Christ as Say lour. 
Consider the third acclamation (118: 26-8): 
Tý KOLTOCpa, ntjpF M' FßF ;i thpcýF 1j Xapä Kai ape 
µ' ¬a . M-QtEpa. Ki 
ö 96c tT V öµopntä tov Bpcoov;. 
Ki 0y poz xöaµo; äAAa c Kai vtwc (Xva TTI)k6Of. 
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All the ideas and most of the words here are derived from the . Akathisto. 
Hymn (oikos 1): 
XaipE, 8t' fj Xapä EK AI U4ýEU" xaipE bt' 1 rý äpä FK? Ei 41St. 
.......... 
XaipE, St' 1jq vEOUp'yEITat rj KTtct; " xaipE. 
ßpEOoup-yEiTat o KTiaTTjS. 
The repeated bt' 7S emphasizes the secondary role of the Virgin. She 
is seen as the vehicle through whom salvation is effected, but not as- the 
agent of salvation. The imprecision of Palamas' p' E6E obscures this, as is 
particularly evident when he transforms the very direct statement of the 
Incarnation ('Hail, [to you] through whom the Creator is made an infant') 
into something much more diffuse: with you, Mother, even God took on the 
beauty of the Infant'. This feels like an evasion of the doctrine of 
Incarnation, according to which God took on not the `beauty' but the body of 
an infant. 
In this third acclamation Palamas obscures the incarnational imagery. 
More frequently, though, he removes it altogether, either by transferring the 
reference of key elements of the imagery in his sources from Christ to the 
Virgin, or by simply omitting those elements which refer, directly or 
indirectly, to Christ. 
The fourth acclamation (119: 13-15) provides examples of the transfer 
of imagery: 
EKhttfl Toü K6 Y IOU Tnö nkana' än' To' v Koaµo. aiö axotä&t 
niipIVE an XF öbrIyiitrj, KUL tijz Y-UXf; Xiµävt, 
Kai 7totatF nov µä; KI AA; tö thXL Kth tO yäXa ! 
The images here are all derived from the Akathistos Hymn, and most of 
them from oikos 11: 
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XaipE, nvptvE atv4, ööi ywv toÜS Ev axötEt- XaipE, ßhýitrr 
tov xöapov, nXatvtEpa vEOEXrlg. 
XaipE, rrý Tf; EnayYF-XiaS xaipE. FE; T It p£Ft µu. t xä1 7ä/s1. 
Palamas' first two images have been taken over almost unchanged. The fiery 
pillar has no obvious incarnational connotation, since the image does not in 
itself exhibit the two parts, usually denoting container and contained, typical 
of incarnational imagery. The primary reference is to the OT, to the story of 
the Exodus from Egypt, and it is only when the source is recollected that the 
incarnational implications emerge, for the Lord was in the pillar of fire: 
ö 8E OEÖS 7j7etto avTwv, ýµýpaS i¬v ýv ßTÜAw ýýEoEXT1ý, 
61 I (Xi)TOI; T1jv ösöv, ti vS VvKTa Fv 6TÜXq) TLUPO .IIK 
Similarly, `shelter of the world' is not in itself an incarnational image. 
Palamas increases the stature of the Virgin by making this shelter, or 
covering, `broader than the world' instead of `broader than a cloud', but in 
so doing weakens the image, replacing something very graphic with 
something more abstract and difficult to visualize, and obscuring the double 
reference to Exodus, where the pillar of fire by night became a pillar of 
cloud by day. The pillar of cloud was a shelter or protection (compare 
ßxtitr1) as well as a guide to the Israelites, for, as they approached the Red 
Sea, 'the pillar of cloud moved from before them and stood behind then, 
coming between the host of Egypt and the host of Israel'. ' 1 The Akathistos 
Hymn, by associating ßxý7trj with woo? T, gives incarnational undertones to 
an image which is not in itself incarnational. but this is not carried over into 
Palamas' text. 
Palamas has made a more radical alteration to the source to arrive at 
118 Exodus 13.21. 
119 Exodus 14.19-20. 
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his 'river which brings [literally 'rolls'] to us milk and honey'. In the Hymn. 
the Virgin is addressed not as a river but as the Promised Land from which 
flows milk and honey'. Again the reference is to the OT. ID' but here the 
incarnational intent of the imagery is clear: the Virgin is the Promised Land. 
Christ the milk and honey which flows from her. The intermediate term, the 
river or rivers filled with milk and honey, is missing. Palamas could have 
derived the image of the river from a line in oikos 21 of the Akathistos 
Hymn (a potential source not noted by Kasinis): 
xätpE, O TI Töv no? ppuTOV ävc Xl, Etc notaµöv. 
This is, however, consistent with the Promised Land imager`: again the 
Virgin is hailed as the source of that which flows, not the flux itself. 
Palamas' line substitutes for the clear distinction between a land and that 
which flows 
. 
from it, the much hazier distinction between a river and that 
which flows in it, or is carried along bN, it. Again the incarnational 
implication has been obscured, through a conflation of liturgical images, and 
a transfer of imagery, making the river stand for the Virgin and not Christ. 
What is, at first sight, a clearer displacement of imagery, is found in 
Palamas' remaining image, the 'haven of the soul'. Kasinis refers this to 
oikos 5 of the Akathistos Hymn: ' 21 
xai pe, ön. Xt jtva tv yruxc)v E rolgdcElS. 
In this the Virgin is not herself the 'haven of souls'. Instead, she 'makes 
ready the haven', and the haven must therefore signify Christ. In this case, 
however, there are liturgical precedents for the transfer of imagery. 122 
INN Exodus 3.17.13.5. in conjunction with Hebrews 11.9. 
121 Kasinis 1980: 275. 
122 Two examples, neither noted by Kasinis: from the Akathistos Hymn (cºikoº% 17): 
xciipE, Atµtjv twv tov piou i ottjpwv, and from the Akathisto,, Canon (Ode 6. 
trop arion 3): Xtµ1"1v i iiv yEvoi OaAatm ouot. Both are addressed to the Virgin. 
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In the penitential prayer at the very end of the emperor's long address 
to the Virgin, the image of the haven occurs again (145: 5-6): 
napaxaX ße, flavarytä, ßaev; ö 1t0vo` pol) ýiVUL 
Xtµävt Eßv Toi äµapTwAov, xapä toi) xöaµov ünäpxFtc. 
Of the parallels offered by Kasinis 123 this, from the third idiomelon after the 
Canon in Orthros for Wednesday in Holy Week, seems to be the closest. 
since it brings together the concept of sin and the image of the haven: 
`H ßEßv9L6µ vfl T äµaptiQx cüpE ßE Xtpcva awzrlpicxc. 
The subject here is 11 ä tap rwko; from the preceding idiomelon, that is. 
`the woman [... ] who was a sinner' who anointed Christ's feet-, 12-1 and, as 
Kasinis points out, the words are addressed to Christ and not to the Virgin, 
so that if this is Palamas' source we have a very clear example of the transfer 
of imagery. Palamas' choice of the phrase roü %tapnokov suggests that he 
did have these idiomela in mind when he composed the lines in question. 
Palamas' evasion of the incarnational imagery of his sources by 
selective omission can be illustrated in the fifth acclamation (120: 30-31): 
`Ayvö ßt3A, io xät ý(oVTaVÖ 1toi TÖx£t a4 p(Xyt(Y 1£Vo 
Tö IlvEµa, pööo äµäpavTo, itüpty£ Opöv£, Xaip£ 
Here Palamas has adapted the following extracts from the Akathistos Canon 
(Ode 1, tropari(i 1,1 and 3): 
XptaTov ßi f Xov Et /uxov, Faopayiaµ&71v & TIvFÜµazt. ö 
itYac 'ApXäyyEXoS, `A-yvi. 9E6µEvo;, iU06VEt not. 
xaipe OpövE nfiptVE toü Tlavtoxpätopos 
123 Kasinis 1980: 296-7. 
12.4 Luke 7.37-8. 
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`P68ov TO äµäpavTOV, xaipF-. i µövTI AmYTO(aa. 
In each case Palamas has suppressed the reference to Christ. The 'livinL, 
book of Christ' has become `pure and living book' (' yv ' which replaces 
`Christ' coming from äyvrj addressed to the Virgin in the Canon), and the 
`fiery throne of the Pantocrator' has become simply the fiery throne'. With 
the `rose that does not wither' the situation is more complicated, since the 
line from the Akathistos Hymn can be read in two ways. There is a 
widespread and long-established tendency to read it as 'Hail, Rose that does 
not wither, the only one to bloom', taking the feminine q povtj 
ßkaßirjßaßa as constructio ad Sehsurn and in apposition to po Gov. 
understood as nominative. 125 It is this reading, presumably, which gave rise 
to the use of `P06ov Tö äpäpavtov as a title of the Virgin associated with 
a particular icon type. ' 26 However, it seems to me more likely that the 'rose 
that does not wither' and the `fragrant apple' in the following syntactically 
parallel expression in the Canon (To' µiXov tö cüoapov, xätpE, 1 
w.. ýaß(x) are both accusative and refer to Christ: and that the line should be 
read, 'Hail, you who alone brought forth the rose that does not wither'. 127 
What Palamas has done with this image depends on how he read the line. It' 
he read the `rose' as the Virgin then he has omitted the part of the image 
which which connects her with Christ (the reference to blooming): if he read 
the 'rose' as Christ then he has transferred the image to the Virgin, as we 
have seen him do in other cases. 128 
2 Compare, from the same Canon (Ode 3, troparion 3). "OpOpoý oactvöz. XcdpF. tj 
ýIÖVIJ TÖV ijXtOV O£pou a Xpt6TÖV. 
126 See Xydis 1978: 196. 
127 Modern translators agree: for example. 'Hail. from whom alone there spring" the 
unfading Rose; hail for thou hast borne the sweetly smelling apple' (Mary & Ware 1978: 
248). 
122` Both Sikelianos and Elytis seem to have read 'rose' as denoting the Virgin. or. at 
least, the`, have applied the image of the pööov Tö . 
hpavtov to female figures in their 
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The Akathistos Canon also includes a variant form of the image of the 
`rose that does not wither' (Ode 7, Troparion 2): 
ä So YTlK ävoo To, ä av . rov = aý 8" 60C60C. ýl PßS ý1 µU ý1" S µäP ýq ý ýl 
Here there is little scope for misreading. The Virgin is the mystic rod which 
produces the flower; and the flower is Christ. Palamas appropriates this 
image essentially unchanged in the sixth acclamation (121: 6-7 ): 
ýhvtpox S, Ep'ya µu crud . TO' 
äµäpavto XouXoübt, 
äpµa to-L) 'EßEva &äXýE Kt ö voTITÖS o YjXto;. 
This acclamation is something of an exception, since both lines retain the 
incarnational structure of the imagery. This is not, however, to say that 
Palamas understood, or wanted the reader to understand, his images (the 
appropriated images as they appear in the poem) in an incarnational sense. In 
the first case he may have been more aware of the ultimate source of the 
image in Aaron's rod which 'sprouted and put forth buds, and produced 
blossoms and [. .] bore ripe almonds', 
129 than of its incarnational 
significance in the context of the Canon. 
The second line of the sixth acclamation is also derived from Ode 7 of 
the Canon (troparion 1): 
XaipE, öxlwa `HXiov toü voriToü. 
In the Canon, the `intelligible sun' (that is, the sun knowable only to the 
mind, as distinct from the perceptible sun in the sky) refers primarily to 
Christ. ) 3O In Palamas' work in general the sun is more often a symbol of 
Apollo than of Christ. But even Apollo, `golden-crowned, archer, lvre- 
poetry associated with the Virgin (see pp. 179.316-17). 
129 Numbers 17.8. 
130 The same liturgical phrase is exploited by Elytis (see p. 351 n. 184). 
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player, charioteer' is repudiated by the Apparition which confronts the 
emperor. In the Apparition's vision of the future state of the world it is the 
Sun (not Christ, not Apollo, but the sun itself, perceptible to the senses, 
source of light and heat) which will be 'leader of the dance' in company with 
the `only gods' remaining, Athena and Aphrodite (141: 10-19). The radical 
ambiguity of sun imagery in a Greek context, and especially in Palamas' 
own work, may explain why he has taken over this image unchanged despite 
its reference to Christ in the context of the Canon. Palamas would also have 
been aware that in speaking of the `chariot of the sun' the author of the 
Canon was drawing on classical rather than his more usual OT sources. 
Further unmistakable examples of the transfer of imagery from Christ 
to the Virgin are found in the seventh and ninth acclamations. The seventh 
(122: 4-5) reads as follows: 
`"Onou EaraýF-S, To' YI(TpcyJc TO % gXoytaµa Tov ýibciýXou. 
Apoala, "ytä F. ýva Ki 0i . tvoS µou a' aicovE- Twv (-xict)V(»v. 
The source of the image of the dew is undoubtedly Ode 6 of the Akathistos 
Canon (troparion 2): 
'Ex ßoü i SpoaoS änEataýE, 4XoThµ v noXuO iaS i Xüaaßa. 
The Canon addresses the Virgin, not as the dew, but as that from which the 
dew falls; and kvßaßa agrees in case with bpo'og and not with (; of): 
hence, both 'dew' and `destroyer of the flame of poytheism' signify Christ, 
and not the Virgin, as in Palamas' adaptation. 131 
131 Palamas' transformation of the destruction of the flame of polytheism* into the 
healing of the 'inflammation of the idol' is curious, to say the least. He has pre"uinably. 
and plausibly, read OXoy töv in a metaphorical sense as 'fever heat' rather than "implý 
'flame'. Even so. it appears that he is trying to tone down the anti-pagan sentiment. 
though this is something he does not do in the first and eighth acclamation` (,, cc pp. l(1ti- 
1 0). 
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The ninth acclamation is a single line, the closing line of Canto IX 
(123: 35): 
`P1 öTEp11 än' ro' 1) 1) 0S oüpavo'S, tij Yý1S to 9EuEýto Eißat. 
The obvious source is once more the Akathistos Canon (Ode 4. trupurion 3): 
Ovpav6v vyýTiý, ötEpa, xaipE, YES Tö 9eµ£ktov ý`' Ti- ai vöi. 
"AxpavTE, äxöncc ßa6Täßaßa. 
Both Kasinis and Xydis seriously distort the meaning of this line from the 
Canon by incomplete quotation. Their citations end with the word O tFAtov 
(apparently vocative), and thus give the impression that the Virgin is 
addressed, as in Palamas, as 'earth's foundation'. 132 In the Canon the 
foundation (accusative) of the earth is of course Christ, whom the Virgin 
'untiringly bears in [her] womb'. As well as illustrating transfer of imagery, 
Palamas' adaptation of this source also involves the omission of an explicit 
reference to the physiological aspect of Incarnation. 
What emerges from the examination of these acclamations is a 
pronounced tendency to tone down, to make ambiguous, or to remove, 
references to Christ, to the Virgin's role in the Incarnation and her place in 
the economia more generally, which are present in the liturgical sources. The 
Christ Child is excluded, the Virgin takes centre stage. Palamas does not 
accept Christian theology as a given, but is seen again to be in contention 
with it. It is clear that Palamas wants to detach the Virgin from her 
theological context, to present her as more of an independent deity. The 
Christianity of the PA, oyEpa is the religion of the Virgin rather than the 
religion of Christ. This is true both of the religion attacked by the Flute for 
having supplanted the worship of Athena and of the religion of the Emperor 
which finds expression in his speech to the icon of the Virgin, and in 
i' Kasinis 1980: 279: Xydis 1978: 193. 
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particular in the acclamations. 
Palamas' adaptations of liturgical language in the acclamations are 
less than successful, precisely because of his suppression of the incarnational 
content of the imagery he appropriates. Whether or not one believes in the 
Incarnation, the idea that the Creator of the universe entered the womb of a 
village girl, grew there and was born as an infant into the world he created 
makes a powerful appeal to the imagination. The attempts of Byzantine 
hymnographers to express this extraordinary idea gave rise to a wealth of 
striking and effective imagery, always involving the two elements, the 
container and the contained, the producer and the produced, etc. The 
paradox, whether or not it is made explicit in the language of the hymns, that 
the Mother who bears the Son bears her own Creator- Dante' ,s' fi gl is del 
tuo figlio' 13 3- is always present to the Christian mind. Palamas' 
adaptations, and his application of the imagery to the Virgin alone, deprive 
the images of the tension which gives them such imaginative force in their 
original context. 
From the acclamations, in which the Panagia is clearly distanced from 
Christ and her role in the economia, I turn now to a hymn of praise in which 
the emperor, even through the appropriation of Biblical language, seems to 
raise the Panagia to the status of a supreme deity. 
In the ninth acclamation the Virgin is addressed as 'higher than the 
heavens, foundation of the earth', and in the emperor's hymn of praise at the 
end of Canto X the cosmic imagery is more graphic (131: 18-24): 
Tö oüpavto töýo cwvii Gov. rho StänXatrI, RIO mXovßla 
ith tµüptaES töv oüpavo, ark tä& Eaü mo, µcya. 
«opEiS töv rjXto OöpEµa, ßxaµ`vi (YOU TO OMCEPI 
ytä V' äKOUJUäc tä nö&ta Gov, xai Yüpw ßtä µaXXtä aov 
(TTEoavvl &o&xäßtEpo. Kai &pvovv tä nXvpä ßov 
1:; Paradiso 33.1 
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Otcpoürna ßäv zov aTaupätTOÜ, W KEiva Ytä va tpýXic 
än' TES napä&EtaoS 'rö 06q ßtflc Kö aafl z try vüXta. 
Most of this imagery is entirely appropriate to the Virgin Mary. It belongs 
to the woman who `brought forth a male child, one who is to rule the nations 
with a rod of iron', and it is taken over, very little changed, from the 
Apocalypse: 
Kai ßrIµ£iov ýt£'ya cGo6rl ýv Tc ovpavw, yuvil iplßßßkng, r 
Tov TJAlov, Kai TI 6eý. Ilvil vnoxäTw T(i)v noSa"iv aütij;, Kai 
3M% 'rf S KEýaXfS a Tr g 6TtOavoS ähT£pwv 8w8&xa [... Kai 
E80,871ßav Tý yvvatxi 8vo nTýpvyES tov M TOI) Toü µry& ov. 
Iva netrItai Ei; Tijv FprJµov. -ý '3 
But this 'woman clothed with the sun' was in 'the pangs of birth, in 
anguish for delivery'. A `great red dragon' stood before her that he might 
devour her child [... J but her child was caught up to God and his throne, and 
the woman fled into the wilderness where she has a place prepared by God'. 
By detaching the imagery from its narrative context Palamas has altered and 
enhanced its significance. The woman of the Apocalypse is briefly 
transfigured in the act of giving birth because of the importance of the child 
she bears, but afterwards has to seek refuge in the wilderness. In Palamas the 
sun and moon and stars seem to belong to the Panagia in her own right: and 
he adds a detail which contradicts all the spatial elements of the apocalyptic 
narrative: she fills (lit. 'floods', or 'overflows') heaven. There is no room in 
this vision for `God ... and 
his throne'; and indeed in the OT filling or 
overflowing heaven is a property of God himself: 
ov i TOW oü avöv xai vvw nkw, Ei Kv to; 13` µßl XP ý1 711 Ey SIP 'P ýý 
1 34 Revelation 12.1.14. 
135 Jeremiah 23.24. 
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o oupavoS xat 0 oupavoS oupavoü oux apx£aouai aot. 136 
And by a slight, but significant, change in the imagery- the moon is not 
simply `under her feet' as in the Apocalypse, but is her 'footstool'- he 
appropriates to the Panagia an OT image which belongs to God: 
O1 'rwS A, yEt KüptoS- o oüpavo; got Opövo;, i SE yfl 
ÜirogO&OV r6V 7L08(ÄV 
. IOU. 
137 
For Palamas the eagle's wings are not to carry the Virgin to a place of 
refuge, but to enable her travel from the 'light of paradise' to the 'night of 
hell'. Paradise and hell represent the extremes of height and depth as well as 
those of light and dark, and thus the last line of Canto X recalls the imagery 
of the last line of the previous Canto, 'higher than the heavens, foundation of 
the earth', imagery which is displaced from Christ to the Virgin. While 
Palamas is probably alluding, as Kasinis suggests, to the 'myth of the 
Panagia's journey to hell', 138 her presence in both paradise and hell also 
recalls a well known passage from the Psalms, which includes, in addition to 
the parallel antitheses of heaven-hell, light-dark, day-night, a reference to 
wings (belonging, though, in this case to the worshipper rather than the 
worshipped): 
Eav avaßw Etc toy ovpavov, 61) EKEL Ei, Eav Kazaßw Eil -1' 
QCS1lv, näPEt " däv ävaXäRofµ ýt Tä c nrr£PvY äS µov Kaz' öP8P0\' 
Kai KaTaaKrJvwaw Etc M EßxaTa Tf S 9aXäßßrJS, Kai Yäp 
EKEi 1 XEIP Gov ö 'TjYEi µE [... ] Kai Eitta" äpa GKÖTU- 
136 III Kings (I Kings) 8.27: from Solomon's prayer at the dedication of the Temple. and 
thematically relevant here since the emperor's hymn of praise follows his description of 
all the adornments which he is about to commission for the tern je in which he i' 
standing. 
137 Isaiah 66.1. quoted in Matthew -5.34 and 
Acts 7.49. 
138 Kasinis 1980: 260-61,321. 
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KaTanaTrjaEt µE, Kai vÜS 4wtta tög ýv TY tpuoij µou. ö rt 
aKOTOS Ob aKOTtaelj6£Tal änö ßo15, Kai Vv w` TjpFp« 
ýcýTlßBrjß£Tat" hS TO aKOTOS avTtfZ., 01)'T()), - Kai TO 0(t)Z 
a )tfjS. l39 
Through these allusions to OT passages concerning God, '4° Palamas 
goes beyond marginalizing Jesus and making the Panagia the centre of the 
emperor's religion, for he is suggesting that, for the emperor, the Panagia is 
not merely a deity, but the deity, filling heaven and earth and being 
everywhere present like the God of the OT. 
In the Aw&x'dA, oyoS we saw a number of examples of (in Ricks's 
phrase) `the language of Christianity turned against itself'. In the emperor's 
praise of the Panagia the language appropriated from Byzantine hymns is 
used against Christianity in a much more limited sense. The acclamations 
and the emperor's hymn are not part of a challenge to Christianity as a 
whole, but are used to present, through a distortion of the appropriated 
language, a picture of Christianity as the religion of a Virgin goddess in 
which Christ scarcely figures. The relation between this Christian goddess, 
who is also a patroness in war, and her obvious pagan counterpart, Athena, is 
discussed in the following section. 
1 39 Psalm 138(1 39). 8-12. 
14tß Kasinis does not cite ans' OT passages in connection with the final `e%-en line oof 
Canto X. 
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2.5 Christianity and paganism in the OAo}4pa 
In this section I examine the Panagia's relationship to Aphrodite and Athena 
in the PAoytpa, and the response of the Flute and other voice" to the 
Christianization of the Parthenon, principally as these are articulated through 
appropriations of Biblical and liturgical language. I shall show that, while 
these appropriations serve a variety of purposes. the kind of syncretistic 
fusion of Christian and pagan figures characteristic of Sikelianos is not 
among them. 141 
We have seen how, through distortions of liturgical language. Palamas 
presents the Panagia as a divine figure largely divorced from her role in the 
Christian economia. This in itself might suggest that Palamas is inviting us 
to identify the Panagia with goddesses of the Greek pantheon, as many 
critics have assumed. Tsatsos, for example, writing in 1936, says that Basil 
goes 6'LÖ vao T71; KO6gUKTýS OF-rag, 6ES vä t 71 v nIlk 'A6ýv& 6ý 
>lavaytä, OF'-; 'AOpo8t r . 
142 And almost sixty years later Beaton writes of 
`Basil's long prayer to the Virgin, who is also both Athena and 
Aphrodite'. 143 Although this response is long established, the cosmic deity 
with many names is difficult to locate within the text of the OA, oyepa, where 
it seems to matter very much who is called Panagia, who Aphrodite, who 
Athena. ' 44 There is no voice in the lAoyepa (with the possible exception of 
the Rock of the Acropolis) which is in any doubt about the distinctions 
between them. 
Aphrodite plays little part in the poem, and any idea of a connection 
141 1 have discussed the main points of this section elsewhere (Hirst 1998: 106-9). 
142 Tsatsos 1936: 193. 
143 Beaton 1994: 49. 
144 This is in marked contrast to Sikelianos' approach. as. for example. in "'1Fp6t 
`QSöS», where it is explicitly stated that the Great Goddess. the eternal Mother' is called 
Demeter in one place. Alcmena or Panagia in others (see p. 143). 
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between her and the Panagia rests solely on the Rock's suggestion that the 
emperor approaching Athens is Ares drawn by his desire for Aphrodite 
(100: 16-21). But the passage in which this occurs clearly shows the Rock to 
be thoroughly confused. The other references to Aphrodite in the poem 
certainly lend no support to her supposed identification with the Panagia. 
Between Athena and the Panagia there is, however, at least a formal 
relationship. Its locus is the Parthenon, where the image of the Panagia has 
taken the place of the statue of Athena. Before considering this relationship 
as it is presented in the words of the Emperor, the Flute and other voices, it 
will be helpful to look at the Flute's response to the Byzantine 
transformation of the Parthenon. 
In a long hymn in praise of the Parthenon at the end of Canto III the 
Flute already alluded to the damage it had suffered since classical times. At 
the beginning of Canto IX the Flute confronts the state of the Parthenon at 
the time of Basil II's pilgrimage 0 12: 1-5): 
Kai nävTa 0 Scopt KöS vaö;, Mikk Kai Tptß t¬yäXoq. 
Kät änXöS Kai Tptß tcyäXo;. Nat. We µ£a aTijv ätrXötfl 
Kai Tlj µEyaXoßvvT IOU Kaxo6Tµa&&µ£vog 
cznö TO µäT1 TO Tv$Xö Kai TO' ß1XTIpö to XEpt 
Toü Nacwpaiov. 
I referred earlier to the very limited presence of Christ in the PAoyEpa This 
145 In the utopia foreseen by the Apparition of the emperor's dream, the only deities that 
will remain are Athena and Aphrodite (141: 15-18). Any connection with the Panagia i" 
explicitly excluded, for among the gods that must vanish are Ewttj pF z Kett 
flavnivaßacS (141: 4). In Canto II Theophano (mother of Basil II) is called Aphrodite 
(42: 12), but this Christian empress is presented as the very antithesis of the Panapa. 
Ruthlessly exploiting her sexual power, she is the archetypal 'Woman' who is 'both sin 
and salvation, life and Death' (47: 15-18). This is a conception clearly incompatible with 
Christian ideas. 
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is the only instance in the poem where Christ is spoken of as. in any sense. 
the agent of acts which play a part at some level of the narrative. And the 
reference could hardly be more disparaging, or more at odds with Christian 
piety. To call Christ `the Nazarene' already suggests he is being viewed 
from a non-Christian and non-familiar perspective. Swinburne's 'pale 
Galilean' is almost certainly in the background here. 146 
The Flute speaks of the Nazarene's `blind eye and coarse hand' as 
having disfigured the Parthenon, making Christ responsible for the acts of 
Byzantine Christians who have added a dome as a 'derisory crown' and 
made the `treasure store of purity' into a 'weird half-breed' (112: 1 l- 13), ' 47 
and identifying his `coarse hand' with the hand of the 'Byzantine craftsman' 
which has 'insolently touched ... the 
flawless rhythms of the Athenian 
creator' (113: 32-3). 148 
The extended passage (112: 1-113: 28) which begins with this 
reference to the Parthenon disfigured by the Nazarene is the most metrically 
disturbed in the entire poem. Its iambic lines vary in length from three to 
fifteen syllables, and are irregularly rhymed. There are only four other 
146 'Thou hast conquered, 0 pale Galilean; the world has grown grey from thy breath': 
from the 'Hymn to Proserpine', which is subtitled 'After the proclamation in Rome of the 
Christian Faith', and deals with a cultural change parallel to the Christianization of 
Athens (Swinburne 1940: 30). Palamas was very interested in Swinburne and refers to 
him many times in his prose works: on the occasion of Swinburne's death in 1909 he 
wrote a long appreciative essay (Palamas 1962-69: X, 368-85). Though Palamas does not 
refer to the 'Hymn to Proserpine' by name in this essay, he does mention the collection 
Poems and Ballads (Swinburne 1866) in which it was published, and his characterization 
of Swinburne's poetry in terms of 'pagan gods set against humble Virgins and suffering 
Christs. like cries of joy and purple lilies' (Palamas 1962-69: X. 377) is particularly 
appropriate to that poem, as it is to the anti-Christian elements in the (PAoyepa. 
147 For a discussion of this passage see p. 113. 
148 The same perspective is evident in Canto V in the speech of Mount Parnassus. who 
says of the statues of the ancient gods that 'barbarians have smashed them and Galileans 
have cast them out' (77: 11-12). 
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passages in the IXoyepa where the regular fifteen-syllable unrhymed lines 
are interrupted. 149 One of these is the closely related passage which follow., 
describing the emperor's entourage worshipping in the disfigured temple; 
the other three are all distinct hymns or songs belonging to the voices of 
characters within the Flute's narrative, and consist of regular stan/aic 
structures. 150 These three passages, although they differ from the 
surrounding fifteen-syllable verse, create an effect, appropriate to song. of 
intensified order. This is not the case with the passage at the beginning of 
Canto IX about the disfiguring of the Parthenon. There, no recurring patterns 
emerge. The progressive disruption of the established metre, the arbitrary 
sequence of line lengths, seems to mirror the disruption of the 'faultless 
rhythms of the Athenian creator' ; and the unpredictable rhymes add to the 
emotional intensity of the Flute's outrage. 
The Flute's diatribe against Christ and the Byzantines is of crucial 
importance to the reinterpretation of the 1Xoytpa as a work which, far from 
presenting a cultural synthesis, suggests an irresolvable contradiction 
between the modern Greeks' twin cultural heritages- a contradiction which 
Palamas seems to have internalized, if we take the Flute as an expression of 
one end of the spectrum of his views. 151 With the Flute's uncompromising 
condemnation of the Byzantine transformation of the Parthenon into a 
church of the Panagia in mind, we can turn back to the hymn to the Pana`gia 
149 There are also brief passages where rhyme is added without metrical disturbance, a". 
for example, in descriptions of Theophano (41: 14-20 and 42: 1-9). 
150 OAoytpa 57: 1-28,69: 14-22,75: 30-76: 3. 
1-51 In «"1 tvo; tdiv aiuivwv» (1896) Palamas presents a very different view of the 
architectural history of the Acropolis, seeing all the additions of the Byzantine,,. Franks. 
Turks etc. as contributing to the bridal attire of the MijtEpa and ºIatpISa (1962-69: V. 
309). Palamas would not actually have seen the Acropolis encumbered with medieval and 
Ottoman buildings. Their removal was initiated in the 1840s and the last substantial 
medieval structure. the Frankish tower in the area of the Propylaea. was demolished in 
1874 (Petrakos 1987: 29-35,46). 
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which immediately precedes it at the end of Canto VIII. 
Canto VIII contains two contrasted narratives. The first concerns 
Proclus, `the last prophet of the pagans' ,a 
devotee of Athena; the second a 
simple monk devoted to the Panagia. Proclus arrives in Athens- too late. 
Athena has already been driven from her temple, which is now occupied by 
the Panagia. The goddess takes refuge overnight in the house of Proclus and 
departs at dawn never to be seen again (101: 5-104: 4). In the course of this 
tale the Storks of the Acropolis and Athena herself speak in very disparaging 
terms of the Panagia. The second, much longer narrative concerns an icon 
painter, a devotee of the Panagia, a simple monk who never learns any of the 
monastic services beyond the two words of the angelic greeting, XaipF. 
Xaptto tevT. The monk spends his life painting icons of the Virgin: he 
dies and is buried, and from his mouth, with its roots in his heart, grows a 
white lily with the angelic greeting inscribed on its petals in words of gold; 
and within his heart is found a painted image of the Virgin (104: 7-110: 34). 
The Flute retells this tale in a manner which is faithful both to the language 
and the spirit of its hagiographic source, the `Apapzw/1cvv Ewrqpi a 
(published 164 1 ). 152 There is no doubt that the kind of simple piety and 
devotion exemplified by the icon painter appealed to one side of Palamas' 
personality. 153 Like the other icon painter in «`O c ypa o Ad apo; » 
(1915) the monk of the 'PAoyEpa may have been for Palamas an tj pcxat-1 
ß ucavttv[öc] [... ] uT 7Lt6T1S. ' 54 But the Flute, representing the opposite 
15' Palamas combines elements from two separate «Oavµatov>, Nos. 29 and 46 (,, «c 
Kasinis 1980: 311-19). In the synaxarial source, as in Luke, the angelic greeting, is 
Xaipe. KE xapttWhhVrl. Dropping the reduplication is not merely modernizing. since it 
makes the phrase conform to the pattern of the second hemistich of the noi. t tt KU 
ß rIxoc, in which position Palamas uses it repeatedly. 
1 See, for example, No. 34 in `O KticAoý tcvv TErpaarl%wt' (Palama" 1962-69: 257 
and ,, 'OvEtpEpEvrl 1tpoaEuXr1 » (p. 
122 n. 189 below). 
154 Palamas 1962-69: VII, 40-42. 
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pole of Palamas' thought, is capable, as we have seen, of expressing 
contempt for the Christian world, and, as we shall see, of subverting directly 
and indirectly the story of the monk. Having faithfully related that story, the 
Flute, in the final paragraph of Canto VIII. utters, once more in its own 
voice, t55 a hymn to the Panagia which begins as follows (110: 3 5- 11 1: 1 ): 
MT1TEpa Twv äv£Xin&ov Kt O'Xou Toü Köaµou 6KFrrr. 
KÖCTOU (XT 6£ K' Ot &VEX? l&Ot KI OAOO 0 KO( IO j tact 
The reader has to decide whether this hymn represents the perspective of the 
story of Proclus and Athena or of that of the monk (it contains echoes of 
both), or, conceivably, some compromise between them. I read it as a 
bitterly ironic hymn, hostile to the Panagia and entirely consistent with the 
Flute's contempt for the Christianization of the Parthenon. A degree of 
ambiguity must, however, be admitted, and Stephanides and Katsimbalis in 
their translation do their best to make it a Christian hymn: 
O Mother of the hopeless, their safeguard. 
To seek your aid the anguished world is one:. 156 
Let us consider the first two lines in relation to their sources. First this, 
from the Evpj 6; T1v `YnF-payiav OEOToKov in the Service of the 
Akathistos Hymn: 
ij twv 6 Xntßµhvwv µövi1 bXirIS. [... ] Kai näv'twv tthv 
XptßTIavwv to KaTa4üYIov. 
t 55 This hymn cannot be construed as a part of the story of the monk. It form' a separate 
verse paragraph. is framed by no narrative statement, and has no counterpart in the 
hagiographic source. Besides, it uses the monk's story as a source of metaphor-, for the 
world dominated by the Panagia. 
151' Stephanides & Katsimbalis 1982: 243. See also p. 106 nn. 160-61. 
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Kasinis quotes more extensively from the prayer to include the phrase toü 
ptA, av9puiirou OF-oü MT Tp (vocative). ' 57 Xydis cites an alternative. 
though closely related, source in a brief invocation of the Panagia appended 
to the Prayer to Christ which follows the Prayer to the Theotokos: ' 5ýs 
Týv itäaav ikni&oc toi. £t'; aE ävatIOi11n. Mrjtrp Toi) (Oiov. 
01Aaa V g£ Ü? CÖ t? IV aK£7C1iV aOU. 
It seems clear that Palamas was aware of both. From M71rr p tov OF-of) (or 
its variant in the first source) and fl Tciýv äniXntapEvcov povrl ý Axt,; he 
fashions MTyr pa 'z(iv ävEXittbwv. The substitution of MtI-rF-pa for 6. irI; 
or alternatively of ävek7rtb(ov(=änfl? ý, n16jEv(ov) for ToÜ OEov, may be 
more than a reshuffling of words to fit the metre. If one reads Palalnas' 
phrase as 'Mother to the despairing', the change is innocuous; but 'Mother 
(? /'the despairing' could imply that the Panagia has brought into being the 
people without hope who populate the world she dominates, that she is, in 
other words, the source not of hope (as in the liturgical sources) but of 
despair. This reading, slight though its support may be in the first line itself, 
is borne out by what follows. It is evident that a Nietzschean conception of 
Christianity underlies this passage; and Nietzsche too associated Christianity 
with despair. 159 
In the second half of the first line we can see Palamas as substituting, 
ÖXou To'Ü KÖ J1Ov for n vto v T6)v Xpt6Ttavty of the first source. and 
replacing KaTaoüMov by 6KEnr from the second. The first substitution is 
significant since the Flute's hymn describes a world in which everyone is a 
devotee of the Panagia. The difficult second line may imply that despair is 
157 Kasinis 1980: 294-5. Kasinis gives as the context the Greater and Lesser Apodleipna. 
where the same prayer is found. 
158 Xvdis 1978: 190. 
159 Nietzsche 1997: 64. See also. p. 107 n. 162. 
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characteristic of this `whole world'. It begins K tov ättö ßE (following 
ßtEMI), adapting vnö Tijv ßxhnrIv ßov from the second source. What the 
line says literally is, `under you both the despairing and the whole world 
[are] equal', or, perhaps, `are the same', or in Stephanides and Katsiinbalis' 
idiom `are one'. 160 Unless this line is simply praising the Virgin for not 
discriminating against the despairing (which seems unlikely since she is their 
`Mother'), then it suggests that in subjection to her the whole world is 
without hope. This would, of course, be absurd from a Christian perspective, 
but no such perspective is evident in the lines that follow (111: 2-14): 
TETotoS o Koaµo; M'vF- µ' EaE" Tä itA, ovTla io1 O'Xa, 
6iaaupovg büvaµrlS, xapäc, Kai Tr-xvll; Kai aooia;, 
öXa T' äpv1 OrIKE ytä GE, Kai yiV1KE ylä 5 Va 
KöaµOS r ro öS änö TO vov, yUµvöS änö Try yvaiari, 
Kt äatöxaarroc xai ßäpßapoS Kai naparcETaµEvoS 
aTä 7t606la (YOU K(xk yEpo;, äaKTItEDz 1j µnpoatä aou, 
µapäcwµa öXr ToU ý ýwrj Kai ö vovc tou µovaaTIjpt. 
MitpÖS G Ti v EiKOVa (YOU 'YvptÖC Ö KÖa1OS, µE TO aTÖµa 
TpE 1OUA . WYtÖ, KpEµäJEVO IOVO 
MEO z' övoµä Gob 
KI änö TIj aK£1i11 aou, Kupä, KI änö T' äväßµµä 00U, 
Eva Tpoitapl µvaTlKO, µE µlä irvixtii µovpµovpa, 
SUÖ änepavTa KovTO?, oya : XaipE, XaplTwµ£vii 
Töv itp6vro xöa. O ntvtý 'Eau, Töv nXoiualo KöaµO (... 1.161 
The general impression given by the Flute's hymn is that the 'rich 
world' which the Panagia has stifled was superior to the 'poor', Christian 
world whose 'whole life' is a µapä ýcoµa (literally 'a withering'. 
160 Stephanides and Katsimbalis fudge the issue by making of ävFxrttöot purely 
adjectival and ignoring öAoc and KhTOU 67to' at (see p. 104 above). 
161 Again Stephanides and Katsimbalis make the best of this. (from a Christian 
perspective): &pvTjOTIKE is 'renounced' rather than 'denied'; OTWXX -, and 
7-uµ%, 6; 
become 'simple' and 'devoid'. napatcETapývo; and KpgtöLEVO the more diginifed 
`kneeling' and 'dependent'; µapct owpa 'a penance': and buo' äntpavTu KOVTOA. o'(a 
'words divine' (1982: 243-4). 
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figuratively a state of misery or grief). 162This is consistent with the Flute' 
veneration of the Parthenon, the supreme symbol of that 'rich world' and its 
entirely unambiguous condemnation of Byzantine Christians for the damage 
they have done to it. Furthermore, a similarly negative view of the Panatlia's 
effect on the ancient world is expressed by the Storks of the Acoýpol i 
(102: 9-12). Of particular significance in the hymn is the Flute's use of the 
adjective ßäpßapog to describe the Christian world. Even in its original 
meaning of `non-Greek', its onomatopoeic representation of 
incomprehensible (foreign) speech is already value-laden. With its later 
accretions of meaning such as 'uncivilized' and 'lawless' and 'violent', it is 
surely the one word in the Flute's hymn which cannot be accommodated to a 
Christian, and particularly a Greek Orthodox, interpretation. The Emperor 
Basil II has already been characterized by the Flute (or the Poet) in Canto III 
as Ö V1 K'il't1 KI ö ßäpßapoc (52: 31, repeated 53: 34) in the context of his 
decision to make his pilgimage to Athens rather than to any of the great 
Christian cities. Stephanides and Katsimbalis annotate their translation at 
that point, explaining that 'Palamas uses the epithet "Barbarian" to stress the 
fact that Basil II was not of Athenian descent, nor was he born within the 
frontiers of Classical Greece. ' 163 Such technical niceties seem irrelevant in 
view of Canto IX where the Flute calls the Byzantines 'foreign' and groups 
them with other enemies of the Race', and of its 'heart', the Parthenon. ýýý 
1(22 The Flute reflects Nietzsche's view of Christianity as mankind's greatest misfortune 
(1980: 181). a slave morality taking destructive revenge against all that is noble ( 1994: 
20-24), opposed to wisdom and knowledge (1990: 175-8,181), and rendering vain all the 
achievements of the ancient world (1990: 192-5). 
16; Stephanides & Katsimbalis 1982: 115 n. l 
164 In addition to implying, in the reference to the 'foreign seed' and 'weird half-breed' 
(see p. 101 above and p. 1 13 below), that the Byzantines are not part of the Greek race. 
when he lists the successive abuses to which the Parthenon will be subjected (1 13: i-10) 
Palarnas rhymes ßvcavnvvöS with öcyaprlvö;. underlining the implication (potentially 
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Besides, the Flute calls Constantine the Great 'Eva; ptjya; 3ö pßapo;. not 
because of his origins, but because of his actions in placing an image oaf hip 
own head on a headless statue of Apollo (112: 14-18). For the Flute 
13äppapoc is a term of utmost contempt, and it is directed at the Christian 
world of Byzantium. 
If my ironic reading of the Flute's hymn to the Panagia is correct. then 
the first two lines addressing her as M'qTepa Ttv ävEXntb(Ov involve a 
highly subversive appropriation of the words of the liturgical source texts, 
inverting their meaning and making the Virgin not a refuge and source of 
hope, but the cause and origin of despair, and also, in what follows, the 
agent who has destroyed all that was of value in the world- a fitting 
counterpart to Christ `the Nazarene' whose 'blind eye and coarse hand' has 
disfigured the Parthenon. The prayers from the Akathistos Service are not 
the only liturgical texts subverted in the Flute's ironic hymn. The concept of 
the Panagia as conqueror of the ancient world is Christian in origin, and 
Christian expressions of this idea, paraphrased in the eighth of the emperor's 
acclamations, underlie this hymn. 
The enmity between the Panagia and Athena is articulated by the 
emperor, from the Christian perspective, in the first acclamation (115: 30- 
32): 
Mapia Kupä 'AOivith nßßa, ntö Y(xXllvrj, T110' d)paia 
aTÖV irre wpao, irtö yaXrlvo, tEaa ßTOVS Opovouý 9povo, 
vtmjzpa 'Eßü tip 'AO vää xai cnthir j Tfjc 'AOi vac ! 
This is more remote from Byzantine hymnography than the other 
acclamations, though it does have, like the second acclamation, obvious (if 
verbally less close) affinities with the kontakion Ttj `Tit pµäx(p 
offensive to Greek readers) that the Byzantines are no better than the Turks. or any other 
people who have damaged the Parthenon. 
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ETpaTTjyw. Here, however, the Panagia's role as protectress of the city has 
been explicitly transferred from Constantinople to Athens. As source Ka"ini" 
indicates only a text which connects the idea of beauty with the Panagia. Ih; 
Others could easily be found for Opovo; and ßxtnij, 166 but none toi account 
for the whole complex of ideas in these lines. Liturgical texts speak it the 
Panagia more often as a throne (incarnational imagery) than on a throne. ' h 
though in icons she is often depicted enthroned in heaven. Palamas' 'throne 
among thrones' is not a heavenly throne, but the Parthenon itself, the throne 
of Athena which the Panagia has won by conquest. 168 
The emperor may acknowledge the beauty of the temple his Patroness 
has acquired, but in the eighth acclamation he praises her for confounding 
the thought-world of the ancient Greeks which produced that temple 
(122: 28-30): 
TovS Otkoaö ouq &To4ouS 8EIXVEtc, xai pwpo?. you 
Tciiv öµop4cov napaµvOtö v Tovc pa 4Jq öo1 S, ü) Kopra, 
K' Vn EES TO' rr 44 vt 'Em') noü Etv' ämXxTO änö xcpta. 
The liturgical source of the first two lines, the seventeenth oikos of the 
Akathistos Hymn, is more comprehensive in its condemnation of the ancient 
culture: 
Xaip£, 4tXoaooou; äaögouc S£ixvvouaa- xaip£, T£xvoa. öyou 
äXöyouS i yxouaa. 
Xaip£, öTl iµcwpävOi av of b£ivoi 61)ý11T1iTat' Xalp£. öTt 
FµapävO1 Tav of tc? v t Owv notrltai. 
Kasinis 1980: 272-4. The validity of Kasinis' source identification in this case relics 
mainly on the presence in both texts of the words Mapia, Kvpia. 
166 See p. 105. 
167 The Akathistos Canon, for example, addresses the Virgin as 1tvptvE epöv Tov 
IlavtoKpatopaý (Ode 1. troparion 2). 
168 Sec the internal sources for the first acclamation: 55: 2-5.103: 31-2. 
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XaipE, 'r ;v 'AOivaiwv Täg lEkoKöc 8tawt xaa. 
The last line here, which Kasinis, understandably, does not cite. 169 with its 
1C? OKäS C complexities') `of the Athenians', may have led Palarnas to Ode 
4, troparion 5 of the Akathistos Canon, with its cognate verb and adjective. 
on which the third line of the acclamation is based: 
EE t1 V nXeýaßav TO KthY Lt 6XEtpönXoxov atEoavov 
ävuµvo? o-yoi v" XaipE aot, IIapOEvE, xpauyacovtaý [... I. 
Again, Kasinis' citation stops short, ending with ävvµvoXoyoüµEv, so that 
he misses the IIapO vE which may have prompted Palamas to insert the 
comparable title KöpT in the acclamation. 170 
Palamas' adaptation of the liturgical sources for the emperor is 
broadly in the spirit of the originals, including, in this case, the retention of 
the incarnational structure of the image of the crown, or wreath, not woven 
by human hand. By an ingenious compression Palamas fashions 
pwpoXöyou; from do youg and EpcopävOrlaav, referring to the 
TExvoA, yot and ßvcijTitai respectively, and applies it to the third group, 
the 'makers [or poets] of the myths'. 171 The change from Ttv n Ocov to 
ttv öµopOwv napapvOLwv suggests ambivalence, reducing 'myths' to 
'hairy tales' but adding a positive evaluator, while the substitution of the 
169 Kasinis 1980: 278. 
170 Even though Koptl is a title used in liturgical texts for the Panagia (and also for the 
myrophores) it belonged first to Persephone (as daughter of Demeter) and to Athena (a 
daugher of Zeus). An important aspect of the dialogue between Paganism and 
Christianity in the OAoyFpa is the struggle for the possession of words: 'A t vi(t. 
Kopil. IlapOFvo;, Eooia, 'Ayd", AoyoS. 
171 Similarly, the noun µapdco iia in the Flute's hymn (see p. 106). characterizing 'the 
whole life' of the Christian world. may be an ironic echo of the verb i tapävOqßu v. 
which, in the Akathistos Hymn, indicates the Panagia's destructive effect on the ancient 
culture. 
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ancient pay (p8oi for itouirai suggests that Palamas stopped short of havii 
the emperor condemn `poets' . 
The Flute's hymn to the Panagia also addresses this oiko. s of the 
Akathistos Hymn and related texts. In a passage quoted above the Flute 
describes the `riches' of the ancient world which have been 'denied' for the 
Panagia's sake as 
67lßavpol) Süvaµng, xapäS, Kai TExviic Kai ao4Iag. 
The last two terms could be related to the TExvoXöyot and OtXößooot of the 
Akathistos Hymn, but the whole line is more pertinently related toi the 
preceding sentence in the Hymn: 
Xaip¬, ßoola; OEo 6 BoxEiov. xai pE, 7tpovoiag al tov 
Tc t ioV. 172 
These are not the only phrases from the Akathistos Hymn which may 
be related to Palamas' line about `treasure stores'. Others include Oi erupt 
äbanävfTE (aikos 23) and KpUti p Ktpv(I)v äyaXXiaßty 
(oikos 21); and from the Akathistos Canon: xapä; boXCtov (Ode 1, 
troparion 1). 
Thus Palamas draws on the same liturgical sources for the emperor' 
acclamation of the Virgin and the Flute's ironic hymn to her. The emperor 
and the Flute are in agreement as to the facts: the Panagia has displaced 
Athena and destroyed the culture of the ancient Greeks. For this the 
Christian emperor praises her, while for the Flute (and also the Rock, the 
Storks and Athena herself) it is reason for condemnation. But neither the 
emperor not the Flute identifies the Panagia and Athena, or even allows any 
º 7ý Also in Palamas' sights here is his own phrase 9Tlßavpö ßO tcL (109: 3 ). used to 
describe what the illiterate icon painter found in the two words of the an,, ellc : erecting 
(substituted for the Olaaupöv Ttokutiµtltov of the source: see Kasini" 19980: 31 ti º. 
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equality between them. The notion of the cosmic deity. at once Christian and 
pagan, ensconced in the Parthenon as a symbol of cultural synthesis and 
continuity is simply not substantiated by the text of the M, ýoytpa. 
Nevertheless, the'A, oyepa does promote, mainly through the voice 
of the Flute, a particular and limited idea of cultural continuity which is both 
highly subversive of, and derogatory to, Christianity. We have already seen a 
hint of this in the Flute's application to the Parthenon of imagery which in its 
liturgical context denotes the Panagia. In the same ironic hymn. having 
accused the Panagia of stifling the `first [i. e. the classical] world' (in the last 
of the lines quoted above), the Flute appropriates and subverts a part of the 
legend of the icon painter as follows (11 11: 15-17 
xät än' 'rev nvtµhvo 0l tpc E xpuaö^YpaOTOS ö KpivoS, 
Kth aT' ä6n pa Kai at' äµäpavta 45Xa 'rou xapaagcva 
Tä Xöyia Tä bo aanKx :- XaipE, XapttwµFvr ! 173 
Palamas uses the saint's corpse as a metaphor for the world destroyed by the 
Panagia: from the remains of the ancient world springs what is most 
beautiful and enduring ((xipäpavva Oi5XXa) in the new, Christian world. 
The subversion is compounded by the addition of the word äµäpavta. 
which is not found in the immediate source, but alludes to the pöbov/ävOo, -, 
TO, äµäpavTOV of the Akathistos Canon' 74 or the I3Xa6To; äµäpavto; of 
the Akathistos Hymn (oikos 5), all metaphors for Christ growing frone the 
Virgin. The revenge of the ancient world, implicit in this appropriation of the 
miraculous lily, is explicit in the taunt which, in Canto VII, the Flute put into 
the mouths of the ancient gods. Though driven from their temples. they still 
haunt the world, taking 'other forms and other names' and 'seek from the 
17 3 Compare the synaxarial source: 'EOütpwaEv Ei; töv taOov toy 
wpatötatoý Kpiv'o; ' Kai Ei KäOF 4n AAov rjTOv' YrypaµtFva tavta µF Xpvßü 
ypäµµaTa. XaipE KEXaptr(opcN, q Mapia (quoted in Kasinis 1980: 318). 
174 See pp. 90-92. 
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same believers the same worship'. `Although you are Christians'. the gods 
declare, `you are pagans still' (94: 7-16). And later the Flute is to suggest that 
the mosaic image of the Panagia in the Parthenon, unadorned, without a 
crown, with the multiple folds of her drapery, appears as though fashioned, 
a last Olympian reminder, by an Attic craftsman' (114: 21-7). 
Only in this very limited sense- the subversion of Christian worship 
by the ancient Gods- is there any interpenetration of the two worlds 
represented by Athena and the Panagia, and it is yet another aspect of the 
enmity between them. 
It is not only in the hymn at the end of Canto VIII that the Flute 
describes the Parthenon in language belonging to the Panagia. A metaphor 
for the Virgin similar to those discussed above, äyvaoc; 9iaaüptaga, 
from the Akathistos Canon, (Ode 1, troparion 4) is appropriated in the 
Flute's description of the Parthenon as poi K(XOäptov 6 OT avpög at the 
beginning of Canto IX. The passage in question is remarkable for the way in 
which it subverts the language and imagery of the Incarnation (112: 6-13) 
E' EOtiacE Kai ßE kdo(OGE, xtoväTO nF-pta'rEpt, 
toi Kvvr1yov ij aatT'ca 
ITf öµopotd; To'v oüpavo' aä vä µijv dc yE'-pµa, 
rýS µaatoptäS aaTEpt im). 
% K' upF, S Kai g0xi riKE aäv än0 Evo a pµa, 
Kai Toü KaOäpLOV ö Orlaaupo;, napä EVOS i(Xa ioü)Loc" 
Kai 'rov c tvoü 1roVOEOV µ. £T(Onov aov Evas TPO'O S 
KOp(hVa (XVa'YE%1, aatuK11 
As a `snow-white dove', the Parthenon is the counterpart of the Panagia, Tily 
µövrlv äKT paTOV xat xak 11v ltEptGtEpav. ' 75 The Parthenon is also 'a 
star' which was as though it had no setting'. In the Akathistos Canon the 
`unsetting star' is a metaphor for the Virgin (Ode 9, troparion 2): 
175 From the stichera for Orthros on days when the Akathistos Hymn is sung. 
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XaipE, äaTpov äbvyrov, c a&yov Kö 7J1q Töv N. -yav "HAtov, 
while in the Akathistos Hymn it denotes Christ (oikos 9): 
Xaipc, äcTcpo; d tou Mrjtp. 
But the `star' of the Parthenon has set, the `hunter's arrow' has struck 
`the dove' and the `treasure store of purity' has `been polluted'. So far the 
only named agent for these acts is the `coarse hand of the Nazarene' in the 
lines immediately preceding. This heightens the irony of these 
appropriations of liturgical images for Christ and the Virgin. 
The violation of the Parthenon is described in specifically sexual 
terms: it has been `polluted as by a foreign seed' to produce the 'weird half- 
breed' (a metaphor for the combination of classical frieze and Byzantine 
dome). This sexual imagery is closely related to the way in which the 
asexual nature of Christ's conception is repeatedly described in liturgical 
texts. 'A . 
57 uvro; (a negative cognate of Palamas' verb µoXEvT11KEc) is 
one of the many adjectives regularly used to indicate the Panagia's unsullied, 
unspotted, etc. nature. The Akathistos Canon addresses the Panagia in the 
architectural metaphor of the bridal chamber as ltaGtäS Tob Aö'yov 
äµöAuv'rc (Ode 6, troparion 1). The conception of Christ takes place 
`without seed' (ävEv ßgopäC), 176 and in the Akathistos Canon this idea is 
expressed through the same architectural metaphor: Xcdpc, ltaßtäS 
äßnopou v )Jx c Ewq (oikos 19). Also in the Hymn, the Virgin asks 
%p auXXýjyýýu T 71v xvrl6Lv nwq A yctS (oikos 2); Gabriel äßnopou ya 
and the Canon, addressing Christ, calls her ti v Eni yflS äßttöpo ßE 
KDo4op7jßaaav (Ode 9, troparion 5). 
In the context of the appropriation to the Parthenon of the liturgical 
176 E aposteilaria for Vespers of the Annunciation (. 25 March). 
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images of the `dove', `star' and `treasure store', the statement 40X1Jtt1KE 
änö EEvo air pia clearly invokes and reverses the idea of Christ being 
conceived without seed and without stain. The whole complex of 
appropriations creates a powerful irony, since the sexual and racial pollution 
of the Parthenon is caused by its conversion to a church dedicated to the 
dann? oS, äµö? výtoS, ä$eoP0S, äxPavtoS, äyvrl IIaPO voS" as she is 
called in the Prayer to the Theotokos (from the Akathistos Service) referred 
to above; and, what is more, this pollution is attributed to the `hand of the 
Nazarene'. For the Flute the presence of the Christian fapO vog in the 
pagan I-Iap6Ev(Ov is a violation of the grossest kind, in effect a rape. 
In appropriating the language of Christian asexuality, however, 
Palamas has changed its register. The Christian ethical concept of sexual 
purity, closely linked to the doctrine of original sin, is of no interest to the 
Flute, whose concern is solely with the violation of the aesthetic purity of the 
Parthenon as a work of art, the highest achievement of the ancient Greeks. 
While on the aesthetic level Byzantium and the ancient Greek world are at 
opposite poles, there is some assimilation of Byzantine figures (but mortals, 
and not the Panagia or Christ) to pagan mythology. In calling Theophano 
KEVtaüptßßa ßaati ktaßa, and describing her son as Töv KEvwupo To 
prjya, `whose bow is Eros and whose spear is Ares' (47: 2-3,9), the Flute is 
assimilating both of them to ancient Greek mythology. Earlier passages in 
which Theophano is addressed as Fury, Sphinx and Aphrodite (41: 11,42: 12) 
are part of the same tendency, observable at many points in the (PAoytpa, 
which Agapitos discusses in terms of a radical transformation of the 
Byzantine perspective to conform to what he calls 'the poet's Helladic 
ideology'. 177 But the assimilation of Byzantium to classical Greece (a 
nationalist perspective) is not the only, or even the dominant, trend in the 
historical perspective of the 1Aoyepa. The contrary trend, represented 
177 Agapitos 1994: 1-11,6. 
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primarily but not exclusively by the Flute (and expressing Palamas' aesthetic 
perspective), is to assert an unresolvable antagonism between Byzantine (i. e. 
Christian) and classical values. Though the famous or infamous figures of 
Byzantine history, such as Basil II and Theophano, are likened, with 
approval (even by the Flute), to pagan deities, the Byzantines in general, 
together with Christ and the Virgin, are condemned by the Flute and other 
voices which assert the primacy of the ancient, pre-Christian world. 
-"q 
lli 
2.6 Christ and faith in <<6 id; 
In «OUyaTF-PF; T'tjc itchv» (1889) the poet spoke of the 'wcord of E-. iith 
and love' which the female followers of Jesus spoke to his ' faithle""' (ooi- 
`unbelieving') heart (Tf g älttß'tT S K(Xp&ää ). But the poet's unbelief was 
not in contention with their `Faith', nor was it disturbed by it, since the faith 
of which they seemed to speak to him was faith in humanity, not divinit\ . 
Their faith and his unbelief appeared to be the same thing, although the 
argument of the poem was conducted in terms of love rather than faith: the 
women loved Jesus first and foremost as a man, and the poet loved them for 
their humanity rather than their sanctity. 178 Some thirty-five years later, in 
«Ucoi g» (1925), 179 Palamas presents `unbelief' in a rather different light. 
<®wthg» is a late poem in a long poetic career, and represents 
Palamas' last and perhaps most celebrated extended enga`gcment with 
Christian language. It has usually been understood as expressing the anguish 
ofthe unbeliever who longs to believe in Christ-, 180 and a superficial reading 
of the poem tends to bear this out: it is addressed principally to Jesus, '8, and 
the speaker appears to be identified with the apostle Thomas. It seems 
unlikely, however, that Palamas was seriously troubled at any time in his life 
by his lack of belief in the dogmas of Christianity, most significantly here 
the Resurrection and the divinity of Christ. A careful reading suggcsts that 
the issue in «ewjiä » is not belief in the Christian sense, and that the 
Christian material in the poem is used chiefly as metaphor. What ctºnccrw, 
the poet is uncertainty about the existence of a transcendent reality who c 
178 ti« pp. 44-53. 
t%`t Palama, 1902-01). IX. `_'42-6. First published in 11)225 oil the 
Sund. ºv of Thomas t2(' April), . iý «Tip Bayy L. to im) (-)(o. t the title reieirrn_'. 
presumably, to the Fu (xyy itov (John 20.19-25) appointed for the Litur, v on that da\ 
ýýº 
. ý' 
in N1os hos >?. 
I `I There are briet', ºpo"trophe' in "tanzas 25 and 26 toi the 'di\ ine vision ithin nie' and 
to (; OIootha, as ýý rll is l, r"": ýýýý"" where no . ikldres"« i" cvicic nt. 
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essence is beauty; about the truth, in other words, of his own poetic vision. 
Since «O(og&; » is addressed to Jesus, we cannot speak of the 
marginalization of Christ, as in earlier poems. Nor is there any significant 
displacement onto the feminine. Though the erotic element is not strong, the 
aestheticization of Christ is central. There are elements of theological and 
ethical contentiousness in relation to Christian teaching, and the poem also 
contains strong hints of syncretism. <<e( thS» is rich in Biblical allusions, 
and here the language of Christianity is not used against itself so much as 
diverted to serve different ends. The appropriations are subtle, but their 
effect is to foreground the poetic ego even, or especially, in its self-doubt. 
After an initial allusion to the story of Doubting Thomas (stanzas 1-2) 
the speaker describes his state of mind in more general terms(3-6). He then 
uses Peter and Judas, as well as Thomas, as yardsticks for his anguish (7-9), 
followed by a number of other Biblical figures (10-14). Palamas' utopian 
vision, familiar from the dcv6elcd2oyog and the cA, oyEpa is outlined once 
more, 182 but is said to lack its `highest beauty: God' (15-19). The internal 
conflict between rational thought and his `divine vision' leads the speaker to 
appropriate the crown of thorns (26) even as he aspires to worship the beauty 
of Christ (26-28). 
The subject of äiw rIa is not declared at the beginning of the poem, 
but is implicit in the name of the apostle Thomas in the title, and in the 
allusions to John in stanzas 1-2a: 
"A ! Tä a tci&a nov Thü ä4n aav 
tä Kaotä 
ßßv axpavt (You µk yoptßav 
6 iop4tä. 
182 See pp. 71-3,100 n. 145. Again there are affinities with the 'new heaven' and the 'new 
earth' of the Apocalypse. As well as the dXXot ovpavot of stanza 15 there is an 
otxovtEvii via, fathered by Ares (6 EöX toS) in stanza 18. 
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'O Kü pio S . LOU Kai 
Ö OEö c µov! 
cI ! flovw. 
Thomas was not present when Jesus appeared to the disciples on the evening 
of the day of the Resurrection. When `the other disciples told him, "We have 
seen the Lord"', he could not believe it and his assertion of disbelief is the 
source for the first stanza of the poem: 
eäv 1&i Ev Tai Eýv aüTOÜ Töv Tünov Twv ov µßl SxP Ti l[] 
ov µrß nl(y r£ a(x). 183 
Palamas has modernized the vocabulary for the `print of the nails', and 
altered the syntactical and narrative context. The `marks of the nails' are 
now the subject, not the object like Gov rvnov, and are associated with the 
moment of revelation (when, in John, Jesus only says `see my hands') rather 
than the moment of disbelief (eight days earlier according to John), since the 
reference to the marks leads immediately to Thomas' cry of faith, which 
Palamas takes over verbatim. 184 In one sense, though, there is no narrative 
context, since the entire poem is a single unframed utterance, and the 
speaker is clearly a modern persona and not the apostle Thomas. 
The third line begins nvv äxpav r'q (you, as though it were going to 
give the location of the marks of the nails, as in the source; but the 
intervention of µe yvptaav before ogopotd resolves the ambiguity to 
exclude this. Nevertheless, the impression remains that ßTT v äxpavtTI 
183 John 20.19-29,25. 
184 John 20.28. It may be that this verbatim quotation partly determined the unusual 
metre of the poem, where iambic lines of nine syllables with final stress on the 
penultimate syllable (modelled on `O Ktiptoq µov Kai ö O¬6; µov) alternate with 
three-syllable lines with stress on the last syllable. It is also true, as Tsatsos says- (1936: 
28), that the `rhythmically broken line' of the poem is. in itself. expressive of 'anguished 
supplication'. 
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aov öµopotd has replaced F-v Tai; xEpaty aütoü, an impression 
reinforced by the liturgical adjective äxpavTog, since one of its most 
familiar contexts is the eucharistic prayer in the Liturgy of John Chrysostom. 
which says that Christ `took bread' iv Tai; äyiatS xai d pdVtoiS [... j 
Xepaiv. In another sense Christ's `beauty', to which the marks of the nails 
bring the speaker back, has been substituted for the Resurrection, of whose 
truth Thomas was convinced by seeing the marks of the nails. Thus Palamas. 
starting from the wounds of the Crucifixion, immediately diverts attention 
away from the earthly, suffering and resurrected Christ to an aestheticized 
divinity, an embodiment of ideal beauty. 
The subject of the poem is, nonetheless, suffering, but the mental 
anguish of the speaker, rather than the sufferings of Christ. In the first five 
lines the speaker seems to identify with Thomas in his moment of belief, but 
in the sixth line, « (6 S! Ilov6i, an `I' emerges which is distinct from 
Thomas (whose suffering must have ceased the moment he saw the risen 
Christ). IIovw, `I suffer', following so closely the allusion to Christ's 
wounds, is a first hint of the appropriation of Christ's sufferings which runs 
through the poem and is made explicit in the desire for the `crown of thorns' 
in stanza 26. 
The exclamatory 4th S1 is clearly attributive, adding a third term to 
Küptoq and OEÖS in the quotation from John. To the material drawn from 
John, the poet has now added two attributes of Christ: `Light' and his 
`unblemished beauty'. Light is an attribute, or name, of Christ central to 
Christian tradition and originating in John. While the beauty of Christ has, as 
noted earlier, some liturgical, though no Biblical, support, beauty is certainly 
not central to the Christian image of Christ. ' 85 Light and beauty are, on the 
other hand, both key attributes of Apollo; and it should be remembered that 
in «Xatpt, tta iöS ävw 'tdßtµoc» Palamas had applied Apollo's title 
185 See p. 48 n. 32. 
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Xpvßoxogil; to Christ. ' 86 Now, in «OoµäS», he exploits the tension 
between the Apollonian conception of Christ as the embodiment of beauty 
and the crucified Christ of the Gospels. The two words, D ci !f ovu: ) 
(repeated, without the exclamation mark, in stanza 23) present in its most 
condensed form the dichotomy between what the speaker aspires to. the 
(Apollonian) `divine vision' of stanza 25, and his actual state of mind (a 
Crucifixion). The poem reiterates this dichotomy through a series of pairs of 
contrasted terms, ideas, or personae. 
In stanzas 2b-4 the speaker longs to be a worshipper of the `light' and 
`beauty' of Christ, but is prevented by the state of his heart and mind: 
IT& TETpa1r puTa Tov K6 Y 1OU 
vä -y¬vci 
npoßxuvn, rljc xai Sofia ni'j Eou 
µtä gopä 
80;, ytä T' `AYiou Fou napa&iaou 
T1j xa pä. 
Mä t1 V xap&tä Kw O;, aapäxt 
Tptt To voü, 
cTt1 yXvKa, nonÖS µoü 6tth'i Oapµäxt, 
T' oüpavoü; 
If this were truly in the style of a Christian supplication, one would expect 
some reference to grace or mercy where the poet speaks of paradise. 
Nevertheless, the phrase, `for the joy of Your Holy paradise'. in the context 
of this plea to become a worshipper, evokes the saying of Jesus that 'there 
will be more joy in heaven (x(xpä [... ] Ev tciu oüpavcio) over one sinner 
187 Tl who repents than over ninety-nine righteous persons'. apd&o; isa 
1 86 See pp. 5 3 -4. 
187 Luke 15.7. There is a much more obvious appropriation of this saying in quatrain 122 
of 'O h7t) Ao5 rtv wrpdatiXcvv, (1929). where Palamas write. (1962-69: 
IX. 275) of 
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rare word in the NT, occurring only once in the Gospels. and it max be that 
we should also see in this plea an allusion to Jesus' words to one of the 
thieves crucified with him: `Today you will be with me in Paradise'. '"', 
Through this veiled allusion the Crucifixion remains distantly present, but 
only as a metaphor for the sufferings of the speaker. 
In stanzas 5-6 the poet acknowledges that he 'cannot bend 
wholeheartedly before [Christ] and yet how [he] would like to lead the dance 
(vä ßvpc) / TO xopö) which the great, pure longing for [Christ] of the 
saints and martyrs initiates on the stage ((Yxflvrj) of the continents'. This is a 
strange metaphor for the worldwide diffusion of Christianity. The words 
xopöc and ßic v'9 are closely associated with ancient Greek drama, which 
was presented as part of religious festivals, particularly those in honour of 
Dionysus. Their use here suggests that Palamas is evading the historical 
basis of Christianity, in favour of a more general and syncretistic conception 
of religion and divinity, in keeping with his repeated insistence on 'light' 
and 'beauty' in relation to Christ or God. The poet not only subsume 
Christian religion in Greek drama, but also seeks a leading role in that 
drama. ' 89 This suggests that M7tpoßTä Gov ßvwvxog vä yEipcO / bE 
pnopd constitutes a refusal, rather than an admission of inability, to bend 
before Christ, and thus that the poetic ego is in contention with Christ. 
the heaven of the poet, where it is not a question of joy over a sinner, but of the joN ii1 
sinners, which is greater even than that of the righteous. 
188 Luke 23.42-3. IZovCb, in its syntactic isolation, suggests another of the 'Seven Word" 
from the Cross': Stil i (John 19.28). 
i. 189 There is a comparable bid for a leading role in « 'OvctpE hv1 npo6FVXtj» (193 1 
There the poet asks Christ that his mind may be the light of the star that brought the \1agi 
to Bethlehem, and his works rays of light like those the shepherd,, saw. This overreaching 
poetic ambition- to be the author of divine signs- belies the simple plea of the first two 
couplets for protection from the evils of the world, and the desire to stand before Christ 
after death with the simplicity of an infant. The poem is only an apparent act of devotion. 
'a clrewnecd prayer' (Palamas 1962-69: IX, 352). 
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Stanzas 7-9 introduce the explicit concept of 67ttwTia and the first 
two of many Biblical personae other than Christ and Thomas: 
Na Etµovv Tfjg äinaua; µaxäpt 
µaOivriic, 
µnpöS vä aT(XOw OTT) OIia F. ov Xäprl 
apvll'ri1S, 
'Eah 6 äpvi O1 6E µtä opo ' 8a, 
µiä 8&i 1 
6T1 7411 TOI) ö flýTpog Sou, Toü 'Ioüba 
TO OL XI 
KäXXio vä ßoü E&va, 'IiJßov µov 
xai Pa13ßi 
napä ö SapµöS Toü A, oylKoü µov 
7toü µe a1Ei. 
This single sentence spread across three stanzas is a fine example of 
compression and complex organization which could stand on its own. It 
does, however, contain an ambiguity which I cannot definitively resolve. It 
is a question of whether Tii; a7my na; µa6T1Tijc refers to Thomas or Judas. 
If one reads the phrase as 'unbelieving disciple' then it clearly points to 
Thomas. But dirwtI a can mean 'disloyalty' or 'perfidy' as well as 
'disbelief'. If tI öcrt6Tia; µaOiIti'S is understood as `perfidious disciple' 
it could point to Judas, the betrayer. 190 Each interpretation gives a logical 
structure of meaning to this complex sentence, but the two structures are 
different. 
If we take the first two lines to refer to Thomas, then we see an 
ascending scale of crime from disbelief through denial to betrayal. all of 
which would be better than the speaker's actual state, destroyed by the 
190 Or, conceivably, to Peter, the 'denier', referred to and then named in the lines that 
follow. 
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scourge of reason. If, on the other hand, we take Tt ; ämßä ; µaOtrtrjý as 
referring to Judas, we see a chiastic structure. Stanza 7 alludes first to Judas 
and then to Peter; stanzas 8-9a refer explicitly first to Peter's denial and then 
to the kiss of Judas, synonymous with betrayal. 
It might be objected that the former interpretation distances the 
speaker's state from the unbelief of Thomas. with whom in the first five 
lines of the poem he appears to be identified. However, that identification is 
in any case problematic, as I have already suggested. Thomas did not believe 
at first, but when he saw the risen Jesus he was immediately convinced, 
whereas the speaker's wish that even 'once' (µt(x' Oopä, stanza 3) he might 
be a worshipper of Christ is evidently unfulfilled. '9' If the speaker's 
identification with Thomas were sustained in stanzas 7-9, we would be faced 
with the rather strange implication that the situation of Thomas was worse 
than that of Judas. In view of these considerations, and because din tia is 
the defining characteristic of Thomas, 1 `2 as a pv rl at S is of Peter and 
npoboaia (represented here by the kiss) of Judas, I am strongly inclined to 
read the first two lines of stanza 7 as referring to Thomas. 
Verbal dependence on the Gospel sources in stanzas 7-9 is minimal. 
Palamas relies on the familiarity of the incidents to which he alludes. The 
verb dpvEo tat associated with the name Peter in stanza 8 is used by all four 
Evangelists. 193 In the case of Judas, Palamas takes two words from the 
Gospel (in addition to the name) to indicate the story of the betrayal: OiXI 
191 One reason, perhaps, why the denial of Peter and the betrayal of Judas seem 
preferable to the speaker's state is that these too did not involve permanent alienation. 
Peter's denial took place in what Palamas calls a 'cowardly moment' and even Judas 
repented (Matthew 27.3). 
192 In the service of Orthros for the first Sunday after Easter (KuptuK1l toü OO 1U ) 
Jesus is said to have shown the prints of the nails tw thn toüvtt µaOt1r . and in 
John 
20.27 Jesus tells Thomas pq yivou mnaToc. 6 inatöz. 
193 Sec for example Matthew 26.70.72. 
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(compare 4IXT to in Luke, or the verb KaTEOWj(YEv in Matthew and dark) 
and Pa(3ßi, with which Judas addresses Jesus at the moment of betrayal in 
Matthew and Mark. 194 In addressing Jesus as 'Iýßoü µov Kai Pa13ßi, the 
speaker is momentarily appropriating the role of Judas which he would 
prefer to his actual state. 
From a Christian perspective the fundamental idea of stanzas 7-9 is 
outrageous. The poet would rather have denied Christ, and been, like Judas, 
instrumental in Christ's death than suffer his present anguish. This is as 
blasphemous as the Gypsy's casual reference to making the nails for the 
Crucifixion in the Aw8Ex'dA, oyoS. 195 The sufferings of Christ have no reality 
for the speaker, let alone any redemptive efficacy; they serve only as 
metaphors for the his own mental pain. 
In stanzas 10 and 11 the speaker's state of mind is now described in 
rather different terms, not as äirtßTia or the scourge of reason, but, through 
Biblical metaphors, as the simultaneous affirmation of contraries. He is both 
the Pharisee and the Tax Collector of the parable, ' 96 Martha as well as 
Mary. '`'? Here the speaker is not only dramatizing his state of mind, but also 
contesting Jesus' ethical preferences for the Tax Collector and Mary. 
Curiously the state of mind implied in these metaphors does not seem to 
194 Luke 22.48, Matthew 26.49, and Mark 14.45. 
195 See p. 67. 
1 96 Luke 18.9-14. In an uncollected satirical poem, «(Daptaaiot Kai tE Xwvat » (1888: 
for text and publication details see Appendix, pp. 370-72), Palamas also resists the 
Biblical discrimination, condemning both Pharisee and tax collector. The poem retells the 
parable, considerably amplified, and then turns to the modern representative" of the two 
groups: the Pharisees may not have changed, but the tax collectors are no longer 
repentant. The poem ends with a plea to God not to be fooled again. to strike down the 
Pharisee but not to forgive the tax collector. Two details which are not Biblical, the 
Pharisee's upright bearing and the tax collector's tjµ(xptov, reappear in -Owpcx o), 
indicating that Palamas' conception of the parable remained constant over forty year.. 
197 Luke 10.38-42. See p. 47. 
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have much to do with äir «Tta, and being both Pharisee and Tax Collector. 
both Mary and Martha, does not necessarily imply anguish or painful self- 
division. Besides, elsewhere Palamas seems to commend such internal 
duality, as for example in quatrain 30 of `O Ki icAoS rtv TErpdan%wvv 
(1929), where his translation of Goethe's 'oracular utterance' includes the 
ntr rÖg/äntßTo; dichotomy of Christ's words to Thomas: 19 
Toi FKaItE pi IT pE µav LKOq xai µtä ynä ttävTa ö Xöyog : 
«Mali xal nt(TTo% ; xal äm, ato;. "ETßt Tov EnXaßE o OEöc». '99 
And in «`O Opi x43oS» (1915) he speaks of Lucretius with evident approval 
as ý6E "tÖV Öc? CL6ýo 7Ll6ýÖ, TÖV ÖCOEO OpTj6Ko E6EVOC. 200 
In stanza 12 of «OcoµäS» there is an implicit criticism of faith as 
praised by Christ in the story of Thomas: 
E'mv 1Lt6'L? l ýyw no1) yopyabpäxvEI, 
b& ewpct. 
To ptTiiµa Etµat apya nov waxv£t 
ýytä vä ßd. 
This blind faith which 'quickly apprehends' what it 'does not see' alludes to 
Christ's words to Thomas, µaxäptot of µßj i8 Vt S Kai it tE aavt£;. 
As the 'question that slowly seeks to discover', the speaker is like Thomas, 
to whom Jesus said öTt EchpaKäS µE, HF-mau-uxa,, 20> though this 
questioning seems broader than Thomas' temporary unbelief. It suggests the 
spirit of scientific enquiry ('science' appears as a positive value in stanza 
I6), and that reason is something more than the 'scourge' of stanza 9. It is by 
198 For the Gospel source see p. 124 n. 192. 
199 Palamas 1962-69: IX, 257. 
22()() Palama` 1962-69: VII. 51. Palamas evidently saw in Lucretius a fellow soul. He 
refers to him frequently in his prose works. 
201 John 20.21). 
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no means clear in stanza 12 that 'faith' is preferred to 'question' . The 
striking displacement of the main subject ('To faith 1[... ] am the question' 
suggests the poet's ego contests Christ's view of faith. 
Palamas now returns to depicting a more obvious state of sell'- 
division: the eagerness to worship is set against the 'cold breath' of 'doubt'. 
dream against reality (stanzas 13-14): 
'EKEL noü öpEyoµat vä 4JäXX ) 
2: waavvä, 202 
µ' öpEý 1V aXX , yräX6tµo 
äXXo 
go-3 apxtvä 
Ram pol) 71 äünvrJ äµntßoXia, 
Kpüa nvorj, vä 
Kt äv 71 PaxýX T' övEtpo, ij AM 
µF ýunvä. 
The last two lines cleverly encapsulate the story of Laban's deception of 
Jacob over his two daughters. 'Jacob served [Laban] seven years for Rachel, 
and they seemed to him but a few days because of the love he had for her' 
(the dream); but after the wedding feast it was the elder daughter Leah 
whom Laban brought to Jacob, and with whom Jacob lay, thinking she was 
Rachel, 'and in the morning behold it was Leah' (the waking reality). In 
terms of the source Rachel and Leah represent beauty and ugliness. Leah's 
'eyes were weak' but Rachel was K(XX1 T6) E1&Et cal cihpaia ti ö4iFt 
ßO08pa. 203 The introduction of Rachel at this point, exactly halfway, 
through the poem, serves to focus attention once more on beauty. one of the 
202 Note that Palamas uses the Hosanna of the Entry into Jerusalem (Mark 1 1.9) to 
express the desire to worship, in marked contrast to Elytis: in Tö M. 1,, 'tot' ' EQri the 
narrator appropriates the Hosanna to express recognition of his own pre-eminence see 
PP. 348-51). 
20' Genesis 29.15-25. There may also purely personal factors in Palama«' interest in the 
Biblical Rachel: see his Tpdppara QTý PaXrjA (Palamas 19S5). 
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two key concepts in the poem, but it is difficult to decide whether she 
represents the öixpavtTI ö topotd of the first and last stanzas, which as 
object of worship must be identified with the 'divine vision' of stan/a 25. 
In terms of what has gone before Rachel must represent the 'Hosanna' 
(the desire to worship), or the 'sweetness of heaven' of stanza 4, and Leah 
the 'other psalm', the `cold breath' of 'doubt', or 'the poison'. It is more 
difficult to decide what Rachel represents in terms of the vision of the future 
in stanzas 15-19. It is tempting to see this vision ('Sometimes other heavens 
open before me') as an unfolding of the 'dream' which is Rachel, and to 
identify Rachel with Aphrodite, who is here both the goddess and the planet 
(Venus) by whose 'light' these 'other heavens' are 'illumined', and also a 
personification of 'science'. This future world is rich in 'art', 'wisdom', 
'virtue' and 'knowledge' (like the ancient world destroyed by Christianity 
in the (P2, oyepa), 204 but despite the presence of Aphrodite it lacks 'its 
highest beauty' (stanza 19): 
MEWMI xö6µoS Tpt6tE'yäXoc. 
xaponotüc 
P6 TO Üyll6TO TOU 417CEI KaA. Xoc : 
Ö OF-0; 
Palamas' utopias are the products of the poetic mind informed by 
science, or of scientific vision tempered by imagination: ctvat tq yIj; TI J; 
ýtttatiij. t g 'A4po6ITTj Xpußavy1 (stanza 16). Here the `goddess 
Aphrodite is an element in the poet's imaginative vision, and, as with all the 
pagan divinities, the question of her existence does not really arise for the 
modern mind. Consequently, she cannot guarantee the truth or reality of the 
vision. The vision need not lack anything the poet's imagination can add to 
it, but it lacks the one thing that could guarantee its reality: the transcendent 
204 See p. 106. 
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deity in which the poet does not believe. Palamas is revealed in this poem 
not as an unbelieving Christian. but as an unbelieving Platonist (or Idealist). 
All that is beautiful points to 'the beautiful' but he does not believe that the 
beautiful' exists. In this and other poems, Palamas the unbelieving Platoýniýt 
uses Christ, the dominant image of God in contemporary Greek culture, to 
articulate the dilemma of his unbelief, which is essentially a poetic dileninma: 
his poetry is continually striving for the unattainable. His reason insists that 
the object of his longing, depicted repeatedly and under many guise in his 
poetry, does not exist. 
Recognition of Palamas' lack of belief in Christ is essential to an 
understanding of the symbolic function of Christ in this poem. Christ has, of 
course, a dual role in «Ow%iäS». His earthly sufferings provide a metaphor 
for the poet's anguish, while a powerful misrepresentation, setting aside 
almost all Christian doctrine, makes Christ as God the Ideal Form of Beauty, 
whose purest manifestation is Light. The dual role is summed up in the two 
words: (D( N. Hov6i 
OF-Ö;, 'Ii' ovS and Xpt6To;, the names which Palamas gives to 
'light' and 'beauty', are male, but I do not think Palamas means his i itßto 
K(Ako; to be seen as exclusively male. The 6tia 3Xy iI of stanza 25 is not 
only grammatically feminine, it is also Kupä. Perhaps we should then 
identify Rachel with Aphrodite and both of them with God. What all three 
have in common is non-existence: Rachel is 'a dream': Aphrodite an 
element in the poet's Vision, a personification; and God Is absent'. 
The remainder of the poem continues to explore the two aspects of 
Christ, as light or beauty and as suffering, with many more allusions- to the 
Gospels. The words Tö i iwto [... J KäXa. oc: ö e); are immediately 
followed by an appeal to this absent God who is 'light' and also Christ with 
his earthly history who would have to traverse time to perform a miracle 
for 
the speaker (stanzas 20-22). The dichotomy of 'soul' and 'mind' (stan/a 
2-1) 
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is followed by that of heart and 'reason' which must be made brothers 
(stanza 23) and finally by that of 'thought' and the 'divine Vision' it 
'tramples' (stanza 25). The choice of the verb naTä here suggests a reversal 
of Christ's victory over death in the Easter liturgy: 
XPt6TOS VFCFTIi £K V£KPCOV, OaväTw 6ävaTOV itaTý6ac. 2()5 
At first, though, `thought' seems to be presented as a positive force 
and something else unspecified as destructive (stanza 24): 
`H YKEW11 äS O Xi1 vä µF ßTýyrq 
ßaß1 ?, t ä, 
iEßa POI-) K t1. nöctt vä pEyºrI, 
trpi c Xiä ! 
Here, surely, Palamas is alluding to Jesus' realization that the people 
who had witnessed the Feeding of the Five Thousand `were about to come 
and take him' tva notTlawaty a1) 0 ßaatý, Ea. 2'ý6 This constitutes an 
oblique and rather strange appropriation of Christ by the speaker- a Christ 
who cannot believe in his own role, as if the doubt of Thomas had become 
Christ's self-doubt. And it is immediately followed (stanzas 26-8) by an 
explicit appropriation of Christ's sufferings on Golgotha, the two linked 
through the notion of crowning : 
T' äKävOlvo YtE VI, Söc µov, 
ToX7oOä. 
Uir£PTOCTO OVEIPO TOI) KO6POU 
µF µE9ä. 
20 Frequently repeated in Orthros for Easter Sunday. See Sikeliano"' more obvious 
appropriations of these words (p. 212). Since Palamas then calls 'thought' a 'scorpion' 
(see below) he probably also had in mind Luke 10.19. where Jesus `give` the disciple" the 
power to tread (natEiy) on scorpions. 
206 John 6.15. 
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iTo' ata, To' aµa You, XptatE µov, 
yn. ä vä mw, 
xTÜnCcx T? I ßKEW1J, ßKÖTCXYE µov 
To 6KOplrto, 
81xcc vä y! äxvw äOXtoq µnpocnä You 
yup£ut1ýS, 
Tf c äxpavTlg äyvä ogopotäS F, ou 
X, aTpEUTTjc. 
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In the first of these three final stanzas Palamas juxtaposes the crown 
of thorns and the poet's `dream' (compare stanzas 14-19), apparently 
complete this time (the superlative form üntpT(Xto suggests) with its 
vyftßTo K(AAO ; but the relation between them is not clear. Are they 
simply juxtaposed like 06; and Hovcö ? Or is the poet here accepting that 
the harsh reality of his unbelief (the crown of thorns) must wake him from 
the illusory vision with which he is intoxicated (µE µE8ä)'. ' Palamas now 
gives a more precise focus to the notion of intoxication in the drinking of the 
eucharistic wine (Christ's blood). 207 This is only possible if the scorpion of 
thought is slain. 208 Thus stanza 27 reiterates the antinomy of stanza 26 
through different metaphors. The final stanza presents two distinct kinds of 
religious devotion. The first, that of the 'wretched suppliant', which is 
207 'Body' and 'blood' both seem to be objects of the verb 'drink'. reflecting, perhaps, 
the Orthodox communion custom of receiving a fragment of the consecrated bread with 
the wine from a spoon. The association of intoxication with the drinking ofChri`t'" blood 
introduces a subversive Dionysiac element into the perception of the eucharkt. This k an 
idea explored extensively by Sikelianos (see §3.7). 
M Stanza 27 begins with 'body' ends with 'scorpion'. The missing middle term ýý hich 
connects them is `bread': the identification of body and bread in the Liturgy. and the near 
antithesis of bread and scorpion in Jesus' rhetorical question. 'What father among you, if 
his `on asks for a loaf (äptov). will give him a stone ... or 
if he asks for an egg. ill 
give hing a scorpion' (Luke 11.1 1-12). 
"q 
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explicitly excluded from what the speaker desires. is in fact a typically 
Christian form of devotion, especially in the context of the Eucharist which 
Palamas has just invoked. Consider, for example, these extracts from the 
Prayer of the Cherubic Hymn in the Liturgy of John Chrysostom: 
'Eni f3Xy ov in' ßµt To' v äpapTwXOv Kai äxpCtov bo¬ Aöv aou 
[... ] Kai iKdVOXaöv 1E [... ] 1EpolCyfßat TO' äytoV kcxi 
äxpavTÖV aou ß6)µa Kai TO' ti jnov aiµa. 
In «ew täS» the drinking of Christ's blood is a metaphor dissociated from 
the concepts of sin and salvation central to the Liturgy. What the poet wants 
to partake of and to worship is not the äxpavTov ß6µa of Christ, not the 
äxpavva jni ti pta (as the sacramental elements are often called), but the 
äxpavir ogopotä which Christ as God represents in this poem, and this is 
essentially the poet's own vision, a vision in which, except in moments of 




This chapter will, I hope, have indicated that attempts such as that of 
Moschos to make Palamas into a Christian (of however doubting a kind) 
cannot be sustained in the face of a close analysis of the relevant poetry. 
Even Tsatsos' more modest claim, that `if one of the two worlds [ paagan and 
Christian] which struggle [... ] in the soul of the poet has the ascendancy. it 
is certainly [... ] the Christian' would be difficult to justify ., 09 The 
Christianity one observes in the poetry of Palamas is, in any case, distorted. 
Christ is, for the most part, either marginalized or aestheticized; Christian 
doctrines of Incarnation and Redemption largely ignored. Palamas does not 
hesitate to rewrite Gospel incidents to suit his poetic ends, treating the Bible 
with as much, but no more, respect than any other literary source. In 
marginalizing Christ and enhancing the status of the Panagia, notably 
through suppressing the incarnational references of language drawn fron 
Byzantine hymns in the OA, oyEpa, Palamas brings the Virgin as near as he 
can to the status of a pagan goddess. But far from making the kind of 
syncretistic assertions characteristic of Sikelianos, Palamas, in the'PAoytpa 
at least, drives a wedge between paganism and Christianity: the Flute 
condemns the Christian world, the emperor the pagan, there is no synthesis. 
only a holding together in tension of irreconcilable opposites. 
The struggle of the Christian and pagan worlds in Palamas is an 
ethical and aesthetic struggle. In terms of metaphysical truth the struggle is a 
thing of the past, and both sides have lost (this is the message of the 
'Aco&häAoyos). The metaphysical issue is post-Christian theism, and this 
has an aesthetic dimension: the validity in poetry of the language of the 
divine. For Palamas the language of the divine has not yet detached itself 
entirely from ontology, has not become pure metaphor. Consequently the 
2O) Tsatso: 1936: 224. 
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poetry remains vulnerable to metaphysical doubt. One solution, as- in 
«®w 1aä », is to dramatize the doubt, confronting the impulse to worship 
with the nonexistence of the object that it seeks. That object is 'highest 
beauty' and it is given the name God, and this God is identified with Christ. 
But the poem tramples the Christ of the Gospels- the poet would rather 
have been Judas- just as surely as the poet's scepticism 'tramples the 
divine vision'. 
«®ojthS» is the reply, but not a contentious reply, to the Flute's 
condemnation of the aesthetic barbarity of Christianity. There are two 
specific examples of this barbarity: the Byzantine conversion of the 
Parthenon and the action of Constantine in placing an image of his own head 
on a headless statue of Apollo (ö (Opaloq OF-O; ). The gods see their revenge 
in being worshipped by Christians under different forms; and the Flute 
suggests that what is of aesthetic value in the Christian world is derived from 
the pagan. Even within the Christian tradition the impulse to add beauty to 
the attributes of Christ has proved impossible to resist, and the Good Friday 
Encomia echo the laments for Adonis. This is the beginning of the revenge 
of the gods, and it is taken to its conclusion in « 0wµä; » where Christ, 
identified with KäXXo; as well as Otc, has become, in effect, `Apollo, the 
beautiful god'- more effectively than through the bare use of the epithet 
XpvßoKÖµ'qS in the early poem «XatpE _i6 tdS ävaßTäatµo, --». 
Surprisingly, then, «ew tää » is revealed as Palamas' most syncretistic 
poem, in which he places the head of Apollo on the wounded body of Christ. 
the barbaric Nazarene of the OXoyEpa. 
The synthesis of Christian and ancient Greek elements in art, and 
particularly in poetry, tends to be to the disadvantage of the Christian. Not 
only does Christianity subordinate aesthetic to moral and doctrinal 
considerations, but the range of its mythology is also much more restricted. 
Sikelianos' syncretism, more consistent, more systematic and more 
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consciously directed than the occasional syncretism of Palamas. is clearly 
weighted in favour of the ancient world, an unabashed attempt to integrate 
Christ into the Olympian Pantheon. 
1( 
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The language of the `Fifth Gospel': 
Sikelianos takes up the `Myth of Jesus' 
3.1 Introduction 
I have shown that there exists in the work of Palamas an unresolved but 
artistically fruitful tension between the values of ancient culture and the 
Christian values of Orthodoxy; and I have argued against the established 
view that in the 'AoyEpa Palamas achieves a synthesis of all stages of 
Greek culture. In the work of Angelos Sikelianos (18x4-1951) there is no 
conflict between classical and Christian values (as he sees them); nor is 
there any trace of the hostility towards Christ or the Virgin represented by 
the Flute and other voices in Palamas, (though Sikelianos does balk at the 
Crucifixion): ' and, whether or not Sikelianos' cultural synthesis is judged 
poetically successful, in his appropriations of the figures and language ut 
Christianity the determination to integrate Christian and pagan mythology 
is evident. The integration is an unequal one, though, for what Sikelianos 
attempts, essentially, is to incorporate Christianity into paganism, often 
reinterpreting the central figures of Christianity. Christ and the Panagia. in 
2 terms of pagan prototypes. 
1 See pp. 155-6.246-9. 
2 Vogiatioglou puts it more contentiou,, 1y-, in saying (1993: 247) that Sikeliano. 'attempts 
to deliver Christian faith from its ascetic austerity and to reunite it with it,, origins, that i' 
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This syncretistic reinterpretation is not much in evidence in 
Sikelianos' most ambitious attempt at integration. IlähXa rthvv `EE), rjvwvv 
(19l9-47). 3 There, the integration was to have been on a larger scale: but 
the work was, significantly, never completed, and, as it stands, contain- no 
more than occasional pointers to the way in which its declared aim was to 
have been achieved. However, a brief consideration of that aim will 
provide a useful starting point for this enquiry. 
The fourth part of IIäßxa r6v `EAArjvwv has the title All pim 
EvayyEXto». It begins with an introduction, part prose, part verse. printed 
in italics: evidently a summary indication of passages never fully realized. ' 
This introduction relates, in prose, how the Poet in the course of his ascent 
of Mount Helicon hears `a bell, which calls [people] in some distant village. 
he supposes, to the Chairetismoi of the Mother of God' (the Service of the 
Akathistos Hymn); but in the verse extract that immediately follows the bell 
is `a trembling voice, calling timidly to Pan'. Thus, the everyday 
experience of hearing a church bell in the Greek countryside is 
transformed, in verse, into something at once more ancient, more 
universal, and indeed pagan. 
The bell is not all that the Poet hears on the slopes of Helicon, for, in 
a most peculiar image, `the Myth of Jesus which had fallen into the 
darkness cries out like a bird that has slipped from the nest'. 5 The Poet is 
with the ancient Greek world. ' 
3A version entitled Tö IloI qpa was printed in 1918 but never circulated. Extract', were 
published between 1919 and 1935 and the surviving parts collected for the first time in 
1947 in Sihelianos 1946-47: III (Katsimbali` 1946: 7.9.15-16: Xvdis 1973: 134: Sa\ idik 
1980: 36). 
Sikelianos 1965-69: IV, 71-2. 
5 Nest imagery is a recurrent feature of Sikelianos' poetry (see in particular the opening of 
MIM rill) ©oi ). but this image for the fate of the 'Myth of Jesus' may have been prompted 
by certain sayings of Jesus involving birds: FXovat KUI tä nETEtvä tov ovpavoü 
KataaK1vthaEtc, ö 8E viö; ioü &vOpwnov ovx EXFt nov -rhvv KEO&. 
ily Kkkj. 
(Matthew 8.20): and oiXI 81')0 atpovOia äaa(Xpiov rtc)WITat: Kai LV 
Fý uvth\- 
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moved by `Mercy' and, `picking up the Myth, he resumes his a. scent of the 
sacred mountain, in order to bring it up to the summit'. In this conceit 
Sikelianos encapsulates his own pretensions as poet in relation to the Alyth 
of Jesus': his self-appointed task is to raise it from the darkness and set it 
on Helicon, sacred to the Muses, to take its place among the myths of the 
ancient Greeks. 
Discussing -Ida a Zoöv EAArjvwv in the 'Prolo`gue' (1942) to 
Avpl ick Bioc, Sikelianos gives some clues as to what this darkness is into 
which the Myth had sunk. He draws distinctions between the dogma and 
organization' of Christianity and the 'Myth of Christianity'. and between 
'the exterior historical form' of the Myth and its 'interior transcendental 
dynamism'. It appears that he wants to detach the Myth both from its 
historical roots and from the teachings and practices of the Church. For 
Sikelianos the Myth `is rooted' not in events in Judaea in the first century 
AD, but 'in the history of the entire human race'. It is only as the 'religious 
"subconscious"' that the Myth 'still contains for man an eternal 
significance'. 6 Something of the nature of that significance is suggested at 
the end of the introduction to «IIeµnTo Eüay-yEAto », where the Poet, 
apparently continuing his ascent of Helicon, `begins to relate to men the 
Gospel [ ... 
] telling the stories of those figures (npö ae)1t ) who for 
centuries were and are the mystic mirror of souls'. 
At this point the italicized summary gives way to completed 
quatrains, but the matter of the first 13 quatrains is still introductory: it is 
still about the `Fifth Gospel'. The first of the introductory quatrains names 
the Four Evangelists. Each has his familiar symbol: Angel, Lion, Bull and 
Eagle. The second quatrain tells us that the Poet 
himself. by clear- 
% implication the Fifth Evangelist (K' Eyth, ßtEpvö; Kul jX(opo - ). has no 
comparable symbol, but `a handful of Olympian wheat'. In other words. 
% oU 1LF6fl Tat f1Ll ri v YYjv ävFV Toi itaTpöc ü tciiv (Matthew 10. -y). 
6 Sikelianos 1965-69: 1.5-6. 
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what he brings to the `Myth of Jesus' is the spirit of pagan Greek: 
mythology. Not only does each grain become a 'priceless stem of pearl', 
but each grain is also the `key to measureless time': not the bounded time of 
historical Christianity, but the unbounded time of myth.? 
The association of Christianity with ancient Greek mythology has, in 
the hands of a Greek writer, an added dimension. The title Easter of the 
Hellenes is in itself an appropriative gesture, not only asserting a special 
relationship between the festival and the Greek people, but also implying 
the integration of Christianity into ancient Greek culture. 8 To incorporate 
the `Myth of Jesus' into ancient Greek mythology is. for Sikelianos, to 
Hellenize that myth. Syncretism is not his only strategy: in those parts of 
f7auXa r(ov EUrjvwv dealing with the life of the Virgin Mary he 
suppresses almost all the elements of Jewish custom and ritual in his 
principal source. 9 This also facilitates the syncretistic fusion, separating the 
Christian `myth' from its particular historical and cultural context. 
Syncretism and Hellenization are closely related key elements in 
Sikelianos' treatment of Christian material. In addition, he shares with 
Palamas a tendency to aestheticize and eroticize Christ, but in Sikelianos' 
case this also extends to the Panagia, notably in the treatment of the 
Annunciation. More often and more obviously than Palamas, Sikelianos 
appropriates Christian language to the persona of the poet, so as to suggest 
that the poet takes on the role of, or even displaces, Christ. 
Savidis has distinguished `two periods in Sikelianos' creative interest 
in the Christian Myth'. '° He sees the first period as beginning with the 
publication in 1917 of `H Ewa St76rl rtýS Ili arr]ý and including Mtj Trip 
7 Sikelianos 1965-69: IV. 72. 
Until the time of the War of Independence the popular meaning of "EX, X vot/cý µ-a,, 
ancient Greeks'. 
9 See §3.5. 
10 Savidis 1980: 36. 
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OEov (1917-19) and the unfinished Hda a rtv 'E;,.;,. 17 vow, first drafted 
in 1918 or earlier. " The second period distinguished by Savidis belongs- toi 
the 1940s, and consists primarily of the verse dramas `O Xpiarö arr 
Pun (1946) and XptarOS AvöpEvog (1947), to which Savidis adds two 
shorter poems, «"AypaOov» (1941) and «Otovu6o; Ent A. IK cp» (194502 
In distinguishing these two periods, Savidis was careful to note that he did 
so `on the basis of the published evidence', aware, no doubt, of the then 
unpublished juvenilia of Sikelianos, which provide evidence of another, 
earlier period of interest in Christianity as the subject matter of poetry. A 
substantial body of these juvenilia, which were probably written around the 
turn of the century, was published in 1989. Their editor, Tsarlamba- 
Kaklamani, remarks that a `significant number of these hitherto unknown 
verses refer to Jesus Christ'. She singles out as particularly relevant in this 
context «((Davtcx flK1j Mu9oko'yi(x)», «'I7l6ovS ö Naccopaioý» and a 
third, untitled poem which begins CO xopvtaxtöS µov kvo? ovE tä 
iäua, and she tells us that there are two further compositions referring to 
Christ which she has not included. 13 
I have excluded from consideration the dramatic works, as being 
formally distinct from the rest of Sikelianos' poetry. When one considers 
only Sikelianos' non-dramatic poetry, the middle period (Savidis' 'first 
period') assumes overwhelming importance. Savidis suggests that 
Sikelianos' interest in the `Christian Myth' in the poems published in and 
after 1917 was connected with the First World War (and that his renewed 
interest in the 1940s was connected with the Second). 14More obviously 
significant, however, in relation to the middle period was the visit which 
Sikelianos made with Kazantzakis to Athos in November-December 1914. 
See p. 137 n. 3. 
ý' Savidis 1980: 41 
13 Tsarla. mba-Kaklamani 1989: 223-4. On the dating of the juvenilia `ce ibid. 179-94. 
14 Savidis 1980: 41. 
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The journal which Sikelianos kept for some weeks before and during the 
trip (published posthumously as Tö äytopEI Tt x'o týµEpoAöyto º' 5 provides 
ample evidence of his intense interest in both the visual and the verbal 
imagery of Orthodoxy. He describes icons which made an impression on 
him in the monasteries of Athos, lists ecclesiastical terminolo zy, and 
transcribes short excerpts from Byzantine hymns and other liturgical texts. 
It is only in works of the middle period- and to those named by Savidis 
we should add Parts III («`O Xcoptäiixo; F(x'poS») and IV (« Dcßnotv(x 
`Tiroµovrj ») of `H EvvEi& 7711 TýS rvvai x'aS (1916) - that Sikelianos 
makes extensive use of Biblical, Apocryphal and liturgical sources: and 
even among those works only Parts IV-X of Tläaxa Tcvv `E, Urjvwt' 
could be said to be based primarily on such sources. 
Prevelakis asserts that `if Sikelianos' poetic production is studied 
statistically it will be shown to be equally divided between antiquity and 
Christianity as much in its themes as in its symbols. ' 16 But if we exclude the 
dramas and count as poems on Christian themes the three long and two 
short poems mentioned by Savidis and those added in the foregoing 
paragraph, we are talking about less than one quarter of A vpi Köc Bi oý. 
Allusion to Christian texts, and reference to Christian themes, are not of 
course limited to these poems, and occur sporadically (often as no more 
than passing references) throughout Sikelianos' work, at least from the 
poems written during and shortly after the Balkan Wars of 1912-13 
(collected as 'Eyri vi icot A ). On the other hand, even the works referred to 
as being on Christian themes are, with the exception of some parts of 
Iläß', Xa r (3v `EAAr vwv and «"Aypa0ov», pervaded by allusions to ancient 
Greek mythology and only intermittently concerned with Christian themes: 
and the first three parts of both `H )vvel3quq TT Ili aTqc and Ida a 
Twv `& 4vwv are primarily concerned with themes from pagan 
15 Konstantoulaki-Hantzou 1988. 
16 Prevclakis 1984: 134. 
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The quantitative parity of antiquity and Christianity in the poetry of 
Sikelianos proposed by Prevelakis is, at least, questionable, but there can be 
no doubt about their qualitative disparity: Sikelianos' work as a whole 
indicates a clear privileging of ancient pagan culture over Christianity. and. 
while Christianity was only of central importance to Sikelianos during 
three relatively brief periods, ancient myth was a constant source of 
inspiration throughout his career. A greater imaginative affinity with the 
ancient than with Christian culture is a feature common to the poetry of 
Sikelianos and Palamas alike. 
While Palamas' supposed identification of the Virgin Mary with 
Athena and Aphrodite proved to be a critical construct which cannot be 
located within the text of the OXoytpa, such identifications- of both 
Christ and the Virgin with figures from ancient mythology- are frequent 
and often explicit in the work of Sikelianos. In «IT' "Oatou Aovxä tö 
tovaatTjpt» (1937), for example, the women gathered around the 
Epitaphios on the night of Maundy Thursday are there `to lament the dead 
Adonis, hidden under the flowers'. 17 In « 'AvTpt KEto Bäritap a» (1917) 
the poet addresses th. Tvräva / ßT6' I Taupo and later addresses the same 
crucified persona as `S2 BäKXE, BdKXE, ' 8 and, similarly, in «To 
KaTopOwopE'vo 1(i 
. ta» (1943) 
he addresses 'EaTaupcohhvE BäKXF. 19 In 
17 Sikelianos 1965-69: V, 48. Contrast Milton, who. maintaining a Christian tradition of 
patristic origin. sees Adonis and the other Greek gods (and indeed those of other paean 
religions) as the forms taken by fallen angels to lure men from God. and associates Adonis 
in particular with leading women astray (Paradise Lost 1.446-52.508-21). 
1,4 Sikelianos 1965-69: III, 189,190. 
19 Sikelianos 1965-69: III, 248. See p. 336 below for the visual image ot- a crucified 
OrpheusBacchus which Sikelianos published in 'A vii&)po (1943). The reference to Lilith 
as ataupw. Evrl / aTö aTaupö ti) Upij 0iiX1')rnTä -. Eov in ««AtXi9» (1927) i" of a 
different order: Lilith is a figure from Jewish. not Greek, mythology: and it is not a 
question of identification with Christ since this expression is followed by a direct 
comparison of Lilith with 'the Son of Man' (Sikelianos 1965-69: V. 102). 
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«Atövvßog-'IrjßovS» we find a sequence of exclamations implying the 
identity of Jesus with Iacchus (the god invoked in the Eleusinian 
procession, often identified with Dionysus) and Apollo. 2 
Some of the identifications involving the Virgin are consistent with 
those involving Christ, since they follow mother-son relationships in 
ancient mythology. In «OELo; ÖVELpog» (1952) we find 'Night' addressed 
as Mrln'-pa i& rurom v OE I v, MTITEýpa Toü Xpt(noü µa; . 
'' and in 
«`IEpä `OSöS» (1935) Sikelianos compares the she-bear to the Great 
Goddess, the eternal Mother' whom `here [at Eleusis] they call Demeter'- 
mother of Iacchus- and who `elsewhere was Alcmena or Pana`gia'. 2 As 
Virgin as well as Mother, the Panagia can also be identified with virgin 
goddesses of antiquity such as Artemis or Athena. In <<"Y gm; ßztjv 
'OpOt'a 'AptE'-µtba» (1915) Artemis is addressed as `O811yrj tpa, a title 
which belongs (usually in the form `OSilYijTpta) to the Panagia; 23 while in 
Iläaxa zwv `EXX 7'wv the poet declares to the Panagia that Greece EE 
KotiäýEt äµa cp(XtEt; GTÖ xEpt 101) TO böpv, alluding to traditional 
representations of Athena. 24 The verse epigraph to «'Anö Töv flpOXoyo 
Gov "IlXi Owova"» (1914) invites us to identify the poem's subject with 
Helen, and yet she is addressed by titles of the Virgin such as 
1lavTävaßßa and 'Eoüßa. '5 
Yet the mere interchange of names or attributes in these instances 
constitutes only in a very marginal sense subversion of the language of 
Christian texts. The name 'Jesus', and the titles `Christ' and 'Panagia', while 
common in Biblical and liturgical texts, belong not just to wider Christian 
20 See pp. 253-4. 
1 Sikelianos 1965-69: VI. 98. 
22 Sikelianos 1965-69: V. 4_-3. 
23 Sikelianos 1965-69: III, 87. See pp. 84-6 above. 
24 Sikelianos 1965-69: IV, 140. 
25 Sikelianos 1965-69: II, 143-4. 
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discourse but also to everyday Greek discourse: and titles of the Virgin 
such as '08ijyrj'tpla and Ilaruävaß6a are more likely to be familiar 
from the names of icons or the dedications of churches than from liturgical 
t 
sources. However, Sikelianos' identification of pagan and Christian name, 
and titles is sometimes associated with more specifically textual allusions. 
In the poem in which Artemis is called `O&7jy7jtpa, for example, another 
invocation of her begins, 
IQ 'Op8ia" 
önov "TaýES Xtµävt Tf ; Kapft ä j, YOU [ ... ]'26 
clearly echoing the Akathistos Hymn (oikos 5): 
xäLpE, OTt Xtµ£va T6 V yruxcJOv ETOi tacEtS. 
The importation of Christian language into contexts which are otherwise 
either exclusively pagan (as in «"Tpvoq ßnilv 'Op9ia 'ApttEµtb(x» ), or 
hybrid, combining thematic elements from the pagan and Christian 
traditions, is a distinctively (though not exclusively) Sikelianic mode of 
subversion of Christian language. " 7 
There is a difference in the way in which Palamas and Sikelianos 
handle their Biblical and liturgical sources. Vogiatzoglou states that 'whilst 
the references in `H 1), oyEpa roh BaazAtä to Byzantine hymnography 
take the form of a rewriting of Byzantine texts [... J, the dialogue of 
Sikelianos' Christian compositions with ecclesiastical poetry is less 
extensive and usually less easily observed. ' 28' It is less easily observed 
because the imagery which Sikelianos draws from liturgical texts is more 
thoroughly integrated into the poetry, so that we rarely find (outside of 
Ilä6, Xa r6v EAAr vwv) whole phrases or sentences culled from 
26 Sikelianos 1965-69: III. 86. 
27 Many more examples will be found in this chapter. particularly in §§3.3 and ?. 7. 
28 Vogiatzoglou 1993: 237. 
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Byzantine hymns or Biblical or Apocryphal texts lying, as it were, on the 
surface in verbatim or near-verbatim quotation or close paraphrase. 
Sarah Ekdawi, writing in 1991, concludes that no research has been 
done to date on Sikelianos's biblical allusions', nor, she might have added. 
on his liturgical allusions. 29 This situation has now been somewhat 
modified, by Ekdawi's own work in respect of some of the lyrical poems in 
the groups entitled «'AOpob&Trlc OvpaviaS», «'OpOlKd» and «"Iµepot ". 
and by that of Vogiatzoglou in respect of some of the poems from 
IlpoXoyog or1 Zwi . 
30 This chapter will make a further contribution to 
the identification of Sikelianos' Biblical and liturgical sources, but it cannot 
claim to be a comprehensive study of this aspect of his poetry. 
The structure of this chapter (like that on Palamas) is basically 
chronological. §3.2 deals with the image of Christ in the juvenilia, where 
syncretism is already evident. It is only in the middle period poems that 
Sikelianos shares Palamas' tendency to focus on the Panagia and other 
female figures of the Gospels in preference to Christ. The poems of this 
period related to the Panagia are dealt with in §3.3 (poems from 
Jlpölloyos (nr) Zonj), §3.4 (Mtjrr7p OEoi) and §3.5 (I7äßxa t(vv 
UAljvwv). Discussion of passages relating to Christ is not excluded from 
these sections, though the main focus is the Panagia. Those parts of TläoXa 
Tcvv `EAA4vwv dealing with Christ are discussed in §3.6 and contrasted 
with the very different approach to Christ in the later poem «"A'ypa4ov ». 
§3.7, on Sikelianos' persistent identification of Christ with Dionysus. ka 
partial exception to the chapter's chronological progression, since it 
includes two poems from the fourth Ivvcd 5r arj (1917) which antedate 
nac; ra row `EAArjvw%,. However, they are so closely connected in theme 
with a number of poems from the 1940s that it seemed imperative to 
29 Ekdawi 1991: 12. However, some useful information on Sikeliano,, ' Biblical and 
liturgical sources can be found in Xvdis 1973 and 1978. 
'() Ekdawi 1991 ; Vogiatzoglou 1993. 
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discuss the two groups together. 
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3.2 The `marble Christ' of the Juvenilia 
In this section I shall discuss two of Sikelianos' three early poems on Christ 
identified in §3.1. These poems have some features in common with poems 
of Palamas such as «OvyatepES Týg Itthv» and «®w t ; ». notably the 
insistence on Christ's beauty. There can, of course, be no question of 
influence, since these two poems of Palamas were not published until the 
1920s; though, when he wrote the juvenilia, Sikelianos may have known 
Palamas' «XatpEitaµöS äva6Tä6tµog» (published in 1898), in which 
Christ is given the Apollonian title Xpv6oK6 it; . 
31 The juvenilia of 
Sikelianos differ from Palamas' poems on the myrophores and the 
Resurrection in focusing almost exclusively on Christ; and they differ from 
Palamas' early poems on Christ in their outright rejection of devotion toi 
the Crucified (Palamas' FXvKE µov 'ETavp(oµF'-vE). 2 
In these juvenilia, we can see Sikelianos' first attempts to rewrite 
what he would later call `the Myth of Jesus' in terms of Greek mythology. 
«((paviaßtnd1 MuBoXoyi(X)»33 brings together Jesus (ö Naccopodog ) 
and Zeus. The theme of the poem is ideal beauty and its embodiment in 
sculpture. It presents an entirely static image of Jesus kneeling before a 
block of marble. He is characterized from the start in terms of beaut`': 
ET'v K(AkovTl E"yovÖ fýE (line 1); ßä 6E6S tpaio; (line 2). Jesus is 
also the sculptor whose 'one aim' is to realize in marble tä XEIXTl tä 
wpatötEpa, TO MO yXUKÜ TO thtt (line 6)- evidently his own beauty 
(23-4). But he dare not take up the chisel, and for three nights remains 
31 See pp. 53-4. 
32 See p. 59. 
'; Tsarlamba-Kaklamani 1989: 94-5. The brackets, apparently in the manuscript. nmaN 
indicate that Sikelianos regarded the title as provisional. Tsarlamba-Kaklamani presents the 
poems in modified historical orthography (without graves), but in quotations from them I 
have, for consistency, restored the grave accents. 
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motionless before the marble, succeeding only in carving wrinkles on his 
own brow (11-15,18). He suffers `agony' and dies (16, ? 0-21). but in the 
moment of death his `dream' is realized: Zeus appears and transforms his 
corpse into marble, and Jesus becomes a statue of which even Pheidias is 
envious (22-32). 
Tsarlamba-Kaklamani describes Pheidias' envy (or does she mean 
Zeus' intervention? ) as an `ancient Greek intrusion into Christian myth'. ,4 
There is, however, at least on the surface, no recognizable Christian myth 
in the poem. Sikelianos has created a fragment of an `imaginary 
mythology' which involves both Zeus and Jesus. The ethos of the poem, 
with its concentration on beauty, is more pagan than Christian: 
«(0aviaaitxil MuOo? oyi(x)» is in fact a fairly extreme example of the 
aestheticization of Jesus. The Jesus of the poem is entirely divorced from 
his historical context, his role in the Gospels, his ethical teachings and the 
Church's theological conceptions, and presented as an embodiment of ideal 
beauty, whose sole concern, as sculptor, is an aesthetic one. Nevertheless, 
the poem does contain echoes of the Gospel episodes: the Agony in 
Gethsemane, and the Transfiguration. 
Sikelianos speaks of the Nazarene's inability to act in terms of 
'agony' :1j äýycovia i&LäßatvEV än' T' äüXov övýtpö Toi) (line 16). In 
relation to Jesus, `agony' is associated primarily with the ordeal in 
Gethsemane on the night before his death, of which Luke says. Kai 
)' VÖ'. IEVO; EV ÖCy(OViQL EKTEVE6TEPOV irporn i To. I5 Sikelianos portrays 
the Nazarene kneeling (&yovätlcE, lines 1 and 10). An unlikely position 
for a sculptor about to set to work, but this is the position which Jesus 
adopts. according to Luke, when he prays in Gethsemane: Kai O l: tä 
34 T"arlamba-Kaklamani 1989: 15 1. It seems that her line reference is incorrect and that the 
comment is meant to apply to Zeus not Pheidias. 
35 Luke 22.44. 
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yövaTa npoßllvxETo. 36 
The Nazarene's immobility before the marble lasts for 'days' (line 
11), or, more specifically, extends over three nights (lines 12,15): 
'EvvxTC E nj µtä oopä ývvxtox i"ri v 6XXi1 
`H TpiTTI vvxTa EipaaF- µnpoatä ßTo µäpµapo tov. 
It is on the third night that he dies (line 20). This could be seen as an 
inverted parallel with the prophecy of the Resurrection (TT tpitt. 1 q thpa 
yEpO1 act(Xl), 37 but the enumeration of the nights of wakefulness also 
offers a further parallel with Christ in Gethsemane. In Luke Christ prays 
once only, but in Matthew and Mark he does so three times, returning each 
time to find the disciples asleep. Matthew enumerates as follows: 
Kai npoßF-X9wv uKpöv EnEYEV Eni ttpöawitov aiutoiu 
npoßcuxöµnvog [... ] ItäA. ty Ex BiuT¬pou änFX96v 
npo npSEaTO [... ] Kai ä4Ei; at toüg itäXty ältEA6chv 
npoaI11) aTO EK rpi rou. 38 
It seems that Sikelianos was deliberately creating an analogue of the Agony. 
In both cases the `agony' is a prelude to death, but death follows more 
immediately in Sikelianos. 
The intervention of Zeus, at the moment of the Nazarene's death, has 
broad thematic and minor verbal parallels with Gospel accounts of the 
Transfiguration (lines 25-28): 
To rE 0 ZEUS µE µiä 4 U)V ßä% v YKiwvTl 
TÖ 8£tOV £K£tVO tÖ V£KpÖ, µF Oaü ta, µapµapciv£t, 
A yovtaS «"AUTj KUXXOVI1 & ßpE071KE aTj 4üßt. 
Th µ£ýyaXövota navco tou il Eµnv£vß' Ex£t aKUý. iß£t .. º 
36 Luke 22.41. In Matthew 26.39 and Mark 14.35 Jesus is prostrate. 
37 Matthew 17.23.20.19. 
38 Matthew 26.39.42.44. 
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Zeus is present here primarily as a `voice'. It is his voice, apparently. 
which, as it commends the Nazarene's beauty, effects the transformation of 
his body into marble. At the Transfiguration, God the Father was also 
present primarily as a voice (4(ovl EK Ttj; vEOEX fl; ) which commends 
Jesus C this is my beloved son with whom I am well pleased' ). 39 This voice 
is associated with the transformation of Jesus which Matthew describes as 
follows: 
Kai EWc LWE To' 7tp0ßc0Mt0v aüTOiv wS ö r1Xto, ý. T& bF iµätta 
a iroü yEVEto 41)xä cc Tö 4)6;. 40 
In Sikelianos' poem the whiteness of the Nazarene has already been 
emphasized- ijtav AEvxöS 6äv äy(X)pa (line 2), T' ýIET(0710 TO 
1C A2 EUKO (18)- before his transformation into the permanent whiteness 
of marble. 
However alien and pagan the context in which Sikelianos has placed 
the Nazarene, the appropriation involved extends beyond the mere 
identifier 6 Naýcopai oS, to include narrative motifs and words and 
phrases suggestive of the Gospels, and these NT resonances `give some, 
albeit slight, Christian substance to the central figure of the poem. -' 
Even without the echoes of the Transfiguration, the particular 
juxtaposition of Zeus and Jesus in « ((DavTa(YTtK1 MDOo?, oyia )» implies 
that Zeus, known as the 'Father of gods and men', has taken the place of the 
Christian 'God the Father'. But, rather than seeing in the poem 'an ancient 
Greek intrusion into Christian myth', I would say that Sikelianos is 
39 Matthew 17.5, repeating words spoken at the Baptism by the Owvii FK tOW oi)p(x%, 6)v. 
which is accompanied by TO' flvEÜ to OEOÜ KUtaßoc1VVoVV thaEI n¬ptatEpäv (Matthew 
3.16-17). Compare Sikelianos' association of voice and bird in Zeus' 'voice like an owl'. 
40 Matthew 17.2. 
41 This technique is used more extensively and effectively to bring the Islamic Christ of 
«"Aypaoov» closer to the Gospels (see pp. 235-41). 
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attempting to transplant Jesus into ancient Greek mythology. and to 
aestheticize him. These two aims are not entirely distinct, since the beauty 
which Sikelianos attributes to the Nazarene is the ideal beauty associated 
with Greek gods and their representations in marble: this. surely. is the 
import of ßä 9c0; thpoioS (line 2) and Týjv x(Xkkovrl tip OEIa -rot) (23). 
«(0avttaaTix1 MuOoXoyi(x)» presents Jesus not only as a work of 
art, but also as an artist (sculptor). As artist, the image of beauty which the 
Nazarene wants, but fails, to create is clearly an embodiment of himself. 
His failure may represent the failure of Christianity (in the eyes of the 
young poet) to match the aesthetic achievements of ancient Greece. The 
Nazarene's aim is only fulfilled in death through the intervention of Zeus. 
In another of the juvenilia, «'I'qaoüS ö Naccopaioc», -42 Sikelianos 
develops the presentation of Christ as a pagan statue. The idea in this case is 
not as simple as in «((Dav'ta6TtK7j MvOoXoyi(x)»: the transformation 
seems to work in two directions, with Jesus first entering into a statue 
created by Praxiteles, and this statue later being born into the world as 
Jesus. 
Referring to a statue on which Praxiteles is working, the poet asks 
(lines 15-18) 
ME,; TO' KaOäpLO µäpµapo 
Iloto (Aga 06 vä TpEýi 
Kai notä 4mXT' 6ä ývaapKWOi 
ETÖv äyvoxr rO 0E0 iov [... ] ; 
In the statue Praxiteles `is blending' KdBETov ävOp(onou K(W ovyj 
(line- 22) and he himself becomes Tov äyvcxtov BEoü, / Iloü 6y(Ata 
nk(iv Et ,ö 
XdTpTj; (lines 27-8). Sikelianos is alluding to the `unknown 
god' of Paul's sermon on the Areopagus, a Biblical passage which may 
42 Tsar'laillba-Kaklarnani 1989: 96-101. 
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have appealed to him not only for its Athenian setting, but also for the way 
in which it locates the Judaeo-Christian God within the context of ancient 
Greek paganism. 43 Paul is referring to God the Father, but in Sikelianos' 
poem `unknown god' refers to Jesus, 44 for while Praxiteles is to fashion the 
beauty of the god, the god himself 'is soon to mingle' (36-40) 
Týv KCCXXOVI'l Tij 9Eia tou 
M' Eva ßtaupö ... Eü 1övo 
EKa?, ' chpaio to ä)'&µa ... 
'EK£tOS 9ä 3pý 'töv növo ... 
The antithesis of `statue' and `pain' looks forward to the poet's worship of 
the statue and rejection of Christ's suffering in the later stages of the poenn. 
The poet now addresses the statue (lines 41-4): 
Kät Twpa onoü üipTEpa 
DEv EnA, aaOf xav KäX, A, I1 
Otäßa, w üncpoxo äya?, µa 
ETljv üitapýt Týjv äXXrl. 
The 'other existence' into which the statue is to pass is the earthly life of 
Christ. The second part of the poem (lines 45-59) offers a bizarre account 
of the Incarnation and Virgin Birth. 'His body had [already] been created' 
(45), in the statue of Praxiteles, or more generally by `the other religion 
which has gone' (50-51), that is, 'the one, the Greek religion' which 
'worshipped the body' (52-3). 'For this reason' the poet tells us, 'she who 
gave birth to him was a virgin' (46-7). One sees here the basic weakness of 
the poem. The statue of Praxiteles and the body born of the Virgin will not 
come into any intelligible relationship. Was there a birth or not? 
43 Acts 17.22-31,23. For an authoritative discussion of the relation of Paul's speech to 
Greek thought see Dibelius 1956: 26-77. and more recently Barr 1993: 28-36. 
44 As it does in Karasoutsas' « Tö £ýOKKAý6tov tf; 'ATTnKfi z» (1860) (Politic n. d.: 
140-44). 
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Presumably not, if the statue in which Greek religion 'incarnated the `god' 
(57) already existed. Later Sikelianos seems to draw a distinction between 
the ` marble Christ' which he acknowledges as God, and the body of the 
Infant Jesus. In Part 4, the theological orthodoxy which sees in the manger 
Evßapico hEVO Tö OEÖ is characterized as `the deceit of the mind' (66-9). 
The central conceit of this poem turns on the ambiguity of the verb 
F-vßapicthvw and the cognate noun EvßäpKo xt . Regularly used of the 
sculptor's embodiment of a person, god or idea in a statue, they are also 
(with or without the prefix) the theological terms in which the Johannine 
doctrine of Incarnation (ö Xöyo; ßäp &yEvEto) was worked out. 45 
Sikelianos seems to deny the Nicene Creed, which speaks of Christ, OFÖ`p 
äXiOtvov, as 6apK(oO vTa FK TlvFV taro; Ayiou Kai Mapia; t11j, 
Hapft-'vov. He denies the theological meaning of Evaäpx(oßt; in its 
proper context (toe vov il änärr), and seems to endow its sculptural use 
with theological significance, though he does not work this through. He 
speaks of Praxiteles, or his chisel, as creating the `unknown god' (lines 18- 
19,27-8), but he asks what blood will run in the marble and what soul will 
be incarnated in it. The first question is answered in the last line of the 
poem (see below), but it is not clear whether the answer to the second is the 
god who 'will find the pain', for Sikelianos' presentation of the Crucifixion 
suggests that the Christ who suffered and died had misunderstood his own 
nature. The underlying idea seems to be that Christianity appropriated and 
distorted an idea which originates in Greek religion, and Sikelianos sets out 
to reverse the process and reclaim Christ as a pagan God, as later he 
aspires to restore him to Helicon. 
In Part 5 Sikelianos presents his alternative to the 'deceit' of the 
`incarnate god' of the manger, his XptßTÖS µap täptvo; / KavAel oc 
xat thpaiog (lines 74-5). This 'marble Christ' is an Apollonian figure 
45 On this see further p. 304 in connection with Elvtis' use of the verb ßapk.. 7iat. 
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passing in unopposed triumph through the world. In describing his passage 
Sikelianos appropriates and distorts passages from the Gospels. He exploits 
the NT idea of the `kingdom of heaven' (lines 78-9.94-5): 
`H ßaßtXia Twv ovpavwv 
Toi ävoi-yETat and yfj µ(x; - 
K' Ea r7l6£ 'Lo' ßaaixto Toi) 
MFg T7jv Kap&L toi KÖa JLOU ... 
This seems to be in deliberate contention with Christ's assertion to Pilate, 
1 ßaanXia 1j ýµij OK E6TtV EK Toü Kößµov toüzov. 46 
To accommodate Christ to the 'Greek religion' which 'worshipped the 
body', it is essential that his kingdom should be 'of this world', that he 
should belong here, like the ancient gods dwelling on Olympus. 
Between the two references to the 'kingdom' is a passage obviously 
alluding to Christ's Entry into Jerusalem. 47 Details drawn from the Entry 
are blended with the blessing of children from a quite separate Gospel 
incident. 48 In the Gospels the Entry, with crowds strewing branches before 
Christ and crying Hosanna, is a prelude to the Passion. In Sikelianos, 
though, there is no specific narrative context, those who strew branches arc 
not a specific group of people but `everyone', and it is implied that this 
happens wherever Christ goes (lines 82-3): 
Ota4alvEt Kai atä nöbla toy 
KXaptä tov atpwvovv OAot. 
The details from the Gospel are appropriated to the 'marble Christ' 
46 John 18.36. 
47 Compare lines 82-3 and 90-93 with Matthew 21.8-9. 
48 Compare lines 86-8 with Clark 10.13-16. 
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to suggest that he met with universal acclaim and that his passage through 
the world was unopposed. This is in conflict with the Gospels, where Christ 
had many enemies and the crowd who cried Hosanna mati' have been the 
same that some days later called for his execution. A more direct 
confrontation with the Gospels follows, in a passage which exploits the 
episode of Doubting Thomas and sharply distinguishes Sikeliano1' 
Apollonian Christ (WgnFt i xapä ßtÖ 1 ttcono / Toü äyäX t(uoý:. 
lines 96-7) from the Crucified Jesus of the Gospels (lines 104-13): 
ß4nco, icai ßäv To, v 0(Oµä 
TROT£Ü(j), E at 0 8F-OS 01) 
Mä b&v 66 nißtEva itoTE 
M7tpöS aTwv xap416v Töv Tüno 
Oä 'vouoo a Kdtl ävOpoSinvo 
ec 'vouo6a 'EvavE XTVtto. 
Ki äv ßTo ßTaupo' Oä 'ßouv 6E6c 
I'ßä OA, ouS -rovc ä? out, pövoS 
Oä 'kEya Myth :« Eiv' ävOpo»noc ! ... 
Tov ß$päy« v0 novog ! ... » 
Y in IF ß? irw denotes the Xpta ro; µapgdptvo; of the previous 
passage. Thus the poet appropriates Thomas' cry of belief, ö Kvptoc Kai 
ö OF-6; too, but separates it from `the mark of the nails' which provoked 
it. For the poet, the wounds of the Crucifixion have a diametrically 
opposite significance: they are the proof that Jesus was not God. 
It is a curious coincidence (there is no possibility of influence in 
either direction) that both Sikelianos and (much later) Palamas used the 
same elements of the story of Doubting Thomas in poems in which Christ 
functions primarily as the embodiment of ideal beauty. While Palarnas 
agonizes over his unbelief, which extends beyond the Crucified Redeemer 
to the very concepts of divinity and transcendental beauty, Sikelianos' 
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expression of unbelief is confident and emphatic but restricted tu the idea 
of a suffering God. This protestation of unbelief SEv Oä MOTET a ttotF / 
MirpöS ßtwv KapoUÖV 'töv Tüito, engages very closely with what 
Thomas said when the other disciples told him that Jesus had appeared to 
them: 
El ýlTý tb(1) [. . .] TÖV TÜ? LOV T6V OU 
49 TRUTEÜ6(f). 
Furthermore, the refusal to acknowledge Jesus on the Cross as God, 
expressed as a conditional sentence with öXov; Toü; äXXou; in the 
protasis and F'-yo)' in the apodosis, is surely a deliberate echo of the form. 
and a radical inversion of the meaning, of Peter's declaration of loyalty on 
the way to Gethsemane: 
ei nav'rES aKavöaA, laO1j ovrat h', aoi. ýyd bF ov& itoTE 
a K(XVSOC%l, laOTi aop Xt. 50 
This exploitation of the language of Thomas and Peter makes more 
dramatic (and from a Christian perspective more offensive) the poet's 
rejection of one of the central doctrines of Christianity, that in Christ God 
suffered and died on the Cross. 
But this is not Sikelianos' last word about the Cross in «'Iýßov; 0 
Nac opal oS». The last two parts of the poem present a very curious 
account of the Crucifixion, addressed to Christ and blending imaginative 
realism with evocations of Orthodox ritual. There is the histrionic 
mourning of Martha, 'mad with grief [... ] her neck scratched, her breasts 
bare' (lines 115-16). but also the unlikely detail of incense burning at the 
foot of the Cross (line 114)- and Martha periodically throw' more 
incense on the fire (121)- suggesting the interior of a church rather than 
49 John 20.25. Compare Palamas' use of this text (pp. 118-20). 
50 Matthew 26.33. 
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Golgotha, a crucifix rather than the Crucifixion. 5 
The idea expressed in «(0avm(YuK j MvOoXoyi(x)>>, that at his 
death Jesus became a statue, is repeated here, without the intervention of 
Zeus. In the context of the Crucifixion the idea makes more sense, since the 
death itself is not unexplained and is distinct from the transformation. "-' 
Indeed, one can see that the conceit has a basis in the immobility of the 
body after death: K' EµF-tvES µövov äy&4tcx. K' F-t vE7; µövo awµa 
(line 120). But Sikelianos is not content with this, and makes the rather 
absurd claim, still addressed to Jesus, that he had wanted to be a pagan god 
(0th; av)v e'8oAoA, aipEi(x, line 127), and that he is afraid 'lest the soul 
should not attain the beauty of the body and that worship in marble which 
the whole world owns' (128-30). Perhaps Sikelianos has in mind Christ's 
cry of desolation on the Cross, but he has transformed it out of all 
recognition. The Jesus of the poem did not fail in his 'great aim' (128), for 
when 'To' 1tvEvµa [Tov] 8EXt1KE äXXoS 6öýoS, S he 'brought bile k the 
ancient marble religion' (13 1-2), and, finally (133-5), 
OTav Pco aioU OlXaxo Xö µ Sal 1'XTl. wtµE. rj aYpta 
ýnkl yOX EV, än' Trjv nkll'yi - &v EINE TOUTO ieµµa - 
'Eßyf KE iXthP, T6v itaXatwv e£(v ý3YiKE TO' alga. 
51 The choice of Martha as the mourner at the Cross is in defiance of the Gospels. She is 
not among the women named by John (19.25) as `standing by the cross', nor among those 
named by Matthew (27.55) and Mark (15.40) as 'looking on from afar'. Many such 
changes of detail are found in later poems. particularly in 17da cr rthv `EAAtjvwv. Not all 
are attributable to faulty recollection of source texts, and they are indicative of the freedom 
with which Sikelianos adapts Christian texts. 
52 Christ as statue is also more cogent in this context because of the importance of the 
Crucifixion as a sculptural subject, expecially in the West. 
53 An allusion to John's characterization (19.30) of the moment of Christ'-, 
death: 
1tape&&OK To' nvd)pa (this follows his last word TEtFXE(tat quoted by Sikelianos). or 
to Luke's version (23.46) of Christ's last words: nciacp. Eis XFipäý: aov napuri9Fµut 
TO nvSvµä poi). The &U o; Oo oq which, according to Sikelianos. receives 
Christ's 
'spirit' seems like a studied avoidance of the specific: of Christian theology. 
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This is, on the face of it, inconsistent with the earlier vehement refusal toi 
acknowledge the crucified Jesus as God. The two views may, howevver. be 
reconciled, in that, for Sikelianos, it is only in the moment of death that 
Jesus becomes divine; but even so, he does not become God in the Christian 
sense (the Second Person of the Trinity), but becomes instead a member of 
the ancient pantheon, one of the gods in whose veins flowed ichor, and not 
the human blood so central to the Christian doctrine of Redemption. 
Paradoxically, this poetic paganization of Jesus is achieved through a 
distortion of John's Gospel: 
Et; 'uwv 6Tpanwt6v Xöyxi aütOÜ týv nXvpäv FvvEE, scat 
F--60E, -(O; 
Elf A, Ot v aiµa Kai übcop. 
Even Sikelianos' emphatic assertion S&v divE 'Toi no yijµµa was prompted 
by John, who adds the following testimonial to the sentence just quoted: 
Kai ö Ecopamoh Lg1aptl p1 KE, Kai (ATJOW j aütoü F6TtV i 
µapTVpia, KäKEiVOS oi&FV OTt äX19rj XýyEt, iva Kai vjt is 
54 
Sikelianos' attachment of a truth assertion to his radical and paganizin`g 
reinterpretation of the physical phenomenon reported by John is an almost 
casually insolent appropriation. Sikelianos implies that he is at last 
providing the true interpretation of what was thought to be water and 
blood: his truth outdoes the truth of the Gospel. 
In both «(cävTa6TtKTj MvOoXoyi (x)» and «'I ijaov 0 
NaýwpaioS» Jesus becomes, at the moment of death, one with the ancient 
54 John 19.34-5. John goes on to explain ry vuo Yap tc ta, 'Iva tj ypaGrl nXTIp(0Of 
(19.36). Sikelianos' assertion to Christ that at the moment of his death bnVpO)NT ; tö 
0öpo aov ßzr) GPW toü Octöia (line 123) is probably a deliberate use of the same 
verb (though with a different meaning). subverting John again by relating Christ's death to 
the ancient Greek instead of the Jewish tradition. and to an aesthetic rather than a religious 
(Messianic) context. 
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gods, through a kind of adoption by Zeus in the former, and through the 
ichor flowing from his side in the latter. The (admittedly limited) poetic 
effectiveness of the image of the dead marble Christ is in large part due toi 
its association with language and incidents from the Gospels. without which 
the XpurröS µapgaptvo; would be little more than the appropriation of a 
name. In «'Iij6ovS ö NacwpaioS» there is some attempt to work out the 
contradiction between the Gospels and the beautiful pagan `god of 
Sikelianos' imagination, but it is hardly successful. 
We see in these early poems the first intimation of the synthesis ot* 
Christian and pagan themes which characterizes much of Sikelianos' later 
work. More than this, the idea of an artist who wishes to embody himself 
in a work of art is suggestive of the main outline of Sikelianos' poetic 
project which makes the poetic ego the principal subject of many poems 
and mythologizes the poet's own experience. The idea of Jesus as artist 
prepares the way for later poems of Sikelianos in which the poet seems to 
take on the role of Christ, 55 and the transformation of his body into a work 
of art foreshadows the way in which Sikelianos later uses Holy Communion 
(the body and blood of Christ) as a metaphor for his own poetic creation 
offered to others (see §3.7). 56 As an artist, the way was open for Sikelianos 
to succeed, like Zeus, where the Nazarene of <<((I) (XV t MY ttK 11 
MvOoXoyia)» failed, and, raising the 'myth of Jesus' to Helicon, to 
produce an idealized image of Jesus worthy of Pheidias. This ambition, 
implicit in «(4)avTaßTt x1j MuOoXoyt a)». explicit in «l1 t It To 
Ei aryyE? uo », remained unfulfilled in [1cka a T6v `E. tj wwv. and \v as 
55 And in this anticipates Elytis (see §§4.4 and 4.6) 
56 The first intimation of this is in another of the juvenilia. , 'H MFtaXaßrj» IT`arlamha- 
Kaklamani 1989: 79-80). The title is a dialect form of McT6XTjyt, -,. but the poem i, % 
concerned with Zeus, not Christ. and it is the poet who wants to give Communion to the 
dying god (lines 4.27-8): 'AnöyWF. äno'y Eö.. \ia- 06 vä iOth'i [... 
1 ' ý2 nüµF. 
atö a rEpvö tov y/ oppanpa / Na tövt peTaA, w 
ä1t' töv Kpartjpa. 
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fulfilled, if at all, in the nktpta Eixöva which, in «'Avzp1 KF1o 
Bä4Ttßµa» and « Otövvßo; -'Ijßoüg», is an image of a composite pagan- 
Christian god and in «To KaýtopOwj vo lCog x» an image 'of mv, elf .; 7 
The central conceit of the juvenilia leads nowhere, since Christ only 
fulfils his pagan destiny in the moment of death when he is transformed into 
the Attic perfection of marble. These poems offer only the image of a static 
finished perfection. In Sikelianos' mature poetry there is a more dynamic 
and more effectively paganized image of Christ, but, involving as it does 
the fusion of Christ with Dionysus, it is as remote from the Gospels as the 
early `marble Christ'. Only in the latter parts of Tläaxa Tcvv `EAA rj VWWVV 
and in «"Aypa0ov» does Sikelianos show any real interest in the earthly 
life or humanity of the Christ of the Gospels. Before discussing the 
presence of Christ in the mature poetry, I turn to those poems of the 
middle period in which the Panagia rather than Christ becomes the main 
focus of Sikelianos' interest in Christianity. In two of those poems, 
however- in «Mäva Tov rtov Toü 'AvOptrou» and MTj trip eEo - 
the poet's appropriation of the role of Christ plays a significant part. 55 
57 See pp. 246,251-3,305. 
58 See pp. 168-74,189-96. 
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The 'A9lvtOn oc to whom the emperor of Palamas' 'PAoyFpa speaks is 
clearly the Panagia of Christian tradition. The emperor'. Christian 
devotion to the Panagia is a fundamental presupposition of that poenm: and 
though the emperor is standing in what was once the Parthenon, it is now ;a 
Christian church. Furthermore, as I have shown, the Panagia is not 
identified with Athena, whom she has displaced, or with any other pagan 
goddess. The use of elements from Byzantine hymns in the emperor's- 
speech is entirely in conformity with the narrative context, and it is only 111 
the distortion, and not in the attribution, of the appropriated texts that 
Palamas' poetry is seen to be theologically deviant. In those poems of 
Sikelianos prior to Tläß', Xa roiv `EAXrjvwv which allude to the Panagia, 
the situation is more complex. To begin with, the poet interposes no third- 
person narrative between himself and the female figures who are the 
objects of his quasi-liturgical devotions; and so pervasive is Sikelianos' 
syncretism that we can rarely point to a passage and say here the poet is 
referring to, or addressing, the Panagia and her alone. Usually we find 
composite figures, combining pagan and Christian elements, the products 
of Sikelianos' imagination rather than established and recognizable figures 
from one or other tradition. 59 The mother figures of the third and fourth 
of the five EvvEl&jaets which make up IlpoAoyoc arrI Zcvtj (discussed in 
this section) and Mtj rr p eeoü (discussed in §3.4) are syncretistic 
constructs for the most part, uniting the Panagia with figures of ancient 
Greek mythology or with more universal personifications such as Mother 
Nature and Mother Earth. 
As Vogiatzo`glou points out, 'the Virgin Mary appears for the first 
59 , M(zva toü rtoü tov Avopci itov». 
discussed at length below (pp. 164-75 - is the 
chief exception. 
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time in the poems of the Balkan Wars but only as a distant patriotic 
symbol' . 6° And in «DE-'ßirotva TTcoµovrj », from `H JvvEi brIcul riýý 
rvvalicas, many liturgical expressions associated with the Virgin are 
applied to a figure who is essentially the idealized Greek wife and mother. 
bound by tradition like the bride of the preceding poem in the sequence. 
«`O Xwptä ruco; T'äµoS» . It is in `H Ivveibilcul rrý; Ilißrrl, that one 
sees Sikelianos' first concerted attempts to rewrite the 'myths' of 
Christianity. The `Faith' of the fourth EvvEiörj6n is not simply Christian 
Orthodox Faith- the first three poems are concerned with pagan 
religion- but some more diffuse religious state of mind in which 
paganism and Orthodoxy are fused. This syncretistic aspect of Sikelianos, 
'Faith' finds expression in the identification of Christ and the Panagia with 
ancient gods and goddesses. Apart from the two poems related to the 
Panagia («Mäva iov Ftov Toi 'AvOpe)nou» and «A Kx t1j Moot >>), 
`H fvve18716r, riý IIIari ý also contains two poems in which Christ 
figures prominently, «'AvTpIKEto BäOitßµa» and «At0vv6oS-'Ir16oOS», 
which are both discussed in §3.7. 
Here I shall concentrate on «Mäva Toü rtoü tov 'AvOpctinou», 
partly because this is not analysed by Vogiatzoglou in the same detail as 
«DEßirotva ` TcoµovTj» and « OEKätfl Moüßa», but chiefly because it is 
more extensively involved with Christian language. 
Vogiatzoglou sees «0E6noiva `Tno tovrj»61 as 'a representative 
60 Vogiatzoglou 1993: 231. She is referring to the poems of 'Eir vi hot A' and in 
particular to « Iiap7jyop71Ttaaa» (1913) (Sikelianos 1965-69: II, 28-9), addressed to the 
Panagia, who is mainly presented in the restricted military role of the tradition of Christian 
nationalism associated with the `1' p taxoc ETpatrl'y6; (see pp. 84-5 above). In another 
of these poems, «`O "OpxoS T6)v KotvotijT(0V aTrl Mäva `EXX68a, '. (published 
1930, but presumably written at the time of the Balkan Wars) (Sikelianos 1965-69: 11.56- 
7), the Virgin, addressed in stanza I as 'Em), aTf y Fttö vw ý IlXaTVTFpa. (... J 
Tcwv F9v& i 9Eia MrrtEpa is quite clearly identified with the Maya `Exxciöa of the 
title and stanza 2, in the manner of Valaoritis (see p. 10 n. 7 above). 
61 Sikelianos 1965-69: III, 144-51. 
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example of both a discernableland an implied dialogue with Byzantine 
[liturgical] texts'. 62 Most of the expressions identified by Vogiatzoglou A 
`quite clearly echo[ing] phrases of ecclesiastical poetry' are found among 
the titles, adjectives and metaphors used in the periodic exclamatory 
invocations of Oeßrotva `Tnoµov1' . 
63 The repeated return to the 
vocative, often in syntactically detached exclamations, is a technique used 
again in «Mäva Gov Ftoü Gov 'AvOpwitov» (and many other poems), 
and mirrors, on a smaller scale, the punctuation of the emperor's speech in 
Palamas' O ý, oyEpot by acclamations addressed directly to the Virgin and 
based on extracts from Byzantine hymnography (§2.4). 
AEßTcotva Titoµovrj is not primarily the Panagia. She is `Wonman' 
(addressed as such in line 167), an idealized image of Greek womanhood 
bounded by the traditional structures of Greek village life: and the poem 
follows her progress from betrothal (line 95) to widowhood (lines 142ff). 
The association, through the use of liturgical images, of 'Woman' with the 
Panagia works in two directions: it serves to direct the reader's attention to 
the humanity of the Panagia (which Sikelianos develops extensively in 
17ä6, Xa rwv `EAAi vwv), and, more importantly here, it serves to make of 
the virtuous, patient, industrious Greek wife and mother an object of 
worship. But this `Woman' is also compared with Athena Nike (line 90) 
and addressed as 6) 'Aµacöva (line 118), and Vogiatzoglou therefore 
('' Vogiatzoglou 1993: 237. 
Vogiatzoglou 1993: 237-242. To those identified by Vogiatzoglou I would add 'Q 
Wpyij (3FPattl (line 50): compare Ooma1. töc tjµ()v Kai ßEßaiwat, - (Akathi'to. 
Canon, Ode 9, troharion 2): 'Q aKtä (line 108): compare XaipF, Aov Fam oviJ. ov 
(Akathistos Hymn, oikos 13): -12 Koppaväpaßrl / Tfjý ttXptaS nap&vtäý (line. 168- 
9): compare 1j aTrjX, fl 'r j; nap9FviaS (ibid. oikos 19): and `0 hvtaAo xpvaö tij; 
povaýtäy (line 172): compare XodpE papa&iaov 9vp6v ävotKttjptov (ibid. Oik(º% 
7). And rather than relate it pi atva. o in the phrase nEptatvXo roü ävtpt kFtou 
aToXacpo3 (line 171) to itüptvF atüA in the Akasthistos Hymn (oiko% 11) as 
Vogiatzoglou does (1993: 238). 1 would relate the whole phrase to av?. tj i. () tK v 
npoßäzwv in oikos 7. 
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speaks of the `indirect syncretism' of the poem: 64 indirect because both 
Christian and pagan figures are associated with AEßnotva 1'nopovtj . 
who is not definitively identified with either tradition, but is a poetic 
construct in which both inhere. 
The Tenth Muse of « AEKä-trl Moüßa»65 is less obviously connected 
with the Panagia. 66 She is addressed as ßt coitrj (lines 1-25) and as 
KaXo nvq (lines 142-83), both qualities appropriate to the Panagia if not 
explicitly associated with her in liturgical texts. 
When Sikelianos 
describes the Muse as äytog iüpyog / tovaxij, he is probably alluding to 
the äß ? EVroS irvpyog Tfic FKK , '9ßiag of the Akathistos Hymn (oikos 
23). Xydis, on the other hand, indicates the pagan associations of some of 
the images. 67 In fact, the Tenth Muse is the least culturally encumbered of 
Sikelianos' images of the ideal feminine: a benevolent and nourishing 
presence animating nature, `the deep breathing of the world' which the poet 
sensed already as a child (lines 71-5), the object of his longing from the 
time he suckled as an infant to the first fulfilment of sexual desire (lines 
117-3 1). The Panagia is clearly not the starting point (as she is in «Mdva 
toü rtov tov 'AvOp6iitov» or Ildßxa Tcvv EAA4vwv), but is only 
tangentially associated with the image of the feminine in the poem. 68 
«Mäva toi rtov Gov 'Av9pthito1j»69 contains (from line 51 to the 
end) Sikelianos' most sustained piece of hymn-like writing rooted in the 
64 Vogiatzoglou 1993: 236 n. 4. 
65 Sikelianos 1965-69: III, 215-22. 
66 The idea of the Panagia as Tenth Muse was probably developed in conversations with 
Kazantzakis during their visit to Athos. In a fictionalized account of the visit. Kazantzakk 
(1971: 63) uses this name for the Panagia. 
67 Xydis 1973: 95. 
68 In Mifri p (eoü the Panagia is more clearly present, but still identified with nature: and 
in ITäaa rthv `EAAi vrwty Sikelianos strives to relocate the Virgin of the ecclesiastical 
narratives in the world of nature. 
69 Sikelianos 1965-69: III, 193-20?. 
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Christian rather than the classical tradition, and it is addressed explicitly 
and, it may be said, exclusively, to the Panagia. It is a celebration of the 
Panagia and remains almost constantly focused on her, or the poet', 
relationship to her. And it anticipates many details in both Mrj trip OFCýü 
and those parts of Ildo a r6v `EAArjvwv which are devoted to the 
Panagia. 7° Nevertheless, the influence of Byzantine hymnographv is less 
evident in «Mäva toi rtov Toü 'Avep(hrtov» than in «A> 61totva 
'T1toµvTj »: 71 the former is more closely related to the Gospels and 
apocryphal texts than to hymnography, as the title might lead one to expect. 
`Son of Man' is an expression of OT origin frequently used by Jesus in all 
four Gospels in reference to himself. There is an element of paradox in 
Sikelianos' addition of 'Mother', and in the text the resulting expression is 
shortened to Mäva Gov AvOpthmov (line 73). The title, particularly in 
this shortened form, presents a clear antithesis to the later title 'Mother of 
God', stressing humanity rather than divinity. 
The poem's clear focus on the Panagia is shown in passages referring 
to the Annunciation (lines 83-9), the Christ Child (BpF-oo; ) in her arms and 
the OO) &KäXpovo IlcnöI (112-131), the adult Christ (132-47) and the 
Dormition (Koi µijßi) and Assumption (148-182). 72 The poem is not, 
however, without syncretistic touches, though they occur in comparisons: 
the poet comes to the Panagia as Achilles to Thetis (lines 52-3), and he 
70 See Xydis 1973: 104. 
71 One obvious allusion is the exclamation 1 ETäµva (line 158) derived from the 
Akathistos Canon (Xydis 1973: 107). In addition, when the poet says (lines 76-9) le 
W(j) wS [... ) ij tpExavTrjpa TO Xtµävt, / ßäv Tnjv ciipa noü ö 9aXaaatvö, Z 
4wvw Et / 0COYrE zä axotvtä ! ». he appears to be indebted to the nautical imagery of 
the Akathistos Hymn: XaipF. okim; Twv Ockovtwv acoOf vat- XaipE ?. t ti v tc6ty 
tov ßiou itXcotijp. ov (oikos 17). and Akathistos Canon: Xtµtjx. V flgiv y vov 
OailaTTFÜouat (Ode 6, troparion 3). 
72 The way in which a substantial part of this poem follows the chronology of the live" of 
the Virgin and Christ anticipates I1do ar 6)v, `W 4vwv, where chronological structuring 
on the same basis is attempted on a much larger scale. 
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draws a contrast between the Panagia and Daphne. The latter occurs in the 
account of the Annunciation, a passage remarkable for its eroticism (lines 
84-91): 
(oa vii ä4 vri, 'Eaü &v EouyE 
Tov E pcona Tov OEOÜ, 
vä ac Ea Sa ßouvo T71v nap9Evia, 
äA, ß, ' ötav µe Tö Yöva 6npchvovTaS 
ö 'Apxä'yýyEXo;, wßä BopuiS, 
Eov 6pTävotýE Tip 9vpa zoü wrt noü 
K' 11 µvpc081ä Toü KpIVOU 
KäpOwOaE 'rev dpa Tov ignnäS. 
The suggestion of syncretism extends to the Archangel, who comes th yý 
Bo pt d S: not only as a force of nature (the north wind) but also as the 
personification of the north wind, Boreas, son of a Titan and object of an 
Athenian state cult. 
The surprising implication that the Panagia did not 'save her 
virginity' is reinforced by the potential sexual metaphors of the Archangel 
'pushing with his knee' to 'open the door of her house'. In liturgical texts 
the Virgin herself is often described as a 'door' and as a 'dwelling place' . 
7; 
Awareness of this heightens the provocative unorthodoxy of Sikelianos' 
language. 
Clearly this account of the Annunciation has only the slenderest 
connections with Christian sources, elaborating Luke's bare statement of 
the angel's entry: EißEý, Býv ö äyyEXoS npo; aütijv. 7 Though 'afraid' 
7; In the Akathistos Hymn, for example, the Virgin is aFntoü µvattIpiov 6vpa and 
o! "pa itaväptaTov toi Fni zwv Fxpa4Eiµ (oikos 15). 
74 Luke 1.28. Perhaps Sikelianos was aware of the OT use of this same phra"c as a 
euphemism for sexual intercourse, as in Jacob's wedding nights with first Leah and then 
Rachel: daf XOE itpo; ai)Tq' v/ `PaxijX (Genesis 29.23.30). 
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(tpE 1ä tEVTI), as she is in Luke 1.29-30, the Panagia of this poem is not at 
all bashful: Sikelianos suggests the erotic appeal of her eyes (lines 92-3): 
&v Evc v TO µrya µän 
ov8E TTj Söýa toü 4pD8tov. 
And yet he concludes this daring vignette of the Annunciation with a 
verbatim quotation of Mary's words of submission in Luke (lines 97-9): 
EinýS : 
«Sov 71 bo Ai Kupiov 
-' VO1TÖ µo1. Kath To pllµa aov 1 »7s 
Appropriated by Sikelianos, these words become a gesture of sexual 
submission. They are, however, curiously inapposite, since Sikelianos' 
Archangel has not spoken. Kuptou too may seem inappropriate: it cannot 
easily be related to Owl) of line 85, since this refers, at least in part, to 
Apollo pursuing Daphne (`You did not, like Daphne, flee the love of God'). 
There is no suggestion of any God distinct from the Archangel whose 
it pcoTaS the Panagia might have wished to, but did not, flee. 
If we take the reference to the north wind in conjunction with the 
comparison between the Panagia confronted by the Archangel and a spring 
day overshadowed by a cloud (line 95), 
(&TaV 1cpwTOµaylä noü T11 6KEltthYE1 avyv44o, 
we can observe a highly imaginative subversion of the Gospel. Through the 
clear implication of a sexual encounter Sikelianos makes the Archangel into 
the physical agent of conception. In Luke, Gabriel explains to Mary, who 
'know[s] not a man' that the agent of conception will be the 'Holy Spirit'. 
75 Luke 1.38. 
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which in a parallelism typical of Hebrew poetry is equated with the * fx)%%-er 
of the Most High' which will `overshadow' her: 
tlvEvµa "A'ytov EmE? v6F'rat F1ti (YE Kai Stivaµtz vwiatou 
EntaKUX Et aot. 7b 
The Archangel who comes like the north wind and overshadows the Virgin 
like a cloud has taken on the role of Holy Spirit (nvEVµ(x means 'wind' and 
`breath' as well as 'spirit'); he has, in effect, become the God to whose 
F-parac the Virgin submits; and OF-O;, 'ApXäyyEX. oc and Kvpto; appear 
to denote a single persona. Sikelianos has transformed the Annunciation 
into the type of sexual encounter between a mortal and a `god common in 
the Greek myths; 77 and he suggests that the Panagia was superior to Daphne 
in that she did not flee but submitted to her divine lover and was 
impregnated. This approach to the Annunciation obviously implies a 
rejection of the theological doctrine of the Virgin Birth, which is closely 
associated with belief in the divinity of Jesus and is the foundation of 
Orthodox devotion to the Panagia. 
After the Annunciation the reader might expect the poet to turn to 
the Nativity and the infant Jesus, as indeed he does, but not immediately. 
First he speaks of his own childhood and development (lines 100-104): 
Q Mäva" 
(iXIIOEta, 
µ' OAOU; TOI'); &EgOl)S Eitatýa, 
KueEva xwptßzä xi öXovS µaci. 
ßzTj 7tXäßi µCy&thvovzaS öptöc. 
He then speaks of his growing up as a cypress reaching a towering height. 
and of himself as laden as with cones. with Tt ; 'OpOötrIC tön' Kapnö 
76 Luke 1.35. 
77 The idea is developed further in IläaXa ttv `EAArjvwv. with a much clearer 
syncretistic element (see pp.? 11-20). 
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(lines 105-09). Given that this passage follows an Annunciation scene which 
concludes with a quotation from Luke, it seems more than likely that 
Sikelianos intends a subtle allusion to Luke's two statements about the 
Christ-child's development in which he refers to growth in 'wisdom': 
Tö 8k naiSiov rlvEavE xai ýKpatatoüTO nv i tctTI 
nA, I1po1)'µcvov ßooiaS, Kai xäptc GF-01Ü Tjv En' ainÖ. [.. . 
1i1aoüS npO KOICTE CYoOIac xai tgklKia Kai xäptn napä OFC. O 
Kai ävepwnotS. 78 
While Sikelianos' lines may not be very close verbally to these two 
statements, they do reflect their spirit; 79 and, even without the poet's 
implicit appropriation of Luke's description of the growing Christ-child, toi 
move from the Annunciation to the poet's childhood is to substitute the poet 
for Christ. 
The two Lucan statements of development occur immediately before 
and after the account of the finding of the twelve-year-old Christ among 
the teachers in the temple, to which Sikelianos now refers (lines 105,110- 
1K): 
"AXX' ö'rav EynvE To' xunapiaßt itvp-to; 
Co Mäva, 
r'jµovv µntpoaTä You ntä ! 
'Li Kai µ' Tatva 
vwptßa TO Vv "AvOponto, 
To B pE4oS 
78 Luke 2.40,52. 
7 Sikelianos' tE yakewovtaS reflects Luke's twýaw, and ßtýv na, öcaii could be `ecnn 
as a typical Sikelianic generalization, avoiding the more theologically rooted 'in favour with 
God and man'. Growing 'strong in spirit' may be reflected (continuing the play on 'wind' 
and 'spirit') in the äyto aria to of the cypress tree (caused. presumably. by the wind). 
or, more distantly, in the child playing with 'all the winds'. 
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rt' vxovµnöfl to µöcyouXo ß-r6 µäyou?. o Lot) 
Kai Kotuca tTjv äßvaao ßTä µäzta lov atTri. d. 
TO-6 O&O&Kx XPOVOU Ilat&toü 
TO, ýüytaßµa Tf ci Tjq TO ý, aµnpö. 
The introduction of Christ here might seem to weigh against the sugge'tion 
that the poet has usurped the place of Christ, but different levels of reality 
are involved. The poet implicitly presents himself as the offspring of the 
mating of the Panagia and an Archangel who is typologically a pagan 
god; K° and then, still within the account of his own development relates that 
he encountered, in his maturity, what are essentially iconographic images 
of the Panagia and Christ, and finally, as we shall see, transforms the ima`yc 
of Christ into the image of the poet. 
Sikelianos is referring to two icon types, the FXuxoOtXovßa and 
the Ac)&Exow-, r1jS which he noted repeatedly in his Athos journal,, " and the 
idea of being before the Panagia `at last' can be understood as a reference 
to his visit to Athos. However, his description of the Ocn&EKUETrjc is not 
one which would find wide acceptance among pious Christians. It stresses 
the physical beauty (Tä thXXq tou, line 119) and the erotic appeal of the 
boy Jesus. There are sensuous metaphors (lines 123-5) for his breast and 
neck and even his armpit (KpvµµE'-vo µvpo il äµaßx(x?, T ): desire is 
associated with his eyes (126-8): and the smile of perfect Love' [or 'Eros': 
toü äxtptov "EpctTa) lights his lips' (1 219-30). In the ambiguity, of 
"Epwza; there is another hint at the wider pagan context. 
From the boy Sikelianos moves on to 'the man' (lines 132-3): 
"S2, Kai töv ävtpa 
(40 A conceit encouraged. perhaps, by Sikelianos' baptismal name. An`gclo.. 
Konstantoulaki-Hantzou 1988: 103.107-9.132.152.177.180.216.222. It was on 
Athos that Sikelianos first drafted «'O Oc)&KaFttj . 
later included in I7da a rthv 
'EUijwwv (ibid. 138). 
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noü Töv KpUIEt äKö 1a ij Süvapi tov. 
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The accusative here indicates that toy ävTpa is still governed by 
E'tvthptßa and forms part of a sequence: Eyvwptßa Töv "AvOpwno. tö 
BpE4og [... ] mit iov avipa. But since avTpa lacks an initial capital, it 
does not immediately declare its connection with Christ. 
The similes which describe the man still hidden by his power- the 
harvester beneath the leaves of the vine arbour, the thresher bent over in a 
`sea of wheat', the fishermen alone in the sea (lines 134-7)- could all be 
seen as echoes of Christian imagery, but their Christian significance does 
not really come into focus. The final, broader image of concealment, ßäv 
ä6Tpo (YKE1taaµhvo dito Tö c)S toi) i Xtov (line 138), is a different 
matter. Though based on a natural phenomenon (the invisibility of stars in 
the daytime), it can also be seen as a reversal of an image from the 
Akathistos Hymn: tip Eµoaivwv Töv "HXtov (oikos 1). In this image 
Christ is the Sun and the star Mary, but elsewhere in the Akathistos Hymn 
Christ is the star, for Mary is the ät po; äbüzou Mijzilp (oikos 9). 
Sikelianos' 'man', who is at first 'like a star', becomes a 'separate sun' 
when he stands upright and absorbs 'pure power' (from the sun") (lines 
139-47): 
II' äßoaAToS 6p9wv0vtav tES a'ri S&ýa rov 
t, 
o µayviiTic Tov xopµtov TO-0 
Kai pov4oüaE 81')vaµr1 KaOäpta. 
cýian' ' ko;, 
Xwptoc jXiog, 
ýýCxclXtýF try Xäpi 
xi öcvappvOµtcE tV I1X4iaT, ltoü VEKph Yjtav, 
ocy yo po ka, 
ävaa" t yr atÖ OEtK6 zov Aöyou 'toy Xopo 
The association of three theological terms. 86 -a .Xäp tý and .Aöyo 
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suggests that this passage is a transmutation of the Johannine statement of 
the Incarnation: 
Kai ö Aöyoý ßäpß ýyývETO ]Cal % E6x1IVOXTFV Ev I)PIv. Kett 
i6EC(GaRzOa t, v 8g ay aütoü, böýav wS µovo-yEvo is nap& 
ita, tpo;, nXijpng x_äpToc Kai äXilOEiag. 82 
Sikelianos' Christ figure is not merely `full of grace', but overflowing with 
it. For John `glory' is associated with being made flesh, while Sikelianos 
speaks of the glory of `his body'. 83 In the idea of the `magnet of his body' 
which `was standing upright' there is an echo of another Johannine saying: 
äY(iý £äv ü V(de(r) £K t iräv'LaS £XK- W 1LPöS £µaDtÖv . `'4 K1S Y1Sý 
Sikelianos speaks of `Creation, which was dead, resurrected' and this 
has no immediate connection with the Johannine passages cited. However, 
one of Paul's attempts to explain the `resurrection of the dead' brings- 
together `star', `sun', `glory', `power' and `body', a passage which must 
have played a part in the generation of these lines of Sikelianos. Paul is 
speaking of earthly and heavenly bodies and of different kinds of glory: 
äX?. rI bö ai Iou [.. ] xai äAXi1 ööEa äaTepwv" äßzljp yap 
ähTEpoS 81awEp£t ýv öö i. of tw Kai 1 ävä ta6nS TOW 
vEKpwv, ßnEipETal [.. ] FV äztµia, EyEipEtat EV &1] 
ßir.. EI pE tat Ev thO¬ vEic,, EI pETat ýv Suvä ut " aIEEi pETat a6 to 
yrux1KÖV, yEipETat 6wµa nVEuµaT1KOV. 85 
82 John 1.14. 
83 Paul also associates 'glory' more directly with Christ's 'body': 'our body' is to become 
avµµop4ov Tw 6wµocn T71; W'-' c aivToü (Philippians 3.21). See p. 193. 
84 John 12.32. 
85 I Corinthians 15.41-4. It is clear from Mr rrIp OFot that Sikelianos was familiar with a 
number of Pauline passages on the general resurrection (see pp. 191-4). This particular one 
follows what is probably the origin of the Johannine saying 'unless a grain of wheat falls 
into the earth and dies, it remains alone: but if it dies. it bears much fruit' (John 12.24: 
compare I Corinthians 15.36-7), which Ekdawi (1991: 63) describes as a 'much loved and 
much quoted text of [Sikelianos']'. See also p. 191 n. 128 below. 
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The effect of Sikelianos' construction of the lines in question almost 
entirely out of terms which are found in close association in two important 
and well known NT texts is not simply to establish the presence of Christ in 
the poem (though it certainly does that), for Sikelianos also uses two words 
with no NT basis which subvert the apparent significance, suggesting that 
all this language which properly belongs to the Johannine doctrine of the 
Incarnation, or the Pauline doctrine of the general resurrection at the 
Second Coming, has been appropriated by the poet himself to describe his 
own creative power. The verb ävappüOµtcE not only signifies the re- 
ordering, and thus re-animating, of Creation, but also, and perhaps more 
immediately, suggests the instilling of rhythm into poetic creation. And this 
is confirmed in the idea of Creation being 'resurrected in the divine xo pöl; 
of the Logos', where Sikelianos surely had in mind the 'chorus' of ancient 
drama. 
Sikelianos frequently (in Ekdawi's words) `associates his poetic 
Xöyog with the Word of God, thereby endowing it with divine authority 
and truth'; 86 and here he does it with rather more subtlety than elsewhere, 
building up a structure of images and ideas which point to Christ, in a 
context where the reader is expecting Christ (the `Son of Man'), and then 
insinuating by two rather unexpected words that the Logos which renews 
Creation is not Christ but poetry. At the same time he effects a neat 
closure, fusing the two levels of reality distinguished in the preceding 
passage. The account of the poet's development takes us to the point where 
he confronts key Christian images, the Virgin and Child, the twelve-year- 
old Christ, and the adult Christ who conceals and then reveals his power. 
This final image is then merged with the actuality of poetic creation, and 
Christ's growth to manhood revealed as a metaphor for the poet's 
development. Thus, in «Mäva roü foü Toü 'AvOpc0nou». Sikeliano s 
86 Ekdawi 1991: 45. For a discussion of this trend in Sikelianos' poetry- see ibid. 4-1%-S. 
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goes beyond the appropriation of Christian language to an appropriation of 
the persona of Christ. Reduced to metaphor, this Christ is logically and 
ontologically subordinated to the persona of the poet. 
The poet now turns to the Dormition and Assumption (lines 148-82). 
and the poem ends with a personal supplication to the Panagia, for aid in 
preparation for his own death (lines 183-204) and in building a church to 
honour her (lines 205-27). 87 These passages do not add much to the 
essential appropriation in the poem, although the poet's special relationship 
with the Panagia (which they imply) is consistent with the displacement of 
Christ by the poet. The introduction of the Dormition suggests that 
Sikelianos brings personal experience of grief to his contemplation of the 
death of the Virgin (lines 148-50): 88 
'AAk Tiv Kolgilarj Lou, 
önou µ£TäA, aßa Tij yvwpa 'Tob O(XVCCTOI), 
it i vä 't'11VE ItO) ; 
The use of the Communion verb µEtaXaf ,ß vco 
is an interesting 
displacement, since it normally refers to a participation in the death of 
Christ rather than that of the Virgin. Later, still addressing the Virgin, the 
poet speaks of preparation of the body for death µE Kpv4ä Tfjg nt6TtIc 
lou ntotä (line 187), again suggesting a Communion of the Virgin. The 
absence of Christ from Sikelianos' account of the Assumption (which in 
Orthodox tradition is not bodily Assumption but the immediate translation 
of her soul to heaven) is also noteworthy. He uses a butterfly as a metaphor 
for the Virgin's soul as it leaves her body (lines 166-7): 
87 The motif of building a church as well as a number of phrases from this passage appear 
again in « `H Tlavayia Tr q Enäptg» (1919) (Sikelianos 1965-69: 
11.82). 
88 `H IvveISiatj TIiarq was published in 1917. the year in which the poet's sister 
Penelope died after a long illness. Grief over her suffering and death is more obviously, 
reflected in Mrfrr p &oü (see pp. 176-7.186-9). 
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[... ] ß1'ýKEV rI xtoväzTJ TECT(XkOI)SCC týS WuXfiý Eou 
xai 4TEpt811KE at axiä ! 
The butterfly is Sikelianos' addition (following folklore or ancient 
funerary iconography), but the rest is consistent with the apocryphal 
Assumption narratives. The oldest surviving source for some details is a 
Coptic text: 
[Death] appeared and when she saw him her soul leaped into the bosom 
of her son- white as snow, and he wrapped it in garments of fine 
linen. [... ] Jesus ascended with Mary's soul in the chariot of the 
Cherubim. 89 
Sikelianos has removed Christ from the scene, 90 substituting 'the shade' for 
the 'bosom' or the 'garments' as the immediate destination of her soul. `' 
And he sees the Virgin's soul becoming part of the natural world, rather 
than being taken up into the supernatural heaven of the Assumption 
narratives, sleeping 'among the scents of earth and sea' (line 177). In 
addressing her as Mäva 'tu ; yý; µou (line 210), the poet makes clear that 
the nature into which she is assumed is Greek nature. We shall see that the 
union of the Panagia with nature and her Hellenization are important 
features of Sikelianos' project in both Mrjrip OEoü and IldoXa Tcvv 
`EAAOcov, though realized differently in each poem. 
89 James 1953: 196. Compare the Latin narrative of Pseudo-Melito: the apostles saw her 
soul [ ... 
] it excelled all whiteness of snow' (ibid. 213). 
90 In the Assumption narratives Christ returns to earth to be present at his mother',, death. 
91 Compare the way Palamas adapts liturgical extract-, concerning the Virgin So as to 
remove their incarnational connotations or references to Christ (pp. ti 2-94). 
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3.4 Mrf Tip 9eoü 
Mrjri7p OEoü is a long poem (558 lines) divided into five parts 
which were originally published separately (between May- 1917 and 
February 1919) and did not appear together in print until 1938.92 If the 
title, 'Mother of God', is understood primarily in a theological sense, as a 
term indicating the role of the Virgin Mary, then it seems appropriate only 
to Part I, which culminates in a description of an icon of the Virgin, and 
Part III, which includes a passage of more than fifty lines addressed to her. 
It is clear, however, that for Sikelianos, the phrase 'Mother of God' is not 
restricted to its theological meaning, and that both 'Mother' and 'God' are 
used in an extremely diffuse sense of female and male life-forces. 9 
Xydis speaks of the 'two female figures of the poem'. 94 for 'sister' is 
almost as important as `Mother'. MrjrTp OEov was, in part. Sikelianos' 
response to the fatal illness of his slightly older sister Penelope. Part I was 
already complete in December 1916,95 and, though seriously ill by then, 
Penelope did not die until 1917.96 Explicit references to the death of a 
sister are found only in Parts IV and V (published in 1918 and 1919), 
though personal grief is a recurrent theme in Parts II and 111 , and even 
Part I refers to the deaths of relatives (1: 35-6). There are suggestions of a 
funeral in Part III; a visit to a cemetery, in which the poet imagines a 
meeting with his sister, occupies most of Part IV; and Part V contains 
92 Tä NEa rpappara 4.6/7,433-55. 
93 Mijtrjp OF-o-3 is not, in any case, as common an expression among Greek Orthodox a" 
'Mater Dei' and its equivalents are among Catholics. Orthodox discourse prefer,, the term 
OEotö Koc ('God-bearer). MilTylp Okoü 
abbreviated to MP Off'). 
is, however, often seen on icons (usually 
94 Xydis 1938: 472. 
95 Savidis 1984: 40. 
96 Thus Xydis' statement (1973: 13) that her death was the occasion for the writing of the 
poem is not strictly correct. 
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recollections of her last days or hours. 
As in the IvvEt&jattS, the spiritual development of the poet Is 
central to MrjTrlp OEov . As an act of mourning it shows us more of the 
mourner than the mourned; as an act of worship, more of the worshipper 
than the worshipped. It is an exultant and lyrical poem whose dense 
imagery is not easy to penetrate: Seferis said he did not know a more 
difficult poem written in Greek. 97 
I propose to examine only two aspects of the poem: the first is the 
way in which a figure identifiable with the Panagia is made present through 
allusions to liturgical poetry, and particularly to the Service of the 
Akathistos Hymn; the second, more unexpected in view of the title, is the 
way in which the poet's victory over death (a major element in the spiritual 
development which the poem celebrates) comes to involve, through the 
appropriation of Pauline texts, a bold displacement of Christ by the poet. 
There can be no doubt that the Service of the Akathistos Hymn is in 
the background of Mijr p OEOÜ. In fact, the poem contains an explicit 
reference to it (111.33-4): 
Kapthva Tchv Xaipenaµwv, noü itpoßoöäS, TO' S&IXt, 
S xap&te npöS Töv 'AnpiXr. TOGO yXuxä Ti; Talc vE 98 
The Xatputagot are sung for the first time each year on the first Friday 
in Lent, marking the beginning of the period in the ecclesiastical calendar 
which culminates in Easter- hence the reference to the bell accompanying 
'humble hearts towards April', the month in which Easter usually falls. 
Between the reference to the bell which summons people to the 
Akathistos Service and the quasi-devotional passage beginning Kt th Mäva 
97 Seferis 1984: I, 87. 
98 In the prose introduction to «fl titto Eüayyckto» Sikelianos again refers to a 
xaµutäva noü Kauei [... ] Ytä TO-U, -5 XatpEtta 1ovh tfI- Mäh'a c Ocoü (see 
p. 137). 
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(111 :1 21 ) which concludes Part III (and which one might take as the poet's- 
own version of the Xatpctw tot), Sikelianos describes someone in a 
church (ö ävOpwno; ßtykiýEt (Tt6 6Ta I&) as an öpOtoc vµvoc 
(111: 76). This is, surely, the Akathistos ('unseated') Hymn. 
While the Service of the Akathistos Hymn, as a familiar element of 
Greek experience, is clearly implicated in the matter of the poem. the 
extent of its influence, as a text, on the language of the poem is not easily 
determined. Mrjirjp eEov contains nothing comparable to the paraphrases 
of excerpts from the Akathistos Hymn and Canon which Palamas 
incorporated into the emperor's speech in the 011o 'pa. There are many 
significant words in the imagery of Mtjtr)p eeoü which are also found in 
the Akathistos Service, but it is difficult to decide which of them may 
properly be regarded as allusions, and which are purely fortuitous 
parallels. Part of the problem is that the Service is rich in imagery drawn 
from the physical world (landscape, sun, stars, weather) and the life 
processes of plants and animals- the same sources on which Sikelianos 
draws extensively in all his poetry and particularly in MTl rqp 19Eo1. 
The main subject of Part I is 'warmth' (c>ß-ca), and it is through this 
concept that Sikelianos makes the first, characteristically oblique, approach 
to the Panagia. Among many things which 'this warmth is' (1: 5,7), he 
includes (I: 12-14): 
To % xavtrjXt -rf q KupäS, nävTa yioµäzo i. ä81, 
ttov PE; aTI1 ßxtä, Kpq1ä VOV änö t71% v iptaTEpa, 
TIJ vvxta ävoiiEt Kai µnovµnoüKl COIYYEt TiIv ijhEpa. 
Clearly Sikelianos has in mind a lamp perpetually burning before an icon 
of the Panagia, though effectively extinguished in the daytime. For the 
moment there is no more; it is not until the end of Part I that Sikelianos 
turns to the icon itself. 
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The image of the oil lamp before the icon comes at the end of a chain 
of images for the warmth he celebrates (1: 7-12): 
A& rii £ivat pööo nöYtvF- xai n' "? w µ£yaWvEt 
GE gEvxýEvto iEV µa, Katpovc, µ£ To, ßEXövtu 
KdOE ywvtä tov, ävaaKWTTI µ' ö?, dKEpo vuXtýpt, 
ök, o xpvaö, nov mä 8Ev Vivat pööov, Flval äatEpt 
nov ntä Eivat T' äaTpo T' öp8ptvO' Kt Ö %XÜxVOS GTO' 6KOTOX61 
Kai Tö KOvrllkt Tf; Kupd; [" . "] ! 
The phrase po o iröytvF- Kat -rt' 
Q 
tryaXwvEt could be seen as a 
transformation of the image of the pö ov Tö äµäpavTov from the 
Akathistos Canon. 99 The `rose that does not wither' becomes Sikelianos' 
`rose which keeps on growing', and which cannot wither, since it is a rose 
in a `silk embroidery'. This rose is now itself transformed, becoming, 
successively, a `star', the `dawn star', a `light in the dark' and the oil lamp 
of the Virgin. Finally, the imagery comes full circle returning to the 
flower, since the KavTI' A, t is compared, as we have already seen, to a bud 
which opens at night and closes up again in the day. 
In the Akathistos Canon the Virgin is hailed as a star that does not 
set, leading the great Sun into the world', 100 and thus identified with the 
star of the Magi heralding Christ's appearance on earth. '0' The expression 
may have suggested `dawn star' to Sikelianos, though his äatpo t' 
öpOptvö could also be seen as a fusion of the ä tpov dbvtov with 
99 See pp. 90-91. 
It)() See p. 113-14. 
101 The writer of the Canon has here conflated two separate lines from the earlier 
Akathistos Hymn. In the first the Virgin is equated with the star of the Magi in its function 
of making manifest Christ, the Sun: Xaip¬, äa'rr p Fji aivwv ray "HAtov Iýýikýýs 1º: 
while in the second the 'star that does not set' is Christ: Xodpe. äaTipoý äövtov 
MTjtflp (oikos 9). Thus there is a precedent for Sikelianos' apparent manipulation of the 
imagery in the intertextuality of the liturgical sources. 
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another appellation of the Virgin in the Canon (Ode 3, troparion 3): 
"Opopo; Oc Vo;, xaipE, 11 µövrl töv ilXtov OEpovaa. 102 
The expression, 'tö ßxöio; ? oJam a, from the same troparion. provides 
some of the background for Sikelianos' X voc cuo GKOtd&t. but a 
closer parallel can be found in the Akathistos Hymn (oikos 21): 
t(YTO60Xov Xaµnäba, T61; Ev GKÖT£t 4av&Tav. öp(I-)iE%' T71v 
ä-fiav UapOEvov. 
And the transition in Sikelianos from ä tpo to Xtuxvoc echoes oikos 8 of 
the Hymn: 
OEoopo ov thrr pa OEwprjßavT6S Mdyot, tý Toütou 
1 KOXOü61ßav aiyAii Kai wS ; W'xvov Kpa'roüvtF-S autöv, 61' 
avýroü TjpF-vvcov xpaTatöv "AvaKTa. 1 °3 
The close association, within only three lines, of 'rose', 'star', 'dawn 
stir' and 'lamp in the darkness' argues for a conscious awareness on the 
part of Sikelianos of the imagery of the Akathistos Hymn and Canon. There 
is, however, nothing to suggest that Sikelianos was interested in the 
theological (chiefly incarnational) significance of the imagery in the 
liturgical sources (and here he differs from Palamas, whose adaptations of 
the same sources, discussed in §2.4, are theologically contentious). In 
Sikelianos the images are far less metaphorical than in the sources (or in 
Palamas), since they are used to indicate the nature of "warmth'. which on a 
phenomenal level is already closely connected with the vehicles of some of 
the metaphors. Though divorced from its theological context and returned 
102 There is a comparable line in the Akathistos Hymn: xaipE, avy'n µX tLKTJ; ijhhpaL 
(oikos 9). 
I 103 Note the related phrase geu Ax) vov toü äßtpov in Romanos' Kontakion N. 
(oikos 14). which is adapted by Elvtis (1980: 43.44). 
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to the world of nature, the imagery is not altogether divorced from the 
Panagia. Its association with her is, however, diffuse, and dependent more 
on the structure of this first Part of the poem than on any explicit 
comparisons. 
The title, `Mother of God', points to the Panagia, and though she is 
present in Part I, the main subject is 'warmth': the warmth of the nest, the 
warmth of the `soil' (xtµ(x, 1: 21, and ylj , 1: 23)- a nurturing warmth. 
`Nest' is the unifying image of this Part: at the beginning the bird's nest; 
later an ants' nest (1: 21-6); and at the end an eagle's nest in which the 
Panagia sits like a mother eagle (1: 49). Thus 'nest' and 'soil', together with 
all the minor images, and the image of the Panagia are united as means by 
which Sikelianos tries to convey the qualities of that `warmth' which he 
seems to present as a fundamental characteristic of the Mittyp Ovßt., and 
`natura naturans perpetuam divinitatem' to which he refers in connection 
with M4r? 7p OEov in the Prologue to Avpt KöS Biog. 104 
In describing the icon, Sikelianos seems again to be aware of the 
imagery and language of the Akathistos Canon and, in some respects, to be 
deliberately diverging from it (1: 45-52): 
Ki äv KXiaw Kcal rä ßX apa, T71 ßX ma)- w, nöaa. nöaa, 
TptY^üpw än' zö xavtrjXt TrlS, Tov ßxozabtoü Tä xpöaaa, 
Kai twv µatiö v Tilg i äßvaao, K' 1 äßäý, £vzrj Tq öyri. 
CM ßnä 6a nov µnopEi Kai zijv Kapbtä ßTä Sv0 `a Ko14/£i 
`S26äv ätTiva KäOEtat iES ßr'v th ro4 oA, tä TrI; - 
dMO' ti Y &M EaKGi911KE, Kt ändpOEVfl 1 KoLXtä T71, -, - 
AFxwva atEi t äaöc utii µeß atqv ünoµovrj 
aýiyyovrac. chaä vEO Xtovtäpt, TO µovoyEVrj Tu ; 
Sikelianos compares the Virgin to a mother eagle sitting on her nest and 
104 Sikelianos 1965-69: I. 32-3,34. 
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then to a lioness with her cub. The Akathistos Canon also applies bird and 
animal metaphors to the Virgin's role as bearer of Christ. First the bird 
(Ode 9, troparion 4): 
`H n£pla pä, toy E T1gova änoxurjßaaa. Xaipe, 
'AEtnäpOEvE. 
Note how the image of the dove is associated with the title 'AEtttäpO vom 
('Ever-Virgin'), while Sikelianos adds to his simile of the mother eagle the 
statement that when she `rose from the birth', her womb was ändp0ev1 
('virgin')- sufficient confirmation, I think, of a deliberate allusion. 
Sikelianos has, however, substituted the wild, aggressive and powerful 
eagle for the mild and domesticated dove of the Canon. 105 Similarly, the 
lioness and lion cub of Mi rrjp OEov take the place of the domestic animals 
of the Canon (Ode 3, troparion 2): 
DäµaA, t; Töv µößxov il TEKOVßa Töv &4twpov, xaipE, zoiS 
RIGT61S xc p', Ö iVÖLS K'U71aa6a OF-010) ckjiVÖV. '06 
The mother eagle was associated with the theologically significant 
adjective änäp9Evo;, and the lion cub is described by another theological 
adjective in the phrase to µovoyF-vrj Inc. In theological discourse, 
however, 'only-begotten' denotes Christ's relationship with God the Father 
and not with the Panagia. 107 Sikelianos' divergence from the theological 
1 ()5 This transformation is consistent with the earlier simile which compared the voice of the 
'mystic mother' to a bell whose sound puts the doves (rz. ptampta) to flight. Note, as a 
possible influence here, that in the OAoyepa the Panagia has eagle's wings (see p. t)5-6). 
106 This imagery is developed from the terser öcµvov Kai itotthvoc µrjtfp of the 
Akathistos Hymn (oikos 7). 
107 Luke 2.7 describes Jesus' relation to Mary as Töv viöv av rt töv ltpWTOTOKOV. 
The New Testament sometimes uses µovoycvijS of ordinary human relationships (Luke 
7.12,8.42,9.38, Hebrews 11.17). but its theological significance is determined by the 
Johannine use of the word to denote, in the context of the Incarnation, the 'only-begotten 
son of God' (John 1.14,1.18.3.16,3.18: 1 John 4.9). This use is. perhaps, most familiar 
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usage is, surely, significant in a poem which suggests the primacy of an 
essentially maternal nature which is the source of the divine. S1kelianos 
does not, I suspect, intend `Mother of God' as the paradox it inevitably is in 
the context of Christian theology. There is little in Mr trip OFov to 
suggest any underlying conception of God as a creative being antecedent to. 
and the source of, the natural world. ' 08 
Part III of MrjzrJp OEov ends with a long passage (III: 121-74) in the 
second person, beginning Kt w Mäva, äxvö rtoi Y-F Owtä tö 
xpEµaßiö KavT7jý, t. There is more than the mention of the 'hanging 
lamp' to suggest that this is addressed to the icon described in Part I. The 
poet imagines himself uttering this self-styled 'hymn' (III: 129,151) in a 
church-like building whose 'dome' amplifies his voice (111: 137-8)-, the 
addressee is eventually named as the Panagia (III: 158), and the poet again 
uses the metaphor of the `cub' for her child (III: 130). 109 In this passage, 
according to Xydis, 'the hymn takes on the pious tone (ßEµvottpcnc. t(x) of 
the Akathistos Hymn'. > 10 However, neither the poem as a whole, nor the 
passage in question, is hymn-like in feeling; and the passage addressed to 
the Panagia has very few verbal connections with the Akathistos Hymn. 
Though the 'hymn' is addressed to the Panagia, the poet believes that, 
if she mercifully inclined her ear to him, other women (1toXXc 
from the Nicene Creed: TItaTEt w Ei; [... ] 'IT1aoüv Xptatöv, T0 'V I'töv toü OE o¬ 
toy µovoYEVrj. 
108 Sikelianos does say that the 'warmth' äit' tö Eko' tovä a Fivat ßy&hhvf I: 33), 
but this is an isolated instance, and need not, in any case, be understood as a theological 
statement. It may be no more than a periphrastic way of saying that the 'warmth' is divine. 
The only other use of OEÖS in the poem (apart from the title) is without the definite article 
(111: 75). 
109 Outside the 'hymn' (though anticipating his presence in a church) the poet also refers 
again to the Panagia as a mother eagle (111: 62-4), while within the 'hymn' he adds a new 
animal metaphor of deer and fawn (111: 139-40). In their vulnerability. which is 
emphasized, they are closer to the domestic animals of the Akathistos Canon (Ncc above). 
110 Xydis 1973: 119. 
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yvvoci KES) would listen to his hymn with her OIL 145-6) and benefit from 
it OIL 149-50): 
iloA, X OF- vä X, oucöVtaVE CYt µUcYUK nÄnggµ pa: 
µäva, napO va, vt 'vvoT , nöpvT), ý11T, 
äva, Xi pa ... 
The `mystic flood' is clearly the poet's hymn itself, but before he 'allow(s j 
the hymn to overflow', he `will paint sweet images of women' for the 
Panagia (111: 151-2). Some of these sound like icons of Christian saints, of 
the type where most of the painted image is covered with low-relief 
metalwork (vrujtva ßi' äVUKOU$ YEÖ xpva60t Kai 6T' äßrjµt. 
111: 154), while others, in their nakedness and their association with 
it pwtaS, sound more like pagan statues; and this cultural ambivalence 
extends to the Panagia (111: 155-8): 
KI ä? X¬ ýyuµvä xai µußfn. xä, ßä 4Xwpoxanvtahhva, 
änö Töv äv(Xpxo Epc)Ta ßuOicovTaS aTÖv 'Eva. 
yi ä vä XouaTOÜVF- am, xaµnpä Tä peµatä Eou, `r7E1a, 
Toi 'oküµntou µou navacknvo, y(XÄTIV j Ilavayia 1111 
Here, as in many other poems, Sikelianos equates the Panagia with pagan 
goddesses, this time with Hygieia explicitly (the identification reinforced by 
This couplet appears to be in part a reworking of the acclamation with which the 
emperor',, speech in Palamas' OAoyepa opens (see p. 108). There the emperor Ball` the 
Panagia nth yaXr vtj, nth hpaia, and the adjective yaX11vTj, hich Sikelianos also 
uses, does not appear to have a liturgical source. He also addresses her as 'AOrjvtwttßßa 
and calls her 'conqueror of Athena and shelter of Athens'. In Greek mythology Hvgieia is 
both an independent minor deity and one of the manifestations of Athena. It is probably 
Athena Hygieia that Sikelianos has in mind, and his expression Tov 'Oküpnov Poi) 
navy A. t1vo, suggesting her pre-eminence among the gods, is a rough equivalent to 
Palarnas' awv nto' wpaio, mo' yaXgvo' tFaa aTovc Opövouc Opovo. What i", of 
course, lacking in Sikelianos is any suggestion of conflict beween the Panagia and the 
Olympians. 
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rhyme), and with Selene implicitly, both located on his own Olympus. The 
image of bathing (Xov6Tovve) is repeated, but the 'bright streams' in 
which the women are to bathe emanate from this pagan Panagia rather than 
the poet. This is an unsatisfactory shift in the tenor of an image within so 
short a space, but the image itself provides a rare point of contact between 
Sikelianos' `hymn' to the Panagia and the Akathistos Hymn, whose twenty- 
first oikos is rich in imagery of water and cleansing (note in particular the 
phrase icoXvppinov [... ] irovxgov and the noun Xouti p): 
xaipE, ön Töv noX, üppuTOV äva 3Xi ig notaµöv. XaipE , tflc 
xoA, vµß1jOpaS ýWypaoovßa rev Tüitov [... ]. XaipE, X, ovtTjp 
EKTCM VWV ß1. )vC16Tßty. 
Sikelianos' second use of the image of bathing is consistent with the 
Akathistos Hymn, where the Panagia is the source or container of cleansing 
water, but his earlier use of the same image can be seen as an appropriation 
to the poet of a function of the Panagia (or, conceivably- and this 
independently of the Akathistos Hymn- of the priest's function in 
Baptism). 
Most of the rest of Sikelianos' `hymn' is occupied with images of 
men (111: 161-73), but in the last line the poet addresses the Panagia directly 
once more (111: 174): 
Kt w, no)ý änöµaxpa E1XO8(iv of µvattxoi 101) Kcpivot. 
This is clearly rooted in the Akathistos Canon (Ode 1, troparion 4): 
xaipE. il8ünvoov Kpivov. DEanotva, nta'roü; FüwStäcov- 
Ou tIaµa Evoaµov, µvpov noXv'nµov. 
I have extended the quotation beyond the immediately relevant reference to 
the 'scent of the lily' because of the many references to both incense and 
»»"ron in MijrrJp em-), and one in particular, to which I refer below. 
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Apart from this `hymn', the icon and some of the imagery in Part I. 
and, of course, the title, there is surprisingly little in MrjttIp OFoü which 
is directly connectable with the Panagia. I said earlier that `sister' was 
almost as important in the poem as 'Mother'. and one can observe a 
deliberate attempt, both at the level of structure and through imagery. toi 
create a parallel between the sister who has died and the Panagia. 
The lily is particularly associated with the Panagia, both through the 
iconography of the Annunciation and through liturgical metaphor (as in the 
example above), and Sikelianos makes repeated metaphorical use of the lily 
(or lilies) in MrjriJp OEov, notably to describe the poet's relation with 
both the Panagia and the sister. The poet speaks of embracing the feet of 
the Panagia 6) i ngyil Töv xptvo OIL 131-2), and to his sister he says 
(IV: 137-8): 
7top1upo'yEVv1tI1 yrux1 , noXü 
kil0ß 1ovr1µ£v71, 
To, v EpwTä (You ö "EpwTaS &KEptoc rev npoah v 
Kpivo; ir¬pIwiXoc x' iyti, tEa' änö T' äyno xcl)µa 
6TVXchvoµat ßtS avotýric TO, vtK11t1 plo awga. 
Ki öncoS, etatbi, n' o ünvo; µov T' äxpavTa µüpa ci th&z 
x' rjTav 6Tä xiovta f KXivfl pol) Kai ýünvaa µF-ß' ßTä pöba. 
The close proximity of xpivog, µüpa (qualified by the liturgical epithet 
dxpavta) and E1 th a suggests an awareness once more of the words fron 
the Akathistos Canon quoted above. The imagery here, though, is obscure. 
It appears that in the context of words addressed to the dead sister. the 
'holy ground' is her grave, where the poet imagines himself as a tall 111y. 112 
This lily is, I think, an emblem both of the Resurrection (the 'victorious 
body') and, less obviously, of the Annunciation. The introduction of 
112 The image may derive from the lily growing from the grave of the icon painter in 
Palamas ' OAoytpa (see Palarnas 1962-69: 110-11 and p. 112 above). 
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Gabriel's emblem of the lily, following so closely on the reference to Eros 
awaiting the sister's love, suggests a connection with the eroticized 
Annunciation scenes in «Mäva Toi-) rtoü Toi-) 'AvOpthmov» and IIä6Xa 
Ttvv `Eb vcvv, and especially the latter, where Eros is named in the 
text. 113 The third of the couplets quoted above (and the two that follow it) 
appear to evoke childhood memories of a partly erotic devotion to an elder 
sister. 114 Through the image of the lily the poet comes to his sister as 
Gabriel to the Panagia, but his message is one of resurrection. 115 
There are other images which more directly connect the sister and 
the Panagia. Laurel and palm are associated with both of them, as is the 
scent of distant flowers. ] 16 In relation to each of them the poet sees himself 
as a painter. For the Panagia his hand 'writes on iconostases in gold (to 
xpua(Xot) that runs like ivy' (IV: 133-4), and for her he 'will paint sweet 
images of women' (III: 152). The sister on her deathbed commanded him to 
paint her okocchvvavi (V: 46), and on her coffin 'Memory, with a gold 
pencil (TO KOVT'ÜXI 'ro xpuao) and with kohl' will draw her portrait 
(V: 29-32). 
As for the structural parallels, Part I culminates in a description of 
an icon of the Panagia and Part III in a passage addressed to that icon. 
while Part IV concludes with an imagined encounter with the sister in a 
cemetery, prompted by an image (presumably a photograph) which looks 
up at the poet from the grave (the equivalent of the icon of the Panagia ); 11 
11; See pp. 166-8,211-20 
114 The poet refers in this context to Tä &O&K tou Xpovta (IV: 142). It is po"`iblc that 
his eroticization of the 0(0öcKaEttjc Xptatö; (see p. 170) may reflect hi" own erotic 
awakening at that age. On the erotic aspect of the relation with the sister sec ako IV: 12 9- 
30. 
115 On the poet as agent of the resurrection of the dead see pp. 194-6. 
116 Compare 111: 63-5 with IV: 101.128: and 1: 56 with IV: 92. 
1t7 Lambridi's assumption (1939: 1032) that this is not a portrait of the sister but 's 
'chosen at random from the grave stones' and `represents every young creature struck 
down in the flower of youth' is surely mistaken. 
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and Parts IV and V both conclude with lines addressed to the sister. The 
poet seems transfixed by the grave portrait's stare and asks (addressing his 
father) that she might take her eyes away from him for a moment so that 
he can utter TO' XEpovßtxö Tpoitäpt (IV: 95-8). This links the sister with 
the Panagia not only through the intention to speak to her in liturgical 
poetry, > 18 but also through the powerful effect of the eyes in the 
photograph, reminding us of the Panagia's 'steadfast gaze [... 1 which can 
cut the heart in two' in Part I. 119 
In Parts IV and V the sister effectively displaces the Panagia as the 
focus of the poem, so that the sister too is implicitly identified with the 
`Mother of God' of the title. Both Panagia and sister are aspects of 
idealized womanhood, objects of worship and sources of poetic inspiration. 
The sister of the vision in the cemetery is 'intangible and unapproachable as 
the Muse' (IV: 104), and later the poet asks her, 'did I not hear, in a dream, 
the lyre of your voice? ' (V: 38). And most significantly, the dying sister's 
command that the poet paint her, coming at the very end of the poem- the 
closing words are oA octhvtavii 'ytä vä 6E cwypaoiacn- suggests that 
in fact the whole poem is her portrait, and that the sister is the originating 
image of the Mi -r p OF-of) the poem celebrates; and consequently that the 
primary role of the Mijt p OEov is as Muse, and that the 'God' whose 
'Mother' she is is first and foremost the poet. The elevation of the sister to 
the level of the Panagia or Mother Nature is consistent with the poet's self- 
elevation to the level of Christ. The latter is evident in the poet's role in the 
resurrection of the dead as this is developed through appropriations of 
Pauline teachings. 
Victory over death is one of the principal themes of the poem. This 
118 It is not clear whether Sikelianos has any particular 'troparion' in mind. and it k most 
unlikely. given its content, that he is referring to the XcpoußtxbS "i tvo5 in the Liturgy of 
John Chrvsostom. 
119 See p. 181. 
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first becomes evident in Part II, which celebrates a critical moment (ti v 
(opec EKEiv1), at which the poet gave way to grief (11: 24)-. but In the 
depths of weeping' (11: 31-2) something new stirred within him. He 
compares the experience to a woman's first awareness of the child in her 
womb (11: 39-48). In the lines that follow he recounts how nature spoke toi 
him with many voices which are in the end condensed into a single phrase 
(11: 92): 
aäv äaTpo µwaa go-L) cTpEt£ µtxpo, To 'Ev roiSup Nixa II ," 
The words 'Ev rovrcp Nixa belong to Constantine I's legendary vision 
before the Battle of the Milvian Bridge in 312. They were said to have 
been inscribed on a cross of light which Constantine saw in the sky. '"' 
Their introduction at this point seems abrupt and arbitrary until one looks 
closely at one of the images which precede them (11: 81-4): 
To' Xaßwthvo To noi)KI b&v i tovv ate KUV1''Yl, 
not cute Try 40ü(Ta, ßäV Kapötä, lta v£t Vä ýE()vYEt, 
Kai µf18' (Xi)TO' 7tOÜ Xüyn«EV ai4V161a To' KEO XL, 
µE KOKKtV11 O%l, 'ti Toü 4TEpoü TTj µaXaK1. äµaßxäXTj. 
The second 'wounded bird', which 'suddenly inclines its head' is the 
crucified Christ of John's Gospel, who KXtva; tIjv KE0aA. r1y 1tapE&DKF 
TO nvEvµa, '22 and the redness under the bird's wing is the wound in 
Christ's side made by the soldier's lance. ' 23 
120 This line echoes Paradise 26.53: 'come Stella in cielo in me scintilla'. Here Dante's 
Pilgrim is also referring to a verbal object. the 'evangelica dottrina' in which he believe,,. 
1=1 Eusebius is the source of this legend (De vita Constantini 1.28). 
122 John 19.30. 
123 John 19.34. The allusion here may have been mediated for Sikelianos by the Pelican, 
an established symbol for the wounded Christ. associated primarily with the 
Greek hestlar) 
known as the Phvsiolokus (New Catholic Encyclopedia XI, 60; Declerck 1981: 
152). Note 
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The poet tells us, in effect, that he is not the crucified Christ; and the 
next couplet indicates that he is in a sense greater than Christ (11: 8-5-6): 
OE?, ovTag Ti'lv ävßßaca T7jv ntö mxpi v Eixöva, 
aä µtä Tpvyöva ö atavpätTÖS, nT v KaOapö `EX KWva 
The `most bitter image' (or 'icon')- a phrase which might independently 
have suggested the Crucifixion- is the wounded bird of the previous 
couplet. The eagle of the simile is not, I think, behaving as a bird of prey, 
for it represents the poet as the rescuer of Christ the 'turtledove'. 1,4 This 
rescue is presented in language very similar to that which we have already 
seen in « fl ticto EvuyyEXto» , where the 'Myth of Jesus' OwväcEt (0 to 
noukt möxnt pkta rp1t6Et än' ii OcoXtä and 
am nX, äyta Tov `EA. IKO Va [... ] ö rIotiin c [. ] 
a? lK(SVOVTac TO MAO, naipvEt näXt Töv ävij0opo Tov OEiou 
ßovvoü, ytä vä Töv ävßßä y'r v Kop4ý. ' 25 
The fact that a remarkably similar conceit, again involving the carrying of 
a bird to the summit of Helicon, is now applied to an 'image' of the 
Crucifixion, provides a strong link with the juvenile poems in which Jesus 
at the moment of death becomes a pagan god (see §3.2). In the later poems 
the installation on Helicon, sacred to the Muses, of his `myth' or `image' 
clearly represents his integration into the ancient pantheon. 
The implicit presence of the Muses suggests that the raising of the 
'Myth' or 'image' by the Poet/eagle represents its transformation into a 
that 4taßXäA11, hardly a common word in Sikelianos, was used of the twelve-year-old 
Christ in «Mäva toü I'toü toü 'AvOpuiýttov» (see p. 170). 
124 In Song of Songs 2.12 the Owvtj TýS tpvy vo; is a sign of returning Spring and 
thus, in Patristic theology, a type of the Resurrection. 
125 Sikelianos 1965-69: IV. 71. See also pp. 137-8 above. «Ilgµnto EvayyEkloy,, though 
published later than Part II of Mrj p &oii, may have been written at the same time or 
even earlier. 
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poetic image. The eagle carrying the turtledove is a very nice metaphor for 
appropriation: the poet takes to himself the crucified Christ and offers him 
to the Muses. The appropriation of the Crucifixion, or at least of the Cross. 
is also figured in another way, in the poet's appropriation of the 'Ev TOUTW 
Nixes of Constantine; but it is the earlier appropriation of the 'most bitter 
image' of the Crucifixion which provides the referent of £v toüt(O. 
That the victory in question is victory over death is made clear some 
lines later, when the poet declares (11: 122): 
TpEi; xpövouS äy-YF-XOµaxw Kai VtKntnc CP-Yr K(X ! 126 
The verb äyyF-Xoµax(5 normally refers to the struggle of a dying person 
with the `angel' of their own death. Sikelianos is, presumably, using it here 
of a spiritual struggle, a coming to terms, perhaps, with death itself. 
Alternatively he may be referring to his involvement in his sister's struggle 
with death through a protracted illness. Biographical details aside, the 
`three years' echo the `three days' from Christ's death to Resurrection. 
The 'Ev Tov, Tw Nixa (printed in bold in the original) is one of only 
two verbatim quotations in MrjrT7p OEOÜ, and the second, which is 
Biblical, is closely related to it: the Pauline KannoOl ö OävaTo; Etc 
ViKOS 127 which appears as the epigraph to Part V. 
Paul's assertion that `Death is swallowed up in victory' follows a 
reference to the `last trumpet: 
nävTcý S&. (jXXayflGÖJE9a [... ] Ev t ýaxäzrj aäXntyyt- 
aaAniaEt -yap, icai % of VExpoi EyEpOrjaovtat äwOapTOt. '-`ý 
126 This line is related to the words of Constantine's vision through a common rhyme 
word: NIKU and Eßyt Kct are each rhymed with ykumx. 
127 I Corinthians 15.54, a garbled quotation from Isaiah 25.8 (LX. Y). 
2I Corinthians 15.51-2. This extended discussion of the meaning of the resurrection of 
the dead also includes the saying, o ßn¬ipa . ov 
ccOoitotF1tat Eäv µri änoOth i1 
(ibid. 15.36). The same idea, expressed in a more familiar form in the saving attributed to 
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Sikelianos alludes to this at the end of Part IV (145-6): 
O()püh Kai Tf c äväataailc Yj aäXinyya µov ßtpcövEt 
TO 8p0µo önov Tý ßäpxa g01) aTo %v nö9o trc XutpthvEt 1 l29 
This is, though perhaps not deliberately, contentious in relation to the 
source, for Paul says that `flesh ((Td pý) and blood cannot inherit the 
kingdom of God, nor does the perishable inherit the imperishable'. IN But 
he goes on to say that 
&i yap to 09aptOv Tonto EvSüaaaOat ä Oupßia\' Kai tO 
9vi'r6ov Toi to ivbvaaßOat äOavaßiav, 131 
and Sikelianos may be aware of this, since he is clearly aware in this poem 
of other Pauline metaphors of dressing. ' 32 
When he composed Mýjri p OEoü. Sikelianos clearly had a particular 
interest in Paul's ideas about the resurrection of the dead. In Part III there 
are allusions to passages from two other Pauline Epistles which discuss this 
theme. Both are implicated in the following couplet (111: 89-90): 
Tt äv nävE ittaco of cwvvavoi xai µitpöS of n0ajtvot; 
"AX, TO' KOppi Tf; SMEaS µov Katpö nov Toüg npoaµEV¬i 
Jesus (but possibly derived from Paul) in John 12.24, underlies the seed imagery in 
Mr7tr7p eroü. See for example I: 40-42: and see p. 172 n. 85 above. 
122" Here irö6o may be an oblique pun on Paul's K(XtE710071. The association of 'trumpet 
of the resurrection' and 'road' indicates an awareness of Solomos' , '0 KpT nK6; )o 
(written like Mq zgp &ov in fifteen-syllable rhymed couplets): A(AilßE. Eäkntyya 
Kt' iyw TO' aä Savo tied o, / Kai axt w bpöµo Kai 'IS äxvovg ävaßuµhvou 
Kpd w (Solomos 1961: 198). 
130 1 Corinthians 15.50. 
131 1 Corinthians 15.53. 
132 Othpaxa V'OV ävixýTO 9appEi x' Eivat vtl4thvo / to nvFµa (II: 69-70) seems to 
conflate two Pauline metaphors: Evövaö vot töy Othpaxa Tt ; 8txatoß1V11ý I... 1 
&ýaaO and 'rýjv td atpav tov flv6pato; (Ephesians 0.14.17). 
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`The body of my glory' is, in Philippians, 'the body of his [i. e. Christ'N] 
glory'. ' 33 Paul writes that 'our commonwealth is in heaven', 
Eý oiv xai awtf pa än£K&Xö iE6a Kvptov 'Iqaoüv Xptatöv. 
öS µETaaxrlµaTiaEt TO ac to tfjS Ta tvthfo itv sic tö 
'yEvEcOat avT' ßvµµopOov T6 6wµan tf c S&Erjc avzoÜ. 1 u 
In appropriating this final phrase, the poet puts himself in the position of 
Christ, with a corresponding change in perspective. Whereas in Paul it is 
`we' who `await' (a TEEK EXö tEO(X) Christ, in Sikelianos it is the poet's 
body which `awaits' (mpoßhhv ) `them' ('the living' and 'the dead'). 
The idea that the living precede the dead - an idea which seems 
arbitrary and perplexing in Sikelianos- is derived from I Thessalonians, 
where Paul claims knowledge of the sequence of events at the Parousia: 
1 JEiS of cwvtES of nEpl4uroµ vot F-iý '61v napouaiav Tofu 
Kupiou of µij 48äßwtEv TobS Kotµf9EVTa; - ött (XI)TO, - ö 
KvptoS iv KEEvaµav, :v Owvý, äpxayyEXou Kai ýv YäXntyyt 
OF-0i)' KaTaßrjGETaU än' oüpavov, Kai of VEKpoi Ev Xpt(YT 
äva6ttTj6ovTat npcöTOV, Enclta T11E1c of cwvtES of 
nEpt? lttöj¬VOI äµa aüv aüto1ý; äpirayiý nOa Lv vEOEAatS 
6; änävTll61v tov Kupiou F-i; öcEpa. ' 35 
Paul's purpose in this passage is to inform the Thessalonians 'concerning 
those that are asleep (T(OV KEKOtµrlµhV(OV) that [they] may not grieve as 
others do who have no hope'. 136 A few lines after the reference to the 
`body of my glory', Sikelianos writes as one who had been without hope, 
speaking of the dead as (III: 103) 
133 My translation (RSV: 'his glorious body'). 
134 Philippians 3.20-21. 
1 35 1 Thessalonians 4.15-17. 
1361 Thessalonians 4.13. 
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'EKEivoug nöAa K' Exaaa ylä itävTa µläv ijµ£pa. 
but who now is no longer in that state, for he sees them again in a vision 
clearly borrowed from Paul (111: 104): 
ßä ßvvvEOa ävotýtänKa TOI ')q ßX itw aTöv äyEpa 
And, as though prompted by Paul's description of Christ coming 'with the 
archangel's call', Sikelianos now names two archangels (III: 105-6): 
Kpvr71 MtxaTjk, Kptt71 Fc43piTI yopyo tCtEt µnpoatä tov;. 
Kt äxovw 7CUKV , KaOc TO' Opö Tic üKUS, Tä 4TEpä Touuc. 
At this point, where Sikelianos comes closest to a specifically Christian 
concept of the Last Judgement, the archangels are, through the simile, 
assimilated to nature. In the Christian vision, furthermore, it is Christ who 
is Judge, not the archangels; and the dead of the poem are not about 'to 
meet the Lord in the air', nor are they summoned by the 'archangel's call' 
and the 'sound of the trumpet. Instead it is the poet who is the source of 
the sound that summons them, and it is to him that they come (111: 91-2): 
Fopyö cc Tpavth at Týq yiuxf q ßa91ä µou To (YTngovt, 
Twv KOLMT, EVwv 401) 0 XcxöS äKO1 Et K (XI µ£ ßnµcihv¬t. ' 37 
While the poet does not explicitly appropriate the role of Christ as 
all-powerful Judge, he clearly displaces Christ in the visionary elements 
borrowed from Paul, and in so doing removes the resurrection of the dead 
from its eschatological context. Moreover, the poet clearly beomes in some 
sense the agent of the resurrection; and it may be that in his wilder flight. " 
of fancy Sikelianos imagined that the poet could offer the dead something 
137 Here Sikelianos follows the Christian convention of referring to the dead as 'asleep'. 
This is not, of course. uncommon. but worth noting since the same usage occurs in both of 
the Pauline passages under discussion. 
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more substantial than their immortalization in verse. 1 zS 
In the passages concerned with the general resurrection. Mr rr7p 
O&ov offers perhaps the clearest examples of the appropriation of Christ 
by the poet to be found in the work of Sikelianos, effected through the 
distortion of Biblical language and the substitution of the first person (the 
poetic ego) for Christ (or pronouns denoting Christ) in phrases derived 
from the Pauline Epistles. 139 Only in Elytis (among the poets considered 
here) will more vivid and less circumspect examples of this strategy he 
found. 
In the image of the wounded bird rescued by the pand poet/eagle 
carried up to Helicon, we have an appropriation even more presumptuous 
than that in the resurrection motifs. The wounded bird is the Christ of 
John's Passion narrative, and it is probably no accident that the poet 
portrays himself as an eagle, the symbol of the Fourth Evangelist. Not only 
is the poet, as eagle, superior to Christ, the wounded bird, but, as Fifth 
Evangelist, he is also completing and correcting John, installing Christ on 
Helicon, shorthand for the ancient culture, and making him into a Greek 
god. The corrective is essentially the same as in «'Iilßoüc ö Naýwpaioý», 
where the poet, simultaneously appropriating and denying John's words, 
insists that what really flowed from the wound in Christ's side was not 
water and blood but ichor. 
Christ is only present in this poem in the figure of the wounded bird 
rescued by the poet and as the infant compared to a lion club. Indirectly he 
is invoked through the Pauline language of the general resurrection, but 
138 Kazantzakis relates (n. d.: 233-6), with perhaps some factual basis Of only in 
speculative conversation), an attempt by Sikelianos, in 1914, to restore to life a dead tailor. 
whose corpse had been sent to him. 
139 The substitution of the poet for Christ in «Mäva 'roe rtov tov 'Av6p6ntou>, IS 
more subtle, accomplished as much through the organization of the material. as through it, 
appropriations of Christian language. More subtle too are the assimilations of Christ to the 
poet in «"Aypa4ov» (pp. 241-3) and the poems uniting Christ with Dionyws 
(§3.7). 
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this is applied exclusively to the poet. There is no sense of a divine Christ 
who might be an object of worship. The attitude of worship is evident only 
in relation to the Mi tr p OF-o-6, a figure of more universal significance 
than the Panagia: Mother Nature compounded with the image of the 
Panagia and the spirit of the poet's sister. Thus the M tj t qp OFW6 
encompasses the Panagia, as the poet, as the superior bird, encompasses 
Christ; and as an eagle the poet makes himself a suitable consort to the 
Panagia, the mother eagle in her nest. As in «Mdva toü Ftov toi-) 
'AvOpc tov», the underlying dynamic of the poem is that of the poet, 
supreme among men and gods, facing his Goddess-Muse. 140 
Though the presence of the poet is limited in IläaXa rthv 
`E, .2 
ivwv, there are indications that there too he combines the roles of 
worshipper of the Panagia and rescuer and displacer of Christ. 
140 Compare the emperor of the OAoyFpa confronting. throughout most of three Cantos. 
the image of his divine patroness and protectress. and note the importance in each case of 
an icon of the Panagia. 
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3.5 The Panagia in IldaZa Tthv `E UTf vcov 
I1da a Tow `Eý, ýýjvwvv141 is the only extensive poetic work by Sikelianos 
which is not dominated by the first person. The role of the poet and the 
exploration of his own consciousness are the basic themes of Sikelianos, 
poetry, the dramatization of his inner life its characteristic mode. This is 
indeed the mode in which IId oa Taw `E i vwv (hereafter `II E') begins, 
and which provides an outer frame for its narrative centre. The poet's 
mind, alone in the contemplation of nature, is the theme of Part 1. 
«KuOap. tot'». In Parts II and III, «`O "TµvoS aTijv `EX vtj» and «TO' 
Tpayovbt r& 'Apyovautd v », the first-person voice serves to provide a 
context for the `Hymn' and `Song', which, though they are contained within 
a first-person narrative, belong to other voices and are presented within 
quotation marks. In Part IV, « IIeµnTo EüayyeA, to» , the 
first-person voice 
introduces its own retelling of the `great story of the Panagia' (IV: 52). This 
story, beginning at IV: 53, proceeds without further first-person-singular 
interventions, to the end of Part VII; and the third-person narrative mode 
is further sustained in Parts VIII-X, which relate incidents from the life of 
Jesus. 14' Only in the final quatrain of Part X, «Mayba? qvrj», does the 
poet reappear in the first person, imagining himself as a devotee of Mary 
Magdalene, worshipping her relics. This quatrain effects the transition to 
the final part, Part XI, «"Tµvog ßTiv Ilava'yia», which, unlike the 
earlier 'Hymn to Helen' and 'Song of the Argonauts' is entirely in the 
poet's own voice. 
Although HE has, as the foregoing summary suggests. some degree 
of formal coherence, one must not forget that it is incomplete. The story of 
the early life of the Virgin in Parts IV-VII forms a continuous narrative. 
141 Sikelianos 1965-69: IV, 43-141. 
142 There is occasional use of a generic 'we', especially in Part X. 
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but stops short of the birth of Christ, despite the title. <<'H I-F-vvIj(Y7j >>, of 
Part VII. Parts VIII-X are isolated episodes in the life of Christ with no 
pretence at narrative continuity. Sikelianos claimed that in 1938 he lost E\V(L 
. tEyäý, o t rpä&o µE ävýxboTa "Aßµata änö TO «I1 du twýý 
`EA. Xrjvwv», itov auvcxicavE to IZoigµa. Of the parts said to be in the 
notebook only three are extant: the «"Tµvog ßTflv rlavayia» (Sikelianos 
found a second copy among his papers) and `two extracts which had been 
published in Egypt'. ' 43 When Sikelianos says that the lost "A ßµa to 
`continued the Poem' he probably means that they continued the narrative 
which stopped short before the Nativity at the end of Part VII. Information 
from Xydis tends to confirm this. Xydis says that Sikelianos told him that 
he had drafted passages dealing with `Christ's teaching in Galilee, the 
Sermon on the Mount, the miracles, Passion and Crucifixion', and that 
further parts were planned. `There would follow', Xydis continues, still 
presumably paraphrasing a private communication from the poet, 
`something on the Resurrection, and from there the poem would make its 
transition to the universal mythical cycle'. 144 
As it stands, FIE contains nothing at all about the Passion or 
Resurrection- nothing, that is, to justify the Iläßxa of its title. Some 
indication of what the `Easter of the Greeks' meant to Sikelianos may be 
gleaned from «st' "Oßtou AouKä TO tova6'tTjpt », where, as already 
noted, '45 the body in the Epitaphios is both Christ and Adonis. The 
'universal mythical cycle' probably meant, primarily, the corpus of ancient 
Greek mythology, and the `transition' to it, the incorporation of Christ and 
the Virgin into the Olympian pantheon. 
143 Sikelianos 1946-47: III. 129. Sikelianos is presumably referring to o'O 'Iiißoi ßTh 
B710avia» and «May8(xXtlvtj>>, which had been published in the Alexandrian periodical 
rpappara in 1926. 
144 Xydis 1973: 135. 
14.5 On p. 14'. 
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While the failure to complete FIE may be partly attributable to the 
loss of the notebook, Sikelianos is credited with a prodigious memory, and 
could, had he had the will to do so, have recalled or recomposed the lost 
material. It is possible that he had set himself a task which ultimately 
proved uncongenial: the absence of the poetic ego from the greater part of 
the poem excluded some of Sikelianos' most characteristic modes of 
expression. Sikelianos was not naturally inclined to narrative poetry, and 
the self-imposed discipline of following a predetermined narrative line (the 
lives of the Panagia and Christ) over so great a span may have stifled his 
imagination. There are places where one can sense him struggling against 
his sources; and his unwillingness to follow them too closely sometimes 
leads him into narrative incoherence. Furthermore, the size of the project 
and the close detail involved in his rewriting of the Christian story may 
have made the ultimate objective, the integration of Christian and pagan 
myths, more difficult to achieve, particularly since Sikelianos' treatment of 
his Christian sources tends to suppress supernatural elements and stress the 
human characteristics of the Panagia and Christ, locating them in the world 
of nature rather than the world of myth. 
Sikelianos' stated purpose in HE, to raise the `Myth of Jesus' out of 
the darkness to the level of ancient Greek mythology, has already been 
discussed. ' 46 The concept of 'darkness' (or 'obscurity') in this context 
suggests something of the Flute's hostility to Byzantine culture in Palamas' 
OXoyepa. But the PA, oyEpa presents an unresolved conflict between the 
two main elements of the modern Greek cultural heritage, classical and 
Christian, while no such conflict is evident in HE. The latter fails to 
achieve a cultural synthesis- if for no other reason- simply because it IS 
incomplete. We do not know how Sikelianos would in the end have made 
the `transition to the 'universal mythical cycle'. The integration of the two 
1`6 See pp. 137-8.189-91. 
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cultural strands is, in fact, better realized (though on a smaller scale) in 
other poems of Sikelianos discussed in this chapter. where the close 
juxtaposition of Christian and pagan elements makes the author's intention 
immediately apparent. In HE the projected syncretism was clearly intended 
to operate on a much larger scale. 
Both syncretism and another strategy of appropriation are hinted at 
in the opening lines of the work (I: 1-5): 
Nvu thvog TO' µupöß), 7jTov ä6XT nxö xtTUiva, 
aTf S iiX1xiac TO' nXrjpwµa aäv YjpOa toi Xptßtov, 
Toi nävonaou "EpcoTa yuµvil 'r v äµEtprIv Eixöva 
TTlptivtag, µ£S GTOÜ nooou µou Tä ßä971 Toü µEaTov, 
aTEpvrlv waa v' ävTiKptaa töv `EXtxwva. 
To refer, in so prominent a position, to the coincidence of the poet's age 
and the age of Christ at his death (usually taken to be thirty-three, the age 
Sikelianos reached in 1917) suggests the poet's intention to appropriate 
some aspects of the role of Christ, but this remains unrealized within II E, 
though it is evident in a number of other poems, some of which have 
already been discussed. 147 More specifically, the reference to maturity ('in 
the depths of my mature longing') might be taken to imply that the poet's 
mature work begins where the work of Christ was cut short by his death. 
Indeed, the idea of taking up the mantle of Christ is clearly implied by the 
statement in «"T ivog a'rTIv `EX&ti» that Tf g 9EÖTtItac Oopwaµc töv 
appago xtztva (II: 1 11), alluding to Christ's 'tunic' for which the 
% soldiers who crucified him cast lots: tjv SE o xtubv äppuOo;. 
Eh t6v 
ävcoOEV üOavtÖS bt' öý, ov. 148 The wearers of the äppaoo; Xt ttva; are 
worshippers of Helen, and thus formally distinct from the poet who hears 
their Hymn. But they are obviously his mouthpieces, and the äppaoo; 
147 See pp. 168-74,192-5.252-6.263-4. 
148 John 19.23-4. 
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xttthv may, surely, be related to the tup63XtrTog &OXtlttKo xttthva; 
which the poet wore when when he `reached the fullness of the age of 
Christ', suggesting that the latter is also the `tunic' of Christ. At the age at 
which Christ died, and dressed (perhaps) in Christ's last garment, the poet 
does not, like Christ, embrace death, but what is (in Freudian terms) its 
opposite, Eros. He does not ascend the Mount of Olives or Golgotha, but 
Helicon, and what he holds in his mind is the 'matchless image of fully 
armed Eros'. Christ is referred to only obliquely, as a measure of the 
poet's age, and is, in a sense, subordinated both to the poet and to the pagan 
Eros, and more generally to the pagan world symbolized by Helicon, to 
which (in Mrjv17p OEOV and <414t to EüayyEXto») it is the poet's self- 
appointed task to raise the `Myth of Jesus'. Clearly, a far-reaching and 
highly subversive appropriation of Christianity, wedding it to Greek 
paganism and using it to elevate the persona of the poet, underlies TIE, but 
it remains largely unrealized in the extant parts of the poem. The passage 
dealing with the Annunciation (discussed at length below) is a notable 
exception. 
Many of the borrowings from Apocryphal, Biblical and 
(occasionally) liturgical sources in HE cannot really be described as 
appropriation, for there are passages (some quite extended) which could be 
read as examples of Christian poetry. They could be seen, that is, as part of 
the same long tradition of Christian discourse, to which the ecclesiastical 
texts on which they are partly dependent belong. The wider context, which 
in the completed poem might have rendered these borrowings 
appropriative, is, for the most part, lacking. For this reason (and because a 
detailed analysis of so long a poem would, in any case, be impractical 
within the confines of this chapter), I shall restrict myself to illustrating the 
ways in which HE presents a distorted reflection of its sources. In this 
section I shall discuss only those parts of the poem devoted to the Panagia, 
concentrating on Part IV which takes the story up to the Annunciation. 
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Sikelianos' principal source in Parts IV-VII is the Protevangelium 
Iacobi. 149 This Latin title may have influenced Sikelianos in his choice of 
«fl tto EüayyF_Xto» for the title of Part IV, though he probably found 
the term `Fifth Gospel' in Renan. 150 In the Introduction to his Vie de Jesus. 
Renan describes the landscape of Palestine as `un cinquieme Evangile'. 151 
and in the text he frequently adds topographical details (from his own first- 
hand knowledge) telling us what Jesus and other persons would have seen 
around them. This practice, and the idea of landscape as Gospel, may have 
influenced Sikelianos, for one of the most obvious ways in which Parts IV- 
VII of TIE differ from the Protevangelium is in the prominence of the 
natural environment. 
The Protevangelium, which already existed in some form in the 
second century, begins with the conception of the Virgin and ends with the 
events surrounding the births of Jesus and John the Baptist. In the latter 
parts it is dependent on, but amplifies considerably, the infancy narratives 
of Matthew and Luke. The Protevangelium is the ultimate source of most 
of the legends about the childhood and youth of the Virgin prior to the 
149 This title was first applied to the work in the sixteenth century (James 1953: 38. ), and 
has no equivalent in Greek. The several manuscripts of the work have long and varied 
Greek titles, most of them referring to the 'birth of the Theotokos' and many characterizing 
the text as iatopia or XöyoS tßTOptKÖS (Tischendorf 1853: 1-2). Compare Sikelianos' 
expression, iaToptýw/ Týg flavaytäg 'cö aTÖpiaia (IV: 51-2). though this is 
suggestive more of graphic portrayal. 
150 While it is only Part IV which has the title « flEuxto Et ayyFXto», all the subsequent 
parts of the poem, except the last, are a continuation of the 'Fifth Gospel': the retelling of 
the `Myth of Jesus'. Had Sikelianos ever been in a position to re-edit the completed work, 
he might have used the title 'Fifth Gospel' for some larger unity within it, for it doe' not 
seem well suited to Part IV which relates only the early life of the Virgin up to the 
Annunciation. 
151 Renan 1867: xcix. Sikelianos employs a similar conceit in «Tö Tpayovöt tthv 
'AP7ovauuov» (111: 175-6): x' tj atytj ý ßI Po ýEruXiyEt. / µtäv 18M ßißXo : toi) 
nEXäou, Tý Ytjg. Kat t' ovpavoü, alluding at the same time to the sixth and seventh 
seals of the Apocalypse (Revelation 6.13-14,18.1). 
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Annunciation. The early life of the Virgin has been, at least , since the mid- 
Byzantine period, a popular theme for cycles of frescoes and mosaic', in 
Orthodox churches, and consequently the main episodes are familiar to 
many people who have had no contact with the text of the 
Protevangelium. 152This is not, of course, the case with Sikelianos: Xv dis 
has illustrated or listed many of the instances of close verbal dependence on 
the Protevangelium in Parts IV-VII of FIE, 153 and others will emerge in the 
present discussion. Sikelianos' other sources are the Apocryphal Gospel of 
Thomas (for the stories from the childhood of Jesus in Part VIII) and the 
Canonical Gospels (especially in Parts VIII-X). 
One can see right at the start of the narrative part of « flc µnto 
EvayyeXto» Sikelianos' desire to universalize- or, perhaps, more 
importantly, to Hellenize- the Christian myth, in this case by removing 
the story of the conception, birth and early life of the Virgin as far as 
possible from its context in Jewish law and observance. ' 54 The 
Protevangelium begins by focusing on loachim, the father of the Virgin. 
He is a rich man who, when a feast day is approaching, goes to make an 
offering, but is debarred from being the first to make his offerings on the 
grounds of his childlessness. loachim is 'sore grieved' and instead of 
returning home to his wife, Anna, goes into the wilderness, vowing to 
remain there until God should 'visit him'. 155 News of this evidently reaches 
Anna, who, thinking her husband now lost to her, laments both her 
152 Some of the episodes are referred to in liturgical texts. See in particular the . tifenologion 
for 8 September (Birth of the Theotokos) and 21 November (Entry of the Theotokos into 
the 't'emple). 
153 Xydis 1973: 141-3. 
154 That the Protevangelium is inaccurate in such matters- James remarks (1953: 38) that 
the author is not familiar with Jewish life or usages'- is irrelevant, 
for this would hardly 
be Sikelianos' reason for avoiding such material. 
15S Protevangelium 1.1-4. Quotations in English are from the translation by James (1953: 
39-49), those in Greek from Tischendorf's edition (1853: 1-48). 
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widowhood and her childlessness. Urged by her maid as the feast da`' 
approaches, she replaces her mourning garments with wedding 
garments. 156 It is only at this point, towards the end of the second chapter 
of the Protevangelium, that Sikelianos takes up the story, showing us only 
the immediately comprehensible longing of a childless woman for a child. 
without any reference to her husband's humiliation among his peers 
(IV: 53-6): 
Tä vv$tK TES (ýöp&ßc, Tä wpta aToXISta ij "Avva, 
ßä A, oüßT1KE, Kai KäO1 E GE SäovIlS T1v i K1& 
K' EinE µE 8pf vo : «AEßnota, & üüW YivEt µäva, 
&-yd Xaµnä&a, nov ävawa µ1tpoßTä Gov, vv41uctä :» 
While Anna's question is almost pure Sikelianos, the first two lines of this 
quatrain follow closely, but abbreviate, the source: 
"Avva (... ] dME YJn ýaTO t1 V KEO& 1V (X)T1lc Kai ývEbüßato 
to tµaTta autiic to fLI4LK(X, Kai 7tEpt tiiv c)pav VvaTrjv 
KATE ß1) Ei; toy 1Lapä&£l6ov Tos irEpluCaT716at. Kai Ei SE 
8aOvT18aiav, Kai EKäOl6EV 1)7tOKdTw aütf S, Kai EXlTävEu v 
TOV &E6ir6T1iV X, Eyoußa co OEÖS tthv iraTEpwv i tthv, 
% EÜ%l, Ü'ý116ÖV PE Kai EndKO1X OV tfS bErjaEahS µou. Ka6tS 
E&Xo "aa T'v' TPav DäPPaS Kai £&t)Ka aÜT 
, 
utÖv TÖv ý'ý1 S 71 µr1 S ýl 
'tßaäK. 1 57 
Sikelianos makes no use of the allusion to Sarah and Isaac, but gives more 
direct expression to Anna's desire for a child ('Shall I not become a 
mother'? '). He takes &wtöttrv from the narrative and transpose,, it. as 
Acanom, into the direct speech, where it displaces the more specifically 
156 Protevangelium 2.1-3. 
157 Protevangelium 2.4. James seems to be aware of an alternative to (inwprj utO which 
is not recorded in Tischendorf's apparatus, for he translates 'cleansed or adorned) her 
head'. The text used by Sikelianos may have incorporated such a variant, from which he 
might have derived Tok ci pta atoAiöta. On the other hand. he may simply have had in 
mind the profusion of ornaments in traditional Greek bridal costumes 
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Jewish `God of our fathers'. (In Orthodox liturgical texts \E 710 T 11 
usually denotes Christ. ) The lighting of a votive lamp as an act of private 
supplication reflects an Orthodox rather than a Jewish custom. As an 
element added by Sikelianos this lamp is the first indication of a tendency 
which pervades his retelling of the Virgin's story: the introduction of 
imagery and epithets of light, without basis in the Protevangelium. I 
Given Sikelianos' fondness for nest imagery, and his use of it in the 
introduction to «Ilýµittio EväyyEXto», it is, at first sight, surprising that 
he doesn't take up the `nest of sparrows' of the Protevangelium: 
Kai ätEVißaßa Ei; Töv oüpavöv ¬i&& KaXtaV azpovOiwv Fv 
. Tý 8aOvT18aicx, xai 
Enoi71aE Opf vov iv xavTý 
Anna goes on to speak of herself as a 'curse', 'reproached' and 'mocked' by 
her own people; 159 and again Sikelianos ignores this particularly Jewish 
dimension of her childlessness. The sparrows, generalized as 'birds', are 
present in the poem, but they have not reached the stage of nesting (IV: 57- 
60): 
Ta µäTta EarjKOXYE Yllkä K' di&, aTä KWV1(X jEßa 
tf S& yr S, µ£ T, v EpcýTa nci naiýav Sv0 nouXi ä, 
Kt Toü 1, Ca1µov TilS ntö'rEpov ýnX1jOuvEv tj äveaa 
Kai 6T1lV EÜK11 TTlc 6K(ý811KE (T V K1 t(X 
ý ä'(KaAt() 
In this quatrain we see two further characteristic features of Sikelianos' 
adaptation of Christian texts. One is a tendency to draw out or intensify 
erotic implications or possibilities in the source. What the author of the 
158 See, for example. the repeated use of the adjectives öAo o rog and 
Xaµttpöy in the 
quatrains that follow. `O?. wtoS describes Joachim returning from his fast (IV: 63). the 
cradle (68) and the temple (94), while Xaµnp ; is used of a greeting (64). inccn,, c (SO) 
and gladness (93). 
159 Protevangelium 3.1. 
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Protevangelium envisaged was a nest with young. 160What Sikelianos has 
Anna see is a pair of birds `amorously playing'. 161 The other characteristic 
is the introduction into the narrative of imagery drawn from nature: 'like a 
wave' is a minor example. 
The answer to Anna's prayers is presented in a highly simplified 
form in Sikelianos. loachim, mentioned here for the first time, returns 
oko o; from his (unexplained) fast, ' 62 and meets Anna with this 
A, antpö xatpEitago, «"Avva, 6 OF-6S Tov m69o µag OE vä iövv 
Evkoyi' !» (IV: 61-65). In the Protevangelium an angel appears to 
Anna, and then two messengers come and report to her that an angel has 
appeared to loachim. When loachim arrives no words are credited to him. 
Instead Anna says to him, Nvv of u ön xüptO ö OEöS E )Xöy1GE 
µE. 163 Sikelianos uses the same verb EüAoyEw but transfers it from Anna to 
loachim. Again he stresses the purely personal element of their situation, 
referring to their `longing' for a child, in contrast to the Protevangelium, 
which, as already indicated, shows them as more concerned with their 
status in the eyes of God and among their fellow Jews. 
There follows a more developed example of nature imagery: Anna, 
atovS jn vES Tong Fvvtä, is a tree bending under the weight of its fruit 
which is finally received by the cradle (IV: 66-8). Here the Protevangelium 
has the bare statement, F'-v & T6 Evthw µTlvt EyEvvrl6EV "Avva, and later 
Kat äVEKXLVEV wkjv (antecedent: (f Xv ). 164 
160 This is evident in Anna's response to the sight of the nest: 'even the fowls of the air are 
fruitful before thee, 0 Lord' (Protevangelium 3.2). 
161 Sikelianos is clearly indebted to EpanT Kpt ruf 5.791-803, where the appearance and 
singing of Suo' ö topoa icouXid [... J ttoü Fß tI av Etßt 6gc( is taken as a good 
omen for marriage. 
162 The companion phrase. tt)v npoaEUxtj 9pgµhhvo;, is a borrowing from the earlier 
narrative concerning loachim which Sikelianos omits. In the wilderness loachim said toi 
himself. Etat pol) Tj Eüxtý ßp6* to xat ltöµa (Protevangelium 1 A). 
163 Protevangelium 4.1-4.4. 
164 Protevangelium 5.2. One manuscript has "v noci&a in place of cz ri v. while another 
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In the Protevangelium a midwife tells Anna that the child is female, 
and the narration continues, 
icai Ebt v "Avva ' a? vOT1 T` LOU iv £ taütýl , 
ENVY 1 VýXT1 ý: l ßlµ Pý 
[... ] nXTpw9Etawv S& TOW ligep6 väa L1j ato "Avva, Kai 
6&OKEV µaa8öv T, natSM. ' 65 
`H 
Sikelianos keeps the reference to `my soul' and, though his, j POI) cCl 
is more distant from the Magnificat than E1EyaXvvO1 11 iguxrj toi), he 
seems aware of the allusion and imports from the Magnificat the idea of 
rejoicing, 66 though it is expressed in terms of the xapäv µFyäý, tlv which 
the angel proclaimed to the shepherds at the time of Christ's birth' 67 
(IV: 70-72): 
Xapä Mäkll yivrlKE TES "AvvaS µýS ßTä ati 9i" 
Tä µäTta TIJ; AY1jK E K' EiltE. «`H i xrj µou ýEi !» 
I'Xuxö lt T µFßa T71S r`ý xäp71 c& % vä X) fl, 
CTÖ ßpe oS TOTE 'yvptßE Kai Tov 'SLAKE ßuci ... 
Notice how the reference to ritual purification' 68 is replaced by the 
nature image of a `sweet river' of grace flowing within Anna, which is also 
the milk which flows from her to the child. Such substitution of more 
congenial material is one of the ways in which Sikelianos eliminates the 
(preferred by James, who translates `laid herself down') has Cau'u v (Tischendorf 1853: 
1 65 Protevangelium 5.2. 
166 ME y& vEt il yruXr poi) Töv Küptov Kai ý '& AIaßE TO' 1tV¬ tµ POU bti T(j) 
Ek(ý (Luke 1.47). 
167 Luke 2.10. This is a minor example of Sikelianos' tendency to displace source material 
to a different narrative context, a tendency which becomes more pronounced in later parts 
of HE 
168 Leviticus 12.5 specifies a period of uncleanness of two weeks after the birth of a female 
child, followed by sixty-six days of purification. This is, perhaps. an example of the kind 
of detail with which the author of the Protevangelium was not familiar (see p. 203 n. 154). 
Otherwise, he would seem to imply that Anna waited eighty days before suckling the child. 
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Jewish ritual so important in the Protevangelium. Another is the 
simplification of the narrative which, in the Protevangelium, is largely 
driven by ritual concerns. In the passage considered above, Sikelianos 
presents a couple's natural longing for a child, but the evasion of ritual 
leaves at least one element unexplained: loachim's fasting during his 
absence from home. Similarly lacking in context are Sikelianos' reference 
to the six-month-old child as ncµ. hvo rov OF-of) (IV: 77) and his statement, 
when she is three years old, that `the time had come for her to enter the 
temple' (IV-81-2), since he has said nothing of Anna's vow, at the time her 
conception was foretold, to dedicate the child to the service of God 'all the 
days of its life'. 1by He cannot, of course, avoid Mary's life in the temple, 
but the images of the child dancing on the altar steps (IV: 91-2) and being 
fed by an angel are familiar from Orthodox iconography and thus, in a 
sense, already Greek; though Sikelianos reduces the angel to a simile, thus 
distancing Mary from the supernatural (IV: 103-04). ' 70 
When Mary approaches puberty the temple authorities are faced with 
a problem, and in dealing with this episode Sikelianos' simplification 
becomes seriously perplexing. In the Protevangelium a council of priests 
declares: 
'IBoü i Mapia 'y yovEV 8ui&KaEt1j EV 'r vac; i pioV ti. oüv 
cx Tt v notrjawJEV, gTI itcc µ1äv1] TO äYiaßµa KUptOV: 
With the onset of menstruation she would be ritually unclean two weeks out 
of four, 171 and could not therefore remain in the temple. The council ask 
the High Priest to go into the Holy of Holies and pray to discover God's 
will. An angel appears and instructs him how a husband is to be chosen for 
169 Protevangelium 4.1.7.2 
170 Compare Protevangelium 7.3-8.1 
171 Leviticus 12.2.5. 
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Mary. ' 72 
Apart from the selection of a husband, Sikelianos will have none of 
this. There is no council of priests, no Holy of Holies, no angel: and the 
negative aspect of Mary's development, her potentiality to pollute the 
temple, is replaced by something entirely positive: the first flush of youth. 
described in extravagant imagery of light. The High Priest, dazzled by her 
brilliance, but apparently realizing no more than that the girl is growing up 
and ought to be betrothed, immediately responds with a scheme to select a 
widower as her husband. To the reader unfamiliar with the background to 
the situation, the results of Sikelianos' distortion and extreme condensation 
of the narrative at this point must appear rather odd (IV: 129-32): 
IT& xpövta Tiic tä &c &Ka, ßäv ýä npayrE 71 Xaµitpöt1, 
ö äpxtýpEaS, Try vLÖTý TIN, c 9äµßd£ vä iM, 
StaVacc : «Ot xipF-vä1EVOt, ß' ih va äS EpTOVV 7tp6rrol 
KI äS &KOµ7täE1 xaKvac TouS, µ7tpo rrä µov, a paß81, 
In the selection of Joseph and in his reluctance to accept Mary, Sikelianos is 
closely dependent on the Protevangelium, but in the High Priest's reply he 
deviates widely. In the Protevangelium the High Priest browbeats Joseph 
into acceptance, threatening him with the dire things God did to various 
OT characters `because of their gainsaying'. What we get in Sikelianos is 
more imagery of light: the dove which emerged from Joseph's rod and 
settled on his head was a Oam- vö ß1µä&t, God's meaning is xawpo and 
Joseph should expel from his mind `the darkness of anxiety' (IV: 141-4). In 
both the Protevangelium and «IIEµnTo EvayyEXto» Joseph now takes 
Mary to his house and leaves her there while he goes away to 'build a 
building' (IV: 160), or 'buildings. 73 
It does not appear that the author of the Protevangelium imagined 
172 Protevangelium 8.2-3. 
173 liE, IV: 133-60; Protevangelium 9.1-2. 
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either that Joseph was poor or that Mary was left entirely alone and 
unattended in his house. This is, however, the situation imagined by 
Sikelianos. The house is nto' OTCOxn a than even the 4twxößlt1to they 
pass on the way to it (IV: 146-9), and there, when Joseph has gone, . Fvut 
poväxr 11 Maptag (IV: 161). The house is surrounded by mountains and, 
more immediately, by gardens (IV: 148-9). In this rural retreat which he 
has created for the Virgin, Sikelianos himself seems suddenly more at 
home. The Virgin is now removed from the constraints of life in the 
temple and from her involvement in Jewish law and ritual which Sikeliannos 
has done his best to minimize. She is in effect liberated from the text of the 
Protevangelium. It is not that Sikelianos makes no further use of the 
source, but the borrowings become fewer, and what he borrows is often 
displaced or distorted, or used to provide colourful detail rather than 
narrative structure. From this point to the end of Part VII, the lyrical 
imagination is paramount. 
The Virgin of «IIEµnzo EüayyE X o» spends two years (IV: 238) 
alone in the house and its gardens, and Sikelianos devotes more than a 
hundred lines (IV: 161-268) to her solitary idyll, describing the awakening 
of her senses to the sights and sounds around her, and the deep peace within 
her. In the middle of this passage the Protevangelium surfaces again for a 
moment. Mary is in the garden drawing water (IV: 215-16): 
zoü K1j1tov µEß' äit' TO ßaOv SpoatßnKO' iii yäöt 
tpa1 ciEt ßtyä, aTÖ ýE4wto Ur OI I, TO' vEpö. 
In the Protevangelium this is the moment of the Annunciation: 
Kai 9EXaßEv tT V MAICI1V Kai FC', ýXOEv YF-µiaai v&op- Kai iÖO 
Ocový Xyovßa Xaip¬ KEXaptto) t VII-174 
174 Protevangelium 1 1.1. 
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Sikelianos, however, does not proceed immediately to the 
Annunciation. What Mary experienced by the well seems to be a moment 
of illumination, of self-revelation (IV: 217-18). In the ensuing lines she is 
compared to Rebecca at the well when she encountered Abraham's servant 
who had come in search of a wife for his master's son Isaac. and then to 
`the Shulamite', the Bride of the Song of Songs. 175 Traditional Christian 
exegesis treats Rebecca and the Shulamite as types of the Virgin Mary. 
Here, though, the erotic implications in both cases anticipate Sikelianos' 
transformation of the Annunciation into an encounter of lovers. 
The juxtaposition of references to Christ and nävonXog "Epurrug in 
the opening lines of FIE 176 anticipates the intrusion of Eros into the story 
of the Panagia. A passage about Eros (IV: 269-312), beginning, 
`O 'ApµaT(i)hhvoS "Epu raS O vä 'pTEL, 6ä ýaväp'rat, 
acts as a prelude to Sikelianos' rewriting of the Annunciation. Eros will 
come as a force of nature, tht' Ti v xap&L tu; ävot T; (I V : 272), and 
he will come dir' rob; f3aO'T pou; iroü ßpI KOV-rau ovpavoü; 
(IV: 276). The superlative excludes the possibility of a deeper, Christian 
heaven. 177 'He will come, he will come again' is suggestive of Christ who, 
according to Christian belief, came first in the Incarnation and will come 
again at the end of time to judge the world. Furthermore, the coming of 
175 Genesis 24.32-49, Song of Songs 6.13. It may have occurred to Sikelianos that, in 
associating the Annunciation with Mary's going out to draw water, the author of the 
Protevangelium was deliberately creating a parallel with Rebecca. As Abraham's servant 
did not reveal the purpose of his visit until he was inside Rebecca's father's house. so, in 
the Protevangelium (11.3), after the greeting the angel does not deliver the substance of his 
message until Mary has gone back into the house. (Her going out for water and then re- 
entering the house has no basis in the Gospels. ) 
176 See p. 201. 
177 Note that in the Akathistos Hymn and in other liturgical texts, though not in Luke or 
the Protevangelium) the angel of the Annunciation comes, explicitly. from heaven' 
(ovpavofty F µO9ii, oikos 1) 
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Eros is associated with -tö nXijpo to Toü xpovou (IV: 275). Though this 
phrase has become part of the language, it has done so because of its NT 
use in reference to the appearance of Christ in the world, and it is. 
therefore, highly appropriate in the context of the Annunciation., 7S ý 
That Sikelianos means to associate the coming of Eros with the 
coming of Christ, is confirmed a few lines later (IV: 301-04): 
`O 'ApµaTCoµ£vog "Epo taS, 'yt(x µapµ(xpEVio äXü)vt 
t1 (q äKEpta cic X, ö"ylaß¬, TO' OävaTO natEI 
µ' ÖXa T' äß'F-pta TOD, yu tVF pO t aiES, t1 VE xuKAthVE1, 
K' 71 nAll 'tf; Ilapä&ELaoS 0avtäýE1 öXavotxT71 ... 
The expression ro' Oävaro Tana is a clear appropriation of the language 
of the Easter liturgy already cited in connection with Palamas. ' 79 Eros is 
also located within the Greek folk tradition through the . tapµapv vto 
äA, thvt, where Digenis wrestles with Charos. In using the word po i ai E; 
Sikelianos alludes to the OXoytviv pop. 4aiav, , set up 'to guard the way to 
the tree of life' when Adam and Eve were expelled from Paradise. 180 With 
the reference to the gate of Paradise being OkavotxTij, Sikelianos locates 
Eros within another area of Christian symbolism associated with the 
Incarnation. In the opening words of the first oikos of Romanos' Kontakion 
No. 1, On the Nativity F. ti v 'Ebeµ Bij6A, Eeµ 1 votýE. 181 In Genesis 
Adam and Eve were expelled and Paradise closed following an act of 
disobedience through which they acquired sexual knowledge. In associating 
178 "OTF SF 1 XOE TO nXijpwµa TO-0 xpövov, Eý(MßTEt? v ö Orög toy u Ov 
avTov, yEvo vov Ex -yvvatKcö (Galatians 4.4). 
179 See pp. 129-30. 
180 Genesis 3.24. 
181 This oikos is well known. as it is still sung in the Great Vespers of Christmas. There 
are also a number of references to Mary as the agent who opens Paradise in the Akathi"to" 
Hymn and Canon: Ilapa&iaov 8upciwv ävo1Ktrjptov (, Akathistos Hymn, oiko. % 7)-. St' 
'i votXOT Ilapa& tao; (ibid. oikos 15): 'E &p ävoiýaaa trly KEKXEta). hv>>v 
(Akathistos Canon, Ode 9, troparion 2). 
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the advent of Eros with the reopening of Paradise. Sikelianos not only' 
identifies Eros with Christ, but also challenges the Christian repression of 
sexuality. 
Having firmly established Eros in a linguistic context which belongs 
to Christ- he comes from heaven in the fullness of time' (, 4 V), he treads 
on death, and the gate of Paradise is open- Sikelianos now turns to Mary 
and, as it were, reverses the process, placing her in a pagan context 
(IV: 305-06): 
treu i pauvö TOI) 71 Maptäµ, äKEpta, cif 71 F, EµhA. r1, 
6ä ßwpLaß rEi 71' o? aKEpo OE vä t6V &XTCI; 
Zeus, disguised as a mortal, had been Semele's lover. In the sixth month of 
her pregnancy Semele tricked lit rn into revealing his identity. He came 
% to her with thunder and lightning xat KEpcwvöv blaty. Semele died of 
fright and/or was consumed by fire (with Od 6(optc NrI Sikelianos 
manages to suggest both), though the unborn Dionysus was saved. ', S2 
Despite the `thunderbolt', Sikelianos' tou and Tow appear to denote Eros, 
since Zeus is not named. The next lines (IV: 307-08) are indeed about Eros, 
but do not necessarily propose any specific relationship between him and 
Mary: 
`O 'ApµaTwµ. £voS "EpawTaS, Tä vEa noowvTaS 9£ÄÄI, 
TEpckma ßi7A, a 'yüp(X to )g JEpövuxza KpaTEI. 
It is not her young limbs, but young limbs in general which are the object 
of Eros' longing, and over which he keeps watch, as, earlier, he is said to 
keep watch `like a field guard over the whole of nature with mystic 
tenderness' (IV: '193-4). It is only in the comparison with Semele that 
Sikelianos seems to propose any immediate connection between Eros and 
182 Apollodorus 4.3: Diodorus Siculus 4.2.2-3. 
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Mary. Otherwise, Eros' role in this passage is that of a presiding deity who 
remains in the background without participating in the action. The poet 
asks whether Mary will be `reduced to a heap [of ashes]' by the power of 
Eros, or will accept him `entire'. This could be seen as suggesting a 
paganizing of the Christian myth so as to bring Eros into direct relation 
with Mary in a divine-human coupling like that of Zeus with Semele. 
However, in view of what follows, it would, I think, be better to see 
Mary's putative acceptance of Eros as a metaphor for submission to the 
power of desire (personified by Eros) rather than implying her acceptance 
of Eros himself as a lover. 
Who, then, is `the God', of the next stanza (IV: 309-12), who is to 
come [as] Bridegroom' and whom Mary unwittingly summons with her 
every breath? 
Ki A& n, 6i 'yf Tov Xavaäv ltov äv9öS ti ccovEt 9EioS, 
nov % µ' ÖXS Tic ävänvotES t1 äv&yv(-pa KaXi 
vä 'p9&L µtä vvxta µovaxä Kpu0ä ö OEöc, NugOtoc, 
7tO1 cchvT Twpa cwvETat Km nom OopEi rToXrj; 
The obvious answer is that this `God' is Eros (the passage began with the 
statement that Eros `will come, will come again'), but there are reasons for 
preferring a different interpretation. After the comparison with Semele, 
Sikelianos returns the Panagia to the realm of Christian imagery. The 
simile hS 1j ylj Toü Xavaäv is derived from the Akathistos Hymn, in 
which the Virgin is addressed as 71 tf g EnaryEXIczS. 8 Nvµýi oý is 
associated directly and indirectly with Christ: directly in the words of 
Christ himself and of John the Baptist; 184 and indirectly in the parable of 
the Wise and Foolish Virgins. This is one of a series of parables which 
183 See p. 88. 
184 Christ, asked why his disciples do not fast, replies. 'Can the wedding guests mourn a, 
long as the bridegroom is with them''' (Matthew 9.14-15): and John the Baptist compares 
his relation to Christ to that of the bridegroom's friend to the bridegroom (John 3.27-30). 
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illustrate the need for watchfulness because `the Son of man is coming at an 
hour you do not expect'. ' 85 Mary calls on God to come at night. like the 
bridegroom of the parable: 
" 8E vviTÖS xPavYT1 
% 
1'E1'ovEv' '180i) ö vvµýioS EPXEtat. ' `ý6 ýaBIS 
It would make no sense to see Sikelianos' ö OF-6;, Nut Io; as 
Christ, except in terms of the unity of Father and Son in the Trinity; for a 
careful reading of the succeeding passage, in which Sikelianos rewrites the 
Annunciation (IV: 313-60), will indicate that this God who comes as 
Bridegroom is God the Father, the Jahweh of the OT. The remaining 
ambiguities suggest that Sikelianos drew back from making this plain. 
The comparison with Semele is the key to understanding the 
Annunciation of «IIEµ7vto EvayyE? to». In «Mdva TO f) Ftoü tov 
'AvOp ou» Sikelianos treated the Annunciation as a sexual encounter 
between the Panagia and the Archangel in which Mary did not 'flee the 
love of God to save her virginity'. ' 87 The ambiguity involved in naming 
her lover as both 'ApxdyyF-Xo; and OF-d; is resolved in «IZE µnTo 
Eüa, yyEA, lo », where the one who comes to Mary is not the Archangel, but 
the Taµevo; Tou 'Ißpailk who comes 'like an Archangel walking on 
earth', holding the lily associated (in iconography) with Gabriel (IV: 321- 
4): 
Kai vä ö raµ'vo; Toü 'Iapai , 
ä7t' T 'V Kpvo7j toy Moipa 
aTaXjEvo;, ßäv 'ApxdyýyEAo; t YO önov natEi. 
nEpVd, Kai µ£S at1j 4O to TOU KpIVO dt"Xö KpaTEi ! ... 
185 Matthew 24.44. 
186 Matthew 25.6. Mary also calls on him to come 'secretly' (Kpu (x'). as Zeus came to 
Semele, not only in the sense of being disguised, but explicitly in Apollodoru" 4.3: 
IEpai g& Zeus ipaaOElg "HpaS KpvOa auvEuväýFtat. 
187 See p. 166. 
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Clearly there is a deliberate echo here of the opening of the Lucan 
Annunciation: 
'Ev S& Tw tTvi TCco, £K'ro) änE5thX 1ö äyYFko; Fa*' X vnö 
Toü OE ov rig nöXty Tf g FaXtA. aiaS. ' 88 
Sikelianos uses the same passive verb (though in uncompounded form), but, 
whereas, in Luke, Gabriel `was sent by God' (my translation), in Sikelianos 
the one who comes is `sent by his secret Fate'. The introduction of Fate is 
not merely a minor paganizing touch, since some substitution for 'sent by 
God' is necessary if we are to see 6 mgtvo; not as a messenger of God 
but as God himself. (In Greek mythology even the gods are sometimes 
subject to Fate. ) 
The phrase 6 iagEvo; 'toü 'Iap(x 11 'X (IV: 321), though not Biblical, 
is obviously within the Judaeo-Christian tradition. Perhaps the closest 
Biblical equivalent is 6 äyto; 'toi 'Iapai X, used more than twenty times 
in Isaiah (often without the second article) as a name of God. At first sight 
6 ragFvo;, meaning `the one who has been dedicated' (implicitly by a 
solemn vow), seems unlikely as an epithet of God, but in the Jewish 
conception of a covenantal relationship between God and Israel, God is 
bound to his people by his own vows or promises. One key covenantal text 
brings us fairly close to Sikelianos' expression. God says to Moses, `Write 
these words', 
uni Yäp Twv köywv zoütwv tEOEiµai aot 81aOT1K1 V xai t() 
'Iapar X. 189 
While Israelites might be dedicated to God (Sikelianos speaks of the infant 
Mary as taµtvo toü OEov ). ' 9° only God could properly be spoken of as 
188 Luke 1.26. 
189 Exodus 34.27. 
190 See p. 208. 
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`dedicated to Israel'. 
A further strong indication of Sikelianos' intention to present the 
Annunciation as an encounter between Mary and God is found in IV: 325-8: 
'Ap-yä, cri EKOita ij Maptag, ýä you OappCI K' E pva 
$TÖ µ. Eßavvxt äväµ&ßa µtä ?, t14Ifl ßtaa lK1 . 
KaOc &avEl n 'yprjyopo xpuaöyrapo ai 6TEpva, 
il navtoöüva. ni 9wptä Tov Küptou µuatnxrj. 
While this might remind us of Semele seeing Zeus in his true form (but 
without the disastrous consequences), there are clear echoes here of an 
equally or even more momentous encounter, between God and Moses. 
Moses wants God to show himself to him, and God tells Moses he will 'pass 
by' (compare Sikelianos' eTctpva): 191 
'y(j) napE? vßoµat np6tEp6; aov TTj ööý gov. ' 92 
Tý &5Ea may be reflected in Sikelianos' phrase ävcct& a µtä Xä n1JI1 
(3taßnxrj, while his reference to `the Lord's secret and all-powerful 
countenance' suggests the face of God which must be concealed from Moses 
because of its terrible power: 
oÜ 81)vi1' aTl 
, 
i&cv To, 1Löa(t)nov µoui 0-0 Yap µßl i ýl äv8P(ý1Lo PS 
TO npöa(l)1LÖV gov Kai ý71aETai. X93 
Kvpto; is prominent in this passage as a name of God, 194 and in Sikelianos 
it must surely be understood in its OT sense. 
19! Note that inpva in line 325 repeats lpvä of line 324 and thus tends to confirm the 
identitification of the KüptoS with the Ta thvoS. 
192 Exodus 33.18-19. Compare 33.22 where the same verb is used twice. This passage is 
all in the future tense, anticipating Moses' appointment with God on Sinai for the renewal 
of the Covenant in the terms quoted above. See also p. 350 below. 
193 Exodus 33.20. 
194 Exodus 34.17,19,21. 
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No further names are used of the one who comes to \1arv. The next 
four stanzas are devoted to the signs of his approach and Mary's physical 
response as she anticipates his arrival, including a sudden warmth in her 
breasts and an unbearable pulse beating in her inner parts (an? \, äx\vo ) 
(IV: 341-4). When he finally `stands before her' (IV: 345), 19", the erotic 
nature of her response becomes more explicit: `all her desire flares up' 
(IV: 348). Her desire is `speechless' (ßovßrj ), and in fact Sikelianos 
dispenses with all the dialogue of the Lucan Annunciation (already much 
abbreviated in the Protevangelium) except for the one word of greeting, 
XcuipE. Mary's divine visitor puts his hands on her shoulders, looks into 
her eyes and utters the Xai pE. Together, in an image evocative of folk- 
poetry, they are `like two cypresses entwined, which loudly groan, when a 
strong wind blows at night' (IV: 353-6); and the encounter ends with a 
thya Ot? c1 [... ] Kai jEyaS xwptago; (IV: 360). Here Sikelianos seems 
aware of the ending of the Lucan Annunciation (K(xi dbr kOEv än' aüttjc 
ö äyyEXOS), 196 but he transforms the simple departure into a lover's 
'parting', as he makes the Xai pE into an intimate greeting through its 
association with physical contact. 
The Annunciation of «flEµiTo Ev ay'y Xto» is really no 
Annunciation at all: no message is brought, there is nothing about 
conception by supernatural means; 197 and as in «Mäva Tov I'tov tov 
195 The neutral phrase, tmpoatd TIJ; GT£K£t is close to the way in which the 
Protevangelium describes Gabriel's appearance to Mary: Ka iöov äyyEXoS xupiou 
EatTj EvoSinov avtf; (Protevangelium 11.2). It is the only point of contact between 
Sikelianos' Annunciation and material in the Protevangelium not derived from Luke. 
196 Luke 1.38. 
197 Nevertheless, it may be argued that Sikelianos appropriates elements of the vocabulary 
of supernatural conception and uses them for different purpose,,. In Luke 1.35 the angel 
explains to Mary. IivFÜµa "A-ytov FnF i a¬Tat Fni 6E xai Süvciµt; üyrißtov 
FntaKLdaEt aoi. A distorted reflection of this language may be seen in the 
navto8 vaµtl 9wptä toü Kvptov µvßnxýj (IV: 328) which Mary glimpse. and the 
µuarii n 4oß£pa T" 'Ayiou OEoü (IV: 317-18) which 'arms her body'. 
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'AvOpc tov» Mary's virginity is not preserved. Instead. Sikelianos suggests 
an almost wordless divine-human coupling in which Mary is impregnated. 
«flji? tTo EvayyEXto» ends with the xwptßµöc, and at the beginning of 
Part V, «`H Ivy71», Mary is embroidering a cover for a cradle (%1: 5-8) 
and knows she is to be a mother (V: 15). 
The idea that God himself came to Mary, as Zeus to Semele. may be 
related to a question which Mary asks in the Protevangelium. There, the 
angel tells her that she has `found favour with the Lord of all things' and 
that she will `conceive of his will', 
tj 8& äxovßaßa S&EKpIOfl ýv Eauzij Xcyouaa Ei EYt 
auý, ý, tjyroµat äno xvpiou 0e015 cwvTOS, KM ycvvi ao wS 
näßa 'yvvrl 'yEVV( ; 
`Not so, ' the angel replies, and continues in words drawn from the Lucan 
account, 'for a power of the Lord shall overshadow thee'. 19 x The 
misunderstanding involved in Mary's question becomes for Sikelianos the 
basis for his rewriting of the Annunciation as a sexual encounter between 
Mary and God. Sikelianos attempts to present Jesus as the son of the God of 
the OT in the same way as Dionysus is the son of Zeus, sired by God 
himself upon a human mother. 
While I am convinced that this bold distortion of Christian narrative 
and theology underlies this Sikelianic Annunciation, it must be admitted 
that it is not clearly articulated. Trypanis is probably not alone in seeing 
here the Annunciation of the Virgin by a fully armed Eros', and in finding 
it 'not in the best of taste'. 199 The relation between the Annunciation and 
the previous passage dealing with 'ApµaTwµhvo; "Epcc is not entirely 
clear. It is possible that these two passages represent different paganizing 
conceptions of the Annunciation which have not been satisfactorily 
198 Protevangelium 11.2. and see preceding note. 
199 Trypanis 1981: 674. 
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integrated, the first, which is not fully worked through. involving, En a, 
Mary's visitant, and the second putting the Judaeo-Christian God in a role 
compatible with that of Zeus in relation to Semele., °° 
After the Annunciation there are only the occasional hints of 
syncretism in HE. There is no space for detailed considerations of Parts `'- 
VII of the poem which continue the story of the Panagia. interesting: 
though they are in their appropriations of the language of the 
Protevangelium and of Matthew and Luke. I want only to draw attention to 
the extraordinary distortions of the very familiar Nativity stories which 
they contain, evident even in the misleading nature of the titles of each of 
these three parts. 
«`H Iu'yi », the title of Part V, inevitably suggests the Flight into 
Egypt of Matthew 2.13-14, which follows the birth of Christ. Sikelianos' 
'Flight' is not, however, an escape from Herod but a means of preventing 
Mary's pregnancy being discovered (V: 114-20). This is a major deviation 
from the Protevangelium, where the priests become aware of' Mary's 
condition and subject both Mary and Joseph to a ritual testing", by which 
their innocence is proved. They have, therefore, no reason whatever to 
flee, and their subsequent departure is prompted, as in Luke, by a decree of 
Augustus which obliges them to go to Bethlehem to 'be recorded'. 211' 
Sikelianos' introduction of the 'Flight' is, then, a further evasion of Jewish 
ritual. But it is also an opportunity: the account of the 'Flight' occupies 
almost 200 lines (V: 121-316), and throughout the journey Mary and Joseph 
are alone in the world of nature, or, in poetic terms, in the familiar w%-orld 
of Sikelianic nature imagery. At the end of «`H (Duyi » they stop to rest 
before entering a village (V: 313-16). This village is evidently Bethlehem, 
200 Xydis' interpretation (1973: 140) assumes two separate visits: the first by Eros. the 
second- and this would be difficult to defend- the Annunciation of the Panagia by 
Gabriel'. 
201 Protevangelium 15.1-17.2. 
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where they are already ensconced in the `inn jthe beginning of Part VI. 
The title of Part VI, «LTov . Evcjiýva ti BflO4Fp,,. suggests tile 
site of the Nativity, although here, pace Luke, there is 'room for them in 
the inn'. 202 Furthermore, Mary tells the innkeeper that they are only 
passing through Bethlehem on the way to 'another village' where they 
'have been engaged' to work (VI: 49-50); 203 and early the next morning 
they leave the inn, the child as yet unborn (V I: 9 3-108 ). The hasty 
departure from the inn, at or before dawn, recalls the precipitate departure 
recorded by Matthew, when, after being warned about Herod in the second 
dream, Joseph `rose and took the child and his mother by night, and 
departed to Egypt'. 204 
The garrulous innkeeper is one of Sikelianos' embellishments of the 
story, a stock character used as a crude narrative device to introduce 
certain pieces of information (VI: 18-40). He tells Mary and Joseph of a 
new star that has appeared, and of pronouncements by the Roman Sibyls 
and the Delphic oracle, quoting the latter as related to him by many 
travellers' (VI: 25-27). 205 The innkeeper also informs them of what Luke 
calls the Sö yta of Caesar Augustus that all the world should be 
enrolled' . 
206 This is indeed a strange distortion of the narrative. The 
20º2 Luke 2.7 (AV). Sikelianos transposes this detail to a much later incident (see p. 225). 
2201 Mary also says that Joseph is her father (VI: 51). The attribution of such subterfuge. 
involving actual falsehood, to Mary is potentially offensive to devout readers. The 
misrepresentation of their relationship is based, in part, on Joseph's unresoved quandary in 
the Protevangelium (17.1): `How shall I record her'? as my wife'' nay, I am ashamed. Or a" 
my daughter'. " The transformation of Joseph's question into Mary's false statement is 
consistent with Sikelianos' general strategy in which Joseph's role as an independent agent 
determining the course of events is severely limited, and Mary's enhanced. 
204 Matthew 2.14. 
205 Sikelianos is obviously thinking of the early Christian reinterpretations of. and blatant 
interpolations in, recorded pagan oracles. a tradition which suits his own syncretistiL 
concerns. 
206 Here Sikelianos follows Luke 2.1 in preference to Protevangelium 17.1. which, rather 
strangely. restricts the application of the imperial decree to Bethlehem. He makes Luke's 
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`decree', which in Luke and the Protevangelium is the reason for Mary and 
Joseph's journey from Nazareth to Bethlehem, is, for Sikelianos, something 
they hear of by chance when they happen to be passing through Bethlehem. 
and which becomes the reason for their sudden departure. 
The innkeeper warns them of the dire consequences of avoiding the 
census in terms which appear to confuse a Roman administrative procedure 
with the Slaughter of the Innocents carried out later by the soldiers of 
Herod (V I: 37-40): 
Kt äß, i ß' av'töv noü YTOxaaTEi TO ßnA, äxvo TO-0 vä KpüW¬t 
Ti. TETOta nf'yE rTÖ rrpa'cöv öA. oü6E StaTaryrj : 
Ki äv ßpEi 6Tov Kü1cvov T1 4c)Xtä To' aü-yö, vä to avvzpiy Et" 
ict onov Sj pt«v'l StäTa Tov, vä npoXa43aiv' ii öpfl ! 
The source for this violent threat is Matthew: the description of Herod' s 
rage and its conseyuences, 207 the related warning in Joseph's dream. 208 
Once again, and in a most confusing fashion, Sikelianos has transferred 
post-Nativity narrative elements to a pre-Nativity context. 
In Part VII, «H I, Evvtrß1», the 'Flight' is resumed after the 
overnight stop in Bethlehem, and Mary and Joseph are again alone in the 
world of nature. As already noted, despite the title, the narrative Stops 
short, just before Christ's birth, at the moment when Mary sees in front of 
her the Cave (VII: 68), which in the Protevangelium is the site of the 
Nativity. We should probably understand that this cave is not very far from 
Bethlehem, for in the distance the barking of dogs can still be heard 
(VII: 66). 209 
itäaav tiJv oixovthvr va little more specific: the &dta extends a' öao1S tönovc / 
än%. wvEt' Tj icu&pvta toy (VI: 33-4). 
207 Matthew 2.16. 
208 Matthew 2.13. 
2209 In «; \t6vvao5 ettt kwvc)» Sikelianos alludes to these dogs and other details from ., 
'H 
rivviiaq» (see p. 244-5 n. 271). 
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The story of the Annunciation and of the events surrounding the 
Nativity is so well known that Sikelianos's version must strike almost all his 
readers as very odd, not to say baffling. There is no obvious rationale for 
Sikelianos' reworking of the narrative sequence or his introduction of 
invented episodes. Faulty recollection of the sources is not a possible 
explanation. Quite apart from the familiarity of the story, there can be no 
doubt that Sikelianos consulted the text of the Protevangelium (if not the 
Gospels) in composing Parts IV-VII of Hda a r6v `EAArjvcov, and the 
changes must be seen as conscious and deliberate. The transposition of the 
Flight and the threat of soldiers slaughtering young children to a pre- 
Nativity context (and making those soldiers Roman rather than Herod's) 
suggests that Sikelianos intended to exclude from his 'Fifth Gospel' the 
Magi and everything connected with them. The visit of the Magi is 
inextricably bound up with the fulfilment of Jewish prophecy. They come 
asking, `Where is he who has been born King of the Jews? ', and it is this 
question which arouses Herod's suspicious interest and leads to the 
Slaughter of the Innocents and the Flight into Egypt. Clearly the 'King of 
the Jews' could have no part in «Tä Xpt6Toi y Eva 'TCov `EXXTjvcov », as 
«`H FEvv1ß11» was called when first published in 1934. 
There are further instances of the suppression of Jewish material in 
the parts of FIE which retell incidents from the life of Christ. These parts 
of the poem are discussed in the next section, in which Sikelianos' 
treatment of Christ and the Gospel texts, particularly in Part X. 
«MaybaXrjvrj», is contrasted with his approach in the later and more fully 
achieved poem, «"Aypa4ov». 
224 
3.6 Christ in lläaxa iwv `EA, Arf vwv and «"Aypaoov» 
The first eighty lines of «`O Ow&EKa r1jc», Part VIII of FIE. are based on 
a number of incidents in the childhood of Jesus (but before the zwe ottwelve), 
which are recounted in the apocryphal Gospel of Thomas., '° In 
Sikelianos' handling of these stories one sees tendencies already familiar 
from earlier Parts of the poem, such as the evasion of issues of Jewish law 
and Christian theology, and syncretism. 
Mary, for example, contemplating the child thinks to herself, K' 
Fivat [... ] itaiepa; rou, µoväxa ö oüpavöS (VIII: 28). This is a long 
way from `the only-begotten Son of God' of Trinitarian theology, and ö 
ovpavög even suggests the pagan god Uranus, father of the Titans. 2 
Syncretism is also evident in the comparison of the child Jesus with the 
`young Apollo' (VII: 65). 
When Sikelianos turns to the clay birds which Jesus made and then 
commanded to fly away, he alters the whole framework of the story. In 
Thomas the incident takes place on a Sabbath, and the story hinges on the 
anger of a bystander who, observing the child engaged in an activity which 
pollutes the Sabbath, fetches Joseph to reprimand his son. 212 This aspect is 
entirely overlooked by Sikelianos, so that Joseph seems to be moved by 
nothing more than a father's annoyance at finding his child playing in the 
mud (VIII: 37-44). Nor does Sikelianos give any hint of the child's anger 
and its destructive and sometimes fatal effects which are such a striking 
feature of the stories in Thomas. Instead of the wilful and uncontrollable 
divine prodigy of Thomas. Sikelianos offers a sanitized image of a loving 
and obedient son. 
-' "") Tischendorf 1853: 134-5S. 
211 An implication consistent with Eat, Tttäva / atö Etapo in . -'Avtpi K¬tO 
Bä rta ta» (see p. 247). 
212 Thomas 2.1-5 (Greek A). 2.1-2 (Greek B). 
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The bulk of Part VIII (VIII: 81-312) concerns the Twelve-year-old 
of the title. It is Sikelianos' much-amplified retelling of the story of Jesus' 
separation from his parents during a visit to Jerusalem and his rediscover\-. 
three days later, in the temple. The story occurs in Thomas as well as 
Luke, and it is clear that Sikelianos is aware of both sources. 213 He again 
transposes details as in earlier Parts of the poem. When the family first 
arrive in Jerusalem they find nowhere to stay (VIII: 148): 
µä Eivat nlaßµhva Tä KEXtä, x' dvat 'ygµäT' rý aüý rj. 
This is obviously borrowed from Luke's Nativity story: 01)'K 1V aütoi; 
Tölco; iv TO Kaiaý, vµail. 214 
All that remains of the projected narrative of the ministry, Passion 
and Resurrection of Jesus are accounts of two incidents; both, significantly, 
concern Jesus' relations with women, and both also figure in the work of 
Palamas. 215 The first, «`O Iil6ovg aTi BlOavia» (Part IX) is based on 
the story of Martha `distracted by much serving' and her sister, Mary, who 
chose the `good portion' and `sat at the Lord's feet and listened to his 
teaching' . 
216 After the first two stanzas of narrative introduction, 
encapsulating the source text, Jesus ceases to be the focus of the poem. The 
image of Mary sitting at the feet of Jesus proves no more than a 
springboard for the poet's imagination. Though in the third person, the 
remaining stanzas view the scene from the perspective of Mary. The setting 
is a garden, and Jesus seems to blend with the surroundings. His voice 
seems to come from the trees and his words fall on Mary's head like apple 
blossom (IX: 13-16). Here, and in other lines, there are distant echoes of the 
Song of Songs. The diffuse erotic atmosphere is momentarily focused in 
213 Luke 2.41-52: Thomas 19.1-5 (Greek A). 
214 Luke 2.7. 
215 See pp. 47-8.125. 
216 Luke 10.38-42. 
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the secret speech of Mary's soul, in which she rejects tä (iipta ßtoi. ibta 
Tä xpvßä, Tov yäµov iä ir*Tpäbta in favour of tov Aöyov Toi) 
[... ] 71 60paMUKT) ßpoxrj, which `washed' her (IX: 41-44). 
The background here is Biblical. Sikelianos alludes to OT savings 
about wisdom being `better than gold' and 'more precious than jewels'. 217 
and to the words of Moses in the second of the nine Biblical Odes of the 
Greek Church: 
o- Fn' xaTa "Tw wS SPöaoS Tä PTlµa tä µov, (I)GEI öµßPý ßßl 
ä'ypaOaýn. v Kai dx I vt4 E-rög EM xöpTOV. 2 18 
Sikelianos subverts these similes, making the rain something which falls on 
an individual woman and thus suggesting a link between Mary and Danae, 
to whom Zeus came in the form of a golden shower which impregnated 
her. The `rain' of Jesus' speech is also fecundating, if only metaphorically, 
for, in a more distant echo of Moses' words, Mary says (IX: 48): 
ävOta 0 ßaOtö Tov Köp4ov µov ýavoiyEI SpoalCFgN 
The eroticization of Jesus' relationship with a woman is more 
obvious and more central in Part X, «MaybaXr vrj» , which 
has a more 
complex and interesting relationship with its Gospel sources. It is divided 
into three parts. The first, in a generic first person plural and rich in 
references to nature, evokes the ambience of nightfall (X: 1-24): the second 
is a third-person narrative (X: 25-60): and the third a prayer addressed by 
the poet to Mary Magdalene (X: 61-4). 219 'Jesus and his disciples' are first 
mentioned at the end of the first part, 'among the crowd [... ] in the dark' 
(X: 21-4). This sudden appearance seems intended to lead into the scene (a 
217 Proverbs 3.14-15. Compare 8.10-11.16.16 and Job 28.15-17. 
218 Deuteronomy 321.2 
219 This last stanza is the only example in FIE of a detached 'acclamation' comparable to 
those of the emperor addressed to the Virgin in Palamas' OAoyipa. 
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busy street) with which the narrative second part opens (X: 25-6). This 
narrative concerns the anointing of Jesus with myron 200 by a woman while 
he was eating as a guest in a house. It is necessary to speak of this topes in 
such basic terms in order to avoid going beyond what is common to 
Sikelianos' text and the related accounts in the four Gospels. As described 
by Luke, the incident is usually known as 'The Sinful Woman' or The 
Woman who was a Sinner'; while the comparable incidents in the other 
three Gospels are all known as `The Anointing at Bethany' (although John' 
version differs substantially from those of Matthew and Mark). 
In the naming of two of the principal dramatis pervonae in the 
anointing, Sikelianos does not follow any of the Gospel accounts. First, he 
calls the woman who anoints Jesus 'Magdalene'. Xydis remarks somewhat 
vaguely that 'the poet uses the myrophore Magdalene as a symbol',  
implying perhaps that Sikelianos made a creative and imaginative choice, 
based on the thematic correspondence between the actual anointing of the 
living Christ and the intended anointing of the dead Christ on the morning 
of the Resurrection. However, it is more likely that Sikelianos was simply 
hollowing the Western tradition which, since the early medieval period, has 
identified Mary Magdalene with Luke's 'woman of the city who was a 
sinner' 222 regarding both, independently but with no scriptural authority, 
as prostitutes; and either or both are sometimes further identified with 
Mary of Bethany, the sister of Martha and Lazarus, since it is she who 
performs the anointing in the comparable Johannine passage. The Orthodox 
Church has never officially accepted these identifications. 223 but Sikelianos 
220 There seems to be no satisfactory English equivalent of n pov. 'Myrrh' i,, ccrtainlý 
misleading, and 'ointment' (AV and RSV) sounds too sticky to be poured. It prohahlý 
denotes an 'aromatic oil', but this is too cumbersome an expression and I propose "imply- 
to transliterate and refer to inyron. 
221 Xydis 1973: 147. 
222 In Matthew and Mark. it is simply 'a woman' who enters the house to anoint Jesus. 
223 Orthodoxy does. however, regard the 'sinful woman' as a prostitute. She i' repeatedl\ 
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appears to accept all of them, including perhaps the identification of 
Magdalene with Mary of Bethany, since he uses twos details which are 
found only in John. 
When John's Mary of Bethany anoints Jesus' feet, the perfume fills 
the whole house: 
` 11 8E oixia 0i8 Ex T öaµ 1S To-6 µvPov. 2' ý1P ý1 ý1S 
Sikelianos makes oblique use of this idea as a simile (X: 40-42), where he 
speaks of Magdalene's deep sobbing pouring out into the night, 
ßäv 'covTOS oltoü ytöµtaEV ö?, äKEpo TO 8(; )µ(X, 
K a, YTÖ xvµa n' ältX(I)vEV änö tiiv tvco&tä. 
All the Gospels except Luke include a protest against the waste of the 
precious ointment, on the grounds that it could have been sold for the 
benefit of the poor, but Sikelianos follows John in putting the words into 
the mouth of Judas, and in presenting them as a question. 225 
While Sikelianos' introduction of Magdalene into the story of the 
anointing is hardly surprising or original, his identification of Jesus' host as 
the tax collector' (TEA, u)'v1S) certainly is. In Matthew and Mark the 
anointing takes place `at Bethany in the house of Simon the leper'; in Luke 
in the house of `one of the Pharisees' (no town is mentioned); and in John 
at the house of Lazarus in Bethany. There is only one Gospel incident in 
which Jesus eats in the house of a tax collector (although he is often spoken 
of as eating with tax collectors). The tax collector in question was Levi, or 
called nöpvq in Orthros for Wednesday in Holy Week. 
 2John 12.3. 
225 Compare X: 45-8 with John 12.4-5. In Matthew 26.8-9 the objection is voiced by the 
disciples' and in Mark 14.4-5 by 'some [persons]' (ttvcS). X}dis, who does not take 
John's account into consideration at all. sees the attribution of the words to Judas as one of 
the 'transpositions (... ] which the poet makes' and which the poem a free and easy 
simplicity' (1973: 147-8). 
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Matthew, one of the twelve disciples. In Mark's account of this incident. 
'tax collectors' and `sinners' are associated: the phrase t¬ Adivat Kai 
äµaptcoA, oi is repeated three times, twice in the mouths of Scribes and 
Pharisees. 226 In Luke, the woman who anoints Jesus is a 'sinner' 
(äµap'r(AöS), and the anointing takes place in the house of a Pharisee. 
Apart from the circumstantial similarity (Jesus and his disciples eating as 
invited guests in a house) there is also a thematic correspondence between 
the dialogue in Levi's house and the dialogue of Jesus with his host, the 
Pharisee, in Luke's account of the Anointing. "? 
I do not think that Sikelianos' substitution of the tax collector for the 
Pharisee should be seen as a mistake arising from faulty recollection of the 
sources, but rather- with the justification of the textual parallels- as a 
part of a deliberate strategy of suppression of the Jewish context of Jesus' 
life to facilitate the Hellenization of the story. While all societies have tax 
collectors- and rEX(ov7lS is still current Greek for `customs officer'- the 
Pharisee is an exclusively Jewish figure. It is clear from earlier parts of FIE 
that to achieve his objective Sikelianos is prepared to make arbitrary 
changes to the content and structure of the Biblical and Apocryphal 
narratives. 
In some cases Sikelianos' blending of details from different Gospel 
passages are imaginatively effective; in others they result in incoherence. 
When Judas protests about the waste of the mYron, he does so as though a 
226 Mark 2.14-17. This pairing is found in other Gospel passages: Matthew 1 1.19. Luke 
15.21, and Luke 7.34 (where it immediately precedes Jesus' invitation to the house of the 
Pharisee). At Matthew 21.31 tax collectors are paired with 'harlots' (O TEX@vat Kai ai 
nopvat ): this is relevant because of the Western tradition which regards both Magdalene 
and Luke's 'sinner' as prostitutes (see above). Relevant too is the pairing in the Parable of 
the Tax Collector and the Pharisee (Luke 8.9-14) which also interested Palamas on more 
than one occasion (see pp. 125.370-72). 
227 Compare Mark 2.16-17 with Luke 7.36-7 (which include', the Parable of the Two 
Debtors). 
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snake had whispered deep inside him'. The snake obviously implies Satan. 
and the obvious source, which connects Satan with Judas, is Luke 22.3: 
EiaiX0F_ b& ßaTava; F_ i; 'Ioü av . 
These are the first words of Luke's 
account of the Betrayal, which is widely separated from his story of the 
`sinful woman'. In Matthew and Mark, however, the Anointing at Bethany 
is followed immediately by the Betrayal, though their versions lack the 
reference to Satan. This is an effective use of Sikelianos' wide familiarity 
with the Gospels, but his attempted fusion of sources in the dialogue in 
«Ma, ybaAivij» is less successful. 
Although the host (the tax collector) looks `askance' (XoEd) at 
Magdalene, it is only Judas who speaks, and all he says is 'Could not this 
have been sold for the poor? ' (X: 45-8). Jesus then 'gives them a reply' 
(X: 52). But this reply (X: 53-58) is addressed to a single person (' HpO' 
änö bpogo 61LLu (You .. . ), and not to Judas but to the tax collector, 
who, in Sikelianos' version of the story, had not spoken. This 'reply' is 
based on part of Jesus' reply in Luke to the unspoken thoughts of the 
Pharisee, represented in Sikelianos, we might say, by the sidelong look 
which the tax collector gives Magdalene. Lines X: 57-8, where Jesus 
predicts that Magdalene's deed will be told throughout the world, though 
they are part of the same sentence as X: 53-6 addressed to the host, could be 
construed as a reply to Judas, since they are derived from Jesus' reply (in 
Matthew) to the disciples' objection to the waste of myron. However, 
Sikelianos omits the connecting explanation of the spiritual value of the 
anointing, 228 and the extreme condensation involved in this conflation of 
two different exchanges from separate sources19 results in a dialogue 
which is, at least on a first reading, perplexing and apparently incoherent. 
On a smaller scale, in compressing Luke's three comparisons between the 
228 Matthew 16.10-13. 
229 The dialogue with the host occurs only in Luke where the issue of the waste of moron 
does not arise. 
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behaviour of the host and that of the woman, 230 Sikelianos (X: 53-6) has 
mismatched `you did not anoint my head with myron' with 'not for a 
moment has she ceased from [her] kisses on my feet', and, since there is no 
common element, the comparison simply does not work. 
«Maybak, qvij» is one of those parts of FIE which could almost be 
read (in isolation) as a Christian poem. However, Sikelianos does play up 
all the erotic implications of the story, emphasizing the passionate and 
impulsive nature of Magdalene's behaviour, and there is perhaps a hint of 
syncretism. Magdalene 'bursts in' (öpµä) like a wave of some great breath 
of May' (X: 30-31); and 'wave' (xvµ(x) associates her with the 'wave upon 
wave' of perfume which comes from the myron. Thus, the `great wave' 
which Jesus sees at his feet (X: 51-2) is both the myron and Magdalene. And 
'with what pleasure in her inward parts ((Yna, äxvo) she sighs', says 
Sikelianos, rhyming Mcry&xA, Tvýj with ijbovi (X: 34-6) thus suggesting the 
object (sensual pleasure) of the profession tradition has attributed to her. 
When he speaks of the 'immeasurable loosened radiance of her hair' 
(X: 34), he seems to invoke the image of a courtesan rather than a common 
prostitute; and later he refers to Jesus as 'keeping his hand in her immortal 
hair, in her spreading golden tresses' (X: 49-50). Perhaps Sikelianos uses 
the word äeävara loosely, as a hyperbole of praise; perhaps he is alluding 
to Magdalene's immortality as a Christian saint, 231 or to her hair 
'immortalized' in Western art. But he could be implying that she is one of 
the Immortals of the ancient pantheon, in effect an Aphrodite Anadyomene, 
rising from the 'waves' of myron at Jesus' feet. 
Magdalene's mouth is 'glued (KoXXfl vo) to his feet'. This is 
considerably more erotic than its source in Luke: 'she has not ceased to kiss 
230 Luke 7.44-46. 
231 As in the rather macabre detail in the coda. where the poet's lips kissing her relics find 
her hand 'still warm' (X: 63-4). 
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my feet'. 232 And her lips are äva ttEva ä7t' tI; ä7äi; ('lit up by [her"] 
loves', line 39). This admittedly ambiguous phrase suggests a highly 
subversive transformation of the words Jesus uses in Luke to commend the 
sinful woman's devotion to him: ý, ydivjae iroXty . One can posit an 
intermediate term, äyälcES icokkE'-;, on the analogy of ai äµaptiat 
arTfj at itoA, A, at which are forgiven because she has 'loved much'. 23; 
The plural gig äywte again points to her profession. What wells up in 
her heart for Jesus is not 6yd'7tT but dndvrE xo F-pona (X: 44). The 
tension between &, ydicT and EpwraS would have been less if their positions 
had been reversed. The association of E pwtaS with Jesus is certainly 
provocative; 234 but equally daring, in a context dependent on the NT, is the 
use of äyditr- so important in Christian discourse to denote the love 
which God is and God's love for the world, or the `charity' which 
Christians should show to others- for the `loves' of a prostitute. Sikelianos 
may also be making a subversive allusion to the `love feasts' referred to by 
early Christians as äyäitc . 
235 It is not only Magdalene's approach to Jesus 
which is eroticized, but also Jesus' response to her, through the detail of his 
hand in her hair. Furthermore, what Jesus feels, with his hand in 
Magdalene's luxuriant and radiant hair, is `deep immeasurable joy' . 
236 Jesus 
and Magdalene are thus joined in an act of love which is at least as much 
Epo raS as a'yanil. 
232 Luke 7.45, adapted by Sikelianos in line 64. 
233 Luke 7.47. 
234 Independently of any possible influence in either direction, Palamas also uses Epcutac 
of the love of Magdalene and the other myrophores for Christ, and he credits them 
collectively with anointing Christ's feet (see pp. 47-8). 
25 Jude 1? is the only NT instance of this usage. Compare Elytis 1980: 28, where the 
association of d yätt, ES µuatttcES with Solomos' Hymn to Liberty parallels the association 
of the Easter greeting XptßT' 'AvEatq with the 'first salvo' of the Revolution. 
236 At the corresponding point in Luke's narrative, Jesus merely turns towards the woman 
as he replies to the Pharisee, and this movement is purely deictic, accompanying the word,,. 
'Do you see this woman? ' 
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It is the image of Jesus and Magdalene absorbed in each other, 
glowing with love and joy, surrounded by uncomprehending observer. ". 
which emerges most clearly from this poem. Working very closely with 
the Gospel accounts of the Anointing, Sikelianos transforms the incident 
into something thoroughly un-Biblical, though clearly recognifable in 
outline and in many details. The regular stanzaic form. and the complex 
syntax and often convoluted word order, create a further, formal distance 
between the poem and its sources- and this applies to the whole of HE. 1n 
contrast, in «"AypaOov» we see Sikelianos pursuing an almost 
diametrically opposite strategy, in taking a story about Jesus from outside 
the Christian tradition and developing it in such a way that it sounds like a 
Gospel paraphrase. This is facilitated by the use of irregular verse 
paragraphs in unrhymed eleven-syllable lines with frequent enjambement, 
simple syntax and natural word order. 
Sikelianos published «"Aypa0ov» in October 1941, about six months 
after the beginning of the Occupation, to which the poem is, at one level, a 
response. It is divided into two parts between the fifth and sixth 
paragraphs. The first part (lines 1-37a) consists of a third-person narrative 
with dialogue involving Jesus and the disciples. The second part, a single 
paragraph (lines 37b-60), is in the first and second person and there the 
poet is addressing Jesus. The poem thus reflects two liturgical forms, 
EÜay'EA, tov and Evxrj, and the two are closely related, since the 'prayer' is 
a response to the `Gospel' . 
237 The first part is not, however, a reworking of 
a Gospel incident (like «M(xy8Wojv7j»), nor is its source to be found in the 
NT Apocrypha (as is the case with other parts of fl E). ' Agraphon' is a 
technical term used by theologians and textual critics to denote, strictly a 
saying of Jesus, or, more loosely, any tradition about Jesus. which is not 
written' in the canonical books of the NT. The tradition which Sikelianos 
237 The same structure may be observed in « MayöaXiIvtj». where the last quatrain is a 
prayer. 
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elaborates in «"Aypa4ov» is not preserved in any extant Christian source, 
and can be found only in the Islamic tradition. 
Keeley and Sherrard note that 'a related parable is found in the 
Persian poet Nizami (1141-1203) and was adapted by Goethe'. ' 3S Goethe" s 
German version of a passage from Nizämi does indeed contain the essential 
elements of Sikelianos' narrative: Jesus, confronted by the foul-smelling 
carcass of a dog, comments on the whiteness of its teeth., 3`' It seems fron 
the text of «"Aypawov» that Sikelianos knew Ni7, dm , probably via Goethe, 
but it is clear that he also drew on some translation of one of the older 
theological works which lie behind Ni7ämi . The oldest of these 
is the Kul 
al-kulüb by the tenth-century Islamic theologian a l-Makk1. Hayek 
translates the relevant excerpt as follows: 
Passant pros du cadavre d' un chien, les Compagnons de Jesus se 
boucherent le nez: « Que ce chien sent la pourriture! » dirent-ils: Jesus qui 
ne s'etait point couvert le nez. leur dit: «Que ses dents sont 
blanches! »240 
Here Jesus is accompanied by his disciples (`Compagnons' ), 24' whereas in 
Goethe Jesus is simply the last of several otherwise unspecified individuals 
who comment on the carcass of the dog. The presence of the disciples, the 
reference to them KpatthVTOCS / on 0o to TOIL) TIIV TIV0T1 (lines 14- 
15, compare `se boucherent le nez') and the presentation of the contrasted 
comments on the dog as a dialogue between Jesus and the disciples are 
features common to Sikelianos and al-Makki which are not found in 
Goethe. On the other hand, the `crows' (KOpdKt(x) associated with the 
2, s Keeley & Sherrard 1996: 146. 
9 Goethe 1965: 157-8. 
22400 Hayek 1959: 191. translating Kut al-tulüb 3.61. 
241 Asin's Latin translation (1919: 365) of the corresponding passage in il-Ghazäli',, Il)-ii' 
`ulüm al-din (3.100). which is derived from al-Makki. speak` more specifically of Jesus 
[... J et apostoli cum eo'. 
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carcass in «"Aypaoov» (line 11) have their parallel in Goethe' 'vultures' 
('Äser'); and Goethe's simile, 'die Zähne sind wie Perlen weiss '. may be 
reflected in Sikelianos' double simile, tä 80vTta. [ ... 1 
6), - To' 
i th% v To Kptvo (lines 29-30). But whatever the precise route by which it 
reached him it is clea r that Sikelianos drew this 'agraphon' from the 
Islamic tradition. 242 
In the Arabic sources the incident has neither general nor specific 
spatial location. In Goethe's version of Nizämi Jesus is passing, a market 
and the dog is lying in the road in front of a gate; but Sikelianos locates the 
incident among the rubbish tips outside the walls of Jerusalem. Such a place 
is attested in Biblical times; and in the NT its name, Gehenna, serves as a 
synonym for Hell. 243 Sikelianos may well have read some description such 
as the following: 
Gehenna pr[operly] the ºvulley of Hinnorm south of Jerusalem [.. . 
polluted with every species of filth, as well as the carcasses of animals, 
and dead bodies of malefactors, to consume which, in order to avert the 
pestilence which such a mass of corruption would occasion, constant 
fires were kept burning. 244 
Sikelianos makes one reference to burning: xaµu-`va äppth t(ov 
cTp4taTa (line 6): and he speaks not only of the dog's carcass but also, in 
the second part of the poem, where the name ItoSv thinly disguisc. s 
German-occupied Athens, of ntth tata äo9apTa (line 45). 
Though his source is an Islamic vignette of an incident involving 
Jesus, Sikelianos' development and elaboration of the incident sound,, like a 
242 It is tempting., to see Asin (1919) as Sikelianos' principal source. since there the "tor\- is 
specifically associated with the term 'agraphon' by its inclusion in a collection of 'Login et 
agrapha Domini Jesu' from Islamic sources. Sikelianos' attention could have been directed 
to Asin's publication by some third party familiar with such specialist literature. 
3 See, for example. Matthew 5.22,29,30.10.28.18.9. 4 
244 Bagster n. d.: 76. 
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Gospel paraphrase. This is achieved through the imitation of the narrative 
style of the Gospels. The particular details of the story are embedded in 
expressions of a more general nature which echo the Gospels. By placing 
this incident in the vicinity of Jerusalem Sikelianos implies its association 
with the last days of Jesus' life; 245 and, as will appear below, many of the 
examples of Gospel phraseology imitated by Sikelianos occur (though not 
in most cases exclusively) in the accounts of that final period, and of events 
of the night before the Crucifixion in particular. 
Consider the opening of the poem: 
'Enpoxwpoüaav Etw äno' Tä rEtXil 
Tf; Etwv ö 'IrlaoüS Kai of paOi -r c Toi), 
aäv, XI'yo äicöµa npiv vä -IEipF i 6 iXioc [... 1. 
This setting of the scene contains two elements often found in the opening 
of Gospel episodes: Jesus walking somewhere with his disciples, and sunset. 
A number of Gospel incidents involving Jesus with the disciples, but with 
no other thematic connection with this poem take place around sunset. The 
phrase öyiiag (be) yEvo thvq; '46 occurs six times in Matthew, five in 
Mark, and has the character of a formulaic narrative opening. '-ý7 
Sikelianos' reference to sunset is almost immediately preceded by the 
phrase, ö 'Irlßo' S xai of taOr1TES 'tou, and a similar juxtaposition 
occurs at the beginning of the account of the Last Supper: 
245 Only in John (5.1,10.22) is the adult Jesus explicitly stated to have been in Jerusalem 
prior to the final visit. 
246 Literally when the late [sc. ('opa] had come'. The expression is ambiguous in its 
relation to sunset, since the ancient Jews spoke of two 'late' or 'evening' hours. the first 
'from the ninth hour until sunset' and the second 'from sunset until dark' (Ba,,,, tcr n. d.: 
297). 
247 Matthew 8.16,14.15,14.23,20.8,26.20,25.27: Mark 1.32.4.35,6.47.14.17. 
15.42. Luke avoids this expression, but one of his substitutes contain` a metaphor. tj 
qp pa tjpýato K) iv¬t\V (Luke 9.12). which is similiar to Sikelianos' (adrnittedlý 
commonplace) metaphor. va y¬ip¬t 6 ijAtoz, 
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'OYtCC; SE YEVOµ£vTI äV KEtto [subject: Jesus] µF2ä twv &, &Ka 
[some manuscripts add: µaOitiv]. 248 
While the Gospels contain nothing which corresponds exactly toi Jesus' 
walking `outside the walls of Zion' with his disciples, there are references 
to his going out of the city with them, and on one occasion this occurs 
around sunset, 249 while on another, after the Last Supper, they are setting 
out to Gethsemane. 250 Luke's account of the approach to Gethsemane 
contains the phrase, ycvöjE vo; bF- F1ti Toü Tönov, ý5]which Sikelianos 
seems to echo (lines 4-5): 
cu-ywßavc ävanävTExa OTÖV Tono 
7tov 1 nöXi eptxve xpovta Tä aKounibta. 
The relative clause here has a structural parallel in Matthew's account of 
the approach to Golgotha, which is also called a Tönoq in all four Gospels: 
Kai EXOövtES F-i; Tonov A yö JEvov FoXyo6d, ö E6Tt 
? yötEVOS Kpaviov TönoS. 'S' 
Details in Sikelianos' description of the very different responses of 
Jesus and his disciples to the pile of refuse with the carcass of the dog on 
top seem to echo details from the Gospel accounts of the arrest in 
Gethsemane. Jesus, tovaxöc npoxwpwvtag npo; to awpo, stood close 
to the carcass (lines 16-18), while the disciples 'drew back' (line 15). hi 
Gethsemane too Jesus went forward alone: first, leaving the disciples. 
248 Matthew 26.20. Compare Mark 14.17, which has E'pxFtat in place of 6\, FK£1To. 
249 Mark 11.11. The equivalent passage in Matthew (21.17) includes the phrase i , ")W TI-11-1: 
wAzo , but lacks µFtä twv 
&c &Ka. 
250 John 18.1. 
251 Luke 22.40. 
252 Matthew 27.33. 
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1tpoEXBdv µtxpöv, he fell to the ground and prayed; later, when he saw 
the soldiers approaching, 
he came forward (c E XOo)v) and said to them "Whom do you seek"" 
They answered him, "Jesus of Nazareth. " [... ] when he said to them 
"I am he, " they drew back and fell to the gound. 253 
The expression translated `drew back', dnr kOov Eic -co' 6maw, is very 
close to the verb 1ttwo8poµf ßav which Sikelianos uses for the disciples 
reaction to the stench of the carcass. 
Sikelianos now chooses to have just one of the disciples express their 
surprise at Jesus' actions (lines 18-21): 
11 if ET6t, nova; 
8&v EKpat1jO1 µaOTItn Kai Toi 'ir v 
dato paxpä : «Paßpi, b& VIWOEIS Täxa 
TTY oo3Epi v 6G J fj Kai 6t£KE6' ET6t ;» 
References to 'one disciple', or, rather, 'one of the disciples' are prominent 
in the Gospel accounts of the arrest in Gethsemane; 254 and in Matthew and 
Mark, in the moment of betrayal, Judas, like the 'one disciple' of the poem, 
addresses Jesus as pa(3(3i. ýs5 Sikelianos has the 'one disciple' speak to Jesus 
äitö µaxpä, echoing a phrase associated with Peter, who, after the arrest 
followed Jesus öcnö tUKpöBCV. 256 
When Sikelianos comes to Jesus' reply to the disciple's question, he 
253 John 18.4-6. 
254 Matthew 26.51,47; Mark 14.43; Luke 22.47. 
. 55 Matthew 26.49; Mark 14.45. 
256 Matthew 26.54. This phrase is probably more familiar in association with the female 
followers of Jesus observino the crucifixion from afar' (Matthew 27,55; dark 15.40: 
Luke 23.49). In the disciple's question there is perhaps a distant echo of the unspoken 
perplexity of Simon the Pharisee, who was surprised at Jesus' apparent insensitivity to. in 
that case. moral pollution: oüTOS Ei ijv nMnjtrlC. EPvOXaKEV äv tic Kai notairi i 
yvvrj 71 Tt S ätttETat (XI)TOD, O TI äµap ru XO; ion (Luke 7.39). 
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amplifies considerably the bare remark about the whiteness of the dot-i's 
teeth (which is all he could have found in the sources), and he does so in 
terms which recall various canonical sayings of Jesus. Take, for example. 
lines 26-8: 
Mä Twp(x 
a1) ä noü ßyaivF-t än' Try OTOpä & }. läcw 
µE Ttjv yJuXij µov OX(iKEpll ... 
In the Gospels Jesus rarely speaks of his 'soul'. Gethsemane (again) 
provides one instance: there Jesus says to Peter, James and John, 
REpIA, v, g0S >ß riv 1j yrvxij µov "(0; 6avätou. -57 Slightly closer to 
Sikelianos, since it begins with `now', is the saying, Nüv ij yfvx71 µov 
tE'äpaKtai, 258and the idea of the `whole soul' is found in Jesus' 'first and 
great commandment': ayaiijßa; Küptov Töv OF-öv Gov [... ] zrv öXT. 1 
Tfj wvxt ßov. 259 And Jesus is said to have 'marvelled' (F'-Oavµa(TE) at 
the faith of the centurion who believed that his servant could be healed 
even at a distance. 260 
When Sikelianos has Jesus say (lines 28-9), 
Kottäx'rE 
n* XäµnovvE Tä SövTta aütoü Toi$ ßxvXov 
he is reproducing the syntax of a very familiar saying of Jesus: 
KaTa tdOETE 'tä xptva Toü ärypoü it aü ävEt. 26 i 
And, as if to confirm the subliminal presence of these words, Sikelianos' 
257 Matthew 26.38. 
258 John 12.27. 
259 Matthew 22.37. 
260 Matthew 8.10. 
261 Matthew 6.28. 
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Jesus now says (line 30) that the dogs teeth 'shine' 6)(Y&\, tö Kpivo. 
When Jesus has finished speaking, Sikelianos concludes the poem's 
narrative part (his imitation of a Gospel reading) as follows (lines 34-7): 
'ETa' 1iit' 'EKEivo; K' di'r£ vtw-aav Yj oXt 
Tä X, yi a toi to of µa9it ;, ävtäµa, 
aäv Ex'tv7j971, äxkoü8rraav Kai näXt 
Tö atwmIX6 Tou Spogo ... 
'E, ra' 'tic' 'EKEivoq suggests the frequently repeated OT formula, oü two 
fins Kt pto;, while what follows is, in a general way, reminiscent of 
Mark's description of Jesus and the disciples going up to Jerusalem: 
Kai ijv npoäywv aütovS ö 'I11ßovc, Kai EOaµßoüvto, Kai 
äKoXouOovvtES EOoßoüvto. 2 2 
Or of Luke's characterization of Jesus' determination in a parallel passage: 
KU W' röS eßti ptýE 'rö npößcOnov aüTOÜ Toi nopEÜEcOat Ei; 
`IEpovaaXrjµ. 263 
The two distinct elements in Sikelianos' lines, the question of 
whether or not the disciples `understood' (vuik av) Jesus' words, and the 
statement that they followed him, are both recurrent motifs in the Gospels. 
OUire voce TE ob & ßuvtETE; Jesus asks the disciples when they take 
literally his saying about the 'leaven of the Pharisees'; ý64 and 6vvrjxaTF 
Tavta nävvx; he asks them after a series of parables. 265 Oi b& tjyvöov\v 
TO plIpa Toüto, Luke tells us when Jesus prophesies his death. "", And one 
of the occasions on which it is explicitly stated that the disciples followed 
262 Mark 10.32. 
263 Luke 9.51. 
264 Mark 8.17. 
265 Matthew 13.51. 
2616 Luke 9.45. For similar statement see also Mark 6.52.9.32: Luke 18.34: John 12.16. 
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Jesus is the approach to Gethsemane: Luke says äxAo1 OrIßav & avtt 
KOR of µa9TITai aüTOV . 267 
Clearly there is no question of Sikelianos trying to establish a 
systematic thematic parallel between the arrest in Gethsemane (or any of 
the other Gospel incidents where parallels to his phraseology are found) 
and the non-canonical incident he is developing. He has simply drawn on 
the vocabulary of the Gospel narratives to colour his own account. 
«"Aypaoov» is an example of the sombre and restrained style of the 
best of Sikelianos' later poetry. Though based on an Islamic agraphon, it 
offers, among the many representations of Jesus in Sikelianos' poetry, the 
one least at variance with the Gospels. This is due in part to the style, but 
also to the absence of those distortions, evident in many other poems, by 
which Jesus is eroticized or paganized. Nevertheless, the Christ of 
«"Aypa0ov» is not the Christ of the Gospels. Jesus' response to the 
whiteness of the dog's teeth is entirely foreign to the moral climate of the 
NT, where the smouldering rubbish tips outside Jersualem are a byword 
for Hell. It has, rather, the Sufic flavour of the poem's ultimate sources, 
and one suspects that its very strangeness (from a Christian perspective) 
was part of its appeal to Sikelianos. Moreover, it has a strong aesthetic 
dimension. It requires, one might say, the imagination of a poet to see the 
teeth in a dog's putrescent carcass as 'a great pledge, a reflexion of the 
Eternal One, a harsh lightning bolt of the Just One and a hope' (lines 31-3). 
But these are the words which Sikelianos gives to Jesus, his gloss on the 
sources, in which Jesus simply remarks on the whiteness of the teeth 
without elaboration. The lightning bolt, more suggestive of Zeus than 
Christ, is the poem's only syncretistic gesture. CO AIKcv og and o Aithvtol; 
are NT terms denoting Christ and God respectively. 268 This may not. 
267 Luke 22.39. See also Matthew 4.20.4.22.8.23: Mark 6.1. 
268 For NT sources of AtKatoS see p. 341 (in connection with EIyti"' more appropriative 
uses of this term). For Ai uivtoc see Romans 16.26, Hebrews 9.14 (and also III 
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however, be their primary significance to Sikelianos. who is `giving to Jesus 
the words he himself wants to appropriate in order to define his own role 
as a Greek poet in the horrors of occupied Athens. 
In the prayer-like second part of the poem, the poet. in the midst of 
the frightful stench through which [he] pass[es]', asks Jesus to grant ev' 
äßnpo / ßfµd&i [... j xät. Va Xäµ11£1 ýä VOU Kai ßaOtä µ0j) 
(lines 47-54). Despite the element of imitatio Christi and apparent humility 
in the poet's prayer, he preserves his autonomy: his `white sign' will only 
be `like the teeth of that dog' (line 56) in a limited sense, for it will `shine 
deep inside him'. It will, in other words, rise up from his own self, rather 
than appearing in the external world. But like the dog's teeth for his Jesus, 
it will be a sign of Eternity and Justice (lines 31b-33 are repeated as lines 
58b-60). The `lightning bolt of the Just One' represents, surely, a protest at 
the injustice of the Occupation. Published in NEa `Earia in October 1941, 
«"Aypa0ov» would have been liable to censorship. The poem offers a 
glimmer of hope to the Greeks. Attributed to Christ, the words of hope and 
the veiled threat of divine vengeance gain authority, while the poem's 
concentration on the figure of Christ, and its sombre, respectful, even 
pious tone (bc E/ 80 K(X't ß' Eµhva, KvptF-: lines 40-4 1) allow it to pass 
for a religious poem. The doubt expressed in lines 34-5 as to whether the 
disciples understood the words of Jesus could be read as a pointer to hidden 
meaning in the poem itself. 
Despite this element of subterfuge, the poem is deeply felt, and 
remains a powerful statement transcending the circumstances in which it 
was composed and to which it alludes. Given its well contrived effects and 
its complex relation to Biblical and other texts, Anna Sikelianou's claim 
that its composition was spontaneous must be viewed with scepticism. 'h`' 
As my analysis indicates, «"AypaOov», despite its apparent free- 
Maccabees 6.12). 
269 Sikelianou n. d.: 145-6. 
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standing simplicity, is appropriative. Starting from the Islamic agraphon, it 
contextualizes and elaborates the story, appropriating Biblical language to 
create a more familiar image of Christ. But this Christ is indirectly 
appropriated to the poet, since his function is to represent the way the poet 
aspires to perceive and to act in the `frightful stench' of the Occupation. 
And finally there is the sleight of hand of attributing to Christ (with no 




I noted in §3.1 identifications of Jesus with Adonis, a Titan. Dionysus. 
Iacchus and Apollo in the poetry of Sikelianos, 27° but it is only the 
identification with Dionysus which is developed to any significant extent. It 
figures prominently in four poems from two distinct periods almost thirty 
years apart: «'Avtpix£to Bdonaµa» and «Atövußo; -'I7jßoiuc» both 
% published in 1917, and «`EXA, ivixo; v£icpob£t7tvoS» and «Otovvßo; Ct 
XtKV(o» both published in 1945; and is an important element in at least two 
others, «'EA. £v i£pa Owb£xdvIIßa» (1945) and «' AnoXXwv 
OtovuaO8ottoS» (1946). 
There can be little doubt that in the poetry of Sikelianos Dionysus is 
the supreme symbol of value. For Sikelianos Christ comes after Dionysus 
not only in the temporal sequence of the myths but also in order of 
importance. In all the poems considered in this section Christ is assimilated 
to Dionysus, not through the mere juxtaposition of names- in some poems 
Christ is not named at all- but, more effectively, through the 
appropriation to Dionysus of elements of Biblical and liturgical language 
which in their original context refer to, or are associated with, Christ. 
There are also examples of such appropriation to the persona of the poet; 
and the Dionysus of Sikelianos' imagination, to whom Christ is assimilated, 
is an enlarged image of the poet projected on the screen of myth, the power 
of the god representing the supposed transfiguring and saving power of 
poetry. The assimilation is effected primarily, though not exclusively, 
through wine and vine imagery, the chief exception being «Otovußo; Elti 
Xi xvw» (1945) which presents the fusion of the two gods in the context of 
the Nativity. 27' 
270 See pp. 142-3. 
271 This was already latent in «IlWtto Eüay kto» . where the 
Panagia is likened to 
Semele (see p. 213), and hinted at in «Otovußo; -'Irlßo 3c». where Dionysus (under the 
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«Atövvßog-'Irißoic» contains the implicit claim on Sikelianos' part 
to be the first to rediscover the true meaning of Christ's wine/blood, and 
thus to unite in his verse the two principal strands of the Greek heritage. In 
developing the fusion of Christ and Dionysus, Sikelianos repeatedly 
appropriates the language of the NT accounts of the Last Supper and of the 
Orthodox Liturgies. 
«'AvtpuicEw B ionaµa» (from `H IvveI &arj Týý TJIari C, 1917) 
contains the first clear identification of Christ with Dionysus. 27 III a 
detailed analysis of the poem Vogiatzoglou argues persuasively that its 
narrative line reflects Sikelianos' experience on Athos: the ascent of the 
mountain, in which he observes monks gathering honey, and the arrival at 
the church of the Iviron monastery. 273 The identification of Christ and 
Dionysus develops out of the poet's observation of the decorative scheme of 
the church. He sees an image of the vintage with the 'untrodden wine 
press', and higher up, trailing across the iconostases in gold relief, a vine 
(lines 138-47). The context and content of this imagery is, one initially 
assumes, entirely Christian, but when the poet emerges from the silence 
and the dim light of the church `intoxication is ringing in his mind', and his 
name Iacchus) is spoken of as ßpEOoS (see pp. 253-5). Christ is made present in 
«Otövußo; Fttt XIKvcO» (Sikelianos 1965-69: V, 151-4) through allusions to the refrain 
of Romanos' Kontakion No. 1, ttat8tov vE-ov, ö itpo aithv nv 6EÖS, in lind 19 ý0 and 
46-9, to Luke 2.13-15 in lines 25-6, and to Sikelianos' own earlier and incomplete account 
of the Nativity in f1do a rthv 'EA) vcvv in 17 lines 23-4 (see p. 222 above and compare 
Sikelianos 1965- 69: IV, 112): and of course through the exclamation FiwKÖ µov 
ßpEOoc, OtövuaF tou Kat XptaTe tou (line 60, compare 92). However. the poem 1" 
more pagan than Christian, particularly in the closing passage (lines 68-92) where the 
poet's determination, as one of Nonnus' Corybantes (Dionvsiaca 9.162-6), to protect the 
divine infant even at the cost of his own life makes clear that this Dion), sus-Chri`t i' a 
symbol of supreme value, and also (in the wartime context of the poem's composition) of 
the embattled Greek spirit. 
272 Sikelianos 1965-69: III, 180-9-. 
273 Vogiatzoglou 1993: 259-76. 
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`thought' (? oyt(YµöS) is a 96pßo; cwvtavög (lines 148-154). Clearly it is 
the imagery of the vine that diverts the poet's mind from the Christian 
content of the church's iconography to Dionysus, represented by hip 
attribute, the thyrsus. Later he says that in the church he was not like 
Orpheus seeking the `lost light', but `entered as a ploughshare enters the 
dark earth' (lines 191-7). He means, surely, that he was not seeking the 
Christian vision which could be read from the interior surfaces of the 
church, but came as an active agent to unearth a deeper meaning. That 
deeper meaning is pagan; and when the climactic vision comes it takes the 
form of a paganized Crucifixion, very nearly free of Christian meaning 
(lines 224-6,230-36,246-51): 




ßäv ic? I¬ Kapocwµ£vo 
öXa Tä Taaµm. ä Toi) 
pica Kai iXaptä, 
EßTaco 3öXaES KI äxtlbopo? oii E 
ßäv 'AnptXoµärjS 
Eip, gvtKd 
'S2 XaTpc vo ävTi4 yo tf S ItX, runic 
xap4()µhvo aTÖV äTäpaxo ßvOO 
'S2 nXpta EiKova 
'S2 yXuxoOävatE xaTIlF ! 
M Bälde. Bäiq 
nöicpuß¬ ö Tu thva; 
This vision involves the combination of distinct elements of Christian 
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imagery: Christ crucified, Christ as the Vine, 274 and Christ as Light. 2 %i 
However, Christ is not named, either here or elsewhere in the poem. and 
the resultant compound image is first addressed as a Titan and later as 
Bacchus. 276 The reality of crucifixion as a slow and painful method of 
execution is almost totally evaded. The only reference to suffering and 
death is ambiguous (yXuxo6ävatE KaTl Jt ), as though the sweetness of 
ripe grapes has been substituted for the bitterness of gall and the sourness 
of vinegar properly associated with the Crucifixion. 277 Even the participle 
KapoWµhVO points away from the nails of the Cross to the more innocent 
nails by means of which a vine is held in place. 
There is, however, one element which links Sikelianos' `Titan on the 
Cross' to a conventional depiction of the Crucifixion. In the lines omitted 
from the quotation above, the Mother of the Crucified (i Mäv(x am) tj 
yA, uKtä, line 245) is watching from the side. 278 Yet she does not see her 
son wounded, but whole: ße ß? ti7rEt ÖLK£pto. This is echoed a few lines 
later when the poet addresses his image of the crucified Titan/Bacchus as 
nXpta Eixöva. The wholeness or fullness of the image is the work of the 
poet who has transformed the harsh reality of the Crucifixion into the rich 
natural image of the vine with its clusters of grapes (Tßaµntä ), dripping 
moisture and giving off light. The imagery of light and the vine is 
Christian, and even the `cluster' (ßö pug) is an established image for 
Chri st, 279 but the transformation is Dionysiac, reflecting Dionysus' 
274 John 15.1-5. 
275 John 9.5 and passim. 
276 The reference to Typhon ('0 Bacchus. Bacchus whom Typhon concealed') seem,, 
obscure. Perhaps Sikelianos has conflated Dionysus with Zeus who was wounded by 
Typhon and concealed in a cave. Like Christ. Zeus was wounded in the hands and feet: 
Typhon incapacitated the god by cutting out the tendons. 
-'» Matthew 27.34,48. 
278 Compare John 19.25. 
279 The Akathistos Canon calls the Virgin & . utEXoý 
äýTýBtvrj, toy ßötpvýý tö 
"IEftpov TI ycwpytjactaa (Ode 7. troparion 1). However, BötpuS was also an epithet 
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`miracle' in transforming the ship into a vine arbour, as recounted by 
Sikelianos in «Ta t&EÜ o µE Tov Otovvao», where the 'fruit' is 'like a 
lamp'. 280 
In «'AvtpIKEto Bdoitßµa», Christ is made present through 
reference to things associated with him (Baptism, a church. the Cross. the 
Mäv(x yXuxtä), but never named. It is as though he has disappeared into 
his own image of the vine (>yw ¬i u 11 (iµnEXo; i äXriOtvrj ),,, Il which 
has then become an image of a Titan and later of Dionysus ('Bacchus'). The 
Cross itself seems to remain, as that to which the vine is attached, but in the 
parenthetic account of the Epiphany custom of throwing a cross into the 
sea, Sikelianos hints at the transformation of the Cross (lines 250-93). The 
youth who succeeds in retrieving the cross from the sea bed breaks the 
surface like a dolphin (a Dionysiac transformation`? ) (lines 282-6), and the 
cross in his hand is (lines 290-93) 
ßäv äßp¬to . tap-yapvräpt 
wS wapt no i mßnaptapei 
ä T180poXo 
ccwvvavo ! 
While it is true that the fish was an early Christian sign for Christ, 
(representing the acronym IXEY ), as Vogiatzoglou points out in this 
context, 282 and that the pearl too may stand for Christ, 2'3 the Christian 
significance of fish and pearl is not in the foreground here. Sikelianos 
suggests, rather, that by its Baptism in the sea the cross, a symbol of death. 
of Dionysus in his cult at Philippi (Farnell 1896-99: V, 97). 
280 Sikelianos 1965-69: III. 19. And again, later, in , 'EX tEpa Jw&K&%'q(T L (ibid. V. 
166). 
281 John 15.1. 
28-' Vogiatzoglou 1993: 275. 
283 The Akathistos Canon calls the Virgin Kö Xoc tj tyO Iov p«p (api TTTvv 
itpoayayoüaa (Ode 5, troparion 5). 
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is transformed into something natural, living and luminescent. 2 4 
Such transformations resonate on many levels, but are, perhaps. 
primarily self-referential metaphors. indicating the poetic transformation 
of Christian material. The experiences recounted in the poem are 
undoubtedly linked to Sikelianos' experiences on Athos. For Voý`giatfoýýlou 
«'AvTpIKEto BärTtßµa» represents `the poet's initiation into Christianity'. 
and she even speaks of his being 'converted to Christianity both spiritually 
and poetically'. 285 However, it does not seem to nie that the poet' s 
'Baptism' is a Christian Baptism at all. The title, «'AvtpIKEto Bd tta ta>>, 
though redolent of the primitive church in particular, is itself a metaphor. 
The adult Baptism of the shepherds at the beginning of the poem (lines I- 
26) is simply an extended simile for the poet's descent into the 'decision' of 
his `Soul' (lines 27-30). This implies that the poet is the agent of his own 
'Baptism'. If there is a specific moment of 'Baptism' in the poem it occurs 
in church. But the poet comes to the church already a devotee of Dionysus 
(«Taltb&vco µE To' Atovußo» ), and it is Dionysus rather than Christ he 
finds there (when he emerges his thought has become a thyrsus), as, later, 
it is Dionysus he sees on the Cross. 
In discussing the Epiphany scene, Vogiatzoglou suggests a reversal: 
Instead of focusing on the hallowing of the water through the throwing 
of the Cross into it, which is usually how Epiphany is perceived, 
Sikelianos stresses the purifying power of the water itself: the Cross 
emerges from the sea as revitalized as the shepherds after their 
christening at the beginning of the poem. 286 
The subversion of Christian meaning which Vogiatzoglou hints at here is, I 
believe, fundamental to the poem. Epiphany in the Orthodox Church is the 
284 This anticipates Elytis' transformation of the Cross into the Trident-dolphin mhol 
(sec pp. 334-7). 
285 Vogiatzoglou 1993: 272.270. 
286 Vogiatzoglou 1993: 259-60. 
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celebration of the Baptism of Christ, and what «'Avtpi KEW Bcionapcr >> 
celebrates is not Sikelianos' supposed initiation into Christianity on Atho". 
but, rather, the initiation of Christ into Sikelianos' poetic cult of Dionysus. 
It is through the identification with Dionysus that Christ first becomes :1 
vital presence in the poetry of Sikelianos, beyond the beauty petrified in 
death of the juvenilia. 
The identification established in «'AvTpIKEto Bd4ttßµa» is 
reasserted in the title of the sixth poem of 'H 2vvE161 arJ rýý ITiargc. 
«Otöv uc oS-'ITjßouS». The title invites us to read the poem in terms of the 
unity of Dionysus and Jesus. Though, like «'AvTpIKEto Baouapa», it 
reflects elements of Sikelianos' experience on Athos, it lacks any unifying 
narrative thread comparable to that in the other poem. In narrative terms 
At6vuaoc-'I1ßoUS», as the hyphen in the title might lead us to expect, is 
episodic, unified through the wine motif. Wine functions not only as a 
common attribute of Dionysus and Jesus, but also, and perhaps most 
importantly, as a gift of the earth (lines 1-31,260-65). 
Among the episodes are two SE mva whose descriptions contain 
possible echoes of the Last Supper or Communion. 287 Succeeding passages 
refer repeatedly to an expectation that someone unnamed, though again 
represented as an eagle, 'will come': Däv Eva KXýpa (which slowly 
climbs a wall, enters through a window and spreads inside the house) Oä 
'pTEI [... ] eä 'ptEi KaOwS T, 41& [... ] eä 'ptEI [... ] xpvaat T0 
(lines 1 11-22). The expectation of someone coming at a future time points 
to Christ, and the vine is a symbol of Christ; but it is also a symbol of 
287 Compare. for example. 'Aa, X& Toü S&invov r) c1ipa / E'ßptaKE itä`'ta / to Xtvo 
aTpwßFVO aTÖ Tpatýt (lines 51-3) with the opening of Luke's account of the Last 
Supper, Kai ÖTF E'Y£VETO i 6. pa (Luke 22.14)- Sikelianos' actual phrase occur', in the 
parable of the Great Supper: Ttj , )pct toü &tnvov (Luke 14.17)- and with the 
description of the room of the Last Supper as ävä atov peya Fatpwhhvov which the 
disciples 'found (EVpov) as he had told them' (Luke 22.12-13). 
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Dionysus, and the vine taking over the house suggests the vine of Dionysus 
taking over the ship in the myth. However, 'vine', 'snake' and 'eagle' are 
only partial images, in contrast to i mXpta EiKova Tou (line 124). This 
Toy has no apparent antecedent, except the Atövußo; -'I7rßoü1 of the title. 
Sikelianos has already used the phrase nkýpta £iKÖVa in «'Avtpt KC1o 
Bd0 rw ta» , 
in the passage about the `Titan on the Cross' and in close 
association with the words 'S2 BäKXE (see above). In both poems it seems 
that the 'complete image' requires the fusion of Christ with Dionysus and 
other pagan gods. 288 
Later the expectation of arrival is fulfilled (lines 151-2): 
KaI vä" TjptE ! 
`H nXpta EiKöva Tou 1jprE 
This introduces the second &btvov passage (lines 153-4): 
LE O otiýEn ö Xi vog 
Tö 'rpair µ(X; Toü SEinvou Tö xpuoö ! 
Here the eucharistic allusion is unmistakable, the `secret table of the supper' 
reflecting not only the Mixt' rmoS DE irvo;, 89 but also, and more 
precisely, the gUOT 1j rpäný« of the oikos which follows Ode 6 in the 
288 For the use of ttXEpta Eitcöva in relation to the poet himself in «KaTOpOaopEvo 
Ecýiwµa,,, and its influence on Elytis, see pp. 304-6. 
289 Vogiatzoglou suggests (1993: 288) that what Sikelianos 'seems to have in mind here' i" 
not the eucharistic Mwnwo' g A67rvoq but what she calls the "secret" supper which the 
Apostles offered Christ after the Resurrection'. She is evidently referring to Luke 24.41-3. 
where, to demonstrate his physical reality, Jesus asks the disciples Fx¬tE Ti ßpth t . tov 
evOd F; of S& ýnESwxav avtc? iXOüoS öitTO thpoc Kai dnn µFXtathou 
jqpiov. There is. however, nothing explicitly 'secret' about this incident, and only the 
single word KEpT Opa (line 155) could justify the connection, and this occurs often in 
Sikelianos' poetry. In «Carmen Occultum» on the other hand, as Vogiatoglou points out 
(1993: 296, n. 9). Sikelianos alludes unmistakably to the incident of the fish and 
honeycomb (Sikelianos 1965-69: V, 78). 
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Canon in Orthros of Maundy Thursday: 
Tij gUattKI Lv ooßct Tpancýr) npoaEyyiaavTFý itävtFý 1. 
KaOapaiS TC(% yIUxaic toy äpTov vno& th tE9a. 
ý1ý 
Neither bread nor wine is mentioned in Sikelianos' second 86irtvo. though 
honeycomb and water are (lines 155-8), and the SCtnvov is associated with 
deep bodily ease and satisfaction and mental illumination (lines 159-66). It 
brings us no nearer, however, to identifying the Tou of tl nXpta Fi Ko\'a 
Tou. 
There follows a passage addressed to `my earth', in which the poet 
speaks of opening to µvptöxpovo xpaTijpa (lines 167-70). The wine 
which it contains seems to be both pagan and Christian. While the gods 
(necessarily pagan in the plural) smell its ti po avEi1tOYto from afar (lines 
171-3), the phrases Kpaai Toü äpp(oa rou and Kpaßt Gov 
kotµoOävatou (lines 176-8) suggest the Communion of the sick and 
dying, and Kpaßi Toi-) äyvoü, / mov 'vat i wuxTj Gov (lines 174-5) 
suggests the purity seen as a necessary preparation for Communion in 
many liturgical texts, and reflects the phrase KaOapai; Tai; wuxaic in 
the Maundy Thursday oikos quoted above. 
The Christian focus is maintained in a passage describing villagers 
emerging from church after the Easter Vigil and spreading out through the 
fields with their lighted candles (lines 189-203), and in a series of 
rhetorical questions, which, to anyone familiar the Gospel stories of 
miracles of healing (of the blind, dumb and insane among others) must 
suggest the answer 'Jesus' (lines 212-19): 
IlotöS ävayrE äýa4va Xpvaö Kavt19 t 
µF5 ßßl 4PFVa zoü tv4Xoü ; 
ME; atoü ßovßoü töv ovpaviaKo 
noi oq i064WF 
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Tö 'AA, A, rlXoi a 
LUa flKä; 
Flow'; Li&E Toi TpEXoü To 06;; 
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But Sikelianos' answer is not so simple, and it is not given immediately, but 
approached through the figure of a hieratic celebrant who is at once pagan 
and Christian. He is a coryphaeus, a `leader', but more specifically a leader 
of the chorus in Attic drama, and he is `like a white bull', a typical 
sacrificial animal in pagan ritual; yet he stands by an icon of St George, 
and is p päcoviaS To' ävtibopo, distributing, that is, the blessed but 
unconsecrated bread at the end of the Liturgy (lines 224-32). In the 
description of the last action of the coryphaeus the second person 
unexpectedly appears, and, in the extended apostrophe that follows, the 
voice of the poet seems to become the voice of the coryphaeus, 29° 
answering the questions (Who gave gave sight to the blind'? etc. ) and 
revealing more clearly the nature of the nXApux 6KOVa (lines 236-49): 
7, Kv4F-t aTEpvög xai naipvEi 'Eva µnovµnoüKI 
671' TO' K(XVI'(YTPI, 
Kt äva6a1VE1 Töv äKepto YOU "EpwTa, 






290 That Sikelianos sees the antidoron. at least at a later stage in his career, as a metaphor 
for his own poetry is suggested in his choice of 'AvrI&t o as the title of a selection from 
his work published in 1943. 
sixwANos 3.7---- CHRLST -UI(, \YSUS 
fth; ßpE4Oc älrXWGF-; TO XEpt a, r6 3t1L6%, t i 
äfl p9 , v1cES til Xüpa. ävTpiTrgS, G rr xapä 1 
K' 'Eßü ßt£pvE, 
'ApTOxönE, 
'fic Kap& ää F. ov Wpa Yz1 i 
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The phrase nav6Ef3ä ao nauxa is taken from the Exaposteilarion in 
Orthros of Easter Sunday (from the first troparion of the second set, first 
plagal tone): 
flth a iEpöv iw: iv ßrj. Epov äva8&8&tKTat" Iläßxa xatvöv, 
ä'ytov" I-Iäßxa µvaTtKOV näßxa 7Tav6Eßäßµtov- näaXa, 
Xpt6TÖC 0 XUTp(oTII;. 
But in the use of the vocative, and in their exclamatory character, the five 
lines of Sikelianos beginning 'S2 Iläßxa may be read as a parody of Ode 9 
troharion 2 of the Canon which precedes the Exaposteilarion: 
'Ü Iläaxa TO' µ£'ya xai iEptTaTOV XptaTE, w ao4ia icai Aöye 
TOU OEOÜ. 
In both of these liturgical passages fdGXa denotes Christ (the 
Paschal Lamb) rather than the Passover or Easter. 29' Sikelianos has 
obviously adopted this usage, though he interposes the names Iacc: hus and 
Apollo between Ild(yxa and Xptcrr ('Irlßov in Sikelianos). He is in effect 
inserting the names of two pagan gods into a well known liturgical text and 
thus subverting that text. The succession of the three divine names is 
followed by three more extended exclamations appropriate to each of the 
291 The Aramaic word transliterated as näßxa was used both of the feast of the Pas"kº%cr 
and of the sacrificial lamb eaten at the feast. Its application to Christ derives from I 
Corinthians 5.7: Tö nä a 7 tthv vp ýjµwv fTUBT1 Xpt6TÖý. 
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three in turn. We are clearly meant to understand the three as 
manifestations of the same god. Iacchus is `infant' and Apollo is 'man'. but 
the sequence is unsatisfactorily completed by Jesus who does not represent 
some other stage of life but is simply `last' (historically the latest 
manifestation of the god? ). 
Sikelianos is treating `Iacchus' as a name of Dionysus, to whom 
(xnXwGF-; TO' xEpt a w' amov? is pertinent, just as apgovt6E Ttj k. pa 
is pertinent to Apollo. This sudden introduction of Apollo seems rather 
arbitrary, but may have been prompted by Sikelianos' reading of the Easter 
Canon already quoted, where Christ is described in Apollonian terms as 
`beautiful sun' in a sentence that also speaks of him as the Paschal Lamb 
(Ode 4, troparion 3): 
`S2c ývtavaio; äµvo;, [... ] tt p nävtwv t th rat, näßxa To 
Ka9apTIjptov" Kai aüOl; ýK Toi T60o1) wpaioS Stxatoßüvllc 
t iiv FXa u4JEv ijXio;. 
In speaking of Jesus as `Breadcutter' and `sharer of [his own] heart', 
Sikelianos is alluding to the Last Supper at which Christ, in the words of 
the Liturgy of John Chrysostom, 
ý, aßwv äpTOV [... ] KXäaag, ý&OKE Toi; äyiotS avzoü 
µaoitai; Kai äIrOaTo , ol; E inwv" Aä3¬TE , 4äYETE, Toi to µoü 
EaT1 TO' Mµa. TO' üttp üµcwv xachµ. Evov. 
The specific idea of sharing (Christ as tEpa(yTTjg) derives from a part of 
the Lucan account of the Last Supper which is not reflected in the 
Orthodox Liturgies where Christ says of the cup, 
?, ä PETE ToiTO KI StaµE piaatE Eavtoi;. 292 
In the phrase Ttjg Kapbtäc Thu x paßte . Sikelianos 
has, in terms 
292 Luke 22.17. 
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of Jesus' words at the Last Supper, substituted 'heart' for 'bode' and/or 
'blood'. The significance of the substitution is probably that the heart is 
traditionally the seat of the emotions. As in «'AVtptKF- o BäOztßµa» the 
bodily sacrifice of the Crucifixion is evaded. If the 'heart' is a metonvmv 
for the realm of feeling, then the allusion to Jesus' words and action', at the 
Last Supper is seen to conform to the allusion to the grapes and the lyre. 
and all three manifestations of the god may be read as metaphors for the 
poet: as an infant (Dionysus/Iacchus) he reaches for the grape, the source 
of intoxication and inspiration; as an adult (Apollo) he learns the craft of 
poetry ('tunes the lyre'); and finally as Jesus ('Eßv ßtEpvc) he 'divides 
[his] heart', that is, he gives himself to the people in his poetry. The 
immediate transition from Jesus dividing his heart to the poet ripening his, 
in the parenthetic passage which concludes the poem, tends to confirm the 
poet's self-reflexive and self-validating appropriation of Jesus. 
The identification of the poet with Jesus in the closing lines is, 
apparently, only partial, since he speaks of entertaining Jesus (lines 250-57, 
263-5): 
('Q µuaTnxý -YcX I Vr1 
xci)µa Pol) 9E0$0po, 
tt' ovpµaßa ä6Tpo Tijv xapbtä µov 
Kt ar rpo To Kpaßt, 
KpatwvTag Ti; äOavaßiaS Eou 
µcaa µou To ßnöpo 
ETal GOIXT6, 
xaOäc ö 'IKäptoc to Diövvßo, 
FýFvtaa ßa01ä aov. 
µF Tý1S Yý1S iroü Yvthptaa tä &copa. 
töv 'I ao 6 1) 
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The first four lines here are a condensed reprise of the opening passatye of 
the poem (to line 31). There, what the poet 'matured' (or ripened') like 
wine' was not his heart but `the power and the sweetness and the fragrance' 
of `Life', identified with the äyia y TI (lines 19-31). In both passages wine 
seems to be a metonymy for the vine: Sikelianos is thinking of the ripening 
of vines in the ground rather than the maturing of wine in a barrel. In the 
later passage, though, the syntactical equivalence of TT'1v Kap&tä pov and 
TO Kpaai, as direct objects of ovpµaßa, hints at the liturgical equivalence 
of wine and blood. Here the poet is more clearly identified with, or has 
become a part of, the `soil' or 'land': the soil is `where he ripened his 
heart', and he himself holds a seed within him. And that he 'entertained 
Jesus' ßaOtä (You, which appears to mean 'deep within the soil', since the 
antecedent of Gov (line 263) appears to be ya?, T1vii=xcöµa (lines 250-51). 
In line 254, though, if the initial capital of You is not simply an 
accidental inconsistency, it is possible that, despite the syntactical 
implications, it resumes the 'Eßv addressed to Jesus in the previous 
sentence. The idea of the poet 'holding within [him]self the seed of the 
immortality' of Jesus (or of the composite god, Iacchus-Apollo-Jesus) is far 
more cogent than the convoluted and almost meaningless metaphor of the 
poet 'holding within [him]self the seed of the immortality' of the soil. 2 
Furthermore, the seed of the immortality of Jesus could be thought of a. 
entering the poet with the bread and wine of communion. 
The relative clause, `whom I recognized (yvcýýptßa) with the gi fts 
of the earth', referring to Jesus, may be an allusion to the disciples who 
entertained a stranger in an inn at Emmaus and then 'recognized him' 
(ýntyvc av awTÖv) when he broke bread for them. 29-4 In associating 
293 And it is consistent with the stance in the other poems of this period, Mrj np ©Fov 
and 17do a z'wo' EA. Arjvwv, in which the poet takes on himself the responsibility to 
restore a wounded or fallen Jesus (see pp. 137-8,189-91). 
294 Luke 24.13-33,31. 
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Jesus with the `gifts of the earth' and in speaking of entertaining him. 
Sikelianos is in any case appropriating liturgical language. The Communion 
bread and wine are literally the `gifts of the earth' and are referred to as 
'tä &I pa taüTa in the Liturgy of John Chrysostom: 95 and a prayer of 
John Chrysostom included in the Service of Holy Communion296 speaks of 
receiving the consecrated bread and wine in terms of entertaining Christ, 
adapting the words of the Centurion of the Gospel: 
OvK Ei 11 ixaVO;, DEa1tOta KüptE, tva EiaEA. Oij; ')no' tijv 
rc yiiv Tf; wuxf1S µov. 297 
There is certainly no suggestion of unworthiness in Sikelianos, 29 and this 
liturgical metaphor itself suggests that entertaining and identification are 
not mutually exclusive, since the communicant who receives Jesus 'under 
the roof of [their] soul' takes the body of Christ into their own body. 
The idea of entertaining is also related to the myth of Dionysus, for 
what the poet says is, `As Icarius [entertained] Dionysus, I entertained 
Jesus. ' 299 The effect of this comparison is to give the poet a special and 
privileged status in relation to Jesus. Dionysus rewarded Icarius' hospitality 
by giving him the secrets of wine-making. Thus Sikelianos subtly suggests 
that he is the first to bring to men the true wine of Christ, whose Dionysiac 
qualities he alone properly understands; and his poetry, as I have suggested 
295 In both the Prayer of the Cherubic Hymn and the Offertory Prayer. 
296 The 'AtcoXouOia tt OEIaS MET(Ai ym; is used when Communion is 
adminstered without the celebration of the Liturgy, from previously consecrated eleinent,,. 
297 This is the beginning of the fourth of the ten Pre-Communion Prayers. The third, also 
by John Chrysostom, contains two similar expressions. For the source see Matthew 8.8. 
29,4 Indeed, his use of FýEvtaa might be seen as a presumptuous reversal of roles in terms 
of the Canon in Orthros of Maundy Thursday (Ode 9, eirmos): EcvicLZ &ßttottxilZ Kat 
&Oavätov Tpaiticrlc [... ] & 3tE dmoXal aw 1Ev. 
299 Sikelianos probably does not mean to evoke Icarius' death at the hand', of those who 
thought that in making their friends drunk he had poisoned them, but only hi" role in 
bringing the divine gift of wine to men. 
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was already implicit in the previous passage, is the medium through which 
the newly rediscovered gifts of Christ are to be distributed. 
I turn finally to a much later poem in which the poet's role as 
celebrant at a Liturgy is made explicit and the identification of the poet 
with Jesus (and Dionysus) is very nearly explicit. In «` EAAtr vthöz 
vEKpÖ&Ellrvog» (1945)300 the speaker, who seems hardly distanced at all 
from Sikelianos (he is addressed within the poem as Angelos), recounts 
how he was invited to dinner one evening in a house out of town. The poet 
knew that his friends expected from him vea OXoyEpä Tpayovbta (lines 
3 and 80-81) but he found the occasion too solemn; and when, after the 
meal, a special wine, brought by one of the friends as a gift for the poet, 
was opened and he was asked to `give voice to the night' (line 29), he 
delivered a speech about the dead, both those known to the present 
company and the `numberless ancient souls' (line 52). In this speech, he 
feels the souls of the dead approaching and stretching out their hands 
towards tofno tö ipwctýt / Tov f A, oiTwva (lines 61-2). Though the 
table is Pluto's, the wine, as we shall see, is associated with Dionysus, and 
the poem, which begins with the invocation, 'S2 Otovu E-"AST, seems to 
propose a fusion of these two gods. 30' However, this dual pagan god is also 
fused with Christ, though by more subtle means, for Christ is never named. 
The friends eat in silence, each preoccupied with the same thought 
(lines 19-21): the thought, presumably, of the dead which the poet 
elaborates in his speech. Given that the poem was published in 1945, the 
dead known to them would include many who had died during the 
Occupation, and the frugality of the meal (TO' X TT Scinvo, line 20) may 
be indicative of continuing privations. 
A gathering of friends for an evening meal, which has. or to which 
AX) Sikelianos 1965-69: V, 144-7. 
301 Their identification goes back to Heraclitus, as Svoronos notes (1984: 72): dutöc & 
'AtSig xott OtövvßoS (Fragments 127). 
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the poet imparts, a solemn, ritual and memorial character. is already 
thematically similar to the Last Supper at which Jesus and his disciples 
gathered, öyriaS yEvoµtv%, to eat the Passover meal. 302 The Passover was 
itself a µvT t6 auvov of the Exodus from Egypt, 303 and Jesus added a 
further dimension to this when he instructed the disciples to repeat the 
sharing of bread and wine EiS Tijv Eµi'lv äväµvrlßty, telling them, in the 
words of the Liturgy of Basil the Great, that as often as they repeat these 
actions iöv ýµöv 6ävaiov xaiay'yeXA CE. 304 The poet says of all those 
gathered round the `table of Pluto' for the vEKp68&t7tvo; that their thought 
Xt toupyäEt / µvjµöavvo 13aOtä ur (lines 41-2). The Septuagint's 
word for the Passover, µvTµößvvov, is also the word for the memorial 
services which in Orthodox practice take place at various fixed intervals 
after a person's death. In an ecclesiastical context, the verb A, £tTovpyci in 
the active is usually restricted to the functions of the celebrant in the 
Liturgy. Its use here brings the µvrµöavvo of this v£icpöb£tnvo; closer 
to the dvd µv ij6t S of the Liturgy; and the phrase A, £tTovpydvt 
µvilµößvvo unites the same two elements of performance and memorial as 
the liturgical phrase TovTo not£tT£ Et; Ttjv >µýjv äväµvrlßtv. ý05 In 
general terms, then, the meal of the poet and his friends is likened both to 
302 See pp. 236-7. 
303 Exodus 12.14,13.9. 
From the Eucharistic Prayer (i. e. the prayer including the words of consecration, not 
the post-communion Eüxtj rj Eüxaptßti(xS), which transforms Paul's gloss on Jesus' 
instructions ('proclaim the Lord's death' etc., I Corinthians 11.26) into an extension of 
Jesus' words. 
305 The MuanKt S ACtnvo; of the Communion has in itself an element of vvxpö&tlrvoý. 
The Eucharistic Prayer includes memorials of the dead. The celebrant first calls on God to 
visit us with the prayers of all thy saints', and then to 'remember all those who have fallen 
asleep', and here a rubric provides for the naming of particular persons known to the 
congregation. In Sikelianos vEKpö&tnvoc. the order is reversed. The poet refers first to 
'the souls of men whose imprint we and the eternal night have preserved deep within', and 
then to the naXIES wuxEc äpIOµrltEc who outnumber the living. 
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the Last Supper and to its ritual re-enactment in the Liturgy. There are also 
more specific connections. 
The poet, after referring in his speech to the souls of the dead 
approaching the table, continues as follows (lines 63-5,69-74): 
0716EtF- Tl ; 
vä 'p®ovv E86 a' ßµäS, va yivouµ' Eva 
Ki äit' To' noTijpi, 0OX, noü µov Siv it 
KI än' TO' xpaai nou TO '4EpES yßä g£'-va, 
)'tat' Eiv' 6C5pöv9 Co 014, K' E1)CO&k 1 
ßäv tov Otovüßou TO xi)gEV0V alga, 
äS µWTakäßou i¬ ökot, ßäµnc µ TcS 
naý, atoi än' T' 'A-yaBobaiµova To' µ£Ya 
TO K1 1tE? XO. 
The poet's command to let the dead approach `that we may become one' has 
its parallels in the prayers for unity which follow the Eucharistic Prayer 06 
in the Liturgies, though these do not involve the union of the living and the 
dead, but, rather, the unity of all the communicants. 307 
Though the poet compares the assembled company to pagan 'initiates' 
drinking in honour of the `Good Genius', he uses the verb gEvAaýptzvw, 
which in the context of Orthodox Liturgy means to administer or receive 
communion. The primacy of the Christian analogy over the pagan is 
confirmed in lines 85-8, where the poet describes what happened after he 
had finished speaking: they all drank from the `lass, the poet 'last of all': 
and he drank 'to the last drop', 'like the priest who drains the chalice 
within the Sanctuary'. It is not only in this final action that the poet plays 
306 See n. 304 above. 
307 Kai 86%q il'µiv Fv cNA aTop n Kai pq Kapöiqc Soýc tv (... 1 to (... ) 
övop aov (Liturgy of John Chrysostom). `H. täc & nävta;, toü FK toü i 
äpTOV Kai Toi) notr)piov 1FýXovtac, Fvciaatc &U AotC Fib FN'üz fvnVµcuto 
`Ayiou KOLVWViav (Liturgy of Basil the Great). 
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the role of the celebrant. His injunction, än' tö notrjpt 
pvraWi pou" öXot echoes the Eucharistic Prayer in which the celebrant 
recounts, and at the same time repeats and re-enacts. Christ's words and 
actions at the Last Supper: 
'Opoiac [ý, aßciv] xai to itoTTjptov µ£Tä to &tirvrjßat Xkycwv- 
METE Eý avtOÜ 7tdVTE 
. 
And Sikelianos' participle xvµhvov in `the shed blood of Dionysus' is the 
modern equivalent, in uncompounded form, of the participle denoting, the 
shed blood of Christ in the words which follow those just quoted: 
TovTO EaTi to Ai iä µou [... ] TO' vnFp üµwv Kai noXXciv 
EKXUVOýtEVOV. 308 
Through the appropriation of key words from the Liturgy, and the 
creation of phrases parallel to key phrases in the Liturgy, the blood of 
Dionysus and the blood of Christ are identified, and the poet is confirmed 
in the role of celebrant at this paganized Communion. 309 
Explicitly, Sikelianos does not go beyond comparisons: the poet acts 
'like the priest' and the wine smells 'like the shed blood of Dionysus'. In 
08 1 have quoted from the Liturgy of John Chrysostom, the one most frequently 
performed in Greek Orthodox churches. The Eucharistic Prayer combines elements of the 
earliest account of the institution of the Eucharist in I Corinthians 11.23-5 with that in 
Matthew 26.20-29, with additional words and phrases not found in the New Testament. 
Matthew has the conjunction yap not found in the Liturgy (tovto Yap FaTt TO (Xiµ(ic 
pou), and Sikelianos' awareness of this may be reflected in his conjunction yt(XTi which 
precedes the simile of Dionysus' blood. 
309 It is also worth noting that the words with which the poet's speech begins. vlTip vv/to 
toütrJ (line 30). echo the opening of the account of the Last Supper in the Eucharistic 
Prayer, rj viwft fj nap¬öi oto. and that the description of the meal in the poem a" 
being aä 1EpcI t/ toi IlXov ro va tEpö (lines 38-9) could be echoing the phrase. týv 
jt piöa tciwv äytaßµöctwv aou describing the Communion in the Liturgy of Basil the 
Great (in one of the prayers between the Eucharistic Prayer and the Communion). 
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the myths of Dionysus the blood of the god is not explicitly associated with 
wine. His blood figures only at the beginning of his story: the infant 
Dionysus was dismembered by Titans and a pomegranate tree grew from 
the soil where his blood was shed. The fruit of the pomegranate is red 
inside and fragrant, and perhaps Sikelianos had the fragrance of the 
pomegranate in mind when he wrote that the wine F-vcoboüßF- / ßäv toü 
Otovt ou To xu thvov aipa. Nevertheless the association of wine and 
blood points unmistakably to Christ, and the use of the verb gETa0, ocyo vc) 
indicates the Communion wine which `is' the blood of Christ (toütö FYT1 
To ätµ(x tou ). Sikelianos is, in effect, saying that the wine which is the 
blood of Christ smells like the blood of Dionysus. The primary function of 
the comparison is to associate Christ with Dionysus. 
As the one who commands all those present to drink (ä ; 
µ£TaXäßovµ£ Uot ), the poet is in the position of the celebrant: or even 
of Christ himself, for there is one indication in «`EXXTJVt Kö ; 
V£KpO6£t7LVOg» that Sikelianos did entertain the idea of identifying the poet 
with Christ at the Last Supper, as well as with the celebrant at the Liturgy. 
The friend who brought the wine is described as a 4IXo; Eirt6T7jOtoc (line 
23). This is an established expression for a 'bosom friend', but in the 
context of a b£iicvo; (line 20) in which wine is likened to xuj Lvov aiµa 
(line 25)310 it seems to point to To"v paOijti v öv 11,7 a1ta ö 'IiIßoüc 
(... ] öS Kai ävEn£6£v Ev Tw b£i nvcý grit TO 6t Ooh aüTOV .>> As 
the one who has such a friend, the poet identifies himself with Jesus: and, 
like Jesus at the Last Supper, he is the central figure at this v£Kpö&£tnvo;: 
the wine is a gift for him, and the company anticipate his new songs'. 
Within the poem's narrative, these are withheld for another time (lines 80- 
83), but the whole poem is itself a new song, and one in which the poet 
310 The comparison with the blood of Dionysus is first used in lines 22-5. and repeated 
within the poet's speech. 
311 John 21.20. referring to 13.23-5. 
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celebrates his own poetry. 
If one turns to the very immodest opening of the poem with the 
appropriative significance of the OIXog Enta'ri Oto; in mind, as well as the 
appropriations of liturgical language relating to the blood of Christ, it 
becomes apparent that the blood of Dionysus and the blood of Christ may 
be substitutes for the blood of the poet, which is his poetry (lines 2-6): 
KapTEpoüaav of OiXot µov v' äxoüßovv 
vEa oxo-ycp (X rF-l , rpa»yo , öta v' (XV(x, A, ovv 
ßiä xF-iA, T polo, one ýEpave äno, nävTa 
Tijv äpTTpia Tov ? you pov vä a01) 
ßäv nvptvo noTagt. 
This is, I suggest, the primary metaphor of blood in the poem. The poet's 
lifeblood is his verse, shed in the uttering of it. The real transubstantiation 
which underlies the poem is not of wine into blood, whether Dionysus' or 
Christ's, but of wine and blood into verse; and the appropriation of 
eucharistic language in « `EA) T vIKOq VEKpö& utVOS» serves primarily to 
enhance the status of the poet. 312 
3 12 Eucharistic language is again appropriated to Dionysus in «'EX TEpa Ja)&K6V71aa» 
(1945) (Sikelianos 1965-69: V, 166-9). There the persona of the poet plays no part, and 
Dionysus is an overtly nationalist figure. patron of the recently liberated Dodecanese. 
Through the identification of Dionysus with Christ and then, somewhat bizarrely, with the 
author of the Apocalypse, Sikelianos attempts to attach to the almost jingoistic nationalism 
of the poem the moral authority of Christianity. 
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3.8 Conclusion 
Sikelianos' impulse to rewrite the Gospel is already evident in the poems of 
his youth, where Christ becomes primarily a symbol of beauty. Christ is 
not only aestheticized, he is also transformed, at the moment of death, into 
a pagan god: adopted by Zeus in «(«aviaßnidi Mu9oXoyi(x)»: his true 
nature revealed in the ichor flowing from his side in «'Itjaou; ö 
Nacwpaiog». In the later poems the Hellenization of Christ is effected 
through his identification with specific gods, above all Dionysus, and 
encapsulated in the idea of raising to the summit of Helicon a bird which 
represents Jesus (in Mt rr p OEov) or the `Myth of Jesus' (in 17äßxa twv 
`EAARvwv). 
The poet's self-appointed role in TIdgXa rtvv `EL, rjvwv is that of 
Fifth Evangelist, but Sikelianos' projected rewriting of the Gospel, not 
surprisingly, remained unfinished. The extant parts are mainly devoted to 
the Panagia, whose early life is almost completely recontextualized through 
the suppression of specifically Jewish elements in the sources and her union 
with the world of nature. Developing an idea already present in «Mdva 
Toi rtoü Toü 'AvOpwnou», Sikelianos transforms the Annunciation into 
a sexual encounter between God and a mortal, comparable to that between 
Zeus and Semele. In this Sikelianos not only affronts both Christian 
doctrine and Christian morality but also flies in the face of the Biblical and 
Apocryphal sources. His Annunciation is perhaps the most radical 
rewriting of the Christian 'Myth' in the mature poetry. For outright 
defiance of the Christian sacred texts it is rivalled only by the emphatic 
contradiction of John in «'I rjßob; ö NaccopaioS» where the poet, in 
effect, declares that ichor and not 
wound in Christ's side. 
'blood and water' flowed from the 
The parts of Iläß, Xa twv `EAAtjvWv dealing with Christ contain 
only occasional syncretistic gestures. They are deviant, from a Christian 
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perspective, in stressing the human qualities of Jesus, including his beauty. 
and eroticizing his relationships with Mary of Bethany and Mary 
Magdalene. Outside of I acrXa nthv `E? )jvwv and the juvenilia, 
Sikelianos does not engage closely with the sacred narratives of 
Christianity. The repeated identifications of Christ with Dionysus and 
other pagan deities usually operate at some distance from Christian texts. 
This is perhaps inevitable, since there are, in fact, very few points of 
contact between the narratives of Jesus' life and the myths of Dionysus-. The 
Christ of the Gospels is simply not a Dionysiac figure. This perhaps 
illuminates one of Sikelianos' problems in TIda a zcov `EUrjvcvv, and 
may be one of the reasons he abandoned the project. While his 
Annunciation certainly does violence to its sources, his concept of Christ as 
Dionysus could not have been developed at all through a detailed rewriting 
of the `Myth of Jesus', had it followed the Gospels even to the extent that 
his rewriting of the Virgins's life follows the Protevangelium lacobi. 
The degree of distance from Christian sources is not the only 
important difference between the poems on the Christ-Dionysus theme and 
Ildaxa zcöv `EAArjvwv. The poet's role in relation to the composite god is 
at the heart of the former, while in those parts of Iläß, Xa r(bv `EAA. rj vwv 
dealing with Christian material the poet figures only in the frame 
narrative. In most of the other poems considered in this chapter the 
development of the poet's role in relation to his gods is a central theme, 
evident even behind the apparent humility of «"AypaOov». In those poems 
which rest on the supposed fusion of Christ and Dionysus, the poet emerges 
as the high priest or principal representative and spokesman of his pagan- 
Christian (and distinctively Greek) god. At times the boundary between 
poet and god is blurred, and particularly where, through the appropriation 
of Biblical and liturgical language, the poet takes the place of Christ. And 
this displacement is not limited to Dionysian contexts. In «Möcva tov 
rtov Gov AvOp ou» the poet implicitly makes himself the son of the 
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Panagia, while in Mrjrr)p OEoü, through the appropriation of Pauline 
texts, he assumes Christ's role in the resurrection of the dead. 
The poet's displacement of Christ, evident but neither central nor 
extensive in Palamas, as important in Sikelianos as the paganir. ation of 
Christ, becomes in Elytis the primary function of the appropriations of 
Biblical and liturgical language. A significant distinction between Elytis 
and both the earlier poets, however, is that his interest in Christian 
language is not allied to any central interest in what Sikelianos calls the 
`Myth of Jesus'. Elytis makes no attempt to rewrite the Christian narratives 
or to present new images of Christ and the Virgin. Palamas and Sikelianos, 
in their different ways, still wrestle with Christian doctrine and Christian 
narrative, but in Elytis' Tö "Aýtov 'Earl, despite its extensive 
appropriation of Christian language, Christian doctrine and narrative 
figure only indirectly, reflected in analogical structures and narratives. 
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4 
'IBov iyoS... jiý 6ýa Ou IrEpä6w: 
The displacement of God 
in Elytis' Ta "Aýlov 'E6ii 
4.1 Introduction 
With the publication of excerpts from TO "Aýtov 'Ear in 1958 (followed 
by the publication of the whole poem in book form in 1959), Oysseus 
Elytis (1911-1996) ended more than a decade of silence as a poet., In TO 
'A'zov 'Earl (hereafter `AE') one still sees the exultant lyricism and 
surrealist imagery of Elytis' earlier poetry, as well as the the attempt to 
deal directly with aspects of contemporary public reality, and in particular 
the War, already evident in his first post-war poem, 'Aapa gpco KÖ icai 
iwvthpo y1ä zöv xau vo av6viroAoxay6 Tres 'AA, ßaviaS (1945). 2 But 
there is another major element in AE which, if not entirely new in Elytis' 
poetry, had never been exploited so intensively before: the presence on 
practically every page of allusions to Biblical and liturgical texts. No other 
modern Greek poem offers anything remotely comparable to the extent and 
See Elytis 1980. He had published no original poetry since «`H KaXcoaüvq aft; 
XutconoptES» in 1947 (Vitti 1977: 20,34.40-41). 
2 Republished in book form 1962 (see Elytis 1971). 
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complexity of Elytis' linguistic involvement in AE with ecclesiastical texts. 
or to the variety of his modes of involvement. 3 
This involvement began, according to Elytis' own account. 
spontaneously, and was then pursued with conscious deliberation. The 
passage in which he describes how he began to compose AE during a 
prolonged absence from Greece (1948-1951)4 is of such importance for an 
understanding of Elytis' relation to liturgical material that I shall quote it 
in extenso: 
"Apxi a vd ypdxw, xwpIS äD, A, £c Eyvot£c pop4oXoy1KL, T 
T£xvuKES, KOgRaTta 7tOtT flKä, noü xwpIS vä TO O Xw, aä vä 
'povv medium, Eitatpvav XapaKtrjpa FKKX1T6ta6TtKGJV 
KOµµaTtC0V, µE Täa£. S b£iiTtKtS Kai UgV11TtK£S. 'Ayvooüßa 
ivT£X6Trjv EKKi, 7jßtaßTtxrj 0tkoXoyia Kai alto 4ä13o µrjrrwS 
nEOTw ßE µtµrjß£tg äXXä Kai änä µtäv öynµi n£pthpy£ta yid 
Trjv T£xVtK? j Twv Bvcavttvty, itapäyy£iXa Kai toü aT£iXaV£ 
µtä «Y-UVEKSTjWO 'OpOo& ov». Ilpiv äK6 t11 gtäß£t ßTä xFpta 
tou To 13 3? Io, £txa 4T1d £t hEaa . tou TOV ituprjva EVO; 
7LOt1yTtKOU ßuv9£Ttxo 3 Epyov rroü 06 µnopoüß£ Vä ßa6t6e£t 
ßTÖC TOVtKd 6UaT? i'.. taTa Tf S Bi avTlvf S 1tO11l61lc Kai Kupiwc 
(yT1jv (p%zr£KrovlKrj rot) rwwfiKov ciila Aeirovpylas lj 
i OAOyl a. 'Ano TijV a7LOYn1 aUT1j, Öh royo11T£Üe1IKa OTav 
µ£ T'nßa Td K£iµ£va. `H i£poZ£X&Tia n£pt£ix£ ßTotx£ia rtoii 
µövov TO 9£a taTiKO' TouS µhpoS µnopovß£ vd T' äýtottotrja£t. 
TlEpaaa nod,? S Oda it . T£ktKd, £1'8(X O'Tt 
Eltp£1t£ Vä OTtdýw 
i'%'(X aüüai pero dAAa ei ßov avari po avarrlpa 
ci tArjAoöiaöo; rgS ei&öv irol griKChv Kai Vä µrj St6Ta6w 
µitpoaTd ßTrjv dvt aTIKOTTJTa . top4fjS Kai rt£pt£xothVOV. 5 
Such involvement is not a prominent feature of Elytis' own later poetry. But "ce 
Loulakaki 1998: 27-37 for an analysis of `O Mi Kp6S NavrIAoý (Elytis 1985h) as a 
dialogue with Romanos. 
4 Vitti 1977: 141-?. 
5 Kechagioglou 1995: 36. Emphases in the original. Elytis' notes on. and analyses of. the 
poem were intended for private circulation and their publication by Kechagioglou wa" 
unauthorized. I make occasional reference to them in this chapter. While I do not assume 
Elytis' comments to be the last word in matters of interpretation, they are often illuminating 
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When Elytis says that he was 'completely ignorant of ecclesiastical 
literature', he must mean that he had never studied the liturgical texts. He 
can hardly be disclaiming the experience of church services in childhood 
and adolescence. Without such experiences he would not have recognl/ed 
the resemblance between what he was writing and the prayers and hymn` 
of the church. The evidence of AE is that, apart from the Svnekdemo (the 
layman's companion to Greek Orthodox services, which exists in several 
editions), Elytis also referred, in the course of composing the poem, to the 
Bible and to some of the kontakia of Romanos. 6 But it is as well to 
approach AE with the assumption that the Svnekdeinos was Elytis' 
principal source for liturgical material, and perhaps also an important 
source for Biblical material, since some 300 readings from Scripture (7-517( 
from the NT) are printed in full in the Svnekde, nos, as are more than halt' 
of the Psalms. 
Elytis makes it clear that he is interested in the formal aspects of 
liturgical texts rather than their doctrinal content. Indeed, he speaks of a 
contradiction between the form and the content of the work he was 
and informative. The notes were written fairly soon after the completion of the p0c m. and 
before the second edition (1961). since they refer to the third part as , To' "A,; tov 'Eati 
rather than «T6 Doýwmw\ v». 
(' Only a few short extracts from Romanos are still in use in Orthodox service. and appe tr 
in the Svnekcle nos (see pp. 20-21). When. in an essay written in 1975. Elvtis write,, about 
Romanoff (1992: 35-56), he has in front of him the edition of Maas & Trvpani`. but this 
was not published until 1963, four years after AE. The first three volumes ( 1952,1954 and 
1957) of Tomadakis' edition (1952-61) became available during the composition of the 
poem. Elytis may have been familiar with Romanos from one of the nineteenth-center) 
anthologies of Byzantine by mnography such as Pitra 1867 and 1876. or Christ & 
Paranikas 1871: or from one of the less scholarly publications of the Greek religious 
presses. While Lignades (1989: passim) certainly overestimates the presence of Romano. 
in AE. Loulakaki (1998: 23-6). criticizing this a spe&of Lignades. underestimate. it. See 
p. 180 n. 103 above. and pp. 306 n. 82.320-22.334.337, n. 147.341 n. 158 below-. 
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composing, and proceeds immediately to inform us that he is 'certainly not 
a Christian in the accepted sense'. He then refers to his tjXtoXatpEia. his 
£orjßtßµög, his 9& aßßtvi Ovary and his 'love for the verdant. for girls, 
for plants', and a few lines later (clarifying one aspect of the tension 
between form and content in AE) to the 'contradictory conjunction of 
priestly material with [his] sensual temperament'.? Elytis' subversion of 
Biblical and liturgical language through its importation into an erotic and 
sensual milieu is distinct from the eroticization of Biblical figures in the 
poetry of Palamas and Sikelianos, for nowhere in AE does Elytis engage 
directly with Biblical episodes in the manner of Palanias when he confronts 
the role of the myrophores in the Resurrection, or of Sikelianos when he 
rewrites the Anointing. Rather than assimilate the Christian content of the 
appropriated language into a broader conceptual context, Elytis entirely 
overwrites the Christian meanings with his own. In many cases it is an 
important part of the effect that the reader be put in mind of the content 
that is being overwritten, but in others this seems irrelevant. More often 
than his two precursors, Elytis is concerned purely with the language of the 
Bible and liturgy without regard to its content or context. In such cases it IS 
not so much that he wants to direct the mind of the reader to the Biblical or 
liturgical context of his borrowings, as that he wants to present a new 
context in which vocabulary, modes of expression, tones of voice, 
syntactical and metrical structures derived from the liturgy and the Bible 
will definitively belong. 8 What AE attempts to set out is a 'way of holiness' 
which is `outside Christianity': 9 and in this it aspires to challenge the 
7 Kechagioglou 1995: 36-7. 
This is different from Sikelianos' stylistic imitation of the Gospels in -"kypuoov, º (see 
pp. 235-41). where Christ is the ostensible subject. 
9 Elytis' words in Kechagioglou 1995: 53. In so far as this is realized in AF. it is the 
realization of a challenge thrown down by Palamas through his Gypsy (pp. 68-73 above) 
and the Apparition of the OAoytpa (pp. 92-3.100 n. 145). and taken up, 
but eventually 
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centrality of the Bible and the liturgy. 
R. J. Schork, discussing the kontakia of Romanos. distinguishes 
between two different `uses of biblical phraseology'. On the one hand there 
are those `passages that the poet chose to include as allusions to scriptural 
episodes' which, though `not directly concerned with the narrative itself' 
make some `explicit or comparative contribution to the work's plot'; on the 
other, `phrases [... ] included by Romanos more for their lyric qualities- 
their contribution to the solemn, liturgical tone'. 10 A similar distinction can 
he made in relation to Elytis' uses of Biblical and liturgical language in 
AE. I prefer to call all such uses allusions, and to distinguish between 
substantive and stylistic allusions. Substantive allusions are those which 
seem to propose some parallel between personae or incidents in the poem 
and the figures or events of the Christian text to which they allude. Such 
allusions involve the appropriation not only of language but also of that to 
which the language refers; and the greater part of this chapter (§§4.4-4.7) 
is devoted to allusions of this type. In the case of stylistic allusions, there is 
no apparent close thematic connection between the passages in which the 
allusions occur and the Christian texts to which they allude. Their function 
is to give a Biblical or liturgical `feel' to the passages concerned (see §4.3). 
The distinction between substantive and stylistic allusion is, of 
course, a matter of judgement, but in general terms it may be upheld. In 
AE there is a third kind of reference to Biblical and liturgical texts which 
one night call structural allusion, or structural imitation (see §4.2). 
A comprehensive study of Biblical and liturgical language in AE 
would yield sufficient material for an entire doctoral thesis, perhaps for 
several. II A number of authors have made contributions to the 
abandoned. by Sikelianos in I7ä6, Xa r& `EUT V WV (pp. 137-9 and §§3.5-3.6). 
10 Schork 1995: 14. Emphases in the original. 
I One which has already been published (Galani 1988) certainly does not exhaust the 
subject (see pp. 37,277-8). 
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identification of Elytis' Biblical and liturgical sources. 12 On the whole, 
however, they note the connections between certain elements of Ely ti"' text 
and particular phrases or passages from the Bible or liturov without 
exploring, except in the most general terms, the function of such allusion', 
or borrowings in the economy of the poem. My aim, as in the chapter on 
Sikelianos, is to concentrate on the appropriation of ecclesiastical langual-'e 
to the personae of the poems, and in particular to the persona of the 
principal first-person voice of the poem, a persona which I propose to call 
`the narrator'. This term requires some justification since many passages in 
«Tä IläOr1» and the whole of «Tb DoýocortKov» do not fall within the 
bounds of what would ordinarily be described as narrative. 
In discussing the `variety of voices' in AE, Keeley writes of 'Elytis's 
use of an enlarged first-person, his most controversial voice'. He is 
referring to those passages where 'the first-person voice speaks for the 
nation more than for the self', and to the latter stage of what he calls 'a 
rhetorical progress from "I" as persona to "I" as metaphor for a general 
sensibility'. 13 Sometimes Keeley writes as though he had in mind a unitary 
he- 
first-person voice which speaks in different ways, as when/refers to 'those 
instances in which Elytis's first-person voice speaks in a more overtly 
personal context'; 14 more often, though, he writes of these different ways 
of speaking as though he considered each to constitute a distinct voice, as 
when he writes of 'the first-person voice of the numerous intricate Odes of 
"The Passion", a voice that is in one sense the most subjective and 
rhetorical that we hear', 15 or when he says that 'the voice in the concluding 
12 Notably Galani (1988) and Lignadis in his detailed commentary on the whole pwm 
(1989). Other source identifications are made e.,,. in Kokolis 1984 and Maronitis 1964 and 
1965. 
13 Keeley 1975: 696. 
14 Keeley 1975: 696. 
15 Keeley 1975: 697-8. 
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section of of the poem [ ... ] 
is perhaps the most consistently effective. ' 11, I 
shall argue that there is a single persona behind all these 'voice-"' : or, more 
simply, that the entire poem must be understood as the utterance of a single 
persona or voice, whom I call the narrator. 
Compared with Palamas' Okoyepa, which I described as a layered 
structure of narratives within narratives, with a primary narrator (the 
Poet), a secondary narrator (the Flute) and a number of tertiar`, etc. 
narrators, AE is a relatively simple narrative, remaining for the most part 
on the first level. Much of what is narrated concerns the narrator himself. 
and the narrative is essentially a first-person narrative. Though the 
narrator's tone of voice varies, it is nevertheless- at least throughout «`H 
FEveatS» and in those passages in the Psalms and Odes of <<Tä 11601 1)> 
where the narrator speaks of his own past experience- quite clearly the 
same voice (the voice, that is, of a single persona). 17 But what of those 
passages in which `I' represents the Greek nation'? Keeley quotes examples 
from Psalms III and V, 18 but Psalms VII and VIII provide a clearer 
example, since they refer to the invasion and devastation of Greece, and its 
enemies are described as ot ExOpot pov (42: 3,25). 19 
In Psalm VIII the enemies are spoken of as `dividing mit flesh in 
two' and 'quarrelling over my liver' (43: 4,5). That this is the narrator 
speaking as Greece and not the voice of Greece is clear from the 
16 Keeley 1975: 699. 
17 If we cannot assume the continuity of the 'I' in these passages, then we must conclude 
that the poem is to a certain extent incoherent and unintelligible. 
18 AE 34: 1-3 and 40: 24-7 (see the next note): Keeley 1975: 696. 
19 Textual references to AE are by page and line numbers within the page. separated by a 
colon (the page numbering is the same in all monolingual editions of the Greek text). 
Throughout this chapter I use the English terms, 'Reading', 'Psalm' and 'Ode'. w denote 
the three kinds of elements in «Tä n«OT». I number the Psalms and Odes in upper and 
lower case Roman numerals respectively to avoid possible confusion with 
Biblical Psalms 
or the odes of liturgical canons for which I use Arabic numeral.. See also p. 
286-7 n. 46. 
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development within the Psalm. The initial opposition of 'I' and 'they' gives 
way to that of `we' and 'they': 'we all heard and recognized (... ] for us 
the bloodied iron' (43: 11,14). It is not necessary here to introduce the 
collective persona of the Greek people, for, despite the grammatical plural, 
the voice is singular and speaks as one of the Greek people, as one of 'us', 
as becomes clear when it addresses the rest of the people as 'brothers' 
(43: 23): 'A86X0ot µäS ýyEAaßav ! And this voice which speaks as one of 
the people cannot be distinguished from the voice that speaks as Greece. 
Nor is there any reason to distinguish it from the voice of the narrator. 
The most obviously narrative elements in «Tä IIdOiI» are the first 
four of the Readings. The First and Second Readings are about the 
Albanian campaign of 1940-41. The speaker is one of a group of soldiers 
returning to the front; and he uses the first-person plural to relate their 
common experiences. There is no reason to distinguish this speaker from 
the narrator of «`H F v& nt » and the narrative Psalms and Odes. (Elytis 
himself served on the Albanian Front, and these Readings are presumably 
based on his experience. ) Although the Third and Fourth Readings, dealing 
with the Occupation, are in the third person, they read like the account of 
someone close to, if not actually involved in, the events; again there is no 
need to suppose a different narrating voice. The Fifth Reading approaches, 
indirectly through a parable, the circumstances of the Civil War of 1946- 
49. The tone here and the stance implied in referring to the Greek people 
as 6? aöS µov (59: 8,60: 9), makes the voice more readily identifiable 
with the narrator than the voices in the first four Readings. The same may 
be said of the voice in the Sixth Reading which now openly assumes the 
role of prophet implied in the OT context of 'my people'. 
Many of the Psalms and Odes are basically narrative in mode: 
retrospective accounts of what the narrator, other persons or the Greek 
people as a whole have experienced. But some consist of, or contain, 
apostrophes belonging to the time of narration, which is. by definition. 
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present (though not necessarily a static present). These apostrophes appear 
to be responses to the content of the narrative and make present the process 
of narration as an experience of the narrator. In the final two Psalms 
(XVII and XVIII) the time of the retrospective narrative has caught up 
with and merged with the time of narration, to produce a continuous 
present, a narrative time which moves forward simultaneously with the 
narration and comes to rest, finally and definitively, at the zenith, in the 
concluding lines of «Tä Aä61». 
The narrator has at that point arrived at the static idealized present in 
which <<To Aoýc«J nKöv» is to be uttered. He is liberated frone the past 
`worthy is the price paid' (70: 27)- and the only significant temporal 
conditions at this point are `now' and `forever'. The liberation from the 
past is also a liberation from the ego. Not only does the narrator now 
abandon his narrative function (there is no narrative in «To' 
A04WYT K V»), he also ceases to objectify himself in the world he 
celebrates (there is no first-person in «To' Aoýa nKÖV»). If the voice in 
«To AoýMYTIK v» is, as Keeley suggests, `the most consistently effective' 
voice in the poem, it is because the reader can identify with it immediately 
without having to negotiate the specific content of the narrator's experience 
or his self-presentation as prophet. It is not the case that 'the poet overtly 
assumes the role of celebrant' (my emphasis), but that he does so tacitly and 
invisibly. Here the narrator- for the voice is surely still his- has become 
transparent. Freed of personal impedimenta, he can now speak both for and 
to the Greek people, celebrating all the contradictory elements that are of 
value in their world. 
Conventionally critics maintain a distinction between the author of a 
poem and the poet'. the persona speaking the poem, even when the poem 
provides this persona with no context, history or characteristics which 
would preclude its identification with the author. Poets themselves do not 
always maintain this distinction so clearly. A blurring of the distinction 
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between poet as author and poet as persona is evident within the poem 
itself- it is sufficient to refer to TEATHI, the anagram of 'EX tr which 
appears among the 'enigmatic words' written by the 'beautiful maiden. ' 
(18: 16-23) and it makes the poem vulnerable to the charge of blasphemy. 
for, in the course of «`H I'evEatg» and «Tä IId6ty». the narrator 
appropriates to himself words which in their Biblical or liturgical contexts 
belong to God or Christ, and increasingly makes himself the primary focus 
of truth, virtue and salvation. Such an inflation of the poetic ego ºnay repel 
many readers. In Elytis' defence, one could say that the inflation of the ego 
is overcome at the final climax of «Tä I1ä61», making possible the almost 
self-less celebration of «T6 Do4a(: FTtx0v». -)O 
AE has not generally been regarded as blasphemous, but interpreted. 
rather, as in essence compatible with Christianity. The two most extensive 
commentaries on the poem, by Lignadis and Galani, share a common 
limitation in their handling of source material which allows both authors to 
avoid seeing any antagonism between AE and the Biblical and liturgical 
texts to which it alludes: they are content to demonstrate, through the 
juxtaposition of extracts from Elytis and ecclesiastical texts, the existence 
of common linguistic or semantic elements, without examining what Elytis 
has done with the language he has appropriated. In the case of Lignadis. 
whose commentary is general, this limitation is understandable. But in the 
case of Galani the almost total lack of critical probing of Elytis' relation to 
the liturgical material is surprising. 2' 
It is evident at many points in their respective commentaries that 
20 On the need for this qualifying 'almost' see p. 354 n. 191 and p. 357 n. 197. 
21 To the comments on Galani's approach here and in the General Introduction (see p. 37) I 
should add that she seems to have assumed that Elytis had a much more extensi%e 
familiarity with Byzantine liturgical texts than we now know to be the case. Many of the 
canons she cites are no longer sung in churches and cannot be found in the 
Svnt'kdeºººoº. s: 
some can be found only in Migne. 
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both Lignadis and Galani are writing from a Christian perspective, and are 
predisposed to interpret Elytis' text as compatible, or at least reconcilable, 
with Christianity. Indicatively, Lignadis concludes his commentary with the 
words TEko; xoat rCp OED Söýa. Elytis provides an instructive contrast to 
this, concluding his conceptual analysis of «Tä lldOr1» with a parody of 
such conventional pious ascription: 
Söýa toi nourrf xat Tilg `EXA, ä&ac ! 22 
My purpose in this chapter is to show that AE is an essentially post- 
Christian poem (and in some respects an anti-Christian one), whose 
appropriation of Christian language is directed to the displacement of God 
by the narrator and the Greek people, and of the Kingdom of Heaven by 
`this world', which to Elytis means, primarily, the world of the Aegean. 
22 Kechagioglou 1995: 42. 
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4.2 Structural parallels with Biblical and liturgical texts 
The involvement with Biblical and liturgical language is evident in the title 
of the poem, and in the titles of its three constituent parts. In the rubrics of 
Orthodox service books the phrase to "AEtov £Tty denotes the 
megalynarion, described by Kokolis (1984: 19) as 'one of the most familiar 
troparia in the Divine Liturgy', which begins "Aýtov kßtty, 6) äXg0 , 
µaxapicEty 6E irly Owtöxov. And it is this hymn to the Virgin which 
Elytis' title would first suggest to most Greek readers. 23 It is, therefore. 
rather surprising that the Virgin hardly figures at all in AE. 24 Here Elvtis 
differs markedly from Palamas and Sikelianos, who devote more space in 
their poetry to the Virgin and other female figures from the Bible than 
they do to Christ or other male figures. 
Given the importance of the appropriation of the Passion of Christ in 
the central, and by far the longest, part of the poem, «Tä 11ö 01 », it is 
possible that the title of the whole poem is intended to evoke, not so much 
the hymn to the Virgin, as the first two verses of the Second Stasis of the 
Good Friday Encomia: 
. There is in AE one probable, if somewhat circuitous, allusion to the hymn as such (as 
opposed to the adaptation of its opening phrase). In discussing the poem Kokolis relate,, 
(1984: 19) the legend that the Archangel Gabriel visited a hermitage on Mount Athos 'and 
with his finger wrote on the stone the beginning of this hymn', but he doe', not make the 
connection with the opening lines of , To\ . \otaattKOv» : "Aýtov Fa ft tö ow} Kcit tj 
npcht71 / xapayjEvrl aTrjv iTpa Fvxrj toü ävepwitou (73: 1-2. see also 70: 23-7). 
24 There are two occurrences of the word ilavuyia: in the popular name for the pruýy#'9 
(T' 0.07 'KI Tf; [... J IlavayI(x;. 17: 36), and in a passing reference (3 3»- s (X man tI 
10) which involve` little more than the association of the Virgin with the sorrows and 
labour` of women and, perhaps. the way her eyes are represented in icons (Lignadi. 19ti9: 
115). OFoTÖKoý occurs once. again a passing reference (73: 18): napO 'a is used twice. 
but only adjectivally (61: 13,82: 17). Ode x of «Tö fldOt1>>. with its refrain %lu. Kptvrj 
Milta^pa Pööo you 'Apdpavto, and the Xatpmßµoi in «Tö AoýaattKÖv- n1wht 
seem to be addressed to the Panagia but I shall argue that this is not the case (see pp. 316-18 
below). 
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"A; 'tÖV an (1) g£'YOL%IÜVEtV 6F TOV 6o080T1 V (2), TÖN' FV T(1 
cTavpc6 (3) tä xEipac EKrEivavTa Kai ßvvTpiiyaVta (4) tö 
xpätoS Tov exOpov. 
"Aýtov Satt (1) ey(x U VEty aE töv irävTwv icTiaTrIv (2)" toil 
aol; 7äp na9Ijgaaty (3) Exo v Týjv änä9ýtav (4), pva6ývtE - 
Tfjc *6opäS. 
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By quoting them at greater length, Friar gives greater prominence to these 
Encomia than to the hymn to the Virgin; 25 while Galani, omitting all 
reference to the hymn to the Virgin, finds in the parallel sequences of the 
two verses above (indicated here by underlining and numbering) not only 
the source of Elytis' title (1), but also of the basic structure of the poem in 
its progression from the Creation and Nativity (2) in «`H TEvE ; ', 
through the Sacrifice of Christ (3) in «Tä f ä6Tl», to the the celebration of 
redemption and immortality (4) in «To' L\O WY txöv». 26 This is certainly 
suggestive, but many other comparisons may be made between AE and 
liturgical structures, and Galani overstates her case. 27 Besides, there is 
reason to suppose that it may have been the use of the phrase äý v EaTty 
(and cognates) in the Apocalypse which first alerted Elytis to its poetic 
possibilities. 2 
Lignadis states that `the organization of the Service of the Akathistos 
Hymn characterizes the plan and architectural conception of the poem'. He 
does not attempt to justify this claim, and it will not, I think, bear 
25 Friar 1974: 25-6. 
26 Galaei 1988: 62-3. 
27 With astonishing precision and perfection, ' she claims (ibid. ). 'Elytis observes. step by 
step, the Trinitarian, symbolical and ritual character of the Orthodox Liturgy (compare 
Lignadis 1989: 29). Precision, however, is not (except in metrical matters) a feature of 
Elytis' liturgical borrowings. Programmatic though the structure of AE may be, the 
programme is of Elytis' own devising (Kechagioglou 1995: 43-50,39-42). 
28 See pp. 357-9. 
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examination. He also suggests that in a more general way AE follows the 
liturgical calendar from the Nativity through the Passion to the 
Resurrection, and this is, up to a point, obvious and undeniable. However, 
the symbol of the Cross is ultimately rejected, and there is no part of the 
poem which can easily be seen as an analogue of the Resurrection. And one 
cannot readily agree with Lignadis' statement that the poem 'hymns the 
victory of life over death', 29 since in fact it opposes such Christian 
antinomies and accepts life and death on equal terms. 30 
I do not think there is any ecclesiastical model for the structure of 
the whole of AE, but there are strong connections between certain Biblical 
or liturgical structures and the structures of the poem's three constituent 
parts. 
The title of the first part of the poem, «`H TevErnS », obviously 
points to Genesis, and AE begins, like the Bible, with the words in the 
beginning' (13: 1): 
ITHN APXH TO' 0* Kai 71 c'tipa 11 nptTi. 
Allowing for the substitution of `first hour' for 'first day' (AV) the whole 
of this line can be derived from the opening lines of Genesis, the account of 
the first day of Creation ('Ev ' pxý [... ] £. yv to 06; [... ]iEpa 
pI(X), 31 but Elytis' drastic condensation radically subverts the Biblical text 
because it removes God. What the Bible tells us is that in the beginning 
God created the light, but in Elytis the light itself is primal. 
Lignadis cites John rather than Genesis as the source here, 32 and it 
29 Lignadis 1989: 29. 
30 See p. 354 n. 191. 
31 Genesis 1.1-5. 
32 Lignadis 1989: 49. Galani (1988: 75-6) cites both texts and sees in Elytis a 'combination 
of Old Testament and New Testament light' (ibid. 78). missing the essential point that 
Elyt. is' 'light' is dissociated from God. 
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might be argued that John provides a theological justification for Elvti, ' 
assertion of the primacy of light. According to John it is the Logos (i. e. 
Christ) which was `in the beginning' , and John identifies the Logos not only 
as God and God's creative agency, but also as light; 33 and later in John 
Christ says, Eyth E iµt rö 0 y, 'toü xößµov. 3- In Elytis, however, tü 0ci 
is not a metaphor for God or Christ, nor an attribute or name of God. It is. 
rather, the light which, in Genesis, is created by God, the light which is day 
and not night, which literally rather than metaphorically 'enlightens every 
man', and whose source is the sun. 
The implication of the opening lines of both Genesis and John in the 
first words of Elytis' poem is inevitable, since John is alluding to the 
Septuagint version of Genesis, establishing the role of the Logos in 
Creation. In Genesis God creates through speech ('Let there be light' etc. ) 
and John names the creative speech `Logos' ('through whom all things 
were made'). All the elements of the opening of Genesis are present in 
John: beginning, God, creation through speech, opposition of light and 
darkness. As John recapitulates Genesis, so too Elytis, in the opening of 
«To Aoýaa utxöv» (73: 1-2), echoes the opening of «`H FEvEßt; »: 
A= IoN U TI TO' 06; KaI 1j itp(ht1q 
XaPaYjtvrI a'cijv iTpa Eigx toi ävOpc ov 
Furthermore, 'man's first prayer engraved on the rock' is closely related to 
the second and third lines of «`H I'EvEß1S », where, at the first hour', the 
lips still in the clay try out the things of the world' (13: 2-3). In ev-okingy, at 
key points in his own text, not only Genesis and John but also imitating 
John's evocation of Genesis, Elytis seems to be in competition with the 
33 John 1.1.3-4.9. 
34 John 8.12. This saying is particularly familiar to Orthodox churchgoers. since in the 
many icons in which Christ holds an open book these are the words most frequently 
inscribed on the pages. 
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Bible, like Sikelianos rewriting `the Myth of Jesus' and composing his 
`Fifth Gospel'. 
«`H T'evEßtg» consists of seven Paragraphs which Elytis says 
`correspond to the stages of creation, to the stages of growing up (t1 j 
ijXtxi(xS), to the stages of the day and to the stages of human experience'. ;; 
Elytis seems to be speaking loosely here, having in mind such things as the 
Seven Days of Creation and Shakespeare's Seven Ages of Man, 36 for it does 
not prove possible with any of these models to allocate a specific Stage to 
each of the seven Paragraphs of «`H TcvE6tS» . In the 
first Creation 
narrative (Genesis 1.1-2.3) there are, in any case, ten stages spread over six 
days, followed by a day of rest, though it is possible to construe the second 
Creation narrative (Genesis 2.4-24) as involving seven stages. In fact Elytis 
is not, in general, interested in creating structures with thoroughgoing 
systematic correspondence to a source text. One finds only intermittent 
correspondence, for his structures have their own internal logic, and his 
treatment of sources is essentially wilful. 
There are, nevertheless, occasional instances of thematic and 
numerical correspondence between the paragraphs of «H FvEßt; » and 
the days of creation. Elytis' creator is the persona designated by the 
pronoun AütöS. In Paragraph 2 the earth of his creation is described as 
ßtEptF; tEyö AS (14: 25), while on the second day of creation in Genesis 
God creates 'the firmament (ßrEpEo . t(x) 
in the midst of the waters'. This 
'firmament' is not, of course, land, but the vault of the sky. Nevertheless, 
there is a verbal connection between ßtE pEwµa and atEptec, and as the 
atEpEC, )µa of Genesis later receives its stars, 7 so Elytis' ßtEptE µFyu? 
receive their `stars' in the form of flowers: ný yýc T' äßtEpta- an 
3S Kechagioglou 1995: 38. 
36 As You Like It. Il. vii. 139-66. 
37 Genesis 1.6-7.16-18. 
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extension of the word-play (15: 28-9). 
Paragraph 3 of «`H rvE6tS» offers a more substantial instance of 
numerical correpondence with Genesis, where, on the third day of' 
Creation, 
EinEv ö OF-O;. avvax971T 'TO vbwp Tö ünoxäTW TOD ovpavov 
C1S (Y-yaryqv µtav, xat o0BýTw rj ýýpa. xai ýyEV£TO OUTcam. '' 
I... 1 Kai ExäXEß£V ö Oeöc nv ýflpäv 'yrjv xai Tä 
Yu Yt1 µata Tciv i &itwv Exä? ae 9(X), äaßag. 38 
In Paragraph 3 (16: 9-11) we find the creation of sea and islands (the 
greater land masses came into being in Paragraph 2): 
Tou Eis xai ycvvilü11KEv 1 OäXaßaa 
Kai arrij µEaý Trrg Eam ipE KöaµouS µnKpovg [... ]. 
In the image of the sowing of islands there is another link with the third 
day of Creation, when the gathering together of the waters and the 
emergence of land was followed by the creation of plants: 
Fý-DT)VfyKEV 1 yij I3oTävilv XöpTOV ßnEipov a1tEpµa Kath -yEvoS 
Kai xa8' öµotötnTa. 39 
These vestiges of numerical correspondence between the seven 
paragraphs of «`H F vEßtS» and the seven days of creation suggest that 
Elytis may have toyed with the idea of a more comprehensive analogical 
structure, but in the event the Biblical creation narratives play a fairly 
minor role in shaping «`H FEvEßtS ». More extensive use of structural 
models from the Christian tradition can be observed in the other two parts 
of the poem. 
38 Genesis 1.9-10. 
39 Genesis 12 
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In his description of the development of AE, Elytis refers to the idea 
of a poetic work `based on the accentual systems of Byzantine poetry and 
particularly on the architecture of the typikon of a Liturgy or Doxolotn 
Two quite separate compositional strategies are indicated here. and both 
may be observed in «Tä UdOip>. The first strategy is seen in the 
dependence of Elytis' twelve Odes on the metrical system of the major 
genres of Byzantine hymnography (the kontakion and the canon). 41 and has 
been studied by Mitsakis. 42 Both Mitsakis and Lignadis discuss the 
dependence of Odes viii and xii of « Tä IläOr1» on specific liturgical 
pattern-stanzas. 43 The use of a technique derived from Bylantine 
hymnography does not in itself imply an appropriative relation to 
Orthodox tradition, but in the case of Ode viii we can say that even its 
metre, based on the syllabic count and accentual pattern of the Third Stasis 
of the Good Friday Encomia, is a part of the extensive and multi-faceted 
44 The second appropriation of Christ's Passion in «Tä Aä81». 
compositional strategy, whereby the overall structure of « Tä 1-1 6071>> is 
based on a particular liturgical model, is of broader significance in the 
appropriation of the Passion. 
Elytis speaks of basing the poem on the tvpikon ('order of service' 
in this context) `of a Liturgy or Doxology'. In fact the closest liturgical 
model for the structure of <<Tä I1ä61» is found in the 'AKo?, ovOia tthv 
`Ayt(ov I1aOty (or to v 1106v Toü Kuptou), which, though strictly 
speaking the Orthros of Good Friday, is performed on the evening cif 
Maundy Thursday. To appreciate the parallel it is necessary first to outline 
40 See p. 269. 
41 See pp. 20-21. 
42 Mitsakis 1982: 299-301.308-16,319-35. 
43 Mitsakis 1982: 312-13.328-9.333-4: Lignadis 1989: 183-4.230. 
44 See p. 333. On Ode xii see p. 296. 
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Elytis' structure. «Tä f d9rl» consists of three 'units', 45 each of which 
contains six Psalms, four Odes and two Readings arranged in the following 
symmetrical pattern (first unit): 
TctkgOS A' 
PaX töS B' 
, S28rj a' 
A NA I'NK21MA H PQTO 
Wil P, 
`PaXµög F 
` cck? ; 0' 
, S2&71 y' 
A NA I'N QEMA AEI'TEPO 
'1Thi 1 6' 
` (xkpOg E' 
P&tµö IT'. 
The numbering system is continuous through all three units, so that the 
second unit begins 
4'aX töS Z' 
P&tµö H' 
, STSrj E, 
ANAI'NL21MA TPITO, 
and the third unit ends 
ANAFNQEMA EKTO 
'SZb1I i P, 
PaXpo; IT 
` aXpO; IH'. 46 
`ts `EvötltEc is the term Elytis uses in his notes (Kechagioglou 1995: passim). 
46 I have used upper and lower case to differentiate the term ANArNi MA. ww hich 
occurs in the headings of the text, from the terms `I'a? tö and ' Thij. which dog not. 
though they are used by Elytis in his commentary on the poem (Kechagioglou 1995: 
passim). In the text of the poem, the Psalms and Odes are simply headed by Greek ordinal 
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`f'ak, to;, ctihbrj and äväyvcxµa are all liturgical terms. The Psalm 
are a major ingredient in most Orthodox services, and many services 
include a Canon made up of eight or nine Odes. The most prominent use of 
the term ävayvwß is is in the Vespers which precedes the Liturgy on 
Saturday in Holy Week; but there the fifteen ävayvWßµata (nunmbered 
(x'-tE') are recited in a continuous sequence without intervening material. 
The 'AKoA, ovOia Ti v `Ayicov flaO6)v contains twelve readings which, 
since they are all from the Gospels, are each headed by the specific term 
Evaý'yýtov rather than the generic äväyvcoßµa. This service begins with 
the `Eýdwa? 4tog of Orthros, in which six psalms (denoted only by their 
numbers in the Septuagint) are sung while the priest secretly recites twelve 
prayers. The numbers of the Psalms and Prayers are the same (six and 
twelve) as those of the Readings and Odes respectively in «Tä 17160q))-, and 
the way in which the prayers are headed (EI)x1 nptTTI, Evxij b&vtEp(x, 
etc. ) provides a model for Elytis' headings for the Readings. The 
`Eýäwakgoc is followed by the troparion «"OTE of Evboýot µaOtjtai » 
(about Judas' betrayal of Christ). This troparion is sung three times, and 
after that the structure of the Service assumes a regular and repeated 
pattern, whose principal elements, Gospel readings and antiphons. are 








numbers in upper and lower case respectively. Some commentators, notably 
Lignadi" 
(1989: passim), use the term 'Aapa in place of WTI. 






The pattern is repeated as far as the sixth evangel ion- note that there are 
six readings in Elytis' « Tä I-IdOip - after which there is no regular 
pattern, material of different types being inserted among the remaining 
readings. 47 
From the first to the sixth evangelion, both the numbering system 
(two interlaced series of Greek ordinal numbers in upper and lower case) 
and the basic structure of the 'A KoXovOI a tiv `Ayt cov fl aOthv are 
similar to those of «Tä IIä6il». The main differences are that Elytis' 
structure has three basic types of elements, not two; that it is divided into 
three structurally identical sections; and that there are four or six units 
(psalms and odes) between each of the readings rather than three; and that 
he introduces a third series of numbers (those of the Readings), though 
these are expressed in a form related to the numbering of the prayers in the 
'E4äw&4toc with which the 'AxoXou6Ia begins. 
While the structure of «Tä IIdOfl» is not a slavish copy of the 
structure of the 'AKoXoDOia Tthv `Ayicov flaOciw, the general similarity 
of the two is clear. Each consists of a series of prose readings separated by 
groups of poetic units- intended to be sung in the case of the 
'AKoXovOia, and in the case of «Tä fö 01» described by their author in 
terms ('psalm' and 'ode') suggestive of singing. Elytis' structural pattern is 
both more rigid and more symmetrical than that of the 'A Ko XovOi a. This 
structural imitation is another dimension of Elytis' appropriation of the 
47 The pattern changes slightly between the fifth and sixth evangelia, since the fifteenth 
antiphon. which is sung as the priest brings the image of the Crucified from the "anctuarv. 
is extended by repetitions and the insertion of troparia. 
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«To AoýaßTtKov» is the most tightly structured of the three 
sections of AE. Like «Tä Aä61» it consists of three 'units', 4 though the 
divisions between them are not marked in the text. Each unit is divided into 
either three or four sub-units, which consist either of six quatrains 
followed by a triplet or (in the case of the last sub-unit in each unit) of five 
quatrains followed by seven couplets. Many of the quatrains begin with the 
words A -':: *ION EETI (always capitalized). Each of the triplets (seven in all) 
consists entirely of proper names, and the preceding quatrain in each case 
begins with the generic term for the entities named in the triplet (winds, 
islands, flowers, girls, boats, mountains, trees). In the first unit both lines 
in each of the seven concluding couplets begin with the word X(xtpE, and 
the couplets are modelled on the XatpEn iot of the Akathistos Hymn. In 
the couplets of the second unit the initial word is Aütö;, while in those of 
the third Ni-)v and AiEv alternate. 
Within this structure the only variation is in line length, and this is 
severely limited, most lines being between ten and thirteen syllables in 
length, with thirteen-syllable lines predominant. These self-imposed 
constraints would have been more formidable for Elytis were it not for the 
unusual syntactical simplicity of «To' Doýaa nKx V», which is essentially a 
list, a list of things which are all either complements of "Aýtov Eß, ti, or 
attributes of AüTo;, Nüv or AiEv (with the copula implicit), or of the 
female figure to whom the XäpE is addressed. The text is dominated by 
nouns in the nominative; and finite verbs other than F-ßä occur only in 
subordinate (principally relative) clauses. 
As a list or cataloue of all in the world that is worthy of praise- C, 
and the liturgical phrase "Aýtöv Eßtty is always associated with verbs of 
`tý Again Fvöt tEg is the term Elytis uses in his notes. 
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praising49- «To' AoýaßttKöv» has a Biblical and liturgical counterpart. 
Reference has already been made to the fifteen readings in the 
Vespers for Saturday in Holy Week, and to the fact that they follow each 
other without a break and could not, therefore, have influenced the 
structure of «Tä IIä9T». However, the relationship between these fifteen 
lessons as a whole and the tT . tvog T6v 
Tpui v IIaIScov which follows them 
is reflected in the relationship between «Tä 11G(Oij)> and «TO' 
LO WY KOV ». The `Song of the Three Holy Children', or Benedicite. as it 
is commonly known in the West, appears to have provided the seminal idea 
for «To Aoýwrr KÖV». 
The last of the fifteen readings in the Vespers consists of Daniel 3.1- 
23 and verses 1-33 of the flpoßEu i 'Acapiou mit üµvo; «w Tptwv, 
which in the Septuagint is inserted between Daniel 3.23 and 3.24. The 
Benedicite itself, verses 34-65 of the flpoßEVXij KUI vµvoq, is not part of 
the reading but is sung immediately after it in an abbreviated form. The 
first part of the `hymn' which Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego (Azariah) 
sang within the `burning fiery furnace' (which is different in form fron 
the part known as the Benedicite) is included in the reading. It consists of 
five sentences, the first beginning EüXoyrlTÖS F-i, and the other four 
EAoyrµhvo; T. offering a syntactical parallel to the repeated "A"tov 
ant of «To' AO aßTtKov» . More significant, though, 
is the influence of 
the structure and content of the Benedicite itself. It begins 
EvA07CITF, nävTa Tä c"Pya Kvpiov, iöv Küptov- vµvFitE Kai 
vrtEpvyoüTE avtöv ei; tovS aicwvag. 
This is a formula which, in the Septuagint. is repeated thirty-two tinges, the 
words nävta tä Epya Kvptov being replaced by a succession of 
particular 'works of the Lord' (oüpavoi, äyyEXot toü Kupt ov. tj ?. t o 
49 See pp. 279-80,293-4. 
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Kat ßF-Xi v1, etc. ), ending with the names of the singers themselves. The 
liturgical version is shorter with only seventeen repetitions of the formula. 
which after the first verse is slightly modified and sung antiphonally by 
lector and choir (the choral refrain is invariable): 
Lector: EvXoy£iTE , äyyAkot Kupiov, ovpavot Kuptou. toy 
Küptov. 
Choir: Töv Kuptov üµvEitE, Kai ü1puyrovTE Ei; r ('V TU Z 
Tob; aithvag. 
The reduction in length in the liturgical version is achieved, as illustrated 
here, by the combination, in most of the repetitions of the formula, of 
`works' or groups of `works' from two or three verses of the Septuagint. 5, UU 
The last verse of the liturgical version is a Christian addition to the Jewish 
'hymn': 
BA07 iTF, 'AIEOCYTo ot, npoOf Tal xai MäpTUp¬c Kuptou, toy 
Ku'ptov. 
Within the recurrent fixed formula of the Benedicite, the variable 
phrases form a list of elements of the natural world, including individuals 
and categories of persons. «To' AoýaßnKx v» can be seen as a complex 
form developed from this simple, repetitive structure. Considering it,, 
length, verbal repetition is relatively limited in «To' AoýaßttxöV», 
restricted mainly to the key phrase "Aýtov um, which occurs eighteen 
times, and the key words in the groups of couplets which conclude each of 
the three units. Otherwise, the repetitions are of a different order, a matter 
of sequences of stanza types and metrical patterns. 
Many of the elements of the world singled out in the Benedicite also 
appear in «To' DOýa flKOV». While this is hardly surprising, some of the 
Sty The only Septuagint group omitted is ywxoc Kai Kaüµa (verse 48. L. XX), but both 
its terms also occur in vv. 43-44. 
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parallels do indicate Elytis' awareness of the text of the Benedicite. 
Compare, for example, Elytis' "Aýtov £6Tt TO' Kd to (74: 16) with 
EiXoyEitE, nvp mit xavµa (Benedicite verse 43): 51 or El` tis' oxy moron 
oTÖ yn oS toi jXtou (78: 10) with the Biblical pairing oft 5 oz with 
Kavß(Ov (v. 44) or with Kaüµa (v. 48). And Elytis' couplet (83: 17-18). 
AvtoS Tö ßxöTOS Kai avTÖS f öµopqTI äOpoßüvrI 
Aiak Tcwv öµßpcov Toi) OwtÖS 71 iapoavvrj, 
not only uses the same words as the Benedicite for the contrast of light and 
do, ritness (q( Kät (YKÖTOc, v. 47), but also the archaic öp 3po; from verse 
41 (thä ö t3PoS Käi 8p60(Yo; ). 52 
Most of the significant words in the variable parts of the Benedicite 
are generic nouns, often with the universal qualifiers nd; and itä. vta. 
Elytis, however, is concerned with particularities, with specific observed 
details. In the Benedicite there are two exceptions to the generic nature of 
the nouns: 'Ißpar? (v. 60) and 'Avavia, Acapta, Mtßarj)ý (v. 65). The 
latter could be seen as a protoype for the groups of three proper names in 
each line of Elytis' seven triplets. 
Apart from the greater complexity of <<To' DO aßTiKov », both 
structurally and in the relations it traces between the elements of the world, 
the fundamental difference between Elytis' text and the Benedicite- and its 
importance cannot be overstated- is, on one level, a grammatical one: the 
difference between nominative and vocative. The Benedicite addresses the 
elements of the world, calling on them to 'bless the Lord', but in -To 
51 Here and below references to the Benedicite are to the verses of the Septuagint text of the 
Ilpoacuxvj Kai vpvoz, numbered separately from the third chapter of Daniel. For 
editions in which the verse numbering of Daniel 3 is not interrupted add 23 to the v er"e" 
number given. 
52 For further examples see AE 73: 1-4 in which six of the nine nouns are part of the 
vocabulary of the Benedicite (compare vv. 39,47.53.58-9). 
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DoEaanwv» it is the elements of the world which are themselves the 
objects of the narrator's praise. In this extended final vision of AE the 
phenomenal world has displaced God, in keeping with the promise of Ode 
xi of «Tä fldOi» (64: 25-6): 
"H Oa 'vai av-cös ck ö Kogpo; T7 & Oa 'vat 
'0 ToktrÖS * 1r eewaiý rO 'Ael. 
The notion of eternity (yo, 'AEI) is not abolished in «J O' 
DoE Xa flKOV», but has become a property or condition of the world. The 
final set of couplets, which alternate `now' and `forever', is introduced by 
the idea of discrimination, of knowing (87: 16) 
7Lot60 TÖ "vüv.. Kai moth Tö "aim. toü Koopou. 
The things characterized in the couplets as aiev either involve a greater- 
degree of human consciousness than those characterized as vvv, or else 
belong to the `cosmos' in the sense of 'universe' rather than to the 'world'. 
But in the final couplet the divine is drawn into the realm of `now', while 
this world, described again in terms drawn from « `H FEvEßt; », is 
'forever' (88: 9-1 1): 
Nvv il ramEivox Twv OE6v Nüv i 6ico86; Toi 'AvOpäntov 
Nüv Nüv tö µr16Ev 
Kth AiEv ö KöaµoS ö µtxpö ,0 MFyag 
If one approaches «To' Aoýamtxöv» not through the Benedicite but 
through the liturgical significance of the phrase "Aýtov E6tt- and in the 
first edition «To Doýmrrmov» was called «To' "Aýtov 'Eßti »- eine 
reaches the same conclusion about the displacement of the divine. The 
liturgical hymn to the Virgin known as The Axion Esti' begins 
'Aýtöv Fares, üý ä? JiO bý . µaxapiýEty 
aF t" V CEOTOKOV, 
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and the Second Stasis of the Good Friday Encomia, 
Aýtöv EßTt t yaXvvEty GE Töv ýWOMTrIv [... ] "A2ýtöv FaTI 
". yaXi VEty ß£ TO %V näVTwV KTi a"V. 
In Elytis' repeated A LION EETI the dependent verbs µaKap1 ý'Ftv or 
. Ey&c vEty (but in their passive forms) are, as it were, understood (since 
the phrase is so ineluctably bound up with the idea of praising )» and OF, 
referring either to the Virgin as God-Bearer or to Christ as Giver of Life 
and Creator, is replaced by the various elements of the world. 
There seems to be no clear and consistent distinction in meaning 
between AOýo6'LtKov and Doýo? oyi a. As a descriptor of a liturgical 
genre AoýoXoyta is far more common. The most familiar example of the 
use of Aoýa6uKÖv is probably the 'EwO vä LOýo6Tt Kd at the end of 
Orthros. There is, however, no discernible relationship between these and 
Elytis' «Aoýa6TtKöv» . But the same cannot be said of the long 
Do4o? oyia which immediately follows them, since this, like Elytis' 
«L O aßt KOV », begins with light: 
Aöýa bot T( &EIýavTn 'LÖ 0*. 5 4 
It' one compares this with Elytis' "Aýtov £6Tt Tö 06S, one sees, once 
again, the displacement of God. The light itself has taken the place of the 
God 'who shows forth the light'. As already noted, the same displacement 
takes place at the beginning of «`H T'EvEßt"-» where God's first creative 
act, 'Ev äpxfj (... j Eiar v6 OEÖS' yEvl Oljzt) 0*' Kai E '¬vETO OA:. is 
53 This can be further illustrated from the prayer which precedes the Tpta&yto; in 
the Liturgy of John Chr)-sostom, where Fatt is understood: 'A tov Km Sihatov ac 
ü tvEiv, aF E )A, o'yEiv, aF aivEiv, aot fUXaptaTfiv, aE ltpoax-uvEiv'. 
54 The same Doxology also follows the Good Friday Encomia. 
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reduced by Elytis to X rý v äpxi Tö ýü . 
In short, then, critical appreciation of the structural parallels 
between AE and Biblical and liturgical texts only serves to emphasize the 
conceptual distance between them. 
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4.3 
Stylistic imitation of Biblical and liturgical texts 
Some of the allusions by which the structural parallels discussed in the §4.2, 
are articulated involve stylistic imitation- the use of the words V ttj `p 
äpx1 at the beginning of two of the three parts of the poem for example- 
but they are not mere stylistic allusions. since they propose some 
relationship between the poem and the source texts. The same may be said 
of the first line of Ode xii (68: 1), 
ANoIrsl Tö 6Toga uov * ici ävayaAAidc i zö ireAayoc 
which is a variation on the opening words of its metrical model (the eirmos 
of Ode I of the Akathistos Canon): 
'Avoiýw Tö atÖpa µov Kai EArIpo O1jaETat nvF-üµaTOS. 
This, I would argue, is a case of substantive allusion, since the adaptation 
proposes a significant semantic relationship between the two texts. The 
verbal substitution of `the sea rejoices' for `it shall be filled with the Spirit', 
as the consequence of the speaker's opening his mouth, entails two 
substantive changes. The speaker is no longer a worshipper and passive 
recipient of a divine gift; instead he is in a God-like position, making 
utterances to which the sea responds. And the sea's taking the place of the 
divine Spirit is consistent with the displacement of God by the elements of 
the natural world evident in «To' DoýwnmÖV» viewed in relation to the 
Benedicite. 
The phrase Ti; tjµhpES nc IvES, with which both the Second and 
Third Readings begin (37: 1.45: 1), is, on the other hand, a purely stylistic 
allusion. This is the equivalent of the Biblical and liturgical formula, Fv 
'talc ljµEpat; kEivatS. The latter occurs more than forty times in the 
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Septuagint and more than fifteen times in the NT, while the singular form 
(Ev Tý 71hpoc EKCiv13) is far more frequent, as is the less precise phrase. 
iv t« xatp6) EKEivw. In liturgical texts, most readings from the Gospels 
begin with the phrase, TCO Katp« ExEivw, the syntax of the NT text being 
altered when necessary to accommodate it. 55 In the 'AKoXovOia rtv 
`Ayiwv flaOthv, whose structure is, as we have seen, closely related to that 
of « Tä Aä91», ten consecutive Gospel readings (all but the first and the 
last) begin in this way. In the case of readings from the Acts- of the 
Apostles the normal opening formula is the phrase adapted by Elytis, Ev 
Tai; iµhpaiS EKE1, va1g. 56 The effect of Elytis' use of this phrase at the 
beginning of two of his 'Avayvth p aTa is to put the Orthodox reader in 
mind of Biblical 'Avayvth iaTa heard in church. 
In the case of the Second Reading the allusion goes beyond the 
formulaic opening phrase. In the First Reading the narrator described his 
regiment's return to the Albanian Front, and the Second Reading resumes 
the story (37: 1-2): 
Ti IIMEPE2: EKEINEE E4Ta6(XV bEITEX01); 1)6TEpa (XTCO TpE'L 
f IF MOOTES Eß801ä ES 01 npwTOi aTä tEpr µ(X; iµtovi yoi. 
The muleteers brought supplies of herrings and halva. The implication of 
the opening sentence is that for the first three weeks the soldiers had been 
short of food. In a significant number of cases the Biblical phrase, Fv foci; 
i hEpatg EKEivatS, introduces (or is part of) a passage referring to war. ýý 
or to food or the lack of food or fasting. 58 In two of the latter passages 
55 Where the formula is not applied it is usually because the selected Gospel extract begins 
with some other temporal reference. 
56 See for example the dMccTO , o1 
for Prime and Terce on the feast of the Epiphany. 
57 Judges 20.28; I Kings (I Samuel) 4.1.8.18.28.1: II Chronicles 21.8; Judith 
Jeremiah 27(50). 23: Ezekiel 38.17: 1 Maccabees 9.24.11.20,13.43. 
8 Deuteronomy 26.3: Judges 18.31 (19.1): Nehemiah 13.15: Daniel 10.2: Mark 8.1: Luke 
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there are references to asses (beasts of burden like Elvtis' nlules ). and in 
one to the loading of foodstuffs on asses. 59 It is unlikely that Elytis wa1 
aware of these curious facts, but one of the passages. from Daniel, is 
without doubt implicated in Elytis' text. since it brings together the 
formulaic phrase with the lack of food (voluntary in Daniel's case) for a 
period of `three weeks of days' (compare Elytis' TpE! z o(ix TEz 
Eßbo tä&S, `three whole weeks'): 
Ev TalS itEpatS EKEivatg £Yh AavirlX, ljg v it vOcov tpeiS 
EßSoµä&aS ßlµPcýiýv" äPTov ýnnOvµtwv oüx £0aYov, Kai kPFaý 
KM oivoS ovx EiafjXOEv EiS To' ß'röµa µou. Kai äAtµµa ovh 
, xlyr , gTiv &c nXrpaWEwc Tptwv Eßboµäbwv TigEpcöv. W 
There are other echoes of Daniel in the Second Reading. While the 
muleteers are unloading the supplies the sound of an approaching shell is 
heard (38: 6-7): 
Kai £-601')c äKO1 Yt11K£ GTÖV ähpa 71 GKOT£1VTJ 6OUpty1iaTI6L 
ti S6 ßi Sac nov E"OTav£. Kai tttaaµ£ O Dot Kata-yrj; 
µnpoi jnna, ttävw ßttS aKdpIEES. 
The second sentence, despite the demoticism of Elytis' lexical choices, has 
much the same elements as the description in the Septuagint of Daniel's 
reaction to the supernatural being who appears to him after his last of 
'three weeks of days': 
xai 1 KOUaa TIJV O(J)VV twv kO'ywv avtov Kai FV t(5 
äxoüßai µC aütoü r'j JT V xataV VU WEVOc, Kai TO ltpößwltoV 
pol) im, tyjv yýv. 6 
4.2.5.35 
59 Judges 19.3.19.10. Nehemiah 13.15. 
6() Daniel 10.2-3. 
61 Daniel 10.9. 
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Or the description of his reaction, in an earlier, parallel passage, to the 
appearance of the angel Gabriel: 
nticuo Ent ttpöaUMnov µou Ein T7 1v , (fjv. 62 
Falling `on [one's] face on the ground' is an expression which occurs 
several times in the OT, 63 while the simpler falling 'on [one'sl face' is 
much more common. In most instances it is a response of awe and worship, 
and there may be an element of substantive allusion in Elytis' use of a 
parallel expression. The shell is described as `the Invisible' (yvwpi cagF 
änöýw is (x iä njth is toi 'AopaTou, 38: 8), and 'Aö pc toc is an 
epithet of God, occurri in liturgical texts but derived from Paul. 64 Elytis 
may have consciously extended the reference of what in origin was a 
soldiers' mildly blasphemous joke by linking it to the supernatural 
apparitions of Daniel. 
lt is clear that an interest in the language of Daniel lies behind the 
composition of the Second Reading. But, with the possible exception of the 
association of the soldiers falling to the ground with the application of an 
epithet of God to a weapon of destruction, reference to the content of 
Daniel does not further the interpretation of Elytis' text. The use of phrases 
echoing Daniel simply contributes to the Biblical feel of the passage. 
In the Fourth Reading the account of the execution of the partisan, 
Lefteris, clearly reflects elements of the accounts of the Passion of Christ, ', ' 
while the material of the Fifth is explicitly Biblical (the Parable of the 
Sheepfold) and the Sixth aspires to the apocalyptic tone of Biblical 
prophecy. In the Second and Third Readings, though, it is only the st` le 
62 Daniel 8.18. 
t'; Joshua 5.14.7.6: Judges 13.20. I Kings (I Samuel) 14.4. II Kings (11 Samuel) 14.4. 
14.? 2. 
64 Colossians 1.15: I Timothy 1.17. Hebrews 11.27. 
'65 Sec p. 329 n. 130. 
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which is Biblical. The opening Tt; 1jµ pES EKEivES, paratactic construction 
and the excessive use of initial Kai give a superficial feel of a liturgical 
ävä'yVe 1a. 66 These two Readings are Biblical in content only to the 
extent that, like much of the OT, they are concerned with war, and they are 
radically unbiblical in not being concerned with God. 
It is only the poetic prose of the Readings which offers the 
opportunity of extended stylistic imitation of the Bible, but there are mang 
minor examples in the Psalms and Odes where phrasing or lexical choice 
suggests ecclesiastical language without necessarily alluding to any specific 
text. The characterization of invading enemies as 7tF-TFtvä and Or pi u in 
Psalm VIII (43: 3) is an obvious instance of the use of Biblical vocabulary. 
Elytis himself points to an example of stylistic imitation in Psalm II which 
does involve a particular Biblical source. Though he refers only to 
imitating the `beautiful rhythm' of verses from the Son` of Songs , 67 the 
Biblical pairing of plant names such as väpboq Kat KpoKOS is reflected in 
Elytis' Sä výS Kät ßäyta (28: 21) and several other such pairs; 6x and the 
Biblical phrase, tF-iä nävicov npchiwv µüpwv, is echoed in a total of nine 
phrases beginning µF Tä npcýia. 69 
The use of elements of Biblical style in passages which have little to 
do with Biblical concerns or values may, in its own way, be a. 
appropriative as the more substantive appropriations discussed in later 
66 In the Second Reading roughly half the sentences begin with Kai. and in the other 
Readings the proportion is similar (except for the First where it is only about one in six). It 
is generally agreed that the style of the Readings is pastiche. imitating not only the Bible, 
but also the prose of Makrivannis or Solomon (e. g. Maronitis 1965: 19, and Alcxioýu in 
Solomos 1994: 479). 
67 Kechagioglou 1995: 53-4. Song of Songs 4.13-14. This rhythmical imitation, like the 
metrical imitations of the Odes (see pp. 286.297). can be seen as a kind of stylistic 
imitation. 
68 See 28: 12.17.22: and also 28: 4.8 (pairs of marine creatures) 
69 28: 9.10.11.18.19.20.27,28.29. 
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sections of this chapter, and it certainly prepares the ground for them. 
Elytis, it seems, recognizes a certain inherent poetic value in the lancruaLe 
of Scripture and Orthodox services. Its appeal to him is evident in his 
description of the genesis of «Tä flaOi» , 
7° and he perhaps felt the need toi 
come to terms with it because of its authority within the Greek cultural 
tradition. One also gets some sense of this from Psalm II, which begins. Til 
7X(f)ßßa µ0l) Sexau £XXrivncij (28: 1). Three stages of the Greek 
language are clearly indicated in this Psalm by the name Homer (28: 2-3). 
the liturgical phrase L\ ýa Yot (28: 19-20) and the 'first words of the 
Hymn' (28: 28-9), not a liturgical hymn, but Solomos' Hymn to Liberty. 
whose `first words' are adapted as the last line of the following Ode i 
(29: 17-18). It is primarily with Greek as a language of poetry that Elytis is 
concerned here, and he views ecclesiastical language as part of his poetic 
heritage. Later he was to write about Romanos as a fellow poet in terms 
which suggest that the poetry of a religious text may be apprehended apart 
from, and without regard to, its theological content. 71 Through stylistic 
imitation in AE, Elytis attempts to reclaim for secular use, for his own 
'way of holiness outside of Christianity', some of the riches of ecclesiastical 
language, while ignoring, or even implicitly denying, the beliefs and values 
associated with that language in its original context. 
70 Sec p. 269. 
71 Ely tis 1992: 35-56. For a perceptive study of Elytis' relation to Romano. , cc Loulakaki 
1998. 
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4.4 (godlike attributes of AvtiöS, 'EKEivo; 
and 'Eyth in «`H I'EvEßtg» 
We have seen evidence of Elytiý' attempt to affect. here and there in \l', a 
Biblical style and. more generally. to imitate Biblical and liturgical `'cnre" 
and structures. The poem also contains a large number of "uhstantl\ e 
allusions to Biblical and liturgical texts whose most notable effect k toi 
at,, ýo>c late the personae of the poem with God or Christ. Among these 
personae I include the collective persona of the Greek people, which play " 
a substantial role in « Tä fldOr », and Lefteris whose position is in moiuc 
sense intermediate between the Greek people and the narrator. Lefterik i, as 
heroic representative of the Greek people; but as a natural leader who 
speaks and acts on his own authority he is a counterpart, in the sphere of 
action, to the poet-narrator. 72 I shall, however, devote most space to 
al)pn)prlatic)ns of Christ by the narrator, for it is in these that Elvtis shows 
himself toi he pursuing the elevation of the poetic ego through the 
ýtstiimilatlon of divine attributes, which we observed as a somewhat 
: linhlvalent process in Palarnas, and as major element in the poetic project 
o Sikelianos. 
The persona designated by the pronoun who dominate <`H 
I't 
xrm and reappears briefly in «Tü JO; (xßflKOV')), IS SO cIOSCIý hounds 
Lipp \V ith the persona of the narrator that the appropriation. " to , AUTUý illciv 
he i regarded as appropriations to the narrator. Both AUTO and the na rato 
are projections of the poetic eý_, oo. of the Poet'.. \U10 . who. 
it i, e\ ident 
t'roin the ver\ first page of the poem. has a role which i, in ý()llle rcI)ect" 
Christ-like, represents the fully realised Poet, omnipotent and ý, e1F- 
a1It11eiitk' ltin , 
wholll the Ilarratlýr from the moment of birth 1,, 1trwmL,. 
and is destined, to become. .A 
third persona, designated ? ýFivo . 
i' al a 
AE '7: ' 1-28. -, S 
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part of this equation, and in this section I propose to examine the Godlike 
or Christ-like attributes of A 'Ao;, 'EKEIvoc and 'Eyt (the narrator) and 
the interrelations of these three personae as these are articulated through 
appropriations of Christian language. 
Elytis tells us that after he returned to Greece in 195 1, with a draft 
of «Tä Aä91» but `with no idea what the Introduction or the Epilogue 
might be', an elderly uncle related to him some details of the family history 
and in these he `found the key to the first part' (i. e. «`H T'ývF6tý» ). ýý The 
`key' was, apparently, the `remote ancestor' on his father's side of the 
family who `died a martyr and was proclaimed a saint, Saint Theodore of 
Mytilene'. 74 This ancestor makes a brief appearance in Paragraph 7 of <'H 
17FvEßtS» (22: 10-13,19): 
Mta 6ti i'l toi E4ävTlKE Owpoüaa 'EKEivov 
nov To aiµa Tol Sc F vä aapKwOd1 
Tov Tpaxü Toi `Aytov Spogo v' ävEßaivEl 
µtä 4opäv äKÖ111 
Eýoutha x(X't KXf poc Tfjc -fEv1 äS 4o1). 
Whilst Lignadis was clearly wrong to make an unequivocal identification 
with Christ, 75 the initial capital of 'EKEivov and the reference to the giving 
of blood will inevitably bring Christ to mind. 76 Keeley and Savidis lean too 
far in the other direction, stating baldly that 'the allusion is not to Christ 
but to an eighteenth-century martyr'. 77 If Elytis did not intend his readers 
73 Kechagioglou 1995: 37. 
74 Kechagioglou 1995: 53. 
75 Lignadis 1989: 87. In an end note added to the -nd edition of his commentary l. ig nadi. 
acknowledge` this mistake (ibid. 303) 
76 Christ speaks of his body as 'given' (StööµEVOV) but of his blood a 'poured out' 
(kXvvöJEvOV) (Luke 22.19-20). 
77 Keeley & Savidis 1980: 95. 
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to be put in mind of Christ at this point, then we must say that he has 
miscalculated in choosing the terms in which to express what he calls an 
`allusion to something entirely personal'. 78 But the indications are that the 
evocation of Christ was not accidental. 
If the clause, itoü Tö alga tou E"& E, suggests an association 
between Christ and 'EKEivo;, the one which follows, vä ßapxwO I, links 
the speaker (the narrator) even more forcefully with Christ. Early 
Christian writers, developing the theology of Incarnation on the basis of 
John's formulation, ö Xöyo; ßäp4 EyE'-vE'ro, began to use the middle and 
passive forms of the verb ßapxöw in a new sense, traditionally rendered 
in English as `be made flesh'. In this sense the verb is restricted almost 
entirely to a theological context where its only possible subject is a name or 
title denoting Christ. Its most familiar use is in the Nicene Creed, where 
Christ is described as KaTF-k06vTa Ex tci v oüpavchv xät ßapxcoe vta. 
Thus Elytis' narrator appropriates to himself a word which belongs 
essentially to Christ- a striking instance but, as we shall see, by no means 
unique in AE. 
If Elytis' family saint did indeed provide the 'key' to «`H FEvEßt; », 
it must been as the source of the initial idea which developed into the 
persona of Aü, ro;. This persona, as we shall see, has many Christ-like 
attributes and functions, though he stands essentially in opposition to the 
ethos of Christianity. In general terms Elytis says of his ancestor, his 
example- and his blood- opened for me once more, but outside of 
Christianity, the way of holiness'. 79 The role of guide implied here is taken 
in the poem not by the ancestral saint, 'EKCIvog, but by Aütö; who first 
appears in Paragraph 1 of «`H F vEßtS» (13: 18-21): 
' HTav 0 ijAtoc µF ray äýovä tov jtaa µov 
78 Kechagioglou 1995: 53. 
79 Kechagioglou 1995: 53. 
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nokväx'nöog öA, og nov K A. ovaE Kai 
avtÖg äA. ijOcta nov 1jµo uva `O noXAovc (xi()vES npivv 
O axoµ11 x? copoc µ£S aTr ow'tta O axonoS an iov ovpavo 
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Commentators find in these lines many allusions to Christ, but all 
previous discussions have been to some extent beside the point, since they 
have not recognized that here Elytis is reworking and condensing a passage 
from Sikelianos' «To' KaropOwtEvo Mwµa» (the final section of `H 
2vvEI&1a17 Tres IlpoaomlqS Arßµlovpycas): 
'SZ µWßa µou ijXi ! 
AiwvtE nvptvE tpoxE, 
&ýovt äxotp7l ro Tov näOouS, 
ccovTavo, µu6ti pto Tf S Taýtapxiag, 
aiµa toi atµaToS µou, 
w npoatwvta, µva n Kä 6a. JEvrý `Ev ' TýTa ßa91ä µov, 
bE 06 6E 6apicth (o u-, ko ; 
n pl a Ei xöva TO-3 Eau'toü µou, 
SE 9E vä Fý 0Täaw ; 80 
In Sikelianos' `sun within me, immovable axis of passion' we have the 
origin of Elytis' `sun with its axis within me'; and in the 'perfect image of 
myself' which is the `Unity buried from of old (npoauu vt(x) within me' 
the origin of Elytis' `he who I truly am, he of many centuries [or ages[ 
ago' . 
The idea of Aü ro S appears, then, to have arisen from the 
conjunction of the family saint with Sikelianos' idea of a self which is 
distinct from the ego and yet to be attained (vä IF- 0tdaw). The phrase 
aiµa Tou atpa ro; . toi), closely followed in Sikelianos by the verb 
ßapK(M) (here active and transitive meaning, to `give flesh to' an idea as 
a sculptor does) is probably reflected in Elytis' reference (quoted above) to 
80 Sikelianos 1965-69: III. 245-6 (lines 2-8.25-6). 
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his martyred ancestor 7toü to aiµa Tov eöc E Va ßapxc066). 'N 
Despite the strong influence of Sikelianos, the four phrases by which 
Elytis characterizes A o; do have an undeniably ecclesiastical flavour. 
But it seems to me that the liturgical text which is nearest to the surface 
here, at least as a stylistic model, is the Nicene Creed, with its succession of 
phrases defining the nature of Christ: 
Tv TiOv Toü OF-Of) iöv µovoYEVrj, toy EK TO-3 IlaTpO 
'yEvvl89 VTa npO nävTCwv Twv aithvwv" 06; iK 4coTo;, OEöv 
ä? j OtvOv Ex OEOÜ äXiittvoü yFvvTIOEv r(x, oü itot r9Evia, 
öpoovßtov Tw fläTpt, 81' ov Tä nävTa i-tEVETO. 
Here the phrase, irpö käut ov ubv aiwvwv, contains a modifier, narrow, 
which has its (significantly different) equivalent in Elytis' ö 7roAAoüI 
(x'tö WE; itpiv. 82The Creed is trying to define the relationship between two 
beings who are distinct, as Father and Son, and yet united in their divinity, 
the Son being `of one substance with the Father'. This is comparable to 
Elytis' concept of ai töS ai ki Ona icoü Tjgovva- note the double use of 
Wal0 ; in the Creed- which defines a relationship between the narrator 
and one who is not only his elder (by 'many centuries') but is also 
connected in Elytis' imagination with an ancestor, a relationship, in other 
words, of a father-son type. `Many centuries ago' is an exaggeration, but 
not an extravagant exaggeration, when applied to an eighteenth-century 
81 The influence on AE of Sikelianos' fifth Ivve1br7ar7, first published in 1946, is not 
limited to these passages. One could even argue that AE is, in part, an attempt to flesh out 
the rather thin texture of the fifth EvvetbrißtI. which is over-reliant on abstraction', and 
symbols and rather lacking, compared to Sikelianos' earlier work, in references to sensory 
experience. That Elytis' conceptual analysis of <Töc F160TI» divides it into three 
EvvaS71aaS (Kechagioglou 1995: 39-41) is suggestive here. 
82 As a source for this phrase. Lignadis prefers (1989: 51) the refrain from Romano. ' 
Kontakion No. 1. itatöiov viov. o npö aiwv ov oco;. to of aXatöS tcov r gepcov 
of Daniel 7.9 and 7.13, while Galani (1988: 85-9) cites several related phrase,, from 
Byzantine hymns. 
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saint, and this may be the primary significance of Elytis' liturgical- 
sounding phrase, if, as I have suggested, the ancestral saint has been 
transformed into `him that I truly was'. 
While the Creed tells us that Jesus 'came down from heaven' and. 
after his death and Resurrection, `ascended into heaven', it does not make 
explicit the belief that he never ceased to be God and remained enthroned 
in heaven even during the period of his Incarnation. This paradox finds 
frequent expression in liturgical texts, 83 and is echoed in Elytiý' ö ähonoý 
air' Tov ovpavo. 
In the phrase, `O äxöµrl x? wpöc µ£S oti Oomd, Lignadis sees an 
allusion to the Burning Bush, 84 but an allusion to the Burning Fiery 
Furnace is equally plausible. Nebuchadnezzar had cast 'three men bound 
into the fire', but when he looked he saw that there were four., 15 
Traditional exegesis has regarded the fourth man, `like the Son of God' 
(A V), as a type of Christ. 
The sequence of four phrases describing Av To S is repeated in 
Paragraphs 2,6 and 7 of «`H Fv mß », but in Paragraph 2 (14: 18-19) the 
final phrase is replaced by 0 'AxEtpomoirtoc, which is related to the 
y¬vvTjO vita, ov noti6ev ra of the Creed. Lignadis makes the obvious 
connection with the icons of supposed miraculous origin venerated by the 
Orthodox, but äxnpoitoIi to; is a NT word and its alleged use by Christ 
is more pertinent here. In his trial before the Sanhedrin Jesus is accused of 
having said, 'I will destroy this temple made with hands, and in three days I 
will build another, not made with hands ((x'xetponoi rjioc)'. This is 
described as false witness by Mark (and by Matthew, whose wording is 
83 See Galani 1988: 87-9. 
84 Lignadis 1989: 51 ; Exodus 3.1-3. 
85 Daniel 3.24-5. No phrase comparable to Eli tis PES attj Oconä is found in the account 
of the Burning Bush, whereas here the four men of Daniel are Fv pmp toü nupö,. 
There is no doubt that Elytis referred to Daniel in composing AE (see pp. 290-92.297-9). 
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different), but John gives a similar assertion (but lacking the 
xEtpo1toITTo; /(XEtpoltoirTog dichotomy) as the true words of Jesus. 
adding that `he spoke of the temple of his body' "86 All the versions of this 
saying have been generally understood in John's terms as references to the 
Resurrection. 
Thus all the phrases used to characterize Av TO; associate this 
persona with Christ. But this is not to say that Elytis intends his readers to 
see `him that I really was' as simply identified with Christ (ear as 
representing the presence of Christ in the poem), for in many ways the 
words and actions of AvTÖS are most un-Christ-like. Consider his first 
utterance (13: 26-32): 
" 'EvToXi ßou, dice, aütöS ö KÖa io 
Kai ypaµµhvoS gEg ßzä rntXck va aou ¬ivau 
otäßaßE Kai npornr 611 E 
Kai noX tii ,, Eine 
- '0 Ka9EiS Kai tä o, nXa To-o dire 
Kai 'tä x£pta Tou änk E Ö1u0c KävEt 
vEoS ööKl JoS e oö ytä vä nk ' aF-t ; 141 äXyii&Sva 'a EüOpoaüvrý. 
'EvtoXi is a word used throughout the OT and NT for the moral demands 
which God makes on men. The form of the statement your commandment 
[is] this world' and its logical type- an assertion that a commandment is 
something which manifestly is not a commandment- alludes to, and 
contests, Jesus' words about the commandment which the Father had given 
him: 
rj %TOXII avTOV ýwi1 aiwvtöS Eanv. x7 
The rejection of eternity as something distinct from this world' is a 
86 Mark 14.58; Matthew 26.60-61: John 119. 
87 John 1 2.50. 
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recurrent theme in AE, and it is a rejection of another aspect of the 
Christian world view. `This world' is a term used many times in the NT in 
a pejorative sense to indicate that which is inferior to and inimical to the 
Kingdom of Heaven. This `commandment' of the poet's true self, with its 
positive commendation of `this world' and its injunction to "fight' seem,, to 
be directed against the whole tenor of NT teaching, and against one saying 
of Jesus in particular, his response to Pilate's question, 'Are you the King 
of the Jews? ': 
r ßa(7i)1a 11 Cpl ovK Eßnv EK Tov Koagov zovTou" Ei EK 
TO-5 Koa ov TovTOU v ßnXia E' µý rý ßa Ti µrß, of unT1pEzat (iv of 
Eµoi 1-yü)vicovto. 88 
Jesus says, `If my kingship were of this world, my servants would fight 
1... I but my kingship is not from the world', while Ai . 
')To; commands the 
infant narrator to 'fight' (noX, Jn E) precisely because `this world' is his 
domain-, 89 and it is `this world' which «`H T'evE6tS» celebrates above all 
else, witness the exclamatory refrain with which all but the first and last 
paragraphs end (e. g. 15: 32-3): 
A11 OE 
ö Köaµoq 0 JnKpo;, ö th-ya; 
In Elytis' loose analogy with the creation story, AüzÖS, one might 
say, plays the role of God, the narrator that of Adam. Av tö; is creating 
the world. for the narrator (the the narrator's experiential world), as God, 
in the second creation narrative in Genesis, creates plants, animals and 
woman for Adam. 9° In at least one instance in «`H rEvEßt; ». however, the 
88 John 18.33-6. The same text is also contested by Palamas (,, cc pp. 73-4). 
89 Sec the opening of Paragraph 4: "Kai töv uöaµo avtöv äväyKfl v& TÖv 3XItFt 
Kai WE töv ? a(3aivEt;.. / Fitt (17: 1-2). 
90 Genesis 2.9,15-16,18-22. 
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role of God is distributed between Avtö; and 'Ey(f)' . The episode of the 
creation of the sea has already been referred to in §4.2. but of particular 
interest here are the elements omitted when parts of the relevant lines 
(1 6: 9-1 1) were quoted before: 
TOTE Eins Kai YEvvT 911KEV rý 9äiýaaaa 
Kai Ei&a xat Oaüµaaa 
KaI c rl µ£arI Tug E6nEtpE Koagovg µtxpovg scat Eixova Kat 
ri 
oµolwarj POI). 
Ai. ')-To; speaks the creative word and the sea is born, but it is the narrator 
who `saw and marvelled', appropriating God's response to the creation of 
the 'Seas': 
Kai d&v ö OEÖS, &n KaA, öv. 91 
Furthermore, the narrator says that the 'little worlds' (islands) which 
AütöS `sowed' were `in my image and likeness'. 92 Here again the narrator 
appropriates to himself words which in Genesis refer to God (though in the 
context of the creation of man rather than of land and sea): 
Kai EtltEV o 0Eo noujawJEv äv8pc)nov Kot' Ei Kova 
i 93 t tepav Kai KaO' öµoi(t)atv. 
These appropriations imply, at the very least, a certain lack of 
inhibitions in the use of the Bible. They make it clear that Elytis is not 
treating Genesis as a sacred text, but as a literary source from which to 
extract phrases to serve his own ends; and they are the first indications- 
91 Genesis 1.8. 
92 Pace Galani (1988: 97), the distinction between AvTÖc and 'Eyes is only dissolved (in 
Paragraph 7) as the result of a developmental process. and the dynamic of that process is 
the dynamic of (, 'H r'FvEmC. 
93 Genesis 1.26. 
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preceding the narrator's application of the incarnational verb to 
himself94- of the bold and wide-ranging appropriation by the narrator of 
divine attributes or words and functions of Christ, particularly in «Tcf 
IIä9Tl». 
The sharing of the divine role in creation between Aüzöz and 'Eyth 
is consistent with the relation between them: AüTo; is that which 'Eyth is in 
the process of becoming; and in the last Paragraph (7) of «`H T'Fvcat ý- 
their union is effected (see below). Paragraph 7 also contains further 
instances of the appropriation of divine attributes by the narrator, though 
they are less obvious than his speaking of creation In my image and 
likeness'. Only a few lines after the reference to the ancestor who gave his 
blood that I might be made flesh', we read of the 'Voids' which Aütö;, 
who creates 'pain and gladness together', 'prepared in the earth and in the 
body of man' (22: 29-32): 
TO KEVÖ Tov Oavättov ytä To' BpE4oq Tö 'EpXopFvo 
'Co KEVO 'toü (I)OVLKOÜ ylä TiI A aia Kpißrl 
to i¬VÖ Tf S Oußia; yiä tjv "Ißrl 'AvTanö&oßIl 
To KEVÖ tý `Fuxf S yta -r7jv Eüth vi Toü "AAXou 
Among the voids, that of the 'Soul' is the odd one out, for 'Murder' and 
'Sacrifice' both denote 'Death'. representing alternative perspectives on a 
certain kind of death, such as the Crucifixion of Christ or the martyrdom 
of Elytis' ancestor, and both are frequently used of the death of Christ in 
liturgical texts. 'Just Judgement' is also specifically associated with Christ. 
as in the prayer from Vespers for Kuptocxtj ttjS 'AnoKpw (the third 
Sunday of Carnival): 
"Otav tEXXi ; FpXEaOat, xpißty Stxaiav notýaat, kpttä 
StKatOtat*. irn Opövov SS iic aov xaocc6pEvoc. 
94 See pp. 303-4. 
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The implication of Christ in the phrase To' BpE'-Ooc To' 'EpXopEvo is hard 
to resist. Bpe4o; is used by Luke (and frequently in liturgical texts) of the 
infant Christ: 95 and To 'Epxö tEvo suggests ö EpxötEVO; FV t( OV6IUTi 
Kvpi ov, the phrase from Psalm 117(118). 26 with which the crowds 
greeted Jesus when he entered Jerusalem. When Elytis uses the word 
Ej XöJEvoq again, in «Tä 8äOr», the allusion to this Gospel incident is in 
no doubt. 9 In the reference to the ancestral saint as 'EK6vov ttov to 
aiµa 'Loy E8(o6E vä ßapKO)86), the basic idea is of death being 
productive of new life; and it is a short step to read the death of 'EKEivoý-, 
and its relation to the birth of the narrator as a specific example of what is 
generalized some lines later in To KEvo Toü Oavätou ytä To' BpEOo; 
, TO 'EpXö, Evo, and thus to see to BpEOoq tO 'EpXö vo (like 6 
ýppö tcvo; in <<Tä I1ä61 ») as referring both to Christ and to the narrator 
himself. Furthermore, in «Tä IIdOr » again, 'Judgement' and 
'Recompense' are revealed as the prerogatives of the narrator. 97 
Paragraph 7 of «H FEvErnS» marks the end of childhood, the end 
of the narrator's innocence, as AvTÖS presents to him the 'Voids' and the 
necessity of confrontation with `the Others' (23: 18-32). The climax comes 
with the union of Aino; and 'Eyw (23: 34-7) when `he that I truly was' 
IIEpaaE jtßa µou "EylvE 
(Xi)TO'; ttou Eiµat 
This may be connected with the idea of Christ entering the soul of the 
believer, especially in the receiving of Communion, as expressed in the 
pre-Communion prayers already referred to in connection with 
95 Luke 2.12.16. 
96 See pp. 348.351. 
97 See pp. 318-19.335-8,340-42. Note that «`H FývFßtý--» was composed as the 
`Introduction' to «Tä f ä9Tl» after the latter had been drafted (see p. 303). 
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Sikelianos. 98 
13 
«`H F' vE6tS» ends with an enigmatic gesture of self-affirmation 
(24: 6-8): 
ntjpE öyT1 0 "HktoS `O 'Apxäyyth cö th1 SE'; tä µou 
ATTOE cydd ikolnöv 
! Kai 0 Kö toS 0 µt KpöS. 0 OW; 
On the first page of «`H T'Ev& nt » the narrator spoke of the sun with it,, 
axis within me' which was associated (but not necessarily identified) with 
`[him] that I truly was'. `The Sun assumed a face' inevitably points to 
Apollo, but there is also a strong suggestion that the face the Sun assumed 
was that of AvröS, or (more likely) of 'Eyth (though they are in any case 
now one). This is perhaps the narrator's `other face', of which Ai')-To; said 
(22: 20-21), äVäYKl v' äveßnt ßiö 0. The implication of Apollo the 
sun-god, following an allusion to the Parthenon in the previous line, adds a 
pagan dimension to the metaphorical apotheosis of the narrator which has 
otherwise been articulated through the appropriation of Christian concepts. 
Whatever the `Archangel' represents (the continuing presence of 
Ai To; in so far as he remains conceptually distinct from the narrator'? 
Angelos Sikelianos? ), he is allocated the subordinate position, on my right 
hand'. In terms of the Bible, which the reference to the 'Archangel' invite,, 
us to consider, `on my/your/his right hand' expresses above all the relation 
of Christ to God the Father. The source text is Psalm 109(1 10). 1: 
Einev 6 Kvpto; Tw Kupiw tow Kö Oov EK &ýtwv tov. 
In the Gospels Christ applies this text to himself and the Epistles repeatedly 
98 See p. 258. In this context, note this in particular from the third pre-Communion prayer: 
xCUrä& OU £ TEXOFiV icai LIZ töv O KOV TTJ; taitv11c µou WuxTl, -:. 
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The basic meaning of the last three lines of «`H FF-vEßt z» is surely 
that, Ai ro; having `passed within me' and 'become he who I am'. the 
narrator, whose destiny is at the very least to 'lead' (23: 32), now assuilles 
centre stage, becomes the Sun of his own world, acknowledging no 
superior being. The final (variant) refrain, whose first line has beeil 
translated as `THIS I then' and `THIS then am Y, 100 might be better 
understood as `HE[, ] I then / and the small world, the great', restating the 
union of Ai rög and 'Eyw, and answering to the statement in the opening 
page, 'EK I gOVO; äVti Kplßa / toy K6 LO (13: 8-9). 
In depicting 'EKEivo; and AvTöS and their relation to 'Eyw', Elytis 
has drawn both conceptually and verbally on the very core of Christian 
theology. Redemption through the death of Christ is reflected in the 
connection between 'ElcEivo; and 'Eyd). The phrases characterizing Ai o; 
reflect formulations of the dual divine and human natures of Christ. The 
unity of Father and Son and the indwelling of Christ in the believer are 
reflected in the relation of AuTo; to 'Eyes. The birth of 'Eyes is linked to 
the Incarnation, and both Av'tög and 'Ey(o are associated with the 
language of divine creation. These are not primarily allusions to God or 
Christ, but appropriations in the strongest sense of that word: the theft of 
language. And with the language the roles and functions of Christ are 
stolen too, but transposed into a different context. 
The creation in «`H FevErn, » is not the creation of the universe, but 
of 'this world', the world of immediate sensory awareness: a Greek world, 
the seas and islands of Elytis' own experience. It is not, however (beyond 
the narrator's childhood and adolescence), a purely subjective world. The 
yy See especially Matthew 22.44.26.24: Ephesians 1.20: Colossians 3.1: Hebrews 1.3. 
13.8.1.10.1 ?. 12.2: 1 Peter 3.2-. 
IOU Keeley & Savidis 1980: 28; Carson & Sarni. 1997: 133. 
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narrator has to confront `the Others', both allies and enemies: his destiny is 
to `lead', and in his self-presentation as `the anchor let down among men' 
(23: 2) he lays claim to a unique position with overtones of a Christ-like 
redemptive function. 101 The idea of the moral and spiritual authority of the 
poet-narrator is developed in the course of «Tä fldOrI». 
Whereas much of the language which the narrator appropriates 
points, in the context of Christian discourse, to Christ, Elytis' narrator, 
after the union with his true self (AtTÖS), increasingly directs attention to 
himself. Despite all the allusions to Christ and the Creator-God of Genesis. 
there is no place in the world of AE for the divine as conceived of by 
Christianity. Ultimately, as I have indicated in §4.2 in relation to <<TO' 
DO U rtKOv», it is the tangible world itself which takes the place of the 
divine as object of worship. And the functions of God in relation to men, 
and particularly Christ's roles as Redeemer and Judge, are assumed at 
different points in «Tä fläOi» by the Greek people, Lefteris, and above 
all by the narrator himself. These displacements are effected, as in «` H 
FývE6tS», through appropriations of Biblical and liturgical language; and 
there is a strong implication that the God to whom such language belongs 
in its original context does not exist, or, to the extent that he does exist in 
the minds of men, is to be resisted. The most obvious examples of this 
resistance on the narrator's part are discussed in the next section. 
10 1 The anchor as a symbol for Christ derives from Hebrews 6.18-19. Stanza 31 of 
Kalvos' «Ei; eävatov» (Kalvos 1970: 48) may be the intermediate source (Lignadis 
1989: 89). Elvtis' awareness of the Christian significance of the anchor is indicated by his 
use of the title of the Virgin. 'AyKx)po06po;, among the liturgical borrowings in the 
XatpEttaµoi of «Tö AoýaßnKÖV» (77: 4). 
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4.5 Nä, ßtiö dvtiaico&&&o : 
The narrator's `revolt against God' 
The poems of Palamas and Sikelianos discussed in previous chapters 
frequently speak directly of God, Christ and the Panagia, and there are 
many in which Christ and the Panagia are the ostensible subjects. In AE 
there is nothing comparable. Elytis frequently alludes to Gospel incidents 
and the sayings of Christ, but these allusions do not make Christ present as 
subject, since the narrative motifs and fragments of utterances- aIre 
appropriated to the personae of the poem, and the subject platter is 
contemporary. Where there are passages (principally Ode iv and Psalms 
XV and XVI of o Tot 11ä6T1») where the Judaeo-Christian God is Made 
present as addressee, the tone of these is, I shall argue, pervasively ironic. 
It might be thought that AE also contains two passages addressed to 
the Panagia, namely, Ode x in «Tä IIäOi» and the XatpeTtaµoi in <<TO' 
Do4aaitxöv». According to Elytis' notes, however, the Xatpcttßµoi are 
addressed `to the little girl who will save the world and is the 
personification of the poetic ideal'. This piece of information (illuminating 
the wilder flights of Elytis' quasi-religious imagination) is wholly external 
to the text, for this itatboiAa has no discernible presence in the poem. It 
does, nevertheless, confirm what the reader might expect from Elytis' use 
of source material related to Christ, that these XatpEn tot appropriate to 
some other persona elements of liturgical language which in their original 
context belong to the Panagia. 
Who, though, is the 'Distant Mother' to whom the whole of Ode x is 
addressed through its refrain, MaKptv1 MTA r pa P6 6o Nou 'A . 
täpa\'to '' 
'A synthesis', according to Lignadis, 'of Panagia, Greece and Mother'. 
io2 
Pööo To' 'AµäpaV to is the familiar image from the Akathistos Canon 
10l L, 9., otor; s 1789: 211. 
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which Elytis, like Palamas and Sikelianos before him, '1'3 applies to the 
Mother rather than, as in the Canon, to the Son. I suspect, though. that for 
Elytis the Mother is not primarily, or even significantly, the Panagia. For 
Elytis alludes, perhaps, first and foremost to Solomon' personification of 
Greece and Liberty, the Mcy(Ail Mr1TF-pa of «Ot 'EX19Fpot 
no?, topKijtEVOt». '°! - This figure, whom Solomos imagined among the 
people of Missolonghi, is distant for Elytis now that the idea of Greece and 
the ideal of Liberty have been compromised by the Civil War (the subject 
of the Fifth Reading which precedes Ode x). 
Solomos' MEyd? r Mi t pa awaits the end of the struggle', 
confident in the courage of `her children' because. 
Ei; Tä µäTta TrjS Eivat OavEpä Tä nXov änöKpv4a tfjc 
N, vx11S ro";. 
Elytis' MUKptV1 MitEpa once had a similar relation to the narrator 
(61: 11-14): 
T6 v 'IoiAz o lcalro rF 
Tä , ueyäAa parla rq 
Tip v irapOEva ýcvý piä 
* plaavolýavE 
peg arä airAädva pov 
6nYp i7 
vä Owriaovv-. 
Solomos describes the `Great Mother' as npoßcrnou thvrl 
IlaTpiba, but it is Elytis' narrator who, in Ode x, approximates this role 
(61:? 1): 
Tq irarpISaS pov irdAi * opoi6erpKa 
Ode x is not primarily, if at all, a prayer to the Panagia; and the liturgical 
103 Sec pp. 90-92.179. 
104 Solomo" 1961: 229-30. 
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title is appropriated to a persona who, at most. incorporates aspects of the 
Panagia. 105 
There are no comparable ambiguities in the passages addressed it) 
God. I shall consider first Psalms XV and XVI in the Third t'nit of «Tc 
fId01» and then, in the light of these, look back to Ode iv in the First Unit. 
Psalm XV begins (62: 1), 
OE MOl ßv µE OeX7laE S Kai vä, 6TÖ ävTanobi&o. 
The verb äv'ra7to8&6coµt and the cognate noun ävtalto oßtc imply an 
equivalence between repayment and original payment, and in moral and 
legal terms can refer either to reward or punishment; both uses are fourid 
in the Bible. While the double use of the verb in the Psalmist' ,s question is a 
little odd, it is clearly being used in an entirely positive sense: 
TI ävTa7to8wßw TO) Kupiw rrEpt ltävTCfv, thy aVt 1C bwx* 
got; 106 
Elsewhere, though, it refers to retribution or vengeance, as when Paul says 
that `it is written' 
Eµoi EK81K1r61c, ý y%(j) ävtairo& &m , 
? yEt Küpto;. '°7 
Lignadis thinks that Elytis uses the verb in its positive sense. He 
speaks in terms of the Swpo of God and the ävtibcopo of the poet's own 
creativity, and of cooperation with God: 0 ®EöS Sta'tdßßEl KUI 0 
not tut1jc [... ] ltpayµaToltotEl. He also says Psalm XV is composed `in 
105 Even Elytis' adaptation of the liturgical po8ov r6 äµäpavtov may have hcen 
prompted by an isolated line of Solomos: Tptavtä uX 'vat 9EtKä at1jv KöXaßtl 
it ajtva. This is an image, as Solomos' prose explains. for 'all the treasures of mercy ' if 
they were to be poured pE; ßtä oitXdXv(X of the enemy (Solomos 1961: 230). 
106 Psalm 115.3016.12). 
107 Romans 12.19. alluding to Deuteronomy 32.35. 
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the Biblical manner of a loving complaint to God'. 108 However, the fact 
that there is such a large element of what might be called 'complaint' in the 
Psalm makes it difficult to interpret KaI vä, ßTÖ ccvTOCT[obib(o as being in 
the spirit of the Psalmist's question, `What shall I give back to the Lord for 
all that he has given me? ' (my translation). The tone in Elytis is altogether 
more confident, even defiant. The narrator is in no doubt about his ability 
to make return to God, or to pay God back. As between man and God. 
ävTUnöboßt; is, in the Bible, always the prerogative of God: and that is 
the Psalmist's point, that man cannot possibly repay God `for all his 
bounty' (RSV). 
Elytis himself describes Psalm XV as `the revolt (ävrapßi(x) against 
God', and this is sufficient rebuttal of Lignadis' interpretation, at least as 
far as Elytis' intentions (as he viewed them in retrospect) are concerned. 108a 
The text by itself, though, is ambiguous and difficult to interpret with 
confidence. One reason for this may be that two different conceptions of 
God are at work in it. The God against whom the narrator revolts is the 
Judaeo-Christian God, author of promises of justice which do not appear to 
mitigate the injustices of the world, and of a moral code which denies the 
body and denigrates sensuality. (Justice is the main theme of Psalm XV, 
sensuality of Psalm XVI. ) At the end of Psalm XV a different conception 
emerges, of a God who is immanent in, and even, perhaps, not 
distinguishable from, the phenomenal world (62: 24-9): 
Ta aTotXEia noü Haar, 
1µ£pES Kat vuxtES, 
"Xtot KI (iathpES, 91) Kai yaXi v-n, 
ävaTpEltco aTrily tä CL Evav'riov iä ß(4w 
Tov Si Kov µov Oavätov. 
108 Lignadis 1989: 215. He may have been influenced by Sikelianos' use of ävrISwpo 
(see p. 253 above), but inappropriately, since Sikelianos' relationship with his gods is 
always cooperative. 
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The 'elements' which constitute this God are in a disordered or 
wrongly ordered state, and it is the poet's, that is, the narrator's, task toi 
`subvert them into order'. This provides a clue to the interpretation of the 
first line of the Psalm (OEE µov ßü µh 6EX71ßF; Kai ýä, to 
av'tano&&o), which is repeated immediately before the lines quoted 
above. `I pay you back' implies that the narrator's present action matches 
God's past action, characterized as `you willed me'. The narrator, in other 
words, now wills God- recreates God, that is, according to his own 
vision, reorganizing the elements which are God. In effect, he remakes 
God in his own image, as becomes clear in Ode xi. The repetition of alb µE 
9Eýiw g (62: 23) and its variants, aü T'/Tö/töv O X1 E; (62: 9,13,17,29) 
for the events which frustrated the narrator's endeavours, can be seen as an 
ironic parody of that Christian resignation which tends to see everything 
that happens as the will of God. I 10 
In Elytis' phrase, ävaipEiuo 6Tijv iäýrl Kul Evavtiov etc:., 
Galani sees an allusion to Romanos' Kontakion No. 44, 'On Joseph II' 
(oikos 4): l 11 
Twv itpa'yjthto v ti v Tägty rý napävopoS npäý 
ä ßTpEy E Et; To FvavTtov. 
If Galani is right- and I think she is- then Elytis' use of similar terms is 
109 The three pairs of 'elements' are strongly suggestive of similar or identical pair', in the 
'Song of the Three Holy Children', which significantly influenced the conception of ". Tö 
Doýaan K&,, (sec pp. 290-92). 
110 The idea here is similar to that in Solomos' «'O Aagnpo; when Lambros. in the 
anguish of his guilt, describes God as KäitotoS noü ö, tt 9E4t KdV I. and saes that it 
only remains for God to destroy himself for having created him. Lambro. Soýlomoºs 1961: 
191-2). 
II Galani 1988: 200. 
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highly subversive of Romanos' text. ' "' Furthermore his interaction with 
this Kontakion extends to Psalm XVI, Ode xi and the Sixth Reading. 
The subject of the Kontakion is Joseph's resistance to the attempts of 
his master's wife to seduce him. The order which is reversed is that of 
mistress and slave: Joseph, the slave, is Sc ntöTiig näß-q; r ovfj 
TeA, EtoS, while his mistress becomes ävbpäno&v T71q äpaptia; (oikos 
4). Elytis' narrator, subverting into order the elements that are God, could 
be identified with Potiphar's wife, his action with the 'lawless deed' that 
overturns the supposedly proper and God-ordained 'order of things'. 
Joseph and the Egyptian woman are depicted by Romanos as 
personifications of virtue and sin. If we would learn the 'glory' of 'virtue' 
we should look to Joseph (oikos 2). In oikos 1 Romanos speaks of 
`virtue' and `sin' in general terms: 
ivövawµE9a týv äpE rv 7tavonA, iav ovaav Tow Yuxwv 
thpcoTOv 
`iva Kai ito? n (I)tEV aic eµ4povES TIjv äµapTiav- 
Tiva & Trjv äpETrIv VO(I)µ£v; 
For Elytis' response to this, and particularly to the question `What do we 
think virtue is'?, we must turn to the opening of the Sixth Reading (65: 1- 
? ): 
XPoNon ROAAOTI µ£Tä T1jV `AµapTia noü 'div £inavc 'Ap£Tý 
P£6a GTI; £KKX1)61£S Kat T1jV £ÜAÄY1W6aV. 
This indicates a radical inversion of at least some of the values of 
Christianity, and is probably aimed at the particular notion of virtue 
celebrated in the Kontakion, and the equation of sexuality with sin. This 
112 At the surface level, Elytis condenses and reverses ttjv tö tv E ßtpeyºF Etc tö 
Fvavtiov as dvatpeitw attiv td T and then redeploys £vavtiov, while Romanos' 
npäyµaTa are amplified as the various atotßFia of the natural world. 
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view is supported by the role of the 'prostitute' who, in the second of the 
Sixth Reading's four sections, 'will become the prosecutor of the wise and 
the great' (65: 25-6), and the vision at the end of the Reading. of the 
regenerative coupling of the 'last of men' with a woman 'like a sunray ' in 
which 'the dreams will take their revenge' (66: 35-67: 5). 1124 
Romanos presents the attempted seduction of Joseph as a struggle 
between good and evil, virtue and sin, purity and lust, and expresses a 
horror at the very idea of sexuality (that the proposed liaison is adulterous 
is little more than an exacerbating circumstance). `Hbovrj and äµapti a 
are effectively synonymous. One can speculate that Elytis read this, 
Kontakion with profound distaste and was inspired to write the opening of 
Psalm XVI as a further act of defiance of the God associated with such 
morality (63: 7 makes clear that Psalm XVI, like the previous one, is 
addressed to God). ' 13 
The earlier Ode iv should, I suggest, be read in the light of the 
'revolt against God' evident in Psalms XV and XVI. In his commentary on 
Ode iv, Lignadis cites a bewildering variety of sources. ' 14 Of these, the two 
which seem to me vital to the understanding of the Ode are 'The Bridge of 
Arta' and the Good Friday Encomia. 
Galani cites part of one of the Encomia (Third Stasis No. 16), e 
µou, nWaToupyt' µou, as the source of Elytis' hemistich (repeated six 
times), OF- µou IIpci roµäaTopa, and she notes, without exploring its 
112 a See tp. 342 -4 
1 13 'Evcwpt; FEünvIJaa TI; tjöovEc (63: 1), referring to the deliberate awakening of 
sensuality in youth, is written in defiance of the warning in the first line of the first 
Prooimion to the Kontakion: 'AKoXaaia tö%' vFOV ýýanatý itpög tjbvtr1ta. In a 
similar warning in oikos 14 Romanos, like Elytis. uses ý8ovtj in the plural: ötucv 76(p *z 
Xoytaµöv OK FXFt [... ) Eiz änpenCu; ijöoväg KazaOEpFtat. Compare the hints of 
early eroticism in Sikelianos' M17itr1p &o1 (see p. 187) and his eroticization of the twwwelv-e- 
year-old Christ (see p. 170). 
114 Lignadis 1989: 135-8. 
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significance, the connection between the Ode and `The Bridge of Arta'. 1 15 
Despite the obvious positive connotations of flpcoToµäatopa, especially in 
the context of Freemasonry, in which Elytis was involved, the connection 
with `The Bridge of Arta' gives it a sinister ambiguity. In this folksong the 
Master Builder's wife is sacrificed, with her husband's consent and 
participation, so that the bridge will stand. She is enclosed in the masonry 
of the footings of the bridge. In addressing God as flpcoTo th topag, 
Elytis' narrator implicitly identifies himself with the Master Builder's wife: 
he speaks, that is, as a victim, and for all the victims, of `God the Master 
Builder'. The entire Ode is, in my view, deeply ironical and anti-Christian. 
It consists of three four-line stanzas, in a thirteen-syllable folksong 
metre with caesura after the seventh syllable, and a partly variable two-line 
refrain. The first hemistich in each line of the refrain is always OE-' pol-) 
Ilpctioµäßtopa. If we consider the second hemistichs in four of such 
lines (39: 5-6,17-18) the connection with `The Bridge of Arta' becomes 
obvious: 
["""1 µ' EXTtaES µeßa ßTä ßovvä 
[ ... ] . t' K LßES µýS ßti eäXaßaa 
[... ] µ' Eix c Tic &KpoytaXtES 
[... ] ß'rä ß01)vä µE OEtEXtox E 
Two of the verbs used here refer to enclosure (x tßES, Ei-'c ES), and the 
fate of the Master Builder's wife gives a sinister ambiguity to the other two 
(ExTt(YES, BEµEA. tuXYES). ' 16 Elytis has transposed the two elements in which 
the Master Builder's wife was enclosed- the water of the river and the 
1tS Galani 1988: 142-3. For the folksong «Toü r'toouptoü tf ,; '"Apra; )) "ce Politi1 
1969: 131-3. 
16 The verh 9FµEX, tuivw occurs in line 2 of The Bridge of Aria'. For the Biblical source 
of atä ßouvä µF 9ehFAtcuaES see p. 327 n. 126. 
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masonry of the bridge- onto a larger scale as 'sea' and *mountains*. I IT 
Significantly, in Elytis' text mountains are the setting of the immediately' 
preceding Second Reading- the mountains of Albania in 1940-41.1 ` The 
`costly spring' (line 1) seems to be the spring of 1941, when the Germans. 
invading Greece from Yugoslavia, cut off the Greek troops in Albania, 
precipitating the collapse of the Albanian Front. 
The concern with the return of the sun in stanza 1 is clearly within 
the sphere of the Good Friday Encomia, where the setting of Christ the Sun 
in the tomb and the darkening of the sun itself are recurrent motifs: 
"EöuS ünö yf vo Töv ävOpcontov XFi pt aou nXäaaS. 
............... 
"ESuS, OcoTovp'yi, xai auvESv aot TO, ýci 71kiov. 119 
The return of the sun and the coming of spring are both analogues of the 
Resurrection. In Ode iv the return of the sun 'requires much work', and 
much sacrifice, not, however, the saving work of Christ, his sacrificial 
death on the Cross, but `thousands of dead [... ] at the Wheels' and the 
blood of the living. Given that Ode iv follows the Second Reading, this 
inevitably appears to refer (though not exclusively) to the dead and 
wounded in war. The idea seems to be that 'God the Master Builder' 
presides over the machinery of death, like Moloch. 120 
117 In the folksong the second version of the woman's curse connects the bridge with the 
mountains (line 44): "Av tpEpouv 'r' i pta ßovvä, vä TpEtT T6 yto0vpt. 
118 Soldiers from Arta ('Apttvot) are mentioned in the First Reading (they have suffered 
heavy losses at the front and are being replaced by the narrator's regiment) (30: 3-6). and in 
the Second Reading Arta itself is mentioned, along with Preveza. as a place where the live. 
of the front-line soldiers are acted out in the theatres (37: 12-14). It is a curious, and 
probably not fortuitous, parallel that The Bridge of Arta' becomes a symbol of their fate. 
119 Second Stasis Nos. 9 and 30. See also Nos. 3.7.15,25.35.36.45 and 52, and First 
Stasis Nos. 11,14,19.26.30 and 31. 
120 Latent here is the rejection of the Cross which becomes explicit in Psalm XII (see 
pp. 335-7). 
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Stanza 2 elaborates the theme of burial implicit in the refrains quoted 
above. Magi have taken the `body of May' and 'buried it in a tomb of the 
sea / in a deep well', but the body (39: 10) 
Müpu 7E Tö alto-rä * 451 Ki 6ATI ri "Aßvcao. 
The synaestheic assertion, µüptßE TO GKOtä&, suggests the illumination 
of the Abyss, and thus the effect of Christ's descent into Hades as described 
in the Good Friday Encomia: 121 
`S2S OUCO' ; A. uxvia vvv 11 aäpý Tov OF-Of) EO' yf v[... j 
BttKEJ Töv Ev "Abi ßKOtaßµöv. 
xapäg EKEiv1c [... ] rja7p tob; Ev "I t 1i n¬itXrjpwxaS, Ev 
nvOthßt 0 äaTpäyraS cooEpoiS. 
"E )S vnö 'yfjv ö Oo4öpoS [... ] FK&o aS äitav to ýv tw 
122 
The final phrase in the above, `all the darkness in Hades, has, granted the 
equivalence of Hades and the Abyss, all the same semantic elements as 
Elytis' Tö aKOTä& Kt ök7l "Aßvaao. 123 The refrain to stanza 2 
(39: 11-12), 
OF pov I7pwropäaropa pEaa aril iracxaAlF; icai Xv 
! OF pov flpwropdaropa µvpzaeS nv Avdo raarl 
seems to dissociate `God the Master Builder' from the Resurrection. 
121 Also an allusion to Solomos' « Ot '0xi' OEpot IloXtopKT hvot». where `pure. S%% «t 
waters' XvvovTat µF; aTrly äßuaao T7j µoaXoßoý, tag&j, / Kai rtaipvovvc Tü 
Aöaxo T'9, -, (Solomos 1961: 244). 
122 First Stasis Nos. 19 and 48, Second Stasis No. 15. 
123 The association of ydöt and "Aß»aaoc was probably suggested by the ppktp ttj - 
d ilxmou of the Apocalypse, from which 'rose smoke [... j and the sun and the air 
were darkened' (Revelation 9.1-2). 
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especially if the two second hemistichs are read as a single clause: 'among 
the lilacs even You smelled the Resurrection'. This is not surely, the 
Resurrection of Christ, but of the Master Builder's victims of stan/a 1. 
This Resurrection is represented in stanza 3 (39: 13-16) as 'the fearsome 
insect of memory within the earth', which 'as a spider bites bit the light', so 
that `the shore and the whole sea shone". 
Misled by a mistaken source identification, Lignadis describes this 
stanza in terms of `the victory of the light of justice' in a specifically 
Christian sense, and Galani says that in the image of the 'insect of memory' 
biting the light `Mneme is identified with the light-giving God'. 12.4 Neither 
seems to pay attention to the violence of Elytis' image. Even though Elytis 
is probably not alluding to the Easter Canon, the light which the 'insect' 
bites or seizes is in a sense the light of Christ. The echoes of the language 
in which the Encomia describe Christ's burial and descent into Hell indicate 
that it is Christ's death and Resurrection which is being appropriated and 
rewritten in this Ode. 125 The biting of the light may be seen, then, as a 
metaphor of appropriation, and the agent of that appropriation, the `insect 
of memory', is, surely, the collective memory of the Greek people. 
The `memory of my people' is the subject of the immediately 
following Psalm V, which begins with a strong verbal link to Ode iv (40: 1- 
5): 
124 As source for the line EkapWav ot ytaXot xt 6Xo to it Xayoý both Galani ( 1988: 
153-4) and Lignadis (1989: 138) cite vüv nävTa 7rE1t? pwtat OwTo;. ovpcv,, 6ý Kett 
yfl from the Canon for Orthros on Easter Sunday (Ode 3. Troparion 1). This is probahk 
irrelevant, since Elytis is clearly imitating a line from a folksong: Ek WF il äKpTI toü 
yi. a% o x' Tj µEß1 toü n¬A. äyov (Politis 1969: 126), which Lignadis misquotes under 
the influence of Elytis' line. 
12' Compare Sikelianos' , 'Avdataßrl» (wr. 1942, pub. 1945) in which the body in 
Christ's tomb awaiting the Resurrection is `EXAäöa. Like Elytis' ode this poem begins 
with an allusion to the proverb 'one swallow does not bring the spring' (Sikelianos 1965- 
69: V, 160). 
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Reading from Ode iv to Psalm V one gets 'My God the Master Builder, 
you founded me in the mountains [... ] and the people lifted up the 
mountains on their shoulders'. The people here are thus outdoing or 
displacing God, as, in Ode iv, their sufferings displace those of Christ. The 
displacement is confirmed in Elytis' appropriation of the Burning Bush (6 
ßä'o; K X1Et1X nvpi, ö 8E' ßäioc oü KUtEK(XjETO ). 127 This Bush, out of 
which God spoke to Moses, is identified with `memory' which is clearly the 
'memory of my people'. ' 28 
Psalm V also contains a confirmation of the implication in Ode iv 
that the people are the agents of the Resurrection. Addressing Mvi in tov 
Xaoü tou, the narrator says (40: 16-17): 
KI Eav aTOV vcpov TOW atwvcov T1v axprI ßupElq 
naaxaXtäv ävmyviatµrj 
Returning to Ode iv with this last metaphor in mind, as well as the 
image of the people carrying the mountains on which burns the Bush 
1216 This line adapts Psalm 86(87). 1: Ot OEhEXtot aütoü iv ßt tuiý TOI- öpE czyiutý. 
'Nis' refers to God (the Psalm continues, äywtQc Küpto; täS iti X. ac Etthv so we 
see here another displacement of God by the narrator. 
127 Exodus 3.1-4: and see Galani 1988: 157. 
128 Significantly for Elytis' choice of this Biblical image, what God says to Moses from the 
Burning Bush concerns the sufferings of his people: i56 v 68ov ttjv KdKWaty Toi) 
Xaoü µou [... ] ot'Sa yap TT'lv ö viiv aütwv (Exodus 3.7) Elytis' phrase ö 4(to 
pov (used repeatedly in «Tä f169Tl), ) is common in the OT. characteristic of the utterances 
of God. 
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containing God, it becomes apparent that displacement is not the only way 
of interpreting the relations of the suffering people to Christ. A parallel 
and in no way contradictory interpretation is to see the figure of the 
resurrected Christ (TI 'Avä ta(YrI) as the creation of the Greek people, the 
symbol of the ultimate reward and justification of their suffering. 
Despite the problems of interpretation that Ode iv offers, it is clear 
that the exegeses of Lignadis and Galani, in which the Ode is interpreted in 
conformity with the Christian myth of Christ's burial, descent into Hell and 
Resurrection, will not do. 129 Of course these are present in the Ode- it is 
unusually rich, even for AE, in Biblical and liturgical allusions-but the 
unmistakable allusions to `The Bridge of Arta' give the refrains addressed 
to God an accusatory character and must influence the interpretation of the 
stanzas, not only ruling out the Christian interpretation, but requiring the 
interpretation of the Ode as radically anti-Christian, a gesture of defiance 
directed at the God who could require the sacrifice of his own Son- as the 
Master Builder of Arta sacrificed his own wife- for the fulfilment of his 
designs. Perhaps Ode iv should be seen as driving a wedge between God the 
Father, the omnipotent but heartless Ilporro tä topa;, and God the Scan, 
fellow victim to all who suffer under the oppression of superior force. 
What is clear, though, is that Ode iv, as much as Psalm XV, articulates the 
'revolt against God'. 
This 'revolt against God' involves the rejection of the omnipotent 
Jehovah of the OT, many of whose characteristics are carried over into the 
Christian concepts of God the Father and of Christ as stern arbiter at the 
Last Judgement. While the omnipotent God who requires sacrifice is 
rejected, Christ is appropriated: in his sufferings to the partisan, Lefteris, 
129 Lignadis 1989: 135-8. and in particular his summary of the contents of the Ode (ibid. 
138); Galani 1988: 139-55. 
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in the Fourth Reading, ' 30 and to the Greek people in Ode iv. but more 
widely to the narrator who appropriates not only the sufferings but also, as 
we shall see, the roles of prophet and redeemer, and even the triumph and 
glory of Christ. 
130 Elytis treats the execution of Lefteris by the Germans as an analogy of the Passion, 
with Lefteris and the informer in the roles of Jesus and Judas. the commandin, -, officer in 
that of the Roman authorities. Lignadis refers (1989: 178. and n. 12 ) to the 'Gospel stý lc* 
of the Fourth Reading and notes that its 'thematic idea imitates the sacred narrative of the 
Passion', but he only identifies one of the more obvious allusions to Christ', Passion: µr1 
YvwpI ovta; Ti 1tpdTTFt. echoing the words from the Cross, ov yap oi&aat Ti 
ttotovat (Luke 23.34). There are also allusions to (inter alia) the scourging of Christ, his 
being spat on by soldiers, his silence when questioned. and the women at the Crucifixion. 
dcno' µatepö9Ev O&opovaat ( Matthew 27.55). 
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The displacement of Christ by the narrator 
«Tä flä 91» opens with what is potentially one of the most daring 
appropriations of Christian language in AE, the two words tSoü Fyw 
(27: 1-3): 
IL Oi E'yw Aotnöv, 
ö TEXaa9F-"VO; YLä TiS µtxPES KöPES mit Tä v71ßiä Toü AiYaiov" 
0 EpaaTTIS zov ßxtpTijµaTOS TOW capxa& OV. 
These lines are fairly closely modelled, as Lignadis points out, on lines 
from the Song of Songs: 131 
i801%) of toS IJKEI ini&i v uni Tä öpT , 
S1(Xkko EvoS Etn tog 
ßovvoüc. öpoiöS E ntv äöEhtööS µov Ti 80pKäöt i1 vEßpw 
Ekäxwv E7ti Tä öpi1 BatOi9.. 
The two passages have a number of elements in common, but Elytis 
characteristically rearranges the elements he borrows. The speaker in the 
Song of Songs says that her beloved comes leaping and compares him to a 
deer (or gazelle), while the narrator in Elytis' text calls himself a lover of 
the leaping of deer. The Biblical context of lover and beloved is echoed in 
the narrator's description of himself as `created for the young Maidens', 
who are associated with `the islands of the Aegean', as the beloved of the 
Song of Songs is associated with `the mountains of Bethel' . 
Common to both texts too, of course, is the opening word i8ov In 
substituting Eyth for oü'to; Elytis puts the narrator in the position of the 
male lover in the Song of Songs, and it is surely significant that in 
traditional exegesis (to which it owes its place in the Canon) the Song of 
Songs is seen as an allegory of God's relation with his chosen people, or 
131 Lignadis 1989: 97; Song of Songs 2.8-9. 
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Christ's relation with the Church. The implications of this for the 
appropriation involved are consistent with the further implications of the 
substitution of iboü iye) for iSov oüTo;. The change of pronoun takes us 
into a much broader area of Biblical allusion. 
The word sequence iSov iyt occurs about two hundred times in the 
Septuagint, and in 80% of these occurrences the speaker (in the patriarchal 
narratives or the utterances of the prophets) is God. In more than a third of 
the latter cases (i. e. in over a quarter of the total occurrences) the words 
i8ou Eyth are preceded by one of two alternative formulae characteristic of 
©T prophetic utterance: rc8E A y& Kt pto;, or ovtcog FinE Küptoz. 
These formulae are sometimes followed by additional divine titles: 
FIUVTOKpäicop, or o eEog 'Ißpai X., or the duplication of Küpto;. Thus, 
in a prominent position- the opening words of the central and longest part 
of AE (and the first to be written)- Elytis puts into the mouth of his 
narrator an expression which, in a Biblical context, is the hallmark of 
divine utterance. 132 
It would be absurd to suggest that Elytis intends his narrator to be 
seen simply as identifying himself with God. And indeed, the narrator 
immediately describes himself as 'created' (nka6 tevo; ), though it will, I 
think, be clear by now that this is not likely to mean created by God as a 
Christian would understand it. And what he is created 'for' is the world of 
sensual experience: `young Maidens and the islands of the Aegean'. 
Sensuality is compatible with the Song of Songs to which these lines allude, 
but sorts ill with the God of the OT evoked in the opening iSoü cY(i). 133 
132 There are also nine instances of iboü c'ya) in the NT. In six of these the speaker is 
Christ: on four occasions he uses i8oü iyth to refer to himself, and twice he quotes the 
words of God from the OT. At least seven of the OT instances where t tai denotes God. 
and four of the NT instances where it denotes Christ or God, can be found in readings 
included in the Svnekdemos. 
133 The association of the sensual with the sacred is reiterated later in Psalm I: among the 
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The prophetic context of so many of the OT instances of the words- 
'tboü Eyth is suggestive here. In the course of «Tä fld9rr » the narrator 
increasingly assumes the role of prophet, and this is explicitly- 
acknowledged in the title of Reading 6, «Ilpo47ITtxöv». ' 34 The narrator's 
function as prophet is to exhort and encourage the Greek people in times of 
crisis. As prophet the narrator differs significantly from the prophets of 
the OT: whereas they spoke as the mouthpieces of God, prefacing their 
exhortations, threats and promises with the words `thus saith the Lord, 
"Behold I ... "' (AV), Elytis' narrator speaks on his own authority- and 
this is perhaps the fundamental significance of the appropriation of the 
divine words i ov Eye')- for there is no place for the Judaeo-Christian 
God in the world of AE, except as the object of the poet's antagonism. 
The opening lines of Psalm I recapitulate «`H TevEßtc ». The first 
five lines refer to the free impulses of youth before the encounter with the 
Others', while lines 6-9, beginning 'Ibov Eyth xataV lKpü, take up the 
theme of opposition introduced at the end of «`H F>vF-ßtc». In the OT the 
words ibov &yth often preface God's promises, but more often they 
preface the announcement of his hostility, either towards the enemies of 
Israel or towards a recalcitrant Israel itself. 135 
From the appropriation of the OT hallmark of divine utterance at the 
beginning of the First Unit of « Tä Aä61» we may now move forward to 
the end of the Second Unit, to the call to replace the Cross with a new 
poet's 'weapons' are zä dtXtä Tä naXtä [... ] no-U, 71 XaXTäp(X P01) äyiaa¬ 
(27: 20). The idea that desire can sanctify is an inversion of Christian moral values. See also 
the passage about purity, woman and desire in «`H F' vErnS» (20: 26-39), and Ode xi in 
which the narrator aspires to be a monk whose icons are naked girls in (64: 1,8-9. and , cc 
p. 340 below). See also pp. 319-22 above. 
134 Canto VIII of Palamas' . &o&KcAoyoc has an almost identical title, , I1poQr nK6; -. 
and in Canto IV Palamas' narrator, the Gypsy. calls himself 6 ttpo4t rT (see pp. 65.68). 
135 This. for example, is typical of dozens of such utterances: 'tOoü gyui Fndyo bnt ray 
ilaöv Toütov xaKd (Jeremiah 11.11). 
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symbol and related themes, 136 and from there to the clearest and most 
sustained appropriations of the functions of Christ by the narrator in the 
closing sections of the third unit. 
As if to confirm the well-developed analogy between Lefteris and 
Christ, 137 the Fourth Reading is immediately followed by an Ode whose 
metrical prototype is the Third Stasis of the Good Friday Encomia. Ode 
viii follows the prototype in its preoccupation with death and mourning, 
but differs from it in its lack of any element of hope. It contains many 
analogues of the sufferings of Christ, none of the Resurrection. When the 
first intimations of hope appear in Psalm XI they find expression in the 
relatively modern and secular symbol of the Mavroyenis Fountain, and in 
the exhortation to hold in remembrance Solomos and Papadiamantis. While 
these are both Christian writers, it is probably not for their Christianity 
that they are singled out, but for the purity of their language, and as 
representatives of the true Greek spirit. They are, surely, invoked as secular 
saints, in line with Elytis' canonization of naval leaders of the War of 
Independence in Psalm VI. 1 8 The narrator himself is among these new 
secular saints, for he proclaims in Ode iii (36: 29), Il tj pa Kai 
ßtE4avw91xa iijv äß, w µövoq. All this is clearly a part of Elytis' 'way 
of holiness outside Christianity' (and later, in Psalm XII, the rejection of 
the central Christian symbol of the Cross, becomes explicit). 
136 Some of the intervening material has already been discussed in §§4.5 and 4.6. 
1 37 See p. 329 n. 130. 
t?, ý AE 40: 23-5. appropriating (3oij0o; Kat (YKErtaaTrlg from Moses' song of triumph 
(Exodus 15.2). Applying this phrase to Kanaris et al., Elytis implicitly repudiate', the idea 
of God's aoency in the Greek Revolution, providing a secular corrective to Solomo". In 
the Hymn to Lihert)r Solomos, alluding to the same OT episode (the Crossing of the Red 
Sea), compares a defeated Turkish force to the Egyptians, and aspires to the voice of 
Moses in order to thank God for victory (stanzas 118-21: compare Exodus 15.1.2W. 
Significantly, in relation to Elytis. Solomon then turns his attention (stanzas 126-32) to a 
naval victory (Solomon 1961: 90-93). 
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Lignadis identifies the `thematic idea' of Psalm XI with Romano. ' 
Kontakion No. 9, `On the Woman of Samaria' 139 and there are verbal 
connections with the Kontakion and its Gospel source, but the more one 
sees the connections, the more un-Biblical, or even anti-Biblical. Elvti1' 
Psalm must appear, for it substitutes Greek names for those in the Gospel 
and Romanos, and the natural for the supernatural. Though Psalm X1 
utilizes the Christian symbolism of life-giving water, it diverts attention 
away from its Christian signification. The basic idea of Psalm XI is that the 
sources of hope for Greeks lie within their own tradition, in the tangible 
beauty of their creations (the Mavroyenis fountain) and the words of their 
greatest writers. The following Psalm XII mounts a more direct assault on 
Christian symbolism. The two Psalms are thematically linked, since the key 
symbol in Psalm XII, the trident entwined by a dolphin, is frequently 
carved on fountains. ' 40 
In Psalm XII the narrator calls on the Winds to draw a dolphin 
before his eyes (55: 15-18), 
Na nEpvä K 't vä küvct Tö axf µa Toi ETaupov 
Kal 6T(X &EVTpa TÖ ýl O Va £TLt6Tp£*E1 
`O ßa9üS Tplwµöc vä µov 9u lI ct äKö 1T1 
öTt avTÖS itoü Eiµat ünäpxw 
While what is most important here is what is new- the dissolution or 
dismantling of the Cross- these four lines are rich in internal allusions. 
The desire that the 'wood' (of the Cross) should 'return to the trees' 
indicates that the Crucifixion is part of the dishonouring and annihilation of 
the trees through their use as instruments of execution (52: 3-5.54: 13). The 
last two lines are clearly intended to remind us of two critical moments in 
«`H rFvEßtc »: first. the response of the narrator's young self to the first 
139 Lignadi" 1989: 188. 
140 Elyt. is in Kechagioglou 1995: 59. 
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intimation of `danger' and `the ancient remains of love' in his own boýdý 
(21: 28-9): 
Kai nAi Ton a$1XO1KE 1 Kap&L 9o1) 
T rav vö 7rpcvto TpI tpo toü ýVUov uEßa uov 
and secondly, the critical moment of union between the young self and the 
real self. ' 4' While these events are part of the retrospective narrative, the 
appeal to the Winds to bring the transforming symbol of the dolphin 
belongs to the time of narration. 
The Cross, along with other Christian symbols, institutions and 
practices, 142 is to be abolished to make way for a new symbol. The dolphin 
must be joined with the Trident to produce the `sign' which the narrator 
truly is, and with its appearance he anticipates a kind of apotheosis (55: 28- 
32): 
6TTIV Kap&I T? lv TpIa vo xTUlt? l6£T£ . IOU 
xai aTaupth 'rF- µou 'rrv µ. I TO, &4t'vt 
Tö arjtEio noü Elgat äX1j9Eta ö ibtog 
µE tfiv npcinii vEöT71Ta V' ävEßth 
GTO -YXauKO t' oüpavoü - xi ýKEi vä iýoußtäaw 
Galani sees in the expression ßtijv Kup&iä Tiv Tpiatva XTIMIGETE 
pov an allusion to the piercing of Christ's side with a spear. 143 But Elytis 
alludes to the Crucifixion in order to negate it, to `dissolve the pattern of 
141 See p. 312. 
142 It is also the role of the dolphin va upJvF-t 'rhv nA, dxa Tov ßco toü. to change the 
meaning of martyrdom' and 'to drown the priest' (55: 11-12,14). Galani (1988: 183-4) 
following Lignadis (1989: 189-90) interprets the reference to the 'altar' in terms of the 
Eucharist. It seems more likely. though, that Elytis' idea was to 'erase' (vä ßßtjvFt) from 
altar slabs the carved names of saints whose relics they enclosed: hence the reference to 
martyrdom. 
143 Galani 1988: 186-7. 
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the Cross'. Just as his 6'taupth EtE does not mean `crucify', but is used in 
its horticultural or stockbreeding sense to indicate a fusion of two different 
strains, so too his Trident is not to be used here as a weapon. The phrase. 
ETfv Kapblä 'tiv Tpiafva XTVTci TF- µov, though it contains elements 
analogous to all those in the description of the soldier's action at the 
Crucifixion- 2, yxii wuToü Ttly n vpäv Evvý&&44- indicates not a 
wounding but a metaphorical striking or stamping of an impression of the 
`Sign' (Gr iEio) of the Trident and dolphin onto the narrator's heart. ý''` 
In aspiring to replace the Cross, Elytis is emulating, and pcrhapý 
trying toi go beyond, Sikelianos. As Sikelianos' image of the Crucified 
Bacchus is actually illustrated (as Orpheus-Bacchus) in AvrI &öpo, so the 
editions of AE have an image otthe Trident crossed with the dolphin on 
the title page (see illustrations below). While Sikelianos makes the Cross 
O 
144 John 1 9.34. 
From the title page and second page following of 
'Avri&c oo (Sikelianos 1943). The right-hand image is 
described as an 'ancient Gnostic seal-stone' (ibid. [231 ]). 
The left hand image might be the base of the same seal. 
14 5 While the Trident combined with the dolphin replaces the Cross, the Tptutvu itsclt 
perhaps challenges the Trinity (Tpt(x'&x) of Christian theology. 
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into an ambiguous symbol, still an instrument of death but also the life- 
14ta 
giving vine, Elytis abolishes it altogether. While the Trident is still in 
essence a weapon, the dolphin entwined around it is neither dead nor 
wounded. Having excluded the element of death from this sign which he 
truly is, the narrator, in his appropriation of Christ, can pass directly to the 
Ascension without need of Resurrection. If the Resurrection is represented 
at all here it is in the return of youth, with which the narrator is to rise 
into the `blue of heaven', in what the verbs v' äv4430 and vä E ýournd w. 
show to be an appropriation of Christ's Ascension. 
In the NT the Ascension is conveyed through passive verbs 
((X 8rß /ävaOepEio/ö ävaX1 OEIS E1S Töv oüpavöv' 46>, but in 
liturgical texts the active ävaßaivw, used by Elytis, is also found. The 
first idiomelon for Orthros contains the phrase 'Avýßfl XptßTö;, and in from Psa LM 4(o" 4i 47"5)ß 
the services for Ascension Day the following formula, ýis used repeatedly: 
'Ave 3ö OEÖS Ev äkakc(79 , 
KüptoS Ev owvi ßäXntyyoq. 
This seems to be one of the two texts Elytis principally has in mind, 
replacing its two adverbial phrases with his own: µe nv 7tpoittJ 
v' ö'tr ta. I47 The narrator's reunion with his youth in his imagined 
Ascension may reflect another liturgical expression: äv443rl XptßtoI; 
önov týV Tö npötEpov. 14 But the second text which Elytis undoubtedly 
has in his sights is the ending of Matthew. Like John, Matthew contains no 
ßµs4 FýEýs' ie, a/ccenme e- */&%e Cevss the aoLv/u'n and Tr&derrt nroýjr orve sarv7etAd: +y 
to en. fýoi Aci.,,, ýQuA, ye -cK, Sauet as « 9veyocKe/o 8aýzCo-f, cw Nhe. c the ye, ýrh 
who re&r'eves the cross imm t*e, sea cs e vcrAlcvc anv( EAe c-ross 1h ! ac's 
146 Mark 16.19, Luke 24.51: Acts 1.11.4a. 41 d5 b`S 04 C <seeA ", 2 *8 above). 
147 Et; otipavov äva(3aivco from oikos 8 of Romanos' Kontakion \cß. 32 (the only 
liturgical text cited in this context by Galani. 1988: 187) is at first sight closer toi Eli ti", 
since it couples the first person of the verb with 'into heaven': but 'into heaven' i' entailed 
in any reference to the Ascension. and in ßtö y?. avKÖ t' oivpavov Ely-tis i" probably 
alluding to Solomos as Lignadis suggests (1989: 191). 
148 First idiomelon in Vespers for Ascension Day. 
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reference to the Ascension, but in Jesus' final post-Resurrection appearance 
to the disciples (on a mountain in Galilee) he tells them, 
WOT) µot ttäßa Eýovaia iv ovpavw Kai eni 7ý z 149 
It is this ESovßia Ev oüpavcýiý which Elytis appropriates, both 
semantically and structurally, in concluding the second unit of «Tä fläOr - 
with xt EKEi (that is, ßiö yXauxö T' oüp(xvoü) vä Eýouatäaw. 
Christ's `authority in heaven' is particularly associated with his role 
as Judge in the Parousia. ' 50 The divine authority to judge has already been 
appropriated by the people as a whole in Psalm IX, ' 5' and in the third unit 
of «Tot lläOi» , 
in Ode xi, judgement will become the prerogative of the 
narrator himself (see below). 
The values of the narrator's youth have been resurrected, or, at least, 
have survived the many trials which began with the confrontation with 
others in «`H F vEßtS» and continued in the experience of the Albanian 
campaign and the Occupation. With the emergence of the new symbol, the 
return of the narrator's youth, his metaphorical Ascension, and his 
empowerment, the second unit of « Tä Aä61» concludes on an exultant 
note. And yet, in terms of the experience of the Greek people (the public 
narrative) the worst is yet to come, since the third unit is concerned with 
the Civil War. But in terms of the narrator's experience (the private 
narrative) the crucial challenge has already been faced and overcome, in a 
149 Matthew 28.18. 
15() Sec John 5.25-9. 
151 In a clear repudiation of divine judgement the narrator declares Kat tjhhpa Kpia¬c 
Kaµt0t, FnEtötj /ýt IS ä&EX$oi. igCt; il pFpa týc KpiaEcoS (47: 16-17). The 
Christian concept of the tjµEpa KpiaE(Oc is based on a number of merely passing 
references to it in the NT (Matthew 10.15.11.22,11.24.12.36: II Peter 2.9.3.7: 1 John 
4.17). It was a part of late Jewish apocalyptic evidently taken for granted by the NT 
authors. See II Esdras 7.38.7.103-04.12.34 and passim. 
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fashion which we are clearly invited to see as Christ-like: not in the spirit 
of the imitatio Christi, but as a radical displacement of Christ. for the 
narrator takes to himself the language of Christ's Ascension and authority. 
and, exercising his undelegated authority, he abolishes Christ's symbol of 
the Cross, replacing it with his own symbol, which is also a symbol (4 
himself. The displacement of Christ is confirmed and amplified in the latter 
part of the third unit of «Tä fläOr1». 
Psalm XVI, addressed to God, was discussed briefly in §4.5. in 
connection with the `revolt against God'. While it operates on a general 
level, addressing broad moral and cultural issues, it is, at the same time. 
expressing a part of the narrator's personal history. It reiterates the loss of 
the values of youth through the loss of innocence, and their eventual 
return. Here `birds' are the symbols of youth and their disappearance 
attributed to the actions of God (63: 5-6): 
Kai µi KüKA, OXaav of TplxutIES 
Fva-Eva pof 1tf pES Tä nou?, . 
At the end of the Psalm these lines are transformed to express the reversal 
of the process when physical desire overcomes the forces of repression 
(63: 28-9): 
ýüarý FS Kai Acx thptßav Tä ßc)8txä µou 
'va-Fva µoü yvptaav tä nouXtä ! 
This is the last time the past tense is used in AE in connection with 
the narrator" s personal experience. ' 52 Ode xi and the Sixth Reading are 
primarily in the future tense, Ode xii and Psalms XVII and XVIII in the 
152 The imperfect tenses and the demoticized aorist participles in Psalm XVIII (70: 6-11) 
are only partial exceptions, since they link the narrator to the remote or mythological past 
and not to an earlier stage of his personal experience. 
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present. The time of the narrative has finally and definitively caught up 
with the time of narration, and the narrator, in part through the act of 
narration (Tpayov TlG(x), has achieved a degree of detachment from his 
personal history as well as that of his country, signified by the vow to 
beome a monk with which Ode xi opens. 
It is of course no ordinary monk that he intends to become, but 
Movaxög Tcöv 6aA, epty itpayµätwv (64: 1) The images of his 'icons' 
will be äxpavTa like the Panagia, but they will be 'girls dressed only in 
the linen of the sea' (64: 8-9), like Aphrodite rising naked from the foam. 
The redefinition of purity implied here is made more explicit: i äyvöttI 
µov is associated with `the instinct of the myrtle', the muscles of beasts' 
and `my lusty entrails' (64: 10-14). 
While the Ode begins with the relatively modest intention to become 
a `monk', it ends on a far more ambitious note (64: 22-8): 
'AAAä TOTE aTiS 
17ov q icpIaz pov 9ä Kä 
`H Ev&icdril Evro tT 
"H Oä 'vat au'räS 
`o ToKEroS 
17o üpk rä ö rcai a rir iyu it 
Ki7püZel 
ck TLhv i igwoevwv Kpl vwwv 
* vEl pftpa Tov Kalpov 
* 0' civabvOei ä r' Tä µa'na pov 
* oKogposijöeOa'val 
Sys' 1j 0£wal; To 'AEi 
pov9ä'xcv 
i' 
o Si KalÖTEpoS. 
Again the narrator displaces Christ, appropriating the Christian lan`gua`ge 
of divine authority and judgement, and of the creative power to determine 
what shall be (Oä 'x(o/ KTpAAEt). 
The phrase `eleventh commandment' alludes, obviously, to the Ten 
Commandments, but also, and more significantly, to those sayings in which 
Jesus goes beyond them. In John there is Jesus' new commandment' 
(EVtoX71v KatV1 V bibcOµt ü t1v 'Iva äy(XnätE äXXT Xovc ), and the 
commandment given to him by the Father, of which he says, i ivtoXi 
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avTOV cco. 9 ý aiwvtög Eßnv. 153 (In Elytis the 'eleventh commandment' is 
associated with Tö 'Act. ) 
The verb xflpvßßw also connects the narrator with Christ. It i" 
widely used in the NT of the preaching of Jesus, John the Baptist and the 
Apostles, and in the words of Jesus it is often associated with the 'gospel' : 
K1pux671ßFTat Toi to TO EüayyE'Xtov tfj ßaat iaS 6" öXrl Ti 
OtKOUN. EV7.1. ' 54 
The `kingdom' is the `kingdom of heaven' which is the central concept in 
the teaching of Jesus (at least in the Synoptic Gospels) and which is opposed 
to `this world', the of Kovµtv1 in which the gospel is preached. What 
Elytis' narrator `will have proclaimed ' is quite different: it is that if the 
eternal' ('rö 'AEI) and `the union with God' (71 Wcxt; ) are not to be in 
this world, then they are not to be at all. 
Justice is associated with this proclamation, and the narrator 
describes himself as 6 &icatou-po;. In the NT &Katog, used in a variety 
of senses, is an adjective which perhaps more than any other characterizes 
Christ. It is even used of him by Judas, Pilate and the centurion at the 
Crucifixion. 155 In Apostolic preaching ö b&KatoS is a Messianic title 
applied to Christ. º 56 John says `we have an advocate with the Father' 
'Iiiaovv Xp16TÖV b&Katov, and Paul calls Christ ö 81Kaloý Kp1T1Jý. ' 57 
Elytis' superlative, 6 8&Kat6TEpo;, points particularly to the phrase Kpl tä 
S&KalötatE used of Christ in a prayer already yuoted. 158 The narrator 
153 John 13.34.12.50: the latter was quoted in connection with the 'commandment' of 
AvTO; in «`H FFvEatS. which this passage in Ode xi obviously reiterates (see p. 308). 
154 Matthew 24.14. 
155 Matthew 27.4.24: Luke 23.47. 
1511 Acts 3.14.7.52.22.14. 
157 I John 2.1; 11 Timothy 4.8. 
158 See p. 31 1. Kpttä StKatötat¬ is also the refrain of Romano. Kontakion No. 34. 
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speaks also of Tä Sixata TfjS yivxtlc µou and of tj Kpißt1 µov. Taken 
together these expressions appropriate Christ's words, rj KpI ;1E 4t 
bixaia Eativ. 159 The narrator's judgement `will make a break in Time'. 
and this is suggestive of the discontinuity involved in the concepts of 'the 
end' or `the last day' associated with Christ's return as Judge. 
These extensive appropriations by the narrator of attributes and 
functions of Christ are consistent with the implications at the end of Psalnn 
X11, where the narrator foresaw his ascension into heaven, h KEi vä 
Eýovßtdac). Now, in the last stanza of Ode xi, he envisages the exercise of 
divine Eýovßia in terms of judgement and commandment. 
After this, his role as `exiled Poet' uttering oracular prophecies in 
the Sixth Reading is something of an anti-climax. The context is still 
Apocalyptic: i Xuut; [... ] Oa OpiýEt. Tapaxi Oä ith Et ßTÖv "Abri 
(65: 5)-, and the scenario is one of judgement; but the mixture of 
contemporary political detail and theological metaphor is too crude and 
extravagant to be convincing: BX irw TOI'); YTPOCTObtKES Va KOCtVE 6Ö V 
xEplä, to IF ydA, o rpantýi ri ; 'AvaaTäaEcoý (66: 17-18), for 
example. 
For present purposes the most interesting part of the Sixth Reading is 
its prophetic-sounding ending (66: 35-67: 5): 
Kai TÖv TLpCoTo %10'ßo TOU Ö 6TEpvÖS TWv ävepthiuov 96 nei, v' 
äy llk(u aovv Tä xöpTa, 1 -yvvaixa aTÖ nXät Gov ßäv äx-115a 
Toü rjkiol) vä ßyCi. Kai näXi Biz XaTpEYEA TTj Yvva1Ka Kai 
9ä TTjv nÄaynäatt nävov ßTä xöpTa Ka6thc rcov ETäx0T . 
Kai 
96 XäßovvF Tä övutpa EKÖiKTT6? 1, Kai 96 ßnEipovvE yEVEF; 
nT u1) ai thvV Tcýv a1 tvcov 1160 
159 John 5.30. 
160 Apart from the Biblical echoes discussed below, this passage also resumes motif, in 
ToYyý, rv 
Palamas' Aa Kaoyoc: the Gypsy's mating with the 1pötKoattIO which will 
eventually produce the ßtEpvonoct&t (the Superman), and that of Tearless (ttatptöcpXr 
toi YFvou; ) with Laughterless (see pp. 66,73). 
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The `last of men' cannot but remind us of the first of men. Adam: but what 
Elytis almost certainly alludes to here is a Pauline text which bringt 
together Christ and Adam in the doctrine of the Last or Second Adalll. 
Paul's subject is `the resurrection of the dead': 
of tw Kai yE^ypantat" Ey vETO ö np&roS 0tv9poMnoS '. ßbäµ Ei 
y, oX1 v ýcýßav- o EßxaToc 'ASäµ EiS nvEüµa ýcoonotoüv- äXA' 
ov npct)TOV ro, nvEWaTtKov, äÄXä To, VVX KÖV, Eic to TO 
nv¬u tcxnKöv. ö npOOTOS ävOpfflOS Ex '(AS xotKÖS, 0 &üTFpoý 
ävOpwnoS o Kvptog cý ovpavov. 161 
For Elytis there is no distinction between the 'physical' (yfvxtxö; ) and the 
'spiritual' (7tvEVµanKoq). His 'last of men', who is also, the context 
suggests, ö I1ouyrij, is associated with the 'physical' and the 'earth': he 
lays the woman on the earth, or, rather, on the grass that grows from it. 
And yet he usurps the role of the Creator (the ambiguity of Iloti1uj; is 
very much in evidence here), for both the growth of the grass and the 
emergence of the woman are the consequences of his 'first word' (in 
Genesis God's first word is 'yEvfO1 to ). 162 The coupling of the 'last of men' 
with the woman takes places 'as had been ordained'. This is probably an 
allusion to God's command to the first man and the first woman, 'Be 
fruitful and multiply and fill the earth' 163 for Elytis' second Adam and 
Eve 'will sow generations unto the ages of ages'. The last phrase is a 
liturgical coda which concludes the common doxology and many other 
prayers. In a shorter form it has its place in the second Creation narrative. 
After the Fall, God expels Adam from paradise 'lest he [... ] take also of 
161 I Corinthians 15.45-7. 
622 Genesis 1.3. 
163 Genesis 1.28. 
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the tree of life and live for ever' (E1; Töv aichv(X). 164 In the light of this. 
the sowing of generations `unto the ages of ages' appears like an act of 
defiance in which man achieves a kind of immortality. 
The liturgical coda derives from such NT texts as Ephesians 3.21. 
where Paul combines it with F-dc icäßaS 'rag yFvF(x;, perhaps echoing the 
ending of Psalm 44(45), which appears to be the text which prompted 
Elytis to combine `generations' with unto the ages of ages'. The Psalm is 
not in praise of God; but is a `love song' or ßb71 üntp Toü d yanrItoü 
(v. 1) addressed to a king (v. 2(1)). It speaks of his descendants (ävTt t6 v 
naTF-p(J)v ßov E'y£vT Or c av of vioi aov, (v. 17(16)), and concludes 
(v. 18(17)): 
µvfl e1' aoµat toi) övöp wro; aov Ev näß1 yEvF-q Kai yEv¬ä- 
btä TovTo A, aoi ýýoµoAoyij ovtai Got 6; r6v aiwva Tou 
I OCt(I)vo;. 
The Orthodox Church evidently treats this Psalm as an allegory addressed 
to Christ, since it is appointed for Prime at Christmas. ' 65 This is the 
context in which Elytis may have come across it in the Synekdeinos, and 
thus, though its original OT context is secular, Elytis' secular use of it 
could be considered appropriative. 
The apocalyptic tone of the Sixth Reading is resumed in the Ode that 
follows. Though the metre of Ode xii is that of the first Ode of the 
Akathistos Canon (and to a limited extent Elytis imitates the language of the 
metrical model), ' 66 the conceptual background of Elytis' Ode is the 
Apocalypse. The first clear indication of this comes in the third stanza, 
164 Genesis 3.2121. 
165 A phrase from Psalm 44.3 (45.2), thpaio; KdWI Itapä toük-: viov; twv 
ävOpthircov is applied, slightly modified, to Christ in the Good Friday Encomia (see p. 48 
n. 32) 
166 See p. 296. 
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where the narrator speaks of burying his 'secret dead' and adds (68: 11-12). 
Kai rÖ Aiipo TÖ ,X pv6Ö Thv 7rpo&p£v(Ov' 
'Aa rEpwv ToS Ko '' ß(Ivc lt£Qo vvo rq v dßvao o. 
The falling of stars is part of the tradition of Judaeo-Christian 
apocalyptic, 167 but the motif is probably most familiar from the 
Apocalypse itself: 
of ä rr pES to. () ovpavoü Eiaav FlS ZIv -yfjv. 168 
The fifth stanza of Ode xii begins (68: 17), 
I'vµvcvvw rä arr79rI , uov $ý ical ýairo. tvovvral Of ävEµol. 
alluding to the angels of the Apocalypse who, for a time, hold back the 
winds of destruction: 
dSov TEßaapaS äyyE? ouS EaT6)tc S hni täS tEaßapa; ywvia; 
tf g yf g, KpaTOÜVTaS TouS TEaßapaS avEµoug Tf1S yflS. 
These are the angels who `had been given the power to harm earth and sea', 
but were told not to exercise their power 'till we have sealed the servants 
of our God on their foreheads. The 144,000 of the 'sealed' who are now 
listed (12,000 from each of the twelve tribes of Israel) seem to be the same 
as 'the great multitude which no man could number [... j clothed in white 
robes with palm branches in their hands'. 169 Elytis has his own version of 
the redeemed, who do not carry palm branches but, by implication, a 
sword made of flowers (68: 15-16): 
167 See Daniel 8.10, II Esdras 5.5. Matthew 24.29. 
168 Revelation 6.13 (see also 8.10.9.1). 
169 Revelation 7.1-9. 
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K1 (Xir6 yloÜA. 1a Kati Vapua ' aovs ro Kai vot pl0 
Maxaipi Erolpä ýW irov apuo El Brot) "Hp(i . 
The redeemed of the Apocalypse are described in terms suggestive of 
heroes: they are those who have survived the great tribulation'. of 
ýpxöw vot jx iýS 6kiyr&oc iýS N y(X '7o 
The Apocalypse ends with the appearance of 'a new heaven and a 
new earth' and the `new Jerusalem', whose description alludes to that of the 
Garden of Eden in Genesis. ' 7' Elytis' Ode also ends with the reappearance 
of paradise, but its location and the means by which it is achieved are quite 
different from those of the Apocalypse. It is one of the nlan\- 
inconsistencies of the Apocalypse that the four angels who held back the 
winds are never referred to again, and the winds are never, apparently. 
released. (The destruction of the earth does follow, but it is accomplished 
by other angels with other powers. ) Elytis' narrator `bare[s] [his] breast 
and the winds are unleashed', but these are not winds of destruction: they 
sweep up the debris of earlier destruction (`ruins and destroyed souls') and 
`cleanse the earth of dense clouds' to reveal paradise: va' gavovv tä 
Atßäbta th flävtEpirva (68: 17-20). 172 
In Elytis' vision the earth is not destroyed, no new earth is created. 
The Elysian Fields are revealed here in this world'. Moreover, his is an 
apocalypse without God. It is the narrator who unleashes the cleansing 
winds and is thus responsible for the appearance of paradise; it is the 
narrator who prepares the new weapons fit for Heroes which are, in effect, 
the narrator's own weapons, the weapons of the Poet: and it is the narrator 
whose words, in the first line of Ode xii (68: 1), cause the sea to rejoice. 
In Psalms XVII and XVIII, which conclude «Tä 1-160, q», we find 
Revelation 7.14. 
171 Revelation 21.1-2.22.1-5. 
172 Compare the impovrna IloXt TEia of Palamas (Moyý'pa (see pp. 65-6.71-3). 
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what are perhaps the most obvious appropriations by the narrator of 
elements of language which, in their original contexts, belong to Christ. No 
reader at all familiar with the Christian tradition could fail to notice the 
narrator's application to himself of the `Hosanna' of the Entry into 
Jerusalem in Psalm XVII, or his imitation of a Beatitude in Psalm XVIII. 
These are, however, only parts of a complex web of allusions in these two 
Psalms. 
The opening line of Psalm XVII (69: 1). 
YE XQPA µaxpw xai äVaµäputT T(J)pa nopEüoµat, 
is repeated later (69: 26) and, with the substitution of dpvtIS(otr for 
dvaµdpirii, twice in Psalm XVIII (70: 1,19). The repetition draws 
attention to a line which in general terms is reminiscent of many of Jesus' 
statements in the Johannine Farewell Discourses and in particular of 
expressions employing the same verb, such as the following: 
rzopEuoµat ETOiµaßat 'ronov vµiv. 
y(l) npöS Töv itatEpa µov nopEÜOµat. 
näAty 0111 pt toy xöaµov Kai nopEvoµaR itpOS töv 
rtatEpa. 173 
In what is essentially the same context (Jesus' departure from the world) 
Acts uses the same verb to refer to the Ascension: 
Ei; rev ovpavöv nopFVo thvo u aüTOÜ. 174 
This and the second of the three quotations from John are reflected in 
Elytis' word order: an adverbial phrase of place preceding the verb. An 
173 John 14.2.14.12 (compare 14.28), 16.28. 
174 Acts 1.10 (see also 1.11). 
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intentional allusion to Christ's Ascension or departure from the world 
seems highly probable here- Elytis substituting his 'distant and 
sinless/unwrinkled country' for the NT `heaven'- particularly after the 
appropriation of the Ascension in Psalm XII. 
The `Hosanna' is embedded in a passage containing multiple Biblical 
and liturgical allusions (69: 9-17): 
Mr'yäX, a 91)aT1jpta ß nw Kai napa8oýa : 
Kp1 vT Thv Kpü1tt 'rý; `EXv%. 
Tpiatva µE ö 4Ivl ro' ßßµä8i Tov E-ravpoü. 
IIAA71 4UKIj to ävößto avpµaTÖitX-yµa. 
"OOE µZ &U Oa Upäaw. 
Tä A, öyta not µE npöbc av KaI Tä pani1 11 ßµaTa ExovtaS 
yivEt µvp-n g Kai 4otvucOKXapa : 
`S2aavvä arlµaivov-rag 0 EpxöJEVOS 
Galani offers five potential liturgical sources for the initial line above. The 
first of these, from a canon of Kosmas, is so close that the others may be 
ignored: 
Mu 'ri ptov ýFvov öpw Kai napä oýov. 15 
The canon in question is the canon for Orthros on Christmas day and Elytis 
could easily have found it in the Synekdemos. Besides, the first four of the 
lines from Psalm XVII just quoted are a syntactically accurate parody of 
the heirmos of Ode 9 of this Canon. The lineation below is simply intended 
to make the parallel clearer: 
MUaT1rptoV EEVOV Öpt Kat napäSoýov- 
oüpavöv To, ORTIxatov- 
Opövov XEpovßtxöv tTjv napOEVOV" 
T1 Iv 4 khlly X(t)ptov' 
iv cis ävaKAlOl 0 äXcoprlzoq, Xpt6TÖS 6 O£ÖS [... ]. 
17 Galani 1988: 212-13: so too Mitsakis (1982: 296). 
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In each case the statement 'I see mysteries/a mystery' is followed by 
nominal clauses of the accusative and infinitive type (in apposition to 
µlianlpta/gwyvlptov), from which the copula Etvat is omitted. In each 
of the first two the complement (without article) is followed by the subject 
(with article). Elytis keeps this order for the third, while in the Canon it is 
reversed. The third statement is followed in each case by an adjectival 
clause modifying its complement, and it is here that Elytis achieves, with 
great subtlety, the displacement of Christ by the narrator. In place of 'a 
container in which the uncontainable, Christ the God, was laid' we find 
'gates [. .. ] whence I with glory shall pass'. The effect may have been 
hitherto unnoticed because it depends on the recognition of the parody of 
the Christmas Canon. ' 76 
In these lines Elytis substitutes his own 'mysteries' for those which 
Kosmas sees in the Nativity. Among these is the 'the sign of the Cross' 
identified with 'a Trident with a dolphin'. Here is another subtle 
displacement of Christ by the narrator, mediated this time by an 
intratextual allusion, for in Psalm XII the narrator calls the Trident with 
the dolphin `the sign which I myself truly am' (55: 30). 
The reference to the `gates' through which the narrator `will pass 
with glory' takes the displacement of Christ further, and brings us close to 
the 'Hosanna'. Elytis is alluding to Psalm 23(24). 7, traditionally associated 
with the Entry into Jerusalem: 
äpaTF, nüA, aq, of äpxovTES üµ(I)v, KUI EnäpOT tE, tuXat 
aicJivioi, xai Fia0 üaEtat 0 ßaßtXüc 'Lfg öö T. 
The `king of glory' is `the Lord mighty in battle [... ) the Lord of 
176 Galani, who identifies the source, seems not to have noticed the broader affinity of the 
two texts. 
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hosts', 177 that is, for the Psalmist. the God of Israel, and in the Christian 
tradition, Christ. The appropriation of the `glory' of Christ reinforces the 
displacement of Christ already implicit in the substitution. in terms of the 
parodic structure, of öOE µ£ 86; (x 8ä ItEpä o for a reference to the 
Christchild. But the phrase µ. E bö (x Oct npäaa) itself is an appropriation 
of almost staggering arrogance and directness. These are, essentially. the 
words of God at one of the high points of the OT. In a passage where the 
Septuagint differs substantially from the Hebrew texts on which the A '' and 
RSV are based, Moses says to God, E t4dvtßöv got 6¬UV töv , and God 
replies, 
Eýyd napE? üaop al npötEpög (YOU Týj Söýrj toi. 78 
Elytis simply condenses and modernizes, retaining the tell-tale future tense, 
which is rather unexpected in the context of his Psalm XVII. ' 79 Thus, in 
the middle of a complex appropriation of many linguistic elements 
denoting God the Son, the narrator appropriates the words of God the 
Father for good measure. 
The displacement of Christ becomes more obvious in what follows. 
'The words that betrayed me' allude to the Betrayal of Jesus by Judas, and 
perhaps also to Peter's Denial, and more generally to the desertion of Jesus 
by all the disciples. ' 8° The reference to pant 6µaza involves a more 
specific allusion to Christ's Passion. The word is used by John to describe 
177 psalm 3(24). 8-10. 
178 Exodus 33.18-19. 
179 Otherwise only occurring in a subsequent variant: "Oitou ct yvoq 96 n¬pnati o 
(69: 22) which probably also echoes Revelation 3.4, where Christ says of 'those who have 
not soiled their garments' pitarrTjaouat tET' i pof) iv XEuKoig, Oki c toi eiaty. 
(On Elytis' probable awareness of cognates of äýtöv an in the Apocalvp c sec pp. 357- 
9. ) 
180 Elytis' variant, Tä Säxpva nob pc npö&, aav (69: 23) suggests Peter, who. 
recalling Christ's prophecy of the Denial, ýKXav(E 1ttxpc (Matthew 26.7.5). 
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Christ's treatment first by an officer of the high priest and later by Pilate' " 
soldiers (E& ovv avt pamßµata ). 's' Only John specifies the kind of 
branches with which the people of Jerusalem greeted Jesus: EXaßov t(Baia 
i6)v 001vixcOv. 82 Elytis' phrase, µvpn ; Kai 001vtK0K?. xp(r. 
specifying two kinds of branches, has liturgical counterparts such as I3ui w 
Kai KW(ov and Kß, ä ouS Eý, ait0v [... ] Kai ßai a. While 
0OtVLK0KA apa is equivalent to ßaia T(öV 001VL Kwv, or even to ßai a 
alone (meaning `palm fronds'), µvpnhS belongs to the symbolism of AE. I" 
The reference to palms is followed by the 'Hosanna' associated with 
them in John. Elytis' syntactically ambiguous line, ` S2 6avvä 
ßiµaivov'taS ö EpxöµEVOS, condenses the words with which the people 
of Jerusalem are said to have welcomed Jesus as Messiah: 
cýßavvä, F, vXonµhvoq ö Epxö tEvog iv övöµa n Kvpiov, ö 
ßaat üS Tov 'Iapai X. 185 
But in a curious temporal reversal, typical of Elytis' approach to Biblical 
material (he has no desire to create systematic analogies), these elements of 
Christ's Passion have 'become' the palms of Palm Sunday. Despite the 
difficulty of construing Elytis' line, it is clear that ö Epxö t voc denotes 
the narrator, the 'I' who 'will pass' through the 'gates'. 
The appropriation of words and roles which belong to Christ is 
continued in Psalm XVIII. Having clearly taken the place of Christ in the 
previous Psalm, the narrator now speaks of his followers and those who 
I`IJohn 18.22,19.3. 
182 John 12.13. Mark 11.8 has only atot 3ä&&a and Matthew 21.8 KXöcöOUC äitö ttv 
&vöpwv. while Luke is silent on this matter. 
183 Both occur in the fourth idiomelon in Orthros for Palm Sunday. 
184 See AE 20: 8,44: 4.64: 10,69: 15.70: 5.87: 17, and especially 46: 1 where the myrtle is 
associated with glory and with the liturgically derived phrase Tf ý: StKatoßvAvrl 
tjAtF 
vouuth (see Galani 1989: 171-3). 
185 John 12.13. 
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worship him. In lines 2-3 he says that the 'azure girls' and the 'little stone 
horses' (images characteristic of ö Kougoc 6 ttxpoq, 6 µhyaz) follow 
him (70: 2-3), and then (70: 5-7) that 
revE S µupTtöcc µ' ävayvcopicouv 
änö TOTE nov ETpEp a YTÖ TE µ1tXo To' vcpov, 
(X yto;, äyto;, gwväcovtaS. 
The word sequence, y£v£ES t' ävayvwpicouv ältö TÖTE, suggests an 
allusion to the Magnificat: 
ibov yäp än0, ýaý vvv µaxaptovßi µE näßat ai yývcai. 86 
But, whereas in the Magnificat Mary continues, 
OTl E1tO1T F- riot µEy& a0 BvvaTÖS xai äYtov tO övoµa 
aÜ'LOÜ, 187 
in Elytis it is the speaker, the narrator himself, to whom the word äcyto; is 
applied. The expression, äyto;, äytoS, OwväcovtaS points, however, 
much more clearly to the words which, in Isaiah's vision of God, the 
Seraphim FKeKpayEv (compare Elytis' Owv4ovT(xS): 
iytoS, äýnoS, äytog Küpto; aaßa6)9, nXi pilg näßa il -yf Tip; 
böýac a nov. ' 88 
Or, perhaps even more pertinently, to the adaptation of these words for the 
four living creatures' around the throne of God in the Apocalypse (note 
here again the expression o EpXopivog): 
f0 rr tr r, 
aynog, ayno;, ayto; Kupto; o OFOS 
6 
lcavtoKpatcop, 0 rev Kat 
186 Luke 1.48. 
187 Luke 1.49. 
188 Isaiah 6.3. 
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The narrator has in effect proclaimed himself the object of worship: and 
that worship is to be expresssed in terms characteristic of the worship 
which in the Christian tradition supernatural beings direct towards God. 
The connection with the Apocalypse appears stronger when one 
recalls that the `azure girls' and the `little stone horses' who follow the 
narrator have iöv ipoxißxo toi ijA, tov aTo' n?, aTÜ µhtwiro (70: 4). 
The redeemed of the Apocalypse who worship the Lamb have TO' öv'uµa 
avTOV Eiti Tciv µETthic W avTov, and for them (according to the verse 
immediately following) there is `no need of lamp or light of sun (Owtö 
t1Xiov) for God illumines them'. 190 
A more transparent allusion to Christ follows in Psalm XVIII, but it 
is not immediately clear that it is also connected with the narrator (70: 8- 
11): 
`O vtKTjaavTaS rov "Abii mit To'v "Epcota ßcix avTaS, 
a&rög o TIpi-yKinaS rCov Kptvwv Vivat. 
Kt änö KEivcg näXt Ti; nvokS tf S Kprjt g, 
µtä 6tnYµ1 ccxypaotcöµoov. 
Despite the archaic flavour of the curious aorist participles with the 
indeclinable ending of the modern present participle, the first of these lines 
does not appear to be a direct adaptation of any liturgical text. There Call 
be little doubt, though, that what Elytis means to evoke is Christ's victory, 
over Hades and the salvation of Adam, which, in liturgical texts. are 
frequently associated with the Descent into Hell, as in the Good Friday 
Encomia, First Stasis, No. 25: 
189 Revelation 4.8 (cited by Lignadis. 1989: 239). See pp. 357-9 for further allusions in 
Psalm XVIII to the heavenly worship of the Apocalypse. 
190 Revelation 22.4-5 (my translation): see also 7.3.9.4 and 14.1. 
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'Eiti yf g KC(T j OE;, Iva ßth it Kai Ev -ii µßj Fi, PrIKci 
TovTOV, SeanoTa, µtxpig äöov KatEXl! jXuOag ': r1zwv 
The substitution of Eros for Adam is at once paganizing and erotic i/in- g. 
and in the next line Elytis equates the conqueror of Hades with the pagan 
image of the `Prince of Lilies'. But in this image (the well known Minoan 
fresco from Knossos) the narrator sees himself depicted 
(co ypaRtcöµouv). Thus, through the intermediate term of the 'Prince of 
Lilies', he has appropriated once again the functions of Christ, this time als 
conqueror of Hades and saviour of Adam/Eros. 191 
After the narrator's repeated appropriations of Christ in this and the 
previous Psalm, he now proceeds to imitate the form of a number of 
Christ's utterances (70: 13-18): 
ETÖv th 3 cni1 twpa To iSa Oi vobq poi) Nopouc 
OXti WO xai EµntßTevoµat. 
Maxäptot, ? yco, 01 8uvoto1 7toü ä7Eoxpu1rto'ypa4ovvE to 
"AantXo. 
Ft' aütwv r& Sövrta 71 pöya noü µE9ä, 
ß26v ljoatYTEic)v to GTI 00g Kai aTÖ KXf µa Twv nap9Evwv. 
'ISoü äS äKoXou9YjßouvW Tä ßrjµatä µou ! 
The lines beginning Maxäptot, obviously approximate the formula of the 
Beatitudes. and in particular the variant form of the first and eighth in 
Matthew's version: 
µaxäpIOt 01 irto of tc nvFüµazt, ött avtwv Fativv, ij 
191 When Av röS of «H r vEßtc» reappears in «Tö to, aattxöv», he too is associated 
with the defeat of Hades (8.3: 14). He is hailed as Ilotr trjk (83: 3), clearly both 'Creator' 
and 'Poet': structually paired with the female figure to whom Elv tis' XatpFtta toi are 
addressed (76: 17-77: 10; compare 83: 5-18). Avtöc displaces Christ as she displace' the 
Panagia, but he transcends Christian dualism being both 'Death' and 'Life' (83: 5:. 
Compare 70: 20-21. where 'Life' is the gift of 'Death*). 
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ßaatia Tcöv oüpavwv. 
µaxäptot O. SEStcryµ£vot EVEKEV Stxatocy VTI;, ön avtwv 
EßTIv i ßarn is Twv ovpavdv. 192 
However, Elytis' `Blessed [are] the strong [or powerful]' clearly challenges 
the spirit of Jesus' sayings, which celebrate 'the meek' 193 as well as the 
poor in spirit' and `those who are persecuted'. The values of the Beatitudes 
are challenged not only by the celebration of 'the strong', but also by the 
substitution of erotic images for `the kingdom of heaven', or the various 
heavenly rewards of the other Beatitudes (compare the earlier substitution 
of Eros for Adam). 
Though not derived from the Beatitudes, Elytis' parenthetic A, F-yw 
points to a characteristic of Jesus' speech in all four Gospels. Innumerable 
sayings are prefaced by the words E'yth SE Xyw vµiv or one of several 
variants. This phrase, together with the variants äµiv Tyco yap vµiv and 
Eýyco yap vµiv, occurs in a passage closely following the Beatitudes in 
which Jesus reviews, refines and, in some cases contradicts, elements of the 
Mosaic Law. 194 The repeated formula, 'You have heard that it was said 
[... J But I say to you', followed by a reformulation of the law or 
commandment in question, might be linked to Elytis' procedure in 
imitating the form of the Beatitudes while challenging their substance. 
The preface to Jesus' refining of Mosaic Law is reworked by Elytis 
in reference to the narrator's 'true Laws'. Jesus says, 
Mi vojtIaT tE öTt i XOov KaTaA1 aat Töv vöµov" O UK i XOov 
KaTaXüaat äß. Xä ItXljpcihaat. 
Matthew 5.3.10. 
193 Matthew 5.5. 
194 Matthew 5.17-48. 
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The narrator speaks of entrusting his Laws, like corpses, to the destructive 
power of lime, and yet he refers to them as 'true'. reflecting the 
paradoxical aspect of Jesus' discourse which reaffirms the Mosaic Laws 
while demonstrating their inadequacy. 
A final imitative gesture is evident in the expression 6z 
äKo2 ouOT ovvE iä ßrjµaiä toi, recalling Jesus' repeated command 
&KOAO1. Oft tot , 195 or more precisely the third-person imperative of the 
saying, 
a rt; 8E? 6ntao) poi) EXOEiv, änapvT YdcTO(t) F-avzöv Kai 
äpäico Töv GTavpöv avTOV Kai äxoXouOEitw µot. 196 
The introductory 'Ibov (before Elytis' äS äKoXouOrj(YouvE) is, in 
the Gospels, more a characteristic of the Evangelists' narrative style than of 
the sayings of Jesus; and certainly it plays no part in the Sermon on the 
Mount which Psalm XVIII clearly has in its sights. It takes the reader back, 
rather, to the highly appropriative 'ISoü Eyw with which «Tä IIäOr » 
opens. Though doubt might remain about Elytis' awareness of '18ol') F-76') as 
the hallmark of divine utterance in the Septuagint, there can be no doubt 
that his appropriation to the narrator in Psalm XVIII of various 
characteristics of Jesus' sayings was conscious and deliberate, associated as 
these appropriations are with the unmistakable assumption of the place of 
Jesus in the triumphal Entry into Jerusalem and in his departure from the 
world, and of Jesus' role as conqueror of Hades and Saviour. 
After 'Let them follow in my footsteps', the opening line about the 
`far country' is repeated, and with the verb 7topct o icu the narrator's self- 
presentation in AE ends. The remaining eight lines of Psalm XVIII and the 
whole of «To' DoýaßttKöv» are devoid of the first person singular. 
195 Matthew 9.9. also twice in Mark, three times in Luke and once in John. 
196 Matthew 16.24. Compare Mark 8.34. Luke 9.23 and John 12.26. 
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Nevertheless, the theme of the displacement of Christ by the narrator is not 
quite exhausted, though the remaining examples of it are, necessarily, more 
indirect. 197 
The last line of «Tä rläOr» (70: 27), 
A-----ION EETI to Ttµvjµa, 
must be understood to refer primarily to the price paid by the narrator 
through the sufferings (n(X'9) he has endured and now recounted, and 
secondarily, perhaps, to the sufferings of the Greek people (the secondary 
theme of «Tä 11(x'9T»). In this line, however, Elytis condenses a verse 
from the Apocalypse in which Christ's death is seen as a price paid to 
ransom mankind. An angel has asked, 
Tt,; ä töS EaTty ävo cxt Tö ßtßA, iov [... 1; 
But no one in heaven or on earth' is 'found worthy to open the scroll'. 
Then the Lamb appears, 'standing as though it had been slain', and the 
'tour living creatures' and the `twenty-four elders' who are around the 
throne of God now 'sing a new song, saying, 
czt, tog Ei A, a4Eiv TO' ßt f3Xiov xai ävoiýat täS a4paryISaý 
aüTOV, ött EßOä'yrjS xai T'IYOP(X(; (X(Z Tc OEw ýjµäý ýv t 
ce i 
atµaTI aov. 
A chorus of angels then takes up the strain, singing 
"Aýiöv EaTl Tö äpviov. ' 98 
Given the many forceful appropriations by which the narrator displaces 
197 In addition to the instances discussed below, a final displacement of Christ by Avtö ;. 
the narrator's alter ego) occurs in «To Doýaßttxöv» (see p. 354 n. 191). 
198 Revelation 5.2-12. 
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Christ in «Tä IIä97j», and particularly in Psalms XVII and XVIII. there 
seems no need for hesitation in proposing that in the line "Aýtov Cart TO' 
t4t'9µa Elytis alludes to this passage from the Apocalypse, effectively 
equating the sufferings of the narrator (the 'price' paid in «Ta FldOri ) 
with the sacrificial death of Christ as registered on the cosmic scale of the 
Apocalypse. Indeed, what more appropriate way to conclude The Passion'"! 
The phrases äýto; Ei and äýtov kßn from the Apocalypse cited 
above, together with äýto; Et, Kvptu from the same context, 199 constitute 
the only NT uses of äýto; as a term of praise addressed to Christ or God 
the Father. This passage from the Apocalypse must be the origin of all later 
usages of the phrase äýtov Eßn as an expression of praise, as in the two 
liturgical texts whose relation to the title of the poem was discussed in 
§4.2.2(x) The phrase äýtov kßn first occurs in the poem in the last line of 
Tä [160r1>> where, as I have shown, it is connected with the Apocalypse. 
It is, therefore, at least conceivable that Elytis first became aware of the 
poetic possibilities of this phrase through his reading of the Apocalypse 
rather than the liturgical texts of the Svnekdernos. 20' 
«To AoýaaTtxöv» has been discussed in relation to the Benedicite 
in terms of its substitution of all the elements of this world' for God as the 
object of praise. 202 "Aýtov kßn is the key phrase through which this 
praise of the world is articulated. When this phrase is related to its origin 
in the Apocalypse, the case for interpreting the strategy of «To 
Do4aßttxöv» as the substitution of the phenomenal world for the God of 
Christianity is strengthened, for the linguistic appropriation in <<TO' 
Aoýaa, rwov» is seen to encompass not only the OT "Song of the Three 
199 Revelation 4.11. 
200 See pp. 279-80. 
201 Elytis' keen interest in the Apocalypse is shown by his publication (1985a) of a 
translation of it. 
202 See pp. 290-93. 
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Holy Children' but also the very core of the Christian vision of ultimate 
reality. The praise of Christ as the Lamb of the Apocalypse (ä-töv Fßfl 
TO äpviov) is a prelude to the opening of the seven seals, the consequent 
unleashing of forces that destroy the earth, the final triumph over Death 
and Hades, and the appearance of a new heaven and a new earth. All of this 
is effectively abolished in «To' Doýwynxöv» and replaced with a vision Of 




The challenge to the Bible implicit in the opening words of AE 
becomes increasingly evident as the poem develops. It is not the Bible alone 
which Elytis challenges, but along with it the whole body of Orthodox 
liturgical texts. The title of the poem, the titles of its three main constituent 
parts, and the division of the central part into 'Psalms', 'Odes' and 
'Readings' all announce the poem's relation to the Orthodox tradition. 
Elytis appropriates the names of Biblical and liturgical texts and `'genres, 
imitates the structure of an Orthodox service in «Tä Aä91 », Biblical style 
in the Readings, and liturgical metrics in his Odes, but even as he does so 
he contests both Christian belief and Christian morality. The contestation 
is, it is true, largely indirect, made explicit only in the call to replace the 
Cross by the narrator's own symbol, the condemnation of the Church's 
morality in the Sixth Reading, and the narrator's 'revolt against God' in 
Psalms XV and XVI and Ode iv. The 'God' in question has a distinctly OT 
character, and neither the Panagia nor Christ is anywhere the subject of the 
poem. Christianity is challenged partly through its virtual exclusion from 
the subject matter of a poem which makes such extensive use of Christian 
language. Biblical and liturgical language that in its original context refers 
to Christ is extensively appropriated: to the Greek people, to Lefteris, and 
above all to the narrator himself and his alter ego, AvTo;. In appropriating 
the ascended majesty of Christ, his glory and his authority in 
commandment and judgement, Elytis takes the displacement of Christ by 
the poet beyond anything attempted- though perhaps not beyond anything 




In the Introduction I indicated that the three phases which Eliot 
discerned in the relation of the English novel to the Christian faith might 
also be applied to modern Greek poetry. My sug`gestion was that the work 
of Palamas and Sikelianos belonged to the second phase, in which the faith 
is no longer taken for granted but contested-, that of Elytis to the third, in 
which, in Eliot's terms, Christianity is regarded as an anachronism. Foº- 
Palamas and Sikelianos, even though they reject Christian doctrine, 
Christianity remains a living source of poetic ideas-, while for Elytis it is 
simply a vein, however rich a vein, of poetic language. 
For Palamas, as for the young Sikelianos, Christ serves as the 
embodiment of ideal beauty. Sikelianos' poetry still speaks of, and to, 
divinities in the language of praise and devotion; and, though the divinities 
of his imagination are essentially pagan, he assimilates the Panagia to his 
universal goddess, who is also Mother Nature, and Christ to Dionysus 
(arguably the key figure in the works of Sikelianos), while Baptism and 
Communion serve as metaphors for his poetry. In Elytis' Tö "A iov 'Ear 
there is a `revolt' against an implacable OT God, but no positive presence 
of the sacraments, sacred figures or sacred narratives of Christianity: and 
the appropriated elements of Biblical and liturgical texts are transposed 
into contexts more remote from Christianity than is generally the case with 
his predecessors. Elytis is, we might say, merely salvaging items of value- 
architectonics, metrics, metaphors- from the ruins of Christianity. 
plundering the tomb of a dead God. 
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What all three poets seize on, above all, is the poetry of the 
ecclesiastical texts: metaphorical and sonorous language, the powerful 
narratives of suffering and glory. Where doctrine, and particularly moral 
doctrine, appears in the poetry it is usually because the poet contests it. 
I propose now to review the various ways in which these three poets, 
more or less systematically, contest the beliefs and values of Christianity 
even as they pervasively appropriate its language; and then to indicate how, 
as one moves from Palamas through Sikelianos to Elytis, the contestation of 
beliefs and values becomes secondary, displaced by a contest (or 'agora' in 
Bloom's terms) between the poet's work and the sacred texts, on the one 
hand, and, on the other, between the poetic ego and the sacred personae. 
In Palamas I noted a relative lack of interest in the figure of Christ 
and a tendency to focus on the Virgin Mary and other female figures of the 
Gospels. Palamas' adaptations of liturgical characterizations of the Virgin 
show a systematic distortion, through which incarnational reference of the 
imagery is removed or obscured, divorcing the Virgin from her role in the 
Christian economia, the basis of her exalted position in the Orthodox 
I J. tradition. Taking the liturgical expression F'-)c ßoü il Spoao; äntouxEE, 
for example (where (To f) denotes the Virgin and i bpooog Christ), 
Palamas has the emperor of the 0, , oyEpa address the Virgin 
herself as 
Opoatä, declaring her to be the one who overcomes the heat of paganism 
(p. 93). As an independent, goddess-like figure she becomes for Palamas a 
more appropriate counterpart to Athena, whose place she has taken in the 
Parthenon. Yet she remains recognizably and unquestionably the Panagia. 
worshipped by a Christian emperor who celebrates her victory over 
paganism. I have shown that, contrary to what has often been supposed, the 
Pilo ye pa proposes no fusion of the Panagia with Athena (let alone 
Aphrodite), but instead sees them as diametrically opposed, representing 
two incompatible value systems. 
The conflict between the values of ancient Greece and Christianity 
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was evidently very much alive for Palamas. and is dramatited in the 
OAoyEpa. The emperor represents the tradition of Christian nationalism 
inherited from Byzantium, while the Flute and other voices represent the 
ancient world, attacking the Panagia for the very things for which the 
emperor praises her: the defeat of paganism and the Christianization of the 
Parthenon. 
It is in connection with the Parthenon that the linguistic tension in the 
poem is at its highest. The flute characterizes the ancient world destroyed 
by the Panagia in terms of `treasure stores of power, of joy, and art, and 
wisdom', clearly alluding to the words in which the Panagia herself is 
celebrated in the Akathistos Hymn (p. 111). Employing a similar metaphor 
the Flute calls the Parthenon itself Toü KaOäptou öO g6aupöS. echoing 
the phrase äyvEI aS 6i6aü plaµa addressed to the Panagia in the 
Akathistos Canon- and this in a passage which decries the disfigurement 
of the Parthenon by the `blind eye and coarse hand of the Nazarene' 
(pp. 100-101,113-14). 
There is no such conflict of cultures for Sikelianos, who, by contrast, 
explicitly identifies the Panagia with more than one ancient goddess. While 
the Panagia is the principal focus of Sikelianos' engagement with Christian 
material in such poems as `H Iuva Srlorl rr Ili arq , 
Mrj rqp OEOÜ and 
17ä6, Za roiv `EAA tj vwv, the balance is redressed by the early poems on 
Christ and some important later poems such as « Otovu6o; Eni ?d Kv(p - 
and « "Aypaoov», for Christ too is assimilated to the deities of ancient 
Greece. Through his all-pervasive syncretism, Sikelianos attempts to bridge 
the gap between the classical and Christian heritages: but the attempt 
involves a distortion: sweeping up Christianity into his Orphic and 
Dionysiac visions of the Greek soul, Sikelianos ignores, denies or blatantly 
rewrites those elements of Christianity which do not fit his vision. most 
notably the Crucifixion. 
Sikelianos' failure to complete Hda a rovv `E, Urjvwv is surely 
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indicative of the problematic nature of his project. He recounts at great 
length the early life of the Panagia, up to the time when she is about to give 
birth, but there is not a word about the Nativity itself. Beyond that he 
writes only about the childhood of Jesus and two incidents from the 
Ministry, both involving Jesus' relations with women. As it stands, TIci Xa 
rcvv `EAArlvwv could almost be said to be peripheral to Christianity. since 
it entirely avoids the central issues: the teaching of Christ, Incarnation and 
Redemption through the Passion and Resurrection. To know %%-hat 
Sikelianos might have made of these themes one must turn to other poems. 
Christ as teacher in «"AypaOov» is a species of poetic visionary: the new- 
born infant of «Otovu o; Ent XI xvcp» is 'my Dionysus and my Christ': 
and the 'crucified' in a number of poems is either Dionysus ('Bacchus') or 
a Titan. This broad-brush syncretistic approach would never have worked 
in the context of the close engagement with the Gospels which Sikelianos 
presumably had in mind for the unwritten parts of Ilaaxa tcvv 
`EU rjvwv. 
In the poem's treatment of the Panagia there are in fact only hints of 
syncretism. The boldest strokes are the introduction of apµatwtEvo, 
"Epc, (though his role is not entirely clear) and the related eroticization of 
the Annunciation as a mating of God with a mortal- never quite made 
explicit, but hinted at through allusions to the NT Nugolo; who comes in 
the night, and the OT God who passed close by Moses but would not reveal 
his face (pp.? 14-17). Otherwise, the main strategies of distortion are the 
evasion of specifically Jewish elements in the sources and the prominence 
given to the natural environment as the prime, almost the only, context of 
Mary's life once she is betrothed. 
The eroticization of the Annunciation and of the other Maries' 
relations to Jesus in «'IilßouS an Brj6avia» and «MaySaXrjvrj» is 
reminiscent of Palamas' eroticism in such poems as «OvyatEpE, -, tf ; 
2: t0)'v» . We may compare this to 
Elytis' use of Christian language in erotic 
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contexts and his inversion of the moral values of the Church, and note that 
all three poets show a distinct aversion to the Christian denigration of 
sexuality. And, though it is most explicit in Elytis (and Palamas sometimes 
equivocates), all three resist the Christian duality of matter and spirit, 
celebrating the world accessible to the senses and finding their supreme 
values embodied in it. 
Like Palamas, Sikelianos makes little of the Panagia's role as 
Theotokos, even in the poems entitled «Mdva toü Ftoü tov 
'AvOpc ou» and M77"j Trlp Oeoü. In Sikelianos the Panagia is either 
assimilated to the ancient deities, or to some wider, pantheistic concept of 
Mother Nature, or seen as an ideal image of woman in all her aspects. Only 
the last of these approaches is, broadly, within the Christian tradition. 
Sikelianos' appropriations of Christian language are usually 
associated with appropriations of the principal personae of Christianity, 
Christ and the Panagia, and their transposition into contexts foreign, and 
even inimical, to the Biblical and liturgical texts on which he draws. One 
sees some of this in Palamas' occasional syncretism, but, for the most part, 
he does less violence to Christianity because he has less use for it. It is not 
the life of Christ or of the Virgin, but Christianity in the historical context 
of Byzantium which provides much of the subject matter of both the 
PAoyEpa and the 4w8eicdA, oyoS : Christianity viewed, that is, through the 
beliefs and perceptions of the personae of these poems. The direct 
appropriation of Christ and other Biblical figures for the poet's own 
ideological or visionary purposes is less developed in Palamas than in 
Sikelianos, though there are important instances of this in «0aµä; » and 
(slightly less direct because mediated through the Gypsy) in the 
4w&&)cdAoyos. In « Owµäc» Christ becomes a metaphor for the 'highest 
beauty' of the poet's vision, and Christ's sufferings a metaphor for the 
poet's anguish when he cannot believe in the reality of his own vision 
(*2.6). The Gypsy's declaration that his passage causes the 'plant that saves' 
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to `blossom in the desert' implies, in terms of the verses of Isaiah to which 
it alludes, the assumption of divine functions (pp. 68-9 ), and thus anticipate:, 
the more explicit appropriations of this type in Sikelianos and Elv'tis. 
In Sikelianos' «Mäva Toi) I'toü Toü 'AvOpthirov» the poet subtly 
displaces Christ in an account of his own development which not only 
alludes to Luke's descriptions of the Christ-child growing In wisdom', but 
is carefully placed immediately after a paganized revision of the 
Annunciation. In MrjTip OEOV, somewhat less subtly, the poet, through 
appropriations of Paul's language of the general resurrection at the 
Parousia, puts himself again in the place of Christ: for it is to him that the 
dead come (pp. 192-5). Through the image of Christ as a fallen or wounded 
bird which the poet will raise to Helicon (pp. 136-7,189-91 ), Sikelianos 
makes the poet greater than Christ, the saviour of Christ, we might say. 
And his `Fifth Gospel' is intended to convey a greater truth than the first 
four, as already in his youth he claimed to know better than the Evangelist 
John what it was that flowed from the wound in Christ's side (pp. 157-9). 
When one turns to Elytis' use of Christian language in Tö "A to%' 
'E6ti, a significant difference from Sikelianos and Palamas is immediately 
apparent. Though allusions to Biblical and liturgical texts abound, nowhere 
is Christ or the Panagia or any other Biblical figure or incident the 
ostensible subject of the poem. There is no attempt to rewrite Christian 
texts in the manner of Sikelianos' 'Fifth Gospel' or Palamas' poems on the 
myrophores and Resurrection. Nor is there any syncretistic rewriting of 
the myth of Jesus'. for ancient Greek mythology plays little part in the 
poem. 
The Panagia, so prominent in the PAoyFpa and in many major 
poems of Sikelianos, is scarcely present in Tö "Aýiov 'Earl, and I have 
discussed that poem primarily in terms of the displacement of God and 
Christ by the narrator. This displacement is effected through the 
appropriation of elements of Biblical and liturgical language which in their 
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original context belong to Jehovah or Christ, and their application by the 
narrator to himself: ö 8taxat6TEpog, tE böýa 6ä it päacw, ö 
Epx6. Evoc (pp. 340-41,348-51). Behind this strategy lies. evidently 
enough, a fascination with the vocabulary and idioms of Biblical and 
liturgical texts and the poetic force of their imagery; but not that alone. 
The Bible and the liturgy are highly privileged texts, particularly in a 
culture like that of Greece which is still significantly less post-Christian 
than most European national cultures. Biblical and liturgical expressions, 
especially those applied to God, Christ and the Panagia, are obviousl`' 
value-laden, and their appropriation implies the intent to import something 
of that value, to enhance the status of, in this case, Elytis' narrator in Tö 
"Aýtov 'Eazi. To displace God is to attempt to appropriate some of the 
authority, centrality and even the grandeur of God: v' ävF-3 ii /ß -16' 
yXavxö i' ovpavoü -K i FKE1 vä Eýovßtäaw (p. 335). 
The fact that the narrator is so little distanced from Elytis himself 
may make the reader at times uncomfortable with this procedure. A 
number of Greek critics have avoided this problem by not analysing too 
closely what Elytis is doing in his use of Biblical and liturgical language 
and structures, or liturgical metrics. I have, I hope, demonstrated that the 
approach which sees Christ himself as frequently evoked in Tö "A4, tovv 
'Earl, and which regards the poem as essentially and easily compatible with 
Christianity, is untenable. In taking the language which asserts value or 
significance of Christ, the narrator is not sharing the stage with Christ but 
effectively elbowing him off it. In so far as Tö "Aýtov 'Earl is a 'Fifth 
Gospel'. it is a rewriting of the teaching rather than the life of Christ. But 
Elytis' gospel is a gospel of `this world' and emphatically not of the 
'kingdom of heaven'; and it represents a quite extraordinary privileging of 
the poetic e`go. 
The displacement of God or Christ by the poetic ego, occasionally 
evident in Palamas (influenced in this, no doubt, by Nietzsche), becomes an 
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important aspect of Sikelianos' poetic stance, where this i,, articulated 
through appropriations of Biblical and liturgical language. But in Td 
"Aýtov 'Earl Elytis takes this strategy much further than either of his 
predecessors (and his `agon' with them- and especially with Sikelianos- 
can he observed at certain places in the poem). Indeed, the displacement of 
God and Christ by Elytis' narrator approaches the limits of what can be 
asserted through the distortion of Christian language without falling into 
absurdity or madness. And certainly no Greek poet in the forty years since 




Three uncollected poems by Palamas 
ANAITAEII 
'AväaTaßt x7. ' 'Ayänrl Kai Aaµnprj 
KaOE Kcaµnäva xapwnä a1 iaivEt 
Kai ý71tEpwv' ) 'µk pa, Kai oopEi 
Eto? I 9' äaTEpta Kt' 0"Cv9i KEV hhv1. 
K' EüµopOaivEt Kai A, aµnoxon&c. 
`O äyyF-XoS noü Ap9E vä IC-1)X1611 
Ti v iw' Tp' äno' to µvi to StaaKOpn( c 
"0kil " Xdg i Too, Sapp ii , 'S 
T1jv KTiat. 
Kai gEaa 'S 'r iv xap&tä µov µv TTt Kä 
Nt6k( vä ýi pchvlj µtäv fiµ. £pa 
ME KäXX1 äxöµa nXov µaß xä 
'An' ößa divE 'S Tij 711 xai 'S rev ai9Epa. 
O Epwc Kai 71 avotE . K' 
i vtöTTI 
cwAtäcovv µhßa µov, TpEiS 8iaavpoi, 
Kai 'Vtüvovv T Kap&ää µov Tý -(vµvö u1 
M' äväaTaßt ici' äyänTl xat Aap7rp rj. 
(Published in Tö "Aarv, 24 April 1888, p. 4; signed o öpa Mupd nEXT .) 
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4APIIAIOI KAI TEAS2NAI 
"AvOpümot No ö vF. 3 aav eic tö lcpöv 
npoa aaOat ö eil oaptaaioS Kcai ö 
CUP OS tEAthvllc. 
(Eiaýiov «rrci ý1ovthv) 
A' 
Aoinöv: 'S EiEivo rev itaXiiö xatpö 
Iloi EOEyYE 'S Týv nX, m OEÖS VE'-o;, 
'Avßß1Kav &nävov 'S TO iEpö 
"Evas TEhivTIS K' Evas (1)aptßaioS. 
`0 «aptaaoS Exct ýythxatö 
TO' itpö o, yriiXd 'XEI TO' KEOäXt, 
Kai KpacEl: 
Kvptc, E' EvxaptßTC?, 
I, tatt &V Eiµat xa8 EtvE O' t , ot 
Mov ßpc ' i'l xäpT Eov KäOE ä'ya8ö. 
Kpatd Wa' 'S T' äßTIµuvta µov Tä ßpoxt. a 
"O, Tj 4avTäcoµan ict' ö, n. noOc ! 
I'4vTw" µä &v ýQäv(I) Kai t1 4T(% to ! 
>>"EX(t) naA, ätto Kai xaoptä, awpoi S, 
Tc iS Aipat; Kpüp() a papEtä tapp a, 
I'E ta, ra Sivw xai kaµnpoüg xopoüc, 
Kai Känov Kticw Kai voßoxoµEia ! 
»Eiµat ^yEVVaioS, Kato;, xa&ög. 
LV inw änö Tijv EKKA 1mci, v1ßtEVCo, 
Acv diµat (; äv ai o'; äµaptwXöS. 
Oth ! E' Evxaptatth Kai F 1nßt co 1» 
B' 
Kt' ö . A). og ö T"viic, zanf-lvÖS. 
TÖN SÖLKpUCC TOU Tp Ouv c rciX(X 6TÖCAa. 
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«0d ! Tö ýFpc), Fiµat ovn&avo;. 
p(j) nü Ex (1) Kpiµata µ yäý. a ... 
»Ev-chpTaE µov ano touq oüpavoüc 
Tä xpiµatä µov, nkIjOii aäv t%v äµµo. 
Eiµ' äv8pcono; äöüvato; ö voüS, 
Kt' o nEtpaaµöS noXüS ri vä Eov KdpAD; 
»Il* vä µ. E ýi ai ö yrwpoA. ou4ES 
floe ltEpvo) än' TO' KOu 3apvo ! 96 Wo0oüßa ... . 
"Exw nat& a, yvvaixa ict' & &p4at;. 
Md; Eirvtý' ij äKpI Eta Kai Tä A, ovaa 
»Nä 'xco Tr v Eýouata µou µitpoatä 
XIAta K&, d, Kai Toi novA, ioü TO' -1äXa, 
Kai VC( KpaTc Tä xEpta µov K41aTä 
"Hp aptov, KvptE, µovnpEnE KpE 1äXa !» 
`0 Kuptog, to ýEpouµ£ KaXä, 
Toü (Daptaaiou Ea päytaE To cTÖµa, 
Kai Töv t Xcovil ealjKcc E Wilkai. 
r, 
Aoiutöv: xaOc K1 rnpty, xai Ttip' äxöµa 
Oi 'Daptßaiol tv uipa Tou; n£pvovv 
ME Tä naxE tä Tä Xöyta, K' of TtXi vat 
iou$paivouv ä&täxona, n£tvovv 
'AXöpTaßTa, K (XI tpwvE, Tpwvc, Tpwv¬. 
"Oµcc äXXd av 'Aiyo of xatpoi. 
Kt' äv Sev mcYtE1 S, TpEx(X E O1) xal 'pcoTa. 
- `O Daptaaiog &v äa. Aaýe. - M7topFi. 
'A? X 6 tth vii &v ¬iv' on ou npwza ! 
AE% v aK1 Ei, KC(0()S LOTE, ta1T£ivöS, 
AEV xa aiEt, 8E Yovati ýFt, &v xtuir ttat, 
cDößo, 'vtponil &v E'X¬1 KavFVÖS, 
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Kt' o1)&- Kai to Otö irkl(k n XXoy htat. 
Kt' a rröS µ£ yXc xaaa iFVtpa Kai tpavii 
(DwvacEt govov o', tn toü aw pEt. 
Kt' ötav TovE KaOißovv 'S to a is aµvt. 
MIWI aäv v(, XvE 60)O ptaTept ! 
µiß -yEA. aG0A ä? J r Oopä 
'Anö T? / K& O YüV1J aov xai µövrr. 
XTVna Tö (Daptaaio 'S Tä 'yEpä. 
'AXÄ, öc µrß avywpij Kai Tov TEXi(VTT 
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(Published in Tö "Aarv, 19 June 1888, p. 6; signed Ok pa Mupö itckq. ) 
NPPENUIX 
Ell TON AITEAON THI ANAITAYE l 
"AyyEA', 'Eßü noü änö r' xtövi 
Exctc AuK6tEp7l ßzoXr , 
Kt' ano T71v äatpan7l % 9aµnwvEt 
To' µhTono (You nto' noXv, 
'Eav no-6 rjpOES vä ruktail; 
Tijv ntTpa Tov Xpiatoü xpv*öc 
K' eKaµ£S K' Ekag IEV i KtimS 
Eöcv änö µüptwv ijxtwv 0ci , 
'E toi Ilapa&ißou Tijv aüyi . 
;ý AyyEX, µil ýeÜy1]S, a täaou 
Kai KapTEpoüv vi 9avµaTä aou 
Kt' äX. Aoi vEKpoi ý 'S t yf 
BaOEtä Kotµovvtat nEOaµthvES, 
MEaa ato- S T6001); TOW K41(TTOCt';, 
flh rnS Kt' 'Ayyältll, Svo napO vat;, 
E eS zf1S yf S? xtaptßtaig. 
ETäßov, xai KI , )Ä(x To, X19äpt, 
AüaE To'v ürtvo 'ro' ßa9v, 
to xößµoS öXog 0cýi Mit XP 
aütaIS v' ävaatrJOf ! 
ETäaov Kai 1c1. )Aa TO, Xi9äpl 
IIO'Ü KW TOÜS td4 ouC tow ßap¬tä, 
N' 6tvOtar1 0 KößµoS Kai vä 7täpl3 
Ntöt, ýcoYj, napiyopiä ! 
Kai twv Xachv tijv nETpa KvXa 
N' ävaa rrý9ýj ýj 'F u9Eptöc, 
Kai 8t6 EKA. «ßtä Tj aKvXa, 
OtO) C äX 0% xä8£ 7% µ£p1ä. 
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Aüxwµa Ti; SErntotviöoS». under the heading Avo itottjµata '' Kwarr IlaAa 6L) 
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